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Above - Calibrating Type 724.A Precision Wavemeters in the standardization laboratory,
Below-Analyzing fan noise with the Type 760.A Sound Analyzer.
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STRO ·BOSCOPES

THE STROBOSCOPE is a device that permits rotating or reciprocating objects to be viewed
intermittently and thus produces the optical effect of slowing down or stopping motion. If, for
example, an electric fan revolving at 1800 rpm is viewed under a light which flashes 1800 times
per minute, the fan will apparently be standing still. A slight decrease in the flashing rate will
make the fan appear to revolve slowly in the direction of its actual rotation, and an increase will
produce a similar motion in the reverse direction. Because the eye retains images for an appreciable
fraction of a second (so-called persistence of vision), no flicker is seen except at very low speeds.
Stroboscopes with mechanically operated shutters for interrupting vision have been in use for
many years but are subject to the limitations of slow speed and insufficient illumination. General
Radio Stroboscopes use the flashing lamp principle as developed by Edgerton, Germeshausen,
and Grier of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Short, brilliant, light flashes are produced by a lamp filled with rare gases, and the speed of the flash is controlled by an electronic
switch or a motor-driven contactor. Flashing speeds up to 14,000 per minute, for visual investigation, are obtained by this method with the STROBOTAC, and up to 90,000 per minute for
high-speed photography with the Power Stroboscope.
When mechanisms operating at high speeds are viewed by stroboscopic light, in slow motion,
all irregularities of the motion present in the original motion are made visible, thus making it
possible to observe high-speed mechanisms under actual operating conditions. When the speed
of flash coincides with the speed of rotation, motion is apparently stopped. The stroboscope thus
becomes an excellent means of measuring speed, and for tius purpose the dial which controls the
flashing rate of the STROBOTAC is calibrated directly in rpm. Speed measurement by the
stroboscopic method absorbs no power from the mechanism under measurement, since no mechanical contact is required.
For the photography of objects moving at high speeds, stroboscopic light provides a means of
taking both still and motion pictures. High-speed single-flash and multiple-flash photographs of
small areas can be made with the STROBOLUX. For photographing large areas, and for taking
ultra-high-speed motion pictures, the TYPE 621 Power Stroboscope should be used.

TYPE 631-B STROBOT AC*
USES: The Strobotac is used for measuring the Strobotac is invaluable. The operation of
speed of rotating, reciprocating, or vibrating motors, fans, pulleys, gears, cams, and other
mechanisms and for observing their operation machine elements can be examined in slow
in slow motion. In the design and testing of motion. Speed measurements for overload and
machines and high-speed mechanisms, the underload tests can be made. It is ideally suited
for rapidly adjusting the speeds of a number of
machines intended to operate at the same speed,
as, for instance, textile spindles. In production
testing, it provides a means of rapidly aligning
mechanisms that operate under close tolerances.
It is approved for use in checking the calibration
of aircraft tachometers.
DESCRIPTION: The Strobotac is a small, portable stroboscope calibrated to read speed directly
in revolutions per minute. The light source is a
Strobotron neon lamp mounted in a parabolic
reflector. The frequency of a self-contained
electronic pulse generator determines the flashing speed, which can be adjusted, by means of
a direct-reading dial, to any value between 600
rpm and 14,400 rpm. If desired, the flashing
speed can be controlled by an external contactor, by the a-c line frequency, or by a
vacuum-tube oscillator.
The Strobotron is designed to give an extremely short flash, and hence sharp images
are obtained even at speeds up to several times
the scale values.
Speeds outside the scale range of the instrument can be measured by using multiples
of the flashing speed. The upper limit is not
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sharply defined, but, in general, speeds up to
about 100,000 rpm can be measured. Speeds
below 600 rpm can also be measured, but the
use of the Strobotac for this range is not recommended, because of flicker caused by the inability of the eye to retain successive images
for a sufficiently long period of time to give the
illusion of continuous motion.
FEA TURES: For speed measurement, the
Strobotac has one outstanding advantage over
other types of tachometers : no contact with the
mechanism under measurement is required, and
hence no power is absorbed.
The Strobotac is portable, compact, and light
in weight. Because of this, it can be used in

places inaccessible to larger instruments. The
speed scale is on a drum-type dial, easily read
when the instrument is held in the position of
normal use, and a slow-motion drive facilitates
precise settings of the dial. High accuracy and
a wide speed range are further advantages for
general speed measurement. The direct-reading
accuracy as a tachometer is within ± 1% when
the calibration is standardized in terms of a
frequency controlled power line.
When a larger area is to be illuminated, or
sufficient light for photography is required, the
Strobotac can be used to control the flashing
speed of the TYPE 648-A Strobolux described
on page 4.
*Reg. U. S. Pat. Office.

SPECIFICA TIONS
Range: The fund amental range of fl ashing speed is from
600 to 14,400 per minute. The speed is read directly from
a dial calibrated in rpm. By using multiples of the flashing
speed, the range of measurement can be extended up to
about 100,000 rpm , and, by multiple images, speeds somewhat below 600 rpm can be measured.
Accuracy: ±1 % of the dial reading above 900 rpm when
the Strobotac is standardized in terms of a frequencycontrolled power line. Controls for this standardization
adjustment are provided. When an external flashing means
is used, the accuracy is that of the flashing source.
Duration of Flash: Between 5 and 10 microseconds.

Power Supply: 105 to 125 volts, 60 cycles. Prices for operation from lines of other voltages and frequencies will be
quoted on request. Power Input: 25 watts.
Vacuum Tubes: One TYPE 631-Pl Strobotron, one 6X5-G
type, and one 6N7-G type are required. A complete set of
tubes is furnished with the instrument.
Accessories Supplied: Spare fuses and pilot lamps, sevenfoot line connector cord, and plug to fit contactor jack.
Mounting: Metal cabinet with carryi ng handle. To facilitale mounting tbe instrument on a tripod. a tapped hole
04 x 20) is provided in the base of the cabinet.
Dimensions: 7 Yz x 8;)i x 9Yii inches, over-all.
Net Weight: 8 ;)i pounds.

Type

631-8
631-P1
PATE T NOTICE.

I

Strobotac ................ . .. .
Replacement Strobotron ... . . . .

........ .... . /

....... . . .. ..

Code Word

Price

BRAVO

$95.00
4.50

SENNA

See Note 15, page v.

TYPE 631-B Strobotac with TVPE 648-A Strobolux.
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TYPE 648-A STROBOLUX
graphs of limited areas. It has also found some
application as a light source for taking motion
pictures in conjunction with a continuous-film
recorder (see page 127).

DESCRIPTION: TYPE 648-A Strobolux consists

TYPE

of a power supply and lamp, capable of producing brilliant light flashes at speeds up to
6000 per minute. The flashing source is a TYPE
631-B Strobotac and consequently can be controlled by (1) the self-contained pulse generator
in the Strobotac, (2) the a-c line, (3) an external
contactor (TYPE 549), or (4) an external oscillator such as TYPE 7l3-B.
The lamp, filled with a rare gas, furnishes
about one hundred times as much light as that
of the Strobotac.
The entire assembly is housed in a metal
cabinet with the lamp and its 9-inch reflector
on one side. The lamp housing is removable
from the case and is furnished with a 10-foot
extension cable.

61.8-A Sll'Obolux .

USES: The TYPE 648-A Strobolux extends the
usefulness of the Strobotac to applications requiring considerably more light than the Strobotron lamp is capable of supplying. Specifically,
it should be used where larger areas are to be
illuminated or where photography is required.
In photography, it can be used for taking
high-speed single-flash or multiple-flash photo-

FEA lURES: The combination of the TYPE
631-B Strobotac and TYPE 648-A Strobolux has
all the advantages of the Strobotac itself plus
the feature of high illumination, sufficient for
photographic use. No appreciable duplication
of facilities is involved, so that the purchase of
the TYPE 648-A Strobolux is an economical solution to problems requiring greater illumination than is provided by the Strobotac.

SPECIFICA TlONS
Range: Up to 100 flashes per second (6000 per minute) .
Single flashes for photography can a lso be obtained.
Duration of Flash: Between 15 and 50 microseconds, depending upon flashing speed and upon the seLting of the
SPEEDS range sw itch. The shorLer flash is obtained at the
higher speeds.
Accuracy: The accuracy is that of the source controlling
the flashing speed. (See specifications for TYPE 631-B
Strobotac, page 3.)
Power Supply: 105 to 125 volLs, 50 to 60 cycles.
Power Input: 125 watts , maximum.
Vacuum Tube: One 5Z3 R ec tifier and one TYPE 648-Pl
Lamp, both of which are furnished with the instrument.
Mounting: The complete assembly is housed in a sheet
metal case. The lamp and its 9-inch reflector are mounted
on one side, the power supply on the other. The removable
lamp assembly is provided with a 7:1: x 20 tapped hole for
tripod mounting.
Accessories Required: A Strobotac is necessary to operate
the Strobolux.
Accessories Supplied: A power cable, a cable for connection to the Strobotac, an extension cable for the lamp,
spare pilot lamps and fuses.

This unretouc hcd si ngle-fl ash photograph. taken
with the SLrobolu x, shows a loom s huLLl e in moLion.

Dimensions: 13 % x 11 % x 13 Y2 inches, over-a ll.
Net Weight: 31% pounds.

Type

648-A
648-P1
PATENT NOTICE.
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Strobolux ........... .

I Replacement Lamp .. .
See Note 15, page v

......I

Code Word

Price

SCALY
SURLY

$150.00
15.00
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TYPE 549-C SYNCHRONOUS-MOTOR CONT ACTOR
TYPE 549-P2 HAND CONT ACTOR

USES: These contactors are intended for use
with TYPE 631 Strobotac and TYPE 648 Strobolux as sources of accurately timed impulses for
flashing. A plug-in cable is provided for connections between the contactor head and the
Strobotac.
DESCRIPTION: The synchronous-motor contactor, TYPE 549-C, when driven from a 115volt, 60-cycle line, is capable of flashing a TYPE
631-B Strobotac at any rate between 150 and
3600 flashes per minute. The contactor is driven
by an 1800-rpm self-starting synchronous
motor. Flashing rate adjustment is made by
turning the fluted knob, which changcs the
ratio of the friction-drive mechanism. A calibrated scale gives the flashing rate in flashes per
minute. Phase can be adjusted independently
at the contactor head. Two ranges are provided,
one covering speeds from 150 to 1300 rpm, the
other from 700 to 3600 rpm. These are fundamental ranges; speeds which are multiples of
them can, of course, be measured. Two discs
and two scales are provided, and the change
from one range to the other can be accomplished
in a few minutes.
The contactor head can be removed and used
independently as a hand contactor. A rubber
driving tip is provided for this purpose.
The uncalibrated head, fitted with rubber tip
so that it can be driven from a rotating shaft,

,---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

TYPE 51·9-C Synchronous-Molor-Driven Conlaclor.

is available separately as the TYPE 549-P2
Hand Contactor.

FEA TURES: Accurately timed flashing rates as
low as 150 per minute can be obtained. The
phase of the flash, i.e., its time in the flashing
eycle, can be adjusted. This makes it possible
to arrest the motion of a mechanism at any
point in its cycle of operation. In many stroboscopic investigations this feature is valuable.

SPECIFICATIONS
TYPE 549-C
Range of Flashing Speeds: 150 lo 3600 flashes per minute,
in two ranges.
Controls: One knob Cor adjusting speed and the movable
contactor head for adjustin g phase. Each is provid ed with

T,

PE

51.9-P2 Hand COlllaclor.

a locking arrangement Cor holding it firmly in the desired
position.
Accuracy: The accu racy is determined by the frequency
stability of the power line and the amount of wear of the
rubber rim on the driven wheels. When the wheels and
scales are set correctly, the error will increase as either
sca le end is approached , and may be consid ered to be not
greater than ±50 rpm on the low , and ±100 rpm on t he
high scales.
Power Supply: 105 to 125 volts. 60 cycles.
Power Input: 35 watts.
Mounting: Motor and contactor are mounted on an a lumi num base. Changin g from the high to tbe low speed range ,
and v ice versa. necessitates changing the size and position
of the driven disc. Two sets of mounting holes, two discs,
and two sca les a re provid ed for th is purpose.
Dimensions: (Length) 9%: x (width) 6%: x (height) 4 %
inches, over-all.
Net Weight: 10 31 pound.
TYPE 549-P2
Dimensions: (Length) 7 x (diameter) 3 7« inches, over-all.
Cord: Co nn ecti ng cord is furnished.
Net Weight: 2 % pounds.

Type

549-C
549-P2
549-373
549-371
PATE '1'

OTICE.

Synchronous-Motor Contactor . ... .
Hand Contactor . ........ . ....... . .
Replacement Disc (150-1300 rpm) . . . .
Replacement Disc (700-3600 rpm) .. . .
See

Code Word

Prire

MACAW

$70.00
30.00
3.50
2.50

:M ADAM
I-tYDnA

lIY)tEN

oLe 15, page v.
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TYPE 621 POWER STROBOSCOPE

-
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flashing rates or for taking high-speed motion
pictures, a stroboscope of considerable power
capacity is required.
The TYPE 621 Power Stroboscope supplies
even greater light intensity per flash than does
the TYPE 648-A Strobolux and is capable of
being flashed at much higher speeds. It is particularly designed as a light source for the TYPE
651-A Recorder. With this combination, motion
pictures can be taken at speeds up to 1500 exposures per second, permitting the study of
high-speed transient or non-repetitive motion,
turbulence and cavitation in fluid flow, and
other industrial and research problems.
When the Power Stroboscope is used in ultrahigh-speed photography, the flashing rate is
commonly controlled by a commutator on the
camera. In this way the individual exposures
are accurately framed for projection at normal
speeds.

.

_

~.-

SINGLE FLASH UNITS

When stroboscopic lighting of high intensity
at a high flashing rate is desired, considerable
power is required, since the power that must be
supplied to the light is directly proportional to
the desired intensity, as well as to the frequency
of flashing. Thus, although the TYPE 648-A
Strobolux furnishes a light intensity adequate
for illuminating small areas or for single-flash
photography, the maximum useful flashing rate
is limited by the power supply to about 100 per
second. For applications involving very high

For photographing extremely high-speed
phenomena, such as the flight and impact of
bullets, a light flash of extremely short duration
(of the order of one or two microseconds) is
required. Special units can be built that provide
single flashes of approximately a microsecond
duration.

The Power Stroboscope and the single-flash
unit described above are built to order only.
Specifications and prices will gladly be supplied
by our Engineering Department.
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analysis that can be made with the aid of
ultra-high-speed

motion

pictures.

A

drum-type dial, numbered in sections,
was mounted on the shaft of an automatic
tapper and was photographed through a
pair of cross hairs. Examination of the
film, frame by frame, yielded the data
from which the plot was made.

PATENT NOTICE.
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See Notes 15. 23. pagev.
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TYPE 759-8

SOUND-LEVEL

METER

USES: The TYPE 759-B Sound-Level Meter is
suitable for all types of commercial and industrial noise measurement. Manufacturers of
machinery and appliances use it for measuring
product noise both in the research laboratory
and in production. Sound transmission and
absorption and the acoustical properties of
materials can also be measured with it. It meets
equally well the requirements for noise measurement in surveys of the psychological and physiological effects of noise.
For the industrial plant, it provides a means
of measuring product noise, setting up noise
standards, accepting or rejecting products on
the basis of noise tests, and, finally, analyzing
and correcting trouble in the rejected units.
In this last use, as in many others, a frequency analysis of the noise is usually valuable.
For this purpose, the TYPE 760-A Sound Analyzer (see page 10) has been designed.
The usefulness of the sound-level meter may
be extended to include vibration measurements
by substituting a vibration pickup (see page 9)
for the microphone. The low-frequency response
of the sound-level meter is sufficiently good to
permit vibration measurements at frequencies
down to 20 cycles. Such measurements include
the fundamental and harmonic frequency vibrations of machines rotating at 1200 rpm or
higher, as well as many structural resonances.
For vibration measurements below 20 cycles,

however, the TYPE 761-A Vibration Meter is
recommended (see page 14).

DESCRIPTION: TYPE 759-B Sound-Level Meter
is an accurate, portable, low priced meter for
reading, in terms of a standard reference level,
the sound level at its microphone.
The sound-level meter consists of a nondirectional microphone, an amplifier, a calibrated attenuator, and an indicating meter.
It is battery operated and completely selfcontained.
An a-c power supply unit is also available
(see page 9).
This sound-level meter complies with all the
tentative standards for sound-level meters
specified by the American Standards Association, the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and the Acoustical Society of America.
All three frequency response characteristics
recommended by the A.S.A. are included. In
addition to the standard meter characteristic, a
heavily damped movement, for reading rapidly
fluctuating sounds, is provided.
FEATURES: The outstanding features of this
instrument are its portability and ease of operation. Weighing a little over 20 pounds, and
being completely self-contained (including the
batteries or a-c power supply), the instrument is
completely portable. It is so simple in operation
that it can be used by non-technical personnel.

7
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SPECIFICATIONS
Sound-Level Range: Calibrated in decibels from +24 db
to 140 db above the standard reference level of 10-16 watts
(a pressure of 0.0002 dynes) per square centimeter in a
free , progressive wave at 1000 cycles.
Frequency Characteristics: The frequency characteristic of
the sound-level meter is adjustable to follew three different
curves. The first and second of these are, respectively, the
40 and 70 db equal-loudness contours in accordance wi I.h
the tentative standard proposed by the American Standards
Association. The third frequency response characteristic
gives a substantially equal response to all frequencies
within the range of the instrument. This characteristic is
used when measuring extremely high sound levels or when
using the instrument with TYPE 760-A Sound Analyzer.
Microphone: The microphone mounts on a folding bracket
on top of the instrument and folds down into a recess in the
panel when notin use. It can be removed from its mounting
bracket for use with an extension cable and tripod (see
price list).
The microphone is of the crystal, diaphragm, type with
an essentially non-directional response characteristic. It is
rugged and stable, and its sensitivity is substantially unaffected by ordinary changes in temperature and humidity.
The response of the microphone is essentially fl at below
4000 cycles, and the absolute level (of the sound-level
meter) is corrected in accordance with the ASA tentative
standards to cancel out any minor microphone irregularities
when sounds of average frequency distribution are being
measured.
The absolute level of a ll microphones is checked at
several frequencies against a standard microphone, whose
calibration is periodically checked by the U. S. Bureau of
Standards. In addition the impedance of the microphone
is held to close tolerances.
Vibration Pickup: The TYPE 759-P35 Vibration Pickup
with the TYPE 759-P36 Control Box can be used in place
of the microphone (see next pag,,).
Meter plus Attenuator: The sou nd level is read as the sum
of the meter reading and the reading of a stepped atlenuator. A s ingle knob controls two attenuators furnishing a
total of 100 db attenuation in steps of 10 db. The indicating
meter is approximately linear in decibels, and its scale is
open and easily read. It covers a 16 db range, thus providing a satisfactory overlap between the steps of the attenuator. A SLOW-FAST switch makes avai lable two
meter speeds. With the control sw itch in the FAST position
the ballistic characteri stics of the meter closely match those
of the human ear and agree wi th ten tative standards of the
American Standards Association. J n the SLOW position
the meter is shunted by a large condenser. The resulting
heavily damped movement is convenient for observing the
average level of rapidly fluctuating sounds.
Calibration: A means is provided for standardizing the
sensitivity of the instrument. Any a-c power line of ap-

759-B
759-P21

proximately lI5 volts can be used as a sou rce of standardizing voltage. A seven-foot line-con nector cord is furnished
for this purpose a nd is sto red in the cover of the carrying
case.
Accuracy: The frequency response curves of the TYPE
759-B Sound-Level Meter fall wi thin the tolerances specified by the ASA tentative standards. When the amplifi er
sensitivity is standardized the absolute accu racy of soundlevel measurements is within ±1 decibel for average mach inery noises in accordance with the ASA standards.
Temperature and Humidity Effects: Readings are ind ependent (within 1 db) of temperature and humidity over
the ranges of room conditions normally encountered.
Extension Cable and Tripod: An extension cable and tripod
(TYPE 759-P21) can be supplied for using the microphone
at a distance from the sound-level meter. A correction curve
is supp li ed, giving the cable correction as a function of
temperature . This temperature correction is of importance
only above 85 ° Fahrenheit.
Batteries: A single block battery (Burgess type 6TA60) is
used and one is supp li ed with the instrument. The TYPE
759-P50 Power Supply is available if a-c operation is
desired (see next page).
Tubes: Three type IN5-GT and One type ID8-GT are required. A complete set is supp li ed with the instrument.
Case: The sound-level meter is mounted in a sh ield ed
carrying case of durable airplane-luggage construction.
Dimensions: The over-all dimensions are approximately:
(height) ll Y2 x (lengl.h) 13 Y2 x (width) 9 Y2 inches.
Net Weight: 22~ pounds, with baLlery; 17!4 pounds.
withou t ba Lter),.
Code Word

Type

PATENT NOTICE.

M eas urin g the noise from a venti latin g fan with the
sound-level meter.

I

Sound-Level Meter. ... . . . . . . .
Replacement Battery for above .....
Extension Cable (25 ft.) and Tripod .

NOMAD

NOMADNUBAT
KIMBO

Price

$195.00
3.50
11.50

See Noles 1, 2, page v.

MICROPHONE
OUTPUT

LOGARITHMIC
RECTIFIER TYPE
METER
-6 TO+IOdb

Functional block diagram of the TYPE 759-B Sound-Level Meter.
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TYPE 759-P50 POWER SUPPLY
USES: The TYPE 759-PSO Power Supply has
been designed for use wit h the TYPE 759
Sound-Level Meter where an a-c power line is
available.
DESCRIPTION: T llis power supply is a light,

compact unit that fits into the battery compartment of the TYPE 759-B or TYPE 759-A
Sound-Level Meter. A selenium rectifier provides the filament supply. A conventional rectifier and filter provide the plate supply.

SPECIFICA TIONS
Output: 1.5 vol ts filament supply and 90-vo lt plate supply
for TYPE 759-B Sound-Level Meter. Alternatively, a 3-voll
filam ent supply is available for use with the older TYPE
759-A Sound-Level M eter .
Hum and Noise Level: Sufficiently low to assure satisfactory operation of the TYPE 759-B Sound-Level Meter,
when the supply- li ne frequency is 60 cycles.
On the older TYPE 759-A Sound-Leyel M e ter, operation
at line fr(,quencies below 60 cycles is genera ll y possible. bu t
is not recommended. At 60 cycles. sa tisfactory ope ration
is ohtain ed on a ll ranges except at the 60-db attenuator
selling.

Input Voltage: 105 to 125 vol ts, 40 to 60 cycles.
Input Power: Less than 8 walls at U5 volts, 60 cycles.
Tube: One type 6H6 is supplied.
Terminals: An output socket fits the p lug on the ballery
cable of t he TYPE 759-B So und-Level Meler.
Dimensions: (Length) 10 x (width ) 2 ~ x (depth) 5 inches.
Net Weight: 7% pounds.

Type
759-P50

Code Word

I A-C Power Supply

.\

UTTY

Price

I $55 .00

VIBRA TION PICKUP AND CONTROL BOX
The TYPE 759-P35 Pickup and TYPE 759-P36
Control Box have been designed for use with
the TYPE 759-B Sound-Level Meter. To make
vibration measurements with the sound-level
meter it is merely necessary to replace the
microphone by the control box and pickup (see
TYPE 759-B, page 7).
The TYPE 759-P35 Vibration Pickup is an
inertia-operated crystal device wllich generates
a voltage proportional to t he acceleration of the
vibrating body. By means of integrating networks in the control box, voltages proporlional
to velocity and displacement can also be delivered to the sound-level meter. The desired
response is selected by means of a three-point
switch on t he control box.

SPECIFICA TIONS
Calibration: The db readings of the sound-level me ter can
be converted into absolute va lues of disp lacement, velocity.
or acceleration by means of calibration figures supp lied
with each pickup and control box.
Range: The range of measurement of the pickup and control
box when used wi th the TYPE 759-B Sound-Level M e ter is
approximately as fo llows:
Average Double Amplitude-lOO micro-inches (m inimum).
Average Velocity- lOOO micro-inches per second (minimum). The upper li mit of velocity and displacement
measurements is dependent on the frequency and is
determined by the maximum acceleration perm iss ible
before non-lineari ty occurs (10 g).
Average Acceleration- lOOO m icro-g to 10 g
g = 32.2 ft. /sec. /sec.
Frequency Characteristic: The over-all response is approx imately flat up to 1000 cycles. A typica l response curve is
shown at the right.
Mounting: Both control box and pickup are housed in
metal containers, finished in black lacquer. The control
box plugs into the sound-level me ter, and the pickup in
turn plugs into the control box. A flexib le cable 7 feet long
is supplied.
Net Weight: TYPE 759-P35 Vibration Pick up, 8 ounces
(pickup only); pickup plus cahle and tips, 1 pound; TYPE
759-P36 Contro l Box, 1 pound, 6 ounces.

The vibl"alion pickup and conlrol box plug inlo the
sound-level meler in place of the microphone, as
shown he re.

I

1111111 1
1000

FREQUENCY - CYCLES PER SECOND

Over-a ll rreq uency response c haraclerislic or t he
vibration pickup. control box. and sound-level me ter.

Type
759-P35
759-P36

Code Word

I Control
Vibration Pickup .. ·· 1 NOSEY I
Box . . . .
NANNY

Price
$32.50
30.00
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TYPE 760-A SOUND ANALYZER
USES: The TYPE 760-A Sound Analyzer has
been designed particularly for analyzing machinery noises or noise levels caused mainly by
electrical or mechanical equipment. The fact
that the selectivity curve widens proportionally
as the frequency is increased makes it suitable
for measuring noises caused by machines that
do not run at absolutely constant speed. The
instrument is particularly well adapted for
analyzing the sound made by automobile and
airplane motors and industrial or household
equipment.
Although designed for use with the TYPE 759
Sound-Level Meter, the analyzer is not necessarily restricted to this application. It may be
used in conjunction with any microphone and
amplifier combination that provides sufficient
output voltage.
As a general laboratory instrument the TYPE
760-A Sound Analyzer can be used as a harmonic analyzer to measure components down
to 1% of the fundamental. It is very useful as
a bridge-balancing indicator, since it can be
tuned to the bridge frequency, thus eliminating
errors caused by harmonics. The logarithmic
indicating meter is of particular advantage in
this application.
Another important use is the analysis of vibrations in conjunction with the TYPE 761-A

10

Vibration Meter or with the TYPE 759-B SoundLevel Meter and vibration pickup.
DESCRIPTION: The TYPE 760-A Sound Analyzer consists of a selective amplifier, operating
on the degeneration principle and having a
constant percentage band width, combined
with a vacuum-tube voltmeter having approximately logarithmic characteristics over a wide
range.
The principles on which the analyzer operates
are shown in the functional diagram on the
next page.
The instrument was designed particularly for
use with the TYPE 759 Sound-Level Meter, and
this combination provides an accurate and convenient means for measuring not only the actual
level of sound, but also the relative amplitudes
of the component frequencies.
FEATURES: In the development of this analyzer, simplicity and convenience of operation
were considered of primary importance. The
frequency calibration is read directly on a large
dial, which can be rotated continuously to cover
the entire frequency range of the instrument
with a minimum of effort. A push-button switch
operates the multipliers, so that it is a simple
matter to scan quickly the entire frequency
range of the analyzer or to change the tuning
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between two remote points in the range. A
stabilized circuit eliminates the need of any
battery adjustments, and a neon ballast lamp
provides satisfactory accuracy of the logarithmic voltmeter circuit, regardless of the
condition of the batteries.
A volume control is included to adjust the
instrument for use at various input levels, but,
in actual operation, no meter multipliers or
volume controls are used since the complete
range may be read on the single logarithmic
meter scale.
The selective circuits used in this analyzer

contain only resistors and capacitors; no inductors are used. Because of this, external magnetic fields have no appreciable effect on the
operation.
Since the instrument was designed as a companion to the TYPE 759 Sound-Level Meter,
small size and low weight were considered extremely important, and the instrument is
smaller and lighter than most of the analyzers
which have been used for noise work in the
past. The complete instrument is mounted in
an airplane-luggage type of case matching that
of the sound-level meter in appearance.

SPECIFICA TIONS
Frequency Range: Calibrated directly in cycles per second
from 25 to 7500. Tbis total range is covered in five complete
turns of the tuning knob, the ranges on the various dial
rotations being 25 to 75, 75 to 250, 250 to 750, 750 to 2500,
and 2500 to 7500 cycles. A push-button switch allows immediate change of the main control to any of these ranges.
Frequency Calibration: The accuracy of frequency calibration is ±1 Y2 % of the frequency to which the dial is set
or ±1Y2 cycles per second, whichever is the larger.

...

Voltage Range: The analyzer will give usable indications
on input voltages ranging from 1 millivolt to 10 volts. The
meter scale is calibrated for reading directly component
tones down to 1 % of the sound pressure (or voltage) of the
fundamental or loudest component. Accordingly, to make
full use of this feature, the input voltage at the loudest
component or fundamental should be 0.1 volt or higher.
Input Impedance: The input impedance is between 20,000
and 30,000 ohms, depending upon the setting of the sensitivity control. A 3-l'f blocking condenser is in series with
the input.
Frequency Response: The response is fiat within ±2 db
over the entire range. At points where two ranges overlap,
the sensitivity is the same on either range, within ±1 db.

Tubes: Three IH4-G ami one IF7-GV tubes are required.
A neon regulator tube (type T-4 Y2) is also used. A complete
set of tubes is supplied with the instrument.
Batteries: The batteries required are four Burgess No. F2BP
3-volt batteries, or the equivalent, and three Burgess No.
Z30N 45-volt batteries, or the equivalent. A compartment
is provided in the case of the analyzer for holding all
batteries, and connections are automatically made to the
batteries when the cover of this compartment is closed. A
set of batteries is included in the price of the instrument.
Accessories Supplied: A shielded cable-and-plug assembly
for connecting the analyzer to the sound-level meter.
Case: The analyzer is built into a shielded carrying case of
airplane-luggage construction. In addition to the handle on
the carrying case, a handle is provided on the panel of the
instrument for convenience in moving the instrument abou t
while it is in operation.
Dimensions: (Length) 18 x (width) 10 x (height) 11 Y2
inches, over-all.
Net Weight: 34 pounds, with batteries; 27 ~ pounds, without batteries.
DEGENERATION NETWORK

Band Width: The average selectivity is such that the relative attenuation is 3 db at 1 % off the peak to which the
analyzer is tuned.

,Pl . . . . . /
L.L..f

2

Temperature and Humidity Effects: Under very severe conditions of temperature and humidity only slight, and generally negligible, shifts in calibration, sensitivity, and band
width will occur.
Circuit: The circuit consists of a three-stage amplifier made
selective by the use of degeneration, and an approximately
logarithmic vacuum-tube voltmeter circuit, which allows a
range slightly in excess of 40 decibels, or 100 to 1, to be
read on the meter scale.
Meter: The indicating meter is calibrated down to 1 % of
the fundamental or loudest component of the sound. A
decibel scale is also included, extending to 40 decibels below
the fundamental or loudest component.
Telephones: A jack is provided on the panel for plugging
in a pair of head telephones, in order to listen to the actual
component of the sound to which the instrument is tuned.
This is also useful when using the analyzer as a bridgebalance indicator.

5 P
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A functional diagram of the general type of circuit used
in TYPE 760-A Sound Analyzer. The system consists of
an amplifier with a propagation constant I' and a feedback network with a propagation constant {3 having the
frequency characteristics shown above. The degeneration network is highly selective, and at its null point the
normal gain of the amplifier is obtained . At lower and
higher frequencies, degeneration occurs, and the gain
of the amplifier is greatly reduced.
Code Word

I

See Notes 1, 9. page
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760-A
Sound Analyzer . .. .
Set of Replacement Batteries for Above .. .
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-. ... . I

ATTAR
ATTARADBAT

Price
$260.00
7.10

Y.
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D-C AMPLIFIER

GENERAL

The TYPE 715-AE Dircct-CW'rent Amplifier with a 5-Ma Hecorder.

TYPE 715-A DIRECT-CURRENT AMPLIFIER
USES: The TYPE 7lS-A Direct-Current Amplifier is designed primarily for use with the
Esterline-Angus S-milliampere recorder. This
combination of amplifier and recorder is capable
of accurately recording small d-c voltages and
currents. In addition to its obvious use as a
recording d-c milliammeter or millivoltmeter,
it has a number of applications in process control and in measurements in physical and
chemical laboratories.
Since the introduction of this amplifier, it has
found application to a wide variety of industrial
and research problems. It has been used with
the TYPE 834-B Electronic Frequency Meter
(see page 170) for the recording of frequency
and with the TYPE 731-B Modulation Monitor
(page 120) for recording the modulation level of
broadcast transmitters. Other applications inelude the recording of the insulation resistance
of electrical machinery during dehydration, the
measurement of the emf of electro-chemical

11

cells, and the recording of sound and vibration
intensilies. The instrument may equally well
be used to operate from photoelectric cells, resistance strain gauges, resislance thermomelers,
and similar devices.

DESCRIPTION: The amplifier is a highly stable
a-c operated instrument, and gives full-scale
output over a range of input voltages from
0.1 volt to 1.0 volt. Means are provided for
selecting input resistances between 100 ohms
and 10 megohms.
The circuit employs one type 6F6-G and two
type 6J7 -G tubes for the amplifiers in a degenerative circuit arrangement giving high stability of calibration. A bridge-type balancing
network using a voltage regulator tube provides
for balancing out the steady plate current in
the meter, so that the meter indicates current
change. Both fme and coarse zero adjustments
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are provided for setting the meter for normal
zero. The circuit is unaffected by changes in
plate voltage caused by normal variations in
a-c supply voltage.
In the design of a direct-current amplifier the
most critical point is the temperature of the
cal hode of the first amplifier. Very efI'eetive
means have been provided for overcoming any
variations in temperature of this cathode. A
regulating lransformer and a filament ballast
lamp are employed. This system maintains the
heater voltage constant for line voltage changes
from 100 to 130 volts.

FEATURES: Particular care has been taken in
the design and conslruction of this new instrument to combine, with high gain and simplicity of operation, stability of calibration with
freedom from effects of ambient temperature
and line voltage variations- features which for
so long prevented the development of the d-c
amplifier as a commercial instrument.
Operation from the a-c power line, convenient
size and mounting, and a wide range of input
voltage and resistance combinations make this
amplifier a convenient and reliable adjunct to
the graphic recorder.

SPECIFICA nONS
Ra~:

The instr ument is proyided with four ca librated
ranges. selected by mea ns of a switch, giying 5 milliamperes
lineal' output in the recorder circu it of 1000 ohms. for input
yoltages of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 1.0 volt appli ed at the input
lerm inal5 with either polarity. The ga in is best expressen
as a transconductance; the maximum value is 50,000
micromhos.

Accuracy: As a ca lihrated voltmeter , the accuracy of ca libration is approximately 1% of full sca le, this aCClli'acy
being maintained over considerable periods of time.

Input Circuit: Means are provided for selecti ng anyone of
a number of input resistan ces, "0 that the instrument not
only has an adjustable input resistance, but can serve as
a ca librated millivo ltmeter or microammeter. The input
r!'sistances range in powers of 10 from 100 ohms to 10
mego hms. Short-circuit and open-circuit positions arc a lso
supplied on the selector switch.
For those applications where relatiye values only a re 0['
interest a nd where the voltage avai lable exceeds 1 vo lt,
one of the switch positions connec~ the input to a variable
gain control, 80 that the yoltage app lied to the first grid
ca n be adjusted to any desired value. The input resistance
for this position is 150,000 ohms approximately.

Vacuum Tubes: The tubes furnished with the instrument
a re: two type 6J7-G, one 6F6-G, one 6X5-G , one VR-I05-30,
one 4A1.
Mounting: The amplifier is moun led in a cast metal case
identica l with that used on the E"terline-Angu recorder ,
or in wa lnu t ca binet. as deaired.
Accessories Supplied: Seven-foot line con nector cord,
spare pilot lamps and fuses , and two TVPE 274-M Plugs.
Dimensions: TVPE 715-AM , (height) 15 )« x (width ) 9 x
(length) 8 y:! inches. over-all; TVPE 7l5-AE. (height) 15 x
(width) 8 y:! x (length) 8 %; inches, over-all.
Net Weight: With Estedine-Angus case, 25 %; poullds ; with
walnut cabinet, 22)« pounds.

Grid Current: The grid current in the input circuit is less
than .002 microampere.

Output: The ontput circuit is designed to operate a 5milliampere meter mounted on the pallel and an externa l
meter or device such as the Esterline-Angus 5-milliampere
recorder, and is proyided with a manually adjusted compensating resistance. The compensating res istance is adjusted to a llow fo r the resistance of the externa l deyice,
so that the instrument always works into a normal resistance of 1000 ohms. Although the instrument functions
perfectly when operating into resistances from 0 to 2000
ohms, its ca libration is a ffected s lightly if the total impenance deyiates materially from the 1000-ohm va lu e.

Temperature and Humidity Effects: OYer the range of room
condition" normally encountered (65 0 Falll'enheit to 95 0
Fahrenheit; 0 to 95% relative humidity) , the operation
and stability are independent of ambient conditions.

Power Supply: The instrument is intended for operation
nirecUy from 105 to 125 or 210 to 250 volts, 60 cycle".
Other vol tages or other frequencies can be supplied on
specia l order only.
Power Input: The power drawn from the 60-cyclc mains
is approximately 35 walt;. No batteries of any kind a rc
employed.

The TYPE 71;;-AM Dil'ecl-Current Amplifi er.

Type

715-AE
715-AM
PATENT NOTICE.

In Cast Metal Case . .
\ In Walnut Cabinet . .

............ ... I

Code Word
ASIDE

ALOFT

Price

$250.00
225.00

See Note 1, page v.
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VIBRATION METER

TYPE 761-A VIBRATION METER
USES: With the TYPE 761-A Vibration Meter
measurements of the vibratory characteristics
of machines and structures can be made quickly
and easily. The excellent low-frequency response of this instrument makes possible the
measurements of vibrations at frequencies as
low as two cycles per second. This permits the
study of the operation of belt drives and of the
effectiveness of mountings designed to reduce
vibrations in adjacent structures.
For the manufacturer of machinery and
equipment, the TYPE 761-A Vibration Meter
is extremely useful in research, design, and
production testing. Maintenance engineers will
find the instrument useful for checking the
operating condition of bearings, gear trains, and
other mechanisms. With this instrument excessive vibrations due to improper adjustment
or design and to structural resonances may be
located and measured.

14

DESCRIPTION: The TYPE 761-A Vibration
Meter consists essentially of a vibration pickup,
an adjustable attenuator, an amplifier, and a
direct-reading indicating meter. The pickup is
of the inertia-operated crystal type which delivers a voltage proportional to the acceleration
of the vibratory motion. An integrating network converts this output, when desired, to a
voltage proportional to velocity or displacement. The type of response is selected by pushbutton switches. Thus the acceleration, velocity,
and displacement of a vibrating body may be
measured independently.
Calibrations are made in terms of r-m-s
values. The basic units in which the instrument
is calibrated, inches and seconds, are the
simplest and least confusing of those commonly
used. Acceleration is read directly in terms of
inches per second per second, velocity in microinches per second, and displacement in micro-
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inches. Calibrations are made on a motordriven precision vibrator, which produces essentially sinusoidal vibrations.
FEATURES: Like the sound-level meter and
sound analyzer this new vibration meter is
small, portable, self-contained, and extremely
simple in operation. The instrument reads directly the absolute value of the quantity under
measurement so that no reference to calibration
figures is necessary.
The inclusion of three response characteristics-namely, acceleration, velocity, and displacement- and the extension of the range
down to 2 cycles per second with substantially
flat response characteristics provide a degree of
flexibility hitherto unapproached in commercially available vibration-measuring apparatus.
FREOuENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Over-all frequency characteristics of the vibration
m et er, including tbe v ibration pickup.

SPECIFICATIONS
RANGES:
Vibration Displacement: Calibrated directly in r-m-s microinches from 16 micro-inches to 30 inches.
Vibration Velocity: Calibrated directly in r-m-s microinches per second from 160 micro-inches per second to 300
inches per second.
Vibration Acceleration: Calibrated directly in r-m-s in ches
per second per second from .160 inch per second per second
to 3900 inches per second per second.
PICKUP UNIT: The vibration pickup is of the inertiaoperated crystal type, housed in a cast aluminum container. The maximum vibration acceleration which can be
impressed upon the pickup before non-linearity occurs is
10 g or 3900 inches per second p er second. Point and ball
tips and an S-inch extension rod are supplied.
RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS:
Acceleration Characteristic: The over-all response of the
vibration pickup and vibration meter for acceleration
measurements follows a theoretical curve of acceleration
vs. frequency within ±10 % from 4 to 1000 cycles per
second. Below 4 cycles per second the sensitivity drops
gradually , so that at 2 cycles per second it is down approximately 25 %.
Velocity Characteristic: The over-all response of the vibration pickup and vibration meter for velocity measurements between 1600 micro-inches per second and 300 inches
per second follows a theoretical cW've of velocity vs. frequency within ±10 % from 5 to 1000 cycles per second.
Below 5 cycles per second the sensitivity drops gradually,
so that at 2 cycles per second it is down approximately
40 %. For velocity measurements below 1600 micro-inches
per second the response is within ±15 % from 20 to 1000
cycles per second, and drops oII approximately 25 % at 10
cycles per second.
Displacement Characteristic: The over-all response of the
vibration pickup and vibration meter for displacement
measurements between 160 micro-inches and 30 inches is
flat within ±10 % from 10 to 1000 cycles per second. Below
5 cycles per second the sensitivity drops olI, so that at
2 cycles per second it is down approximately 50 %. For
measurements below 160 micro-inches the response is flat

within 10 % to 20 cycles per second and drops oII approximately 25 % at 10 cycles per second.
Meter: The indicating meter has a scale which reads directly in the quantity being measured-r-m-s micro-inches
for displacement, r-m-s micro-inches per second for velocity,
a nd r-m-s inches per second per second for acceleration.
Attenuators: A 10-step attenuator is provided which
changes the meter scale calibration over a range of 30,000
to 1. Additional multipliers are provided which indicate the
correct units of measurement and multiplying factors for
each response characteristic.
Temperature and Humidity Effects: If the instrument is
exposed to prolonged, severe, temperature and humidity
conditions (95 0 Fahrenheit, 90% relative humidity), the
response characteristics may vary about 1 db. Also, the
sensitivity may change, but this elIect may be overcome
by readjusting the calibration control.
Calibration: A calibrating circuit is provided in the instrwnent which, by connection to any a-c power line, makes
it possible to check the over-all calibration of the vibration
meter, excluding the vibration pickup. A seven-foot line
connector cord is provided for this purpose.
Telephones: A jack is provided on the panel for plugging
in a pair of head telephones in order to listen to the vibrations being measured, for connecting the TYPE 760-A
Sound Analyzer, or for connecting a ca thode-ray oscillograph. Practically any load impedance can be impressed
across this output telephone jack without alIecting the
reading of the meter.
Tubes: Three IN5-GT tubes and one IDS-GT tube are
required. A complete set of tubes is supplied.
Batteries: A single battery unit, Burgess type 6TA60, which
contains the necessary plate and filament voltages, is
supplied.
Case: The unit is built into a shielded carry ing case of
airplane-luggage construction, covered with durable black
waterproof material, and equipped with chromium-plated
corners, clasps, etc.
Dimensions: The over-all dimensions are approximately:
(height) 12 Yz inches x (length) 13 Yz inches x (width) 9 Yz
inches.
Net Weight: Approximately 21 pounds with battery.

Code Word

Type

I

761.A
Vibration Meter . . .. ..
Replacement Battery for Above . . .. . ...
PATENT NOTICE.

...... .·· ···· :1

VIRUS
VIRUSADBAT

Price

5260.00
3.50

See Note I, page v.
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GENERAL

VARIAC*
In the lesting and calibration of voltmeters,
ammeters, wallmeters, and power-factor meters,
the VARIAC is a convenien t source of adjustable voltage, and, by using combinations
of YARIACS, lhe phase of the test voltage can
be varied, as well as the amplilude.
Two alld three-gang assemblies of VARIACS
are available for use on three-phase systems.
With the largest units, volt-ampere loads up
to 17.5 kva can be controlled in this way. Although VARJACS are built for 115 and 230volt service, they can be used on circuits of
higher or lower voltage in conjunction with
fixed-ratio auxiliary transformers and autotransformers.

DESCRIPTION: The VARIAC is a continuously
variable autotransformer supplyin g an output
voltage from zero to above line voltage. It consists of a sin gle-layer winding on a toroidal iron
core. As the dial is rotated a carbon-brush contact traverses the winding, "tapping off" a
portion of the total voltage across the winding.
The brush is always in contact with the winding,
and the voltage between turns is always less
than 1 volL, even in the largest models, while
in the smalle t model it is only about 0.2 volt.
The act ual increments of voltage obtained as
the dial is turned are always less than the voltage between turns, the action of the carbon
brush bein g such that the change in voltage is
practically continuous. The resistance of the
bru h is so chosen that no excessive heatin g can
occur in the short-circuited turn.

V l\ RIACS in a theater lighting control panel at
Allegheny College.

USES: The VARIAC is a voltage control thal
finds applications in shop and laboratory
wherever a-c voltage must be adjusted smoothly
and continuously. Thousands are in use for
motor speed control; for heat control on electric
ovens and furnaces; for illumination con trol in
auditoriums, photographic studios, and darkrooms; as voltage conlrols in laboratory lesting
and research; and as output voltage controls in
transformer-rectifier systems.
Although designed primarily for use at ordinary power frequencies, VARIACS are equally
useful as voltage controls in power circuits
operating at higher frequencies.
° Heg.

16

u.

S. Pot. OlTice.

FEATURES: Compared to resis tive methods of
voltage control, the VARIAC has the advantage of high efficiency, smooth control, good
voltage regulation, and comparatively small
size. Because the oulput voltage is essentially
independent of load, a linear variation of
voltage is obtained. YARIACS also furnish
output voltages above line voltage, making it
possible to compensate for under-voltage lines.

Vuncliullal diagram of the VARlAC.

LINE
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Standardizing meters with the aid of VARIACS in the laboratory of a public utility company.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Models ranging in capacity from 170 va to 7 kva are
listed on the next page. Specifica tions are for 50 to 60-<,ycle
service.

Rated Current can be drawn from the VARIAC at any
dial position. It is limited by heat loss in the winding.
Maximum Current can be drawn at low voltages or at
voltages near the input voltage. It is limited by losses in
the carbon brush. Currents up to 150% of this va lue can
be drawn for brief periods without damage to the VARIAC.

Input Voltage is the voltage that should be applied to the
input terminals to make the dial calibration correct. All
230-volt VARIACS have center-taps for use on lI5-volt
lines. When so used, the rated current is reduced by a factor
of 2 , and the regulation is not quite as good as with a
230-volt input.
Output Voltage is the range of voltage available at the
output terminals, with rated voltage applied to the input
terminals.
Load Rating is the maximum output current multiplied by
input voltage. A VARIAC can handle, at any lower setting,
a constant impedance load which draws at input voltage a
currel1t no greater than the "maximum current."
Temperature Rise: The ratings of VARIACS are based on
a temperature rise of 50° Centigrade, or less. at' 60 cycles.

No Load Loss is measured at 60 cycles with rated input
voltage. The values quoted in the table are the guaranteed
maxima.
Driving Torque is the torque required to turn the VARIAC
shaft.
Terminak TYPE 200-B and TYPE 100 models are equipped
with threaded terminal studs and soldering lugs. TYPE
200-CU and TYPE 200-CUH have soldering lu gs only.
TYPE 50 units have special sel f-lo cking terminals and
provision for attaching BX cable.
Panel Thickness is the maximum thickness of panel on
which the VARIAC can be mounted, with the shaft
supplied.
Dial: A reversible dial, direct reading in output voltage, is
provided on all monels. One side of the dial is used when
the VARIAC is connected to give a maximum output
voltage equal to the line voltage; the other side is used
when the over-voltage connection of the VARIAC is usen.
The total angle of rotation of the dial is about 320°.
Mounting: All models except the TYPES 200-B, 200-CU,
and 200-CUH are provided with a perforated metal housing.
VARIACS are shipped ready for table mounting but can
easily be converted for back-of-panel mounting.
Dimensions: Over-all height for table mounting and rlepth
behind panel for panel mounting are given in the table on
page 18. Complete dimensional sketches can be furnished
on request.

FREQUENCY AND VOLTAGE RATINGS
The voltage and power ratings of all VARIACS are based on a 50°e. maximum temperature rise for 60-cycle operation. At 50 cycles
the temperature rise may exceed the above
value slightly, but the VARIACS can safely be
operated at full voltage and current ratings.*
For operation at 25 cycles the VARIAC should
be operated at half rated voltage or excessive

heating will result. Thus the TYPE :ZOO-CH,
IOO-B, and 50-B VARIACS can be used on
115-yolt, 25-cycle supply lines.
At frequencies above 60 cycles all VARIACS
can be used at full rated current and voltage.
No-load losses will be reduced compared to the
60-cycle values, but regulation will be poorer
because of the increased leakage reactance.

'The over-voltage feature of the TYPE 200-B should not he used at 50 cycles.
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VARIACS
200-8

Type

200-CUH

170

Load Rating (va) . .. ... .

115

Input Voltage .... .......

135
115

Output Voltage (Zero to --)" ..

200-CMH

580*

580*

230

230

or

or

115

115

270
230

270
230

200-CU

200-CM

860

860

Maximum Current (Amps .) ..
No-Load Loss (Watts) 60"",

I

100-R

100-0
2000

I

2000*

I

50-A

50-8

5000

7000-

230
115

115

115

230
115

01'

or
11 !>

115

135
115

135
115

135
115

270
2'10

135
115

270
230

18

9-

40

20·
31
75

-

Rated C urrent (Amps. ) . .

I

1

2*

2*

5

5

1.5

2.5

2.5

7.5

7.5

18

9

45
60

3

10

10

10

10

20

25

Depth Behind Panel (Inches) .

3

4%

..

4%

..

7

7

7Ys

7Ys

Over-all Height for Table Mounting.

4

5%

5%

5%

5 7i

9

9

10 Ys

10Ys

Maximum Panel Thickness (Inches) .

M

Y2

..

Y2

%

lY2

lY2

2>-B

8M

8>-B

8U

9M

30M

29%

85

..

...

Net Weight (Lbs.) . .
Driving Torque (Inch-Ounces) .

20-40

Code Word ..

BALSA

BAGUE

$10.00

$18.50

Price ...
-

%

I

+

30-50

~

BAIRN

I

$21.50

*For 115 volts applied across half the winding, the rating is reduced to one-half the value shown.

BAKER

I

$14.50

l

I
I

+---50-70

BALMY

BEAMY

$17.50

$40.00

I

~

+-------

81
250-500

TOPAZ

BEARD

TOKEN

$40.00

$100.00

PATENT NOTICE.

--+

I

$100.00
---- -- -

See Nole 11, page v.
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The photographs on these pages
are approximately in proportion to the actual sizes of the
V ARIACS with the exception
of that of the Type 50, which
is shown relatively somewhat
smaller. Dimension sketches of
all V ARIACS are available on
request.

TYPE 50 VAHIAC.

TYPE 100 VAHIAC.

MULTIPLE OPERATION OF V ARIACS
Two and three-gang VARIAC assemblies
are available for controlling several circuits
from a single dial, or for controlling 3-phase
circuits in the same manner that one VARIAC
controls a single-phase circuit.
In polyphase circuits a large variety of input
and output voltage combinations is possible.
The Y and open-delta connections listed on the
next page are most frequently used, although
the closed-delta find occasional application. It
should be noted that the assemblies are shipped
with standard terminal plates on each VARIAC.
Hence the use of any of the assemblies listed
on the next page is not limited to the circuit
connections suggested.
Parallel operation of TYPES 100 and 200 is
not recommended, as it is generally more economical to use the next larger size VARIAC if
more capacity is desired for a given application.
For parallel operation of the TYPE 50 VARIACS
the TYPE 50-PI Current-Equalizing Choke is
available.
Several combinations for three-phase operation are listed in the table on the next page.
These are representative of the many possible
useful combinations and the ratings given are
conservative.
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( L eJt) A Wye-connected three-phase
arrangement of VARTACS.
( High t) A three-phase arrangement of
VARIACS in t he open-delta ci rcuit.

Input

---------------------------------- Ou~ut ----------------------------------

Three-Phase
Line Voltage
230
230
230
230
230
230
460
460
460

At Input
Voltage
1.0
3.0
3.6
7.2
18
12.5
2
7.2
25

Kva
At Maximum
"oltage

Line Current in Amperes
Rated
Maximum

0.94
3.0
4.2
7.0
17 .5
9.4
2

2.5
7.5
9.0
18
45
31
2.5
9
31

2.0
5.0
9.0
15
37.5
20
2.0
9
20

7.2

25

Three-Phase
Line "oUage

Type oj
Assembly

0- 270
0- 230
0-270
0- 270
0-270
0-270
0- 4·60
0-460
0- 460

200-CuHG2
~00-CUG3

100-RG2
100-QG3
50-AG3
50-BG2
200-CURG3
100-RG3
50-BG3

Circuit
Open-Della
Wye
Open-Delta
Wye
Wye
Open-Delta
Wye
W ye
Wyc

VARIAC ASSEMBLIES
Net Weight
in. Pounds

Type

Description

200-CUG2
200-CUG3
200-CUHG2
200-CUHG3
100-QG2
100-QG3
100-RG2
100-RG3
50-AG2
50-AG3
50-BG2
50-BG3
50-P1

2-Gang 200-CU ...
3-Gang 200-CU . . .
2-Gang 200-CUR .
3-Gang 200-CU R .
2-Gang 100-Q ...
3-Gang 100-Q . .
2-Gang 100-R.
3-Gang 100-R .
2-Gang 50-A .. .
3-Gang 50-A . .
2-Gang 50-B.
3-G ang 50-B ..
C hoke ..

17 ~
26 ~

17 y,(
25~4

Code Word
BAKERGANDU
BAKERGANTY
BAG UEGAN DU
BAGUEGANTY
BEAMYGAND U
BEAMYCANTY

60
90
59
887'2
180
265
175

BEAI\DGANTY
TOKENGANDU
TOKENGANTY
TOPAZGANDU

~56

TOPAZGANTY

l Y.\
( High!) View of

BEARDGANDt 'i

PARALLCHOK

TYPE

Price

$36.50
56.00
44.50
68.00
85 .00
130.00
85 .00
130.00
225.00
335.00
225 .00
335.00
7.50

100-RG2 Val'iac Assembly.

PARALLEL OPERA nON
IN

20

Th e TYPE 50-PI Choke is available for parallel opera lion of
two TYPE 50 VARIACS. Connections for this choke are shown
in the sketch. The choke serves to eCJualize the currents from the
two VARIACS and also to limit the flow of circulating currents.
The use of a choke with smaller sizes of VARIACS is not recommended, because better results can be obtained by using a single
larger unit.
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•
RESISTANCE UNITS

•
ATTENUATORS

•
RHEOSTAT·
POTENTIOMETERS
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TYPE 602 DECADE-RESISTANCE BOX
USES: Accurate resistance boxes are extremely
valuable wherever electrical measurements are
made. Such boxes are constantly used in circuits where a wide range of resistance values
is required or where variable dummy generator
and load resistances are needed. The accuracy
of TYPE 602 Decade-Resistance Boxes also
permits them to be used as laboratory standards
and as ratio arms for direct- and alternatingcurrent bridges.
Although designed primarily for directcurrent and audio-frequency work, they are
useful well into the radio-frequency range for
many applications.
DESCRIPTION: The TYPE 602 Decade-Resistance Box is an assembly of two or more
TYPE 510 Decade-Resistance Units in a single
cabinet. Mechanical and electrical protection
of the units is provided by the shielded walnut
cabinet and aluminum panel, which completely
enclose both the resistance units and switch
contacts. The resistance elements have no
electrical connection to the shield, which is
brought out to a separate terminal connected
to the panel.
Two-, three-, four-, and five-dial decade
assemblies are available. Each decade has
eleven contact studs and ten resistance units,
so that the dials overlap. A positive detent

mechanism assists in setting squarely on the
contacts and so permits adjustments to be
made without looking at the dials.

FEATURES: By careful mechanical design
the zero resistance of the TYPE 602 DecadeResistance Boxes has been kept below 0.003
ohm per decade. In applications where a minimum zero resistance is desired, this feature is
very valuable. On the other hand, there are
many types of measurement, such as substitution measurements, in which the difference
between two settings of a resistance box is the
significant value. This difference is given correctly only when the individual resistors have
been adjusted independently of switch and
wiring resistance. Accordingly, the resistance
units in the TYPE 602 Decade-Resistance Boxes
are adjusted to have their specified values at
their own terminals, rather than at the terminals of the box.
All resistors except the 10,000-ohm cards
are wound with manganin wire; consequently
no difficulty due to thermal emf is encountered
in direct-current measurements, except when
using the high-resistance decades of the
TYPES 602-M and 602-L. With these decades,
some attention should be given to temperature
differences, if maximum accuracy is desired.
At radio frequencies, the residual inductances
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and capacitances cause the effective series resistance at the terminals to depart from the
low-frequency value. * In addition, the reactance component, which is negligible at audio
frequencies, may become significant. The 100-,
10-, and l-ohm-per-step decades of the TYPE
602 Decade-Resistance Boxes are the most
*See "Radio Frequency Characteristics of Decade Resistors,"
General Radio Experimenter, Vol. XV, No.6.

satisfactory for use at high frequencies. In no
case, however, is the frequency error serious
below 50 kc. The magnitudes of the residual
impedances are given in the specifications
below.
The maximum allowable current for each
decade, based on a 40 0 Centigrade temperature
rise, is engraved just above each decade switch
knob.

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Characteristics:· A TYPE 602 Decade-Resistance

Type of Winding: See specifications for TYPE 510 Decade-

Box can be represented quite closely by the equivalent
circuit below, which represents one decade of a box, with
the remaining decades set to zero. Ro and Lo are the zero
resistance and inductance of the box, due to the wiring
and switches. These values are proportional to the number
of decades in the box. tJ.L is the inductance associated with
each increment of resistance, tJ.R. The effective capacitance
C depends, in general , upon the dial setting, the variation
being approximately linear with setting (the higher value
is for the lowest setting). The values of the constants are
tabulated below:
Lo
= 0.10 ILh per dial
Ro (d-c)
= .002 to .003 ohm per dial
Ro (1 Mc) = 0.04 ohm per dial; proportional to the
square root of frequency at all frequencies
above 100 kc.

Resistance Units, page 24.

Type
of
Decade

.1-

t-

Ohm
Step

Ohm
Step

10Ohm
Step

100Ohm
Step

1000- 10,000
Ohm -Ohm
Step
Step

100

1000

10,000

3.3

9.5

tJ.R
in ohms

0.1

1.0

10

tJ.L
(ILh)

.014

.05

0.11

0.29

27

26-23

21-13

ct
(PIL f )

Accuracy of Adjustment: All cards are adjusted within
0.1 % of the stated value between card terminals, except
the I-ohm cards which are adjusted within 0.25 % and the
O.I-ohm units which are adjusted within 1 %.
Maximum Current: See specifications for TYPE 510 DecadeResistance Units, page 24. Values for 40° Centigrade rise
are engraved on panels directly above switch knobs.
Switches: Quadruple-leaf, phosphor-bronze switches bear
on contact studs % inch in diameter. Switch brushes are
bent so as not to be tangent to the arc of travel, thus
avoiding cutting. A cam-type detent is provided. There are
eleven contact points (0 to 10 inclusive) .
Terminals: Jack-top binding posts set on G eneral Radio
standard %-inch spacing for resistance connections. There
is an extra post at the corner of the panel for connections
to the shield.
Mounting: A copper-lined walnut cabinet, with aluminum
panel, completely encloses switches and resistance units.
The panel finish is black crackle lacquer.
Dimensions: Panel length depends on the number of dials
(see price list) , being 7 % for 2-dial, 10 % for 3-dial, 13 for
4-dial, and 15% inches for 5-dial boxes. Panel width,
5 inches. Over-all height,S inches.
Net Weight: 3~ for 2-dial, 4~ for 3-dial, 5 for 4-dial, and
6 ~ pounds for 5-dial boxes.

Zero Resistance: The direct-current zero resistance of the
various boxes depends on the number of dials, as follows:

No. of Dials
2

3

4
5

Zero Resistance
0.004-0.006
0.006-0.009
0.008-0.012
0.010-0.015

ohm
ohm
ohm
ohm

Temperature Coefficient: Less than ±0.002 % per degree
Centigrade at room temperatures, except for the O.HI
decade, where the box wiring will affect the over-all temperature coefficient.
*See .. Radio Frequency Characteristics of Decade Resistors,"
General Radio Experimenter, Vol. XV. No.6.
tThe value or the capacitance shunting a single decade in a box
depends upon the location of the decade in the box, as well as on
the resistance of the decade. The values given bere are for a TYPE
602-G and may be taken as representative.
If several decades of a box are in circuit at the same time, the
incremental inductances of tbe several decades may be added
directly. and the capacitance may be taken to be approximately
that of the highest decade in use.

Type

602-0
602-E
602-F
602-G
602-K
602-J
602-N
602-M
602·L

Resistance

11 ohms, total, in steps of 0.1
110 ohms, total, in steps of 1
111 ohms, total, in steps of 0.1
1110 ohms, total, in steps of 1
1111 ohms, total, in steps of 0.1
11,110 ohms, total, in steps of 1
11,111 ohms, total, in steps of 0.1
111,110 ohms, total, in steps of 1
111,100 ohms, total, in steps of 10

ohm
ohm
ohm
ohm
ohm
ohm
ohm
ohm
ohms

No. of
Dials

Type 510
Decades Used

2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
4

A,B
B,C
A,B,C
B,C,D
A,B,C,D
B,C,D,E
A,B,C,D,E
B,C,D,E,F
C,D,E,F

Code Word

Price

DECOY
DECRY
DELTA
DIGIT
DEFER
DEBIT
DEMON

$25.00
25.00
35.00
35.00
45.00
50.00
62.00
70.00
58.00

DEMIT

DECAY
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TYPE 51 0 DECADE-RESISTANCE UNIT
DESCRIPTION: The general constructional
features of these units may be seen from the
photographs on page 40. The 1, 10, and 100
steps are Ayrton-Perry wound of manganin wire
on molded bakelite forms, especially shaped and
heat treated to minimize aging effects. The
O.l-ohm steps are bifilar wound of manganin
ribbon, while the 1000 and 10,000-ohm steps
are unifilar wound on mica cards, the former
of manganin wire and the latter of a combination of ohmax and nichrome which gives
practically zero temperature coefficient. The
l~O,OOO-ohm steps are wound in pies of advance
WIre.
Each decade is enclosed in an aluminum
shield, and a knob and etched-metal dial plate
are supplied. The mechanical assembly is also
available complete with shield, blank dial plate,
switch stops, and knob, but without resistors,
as the TYPE 510-P3 Switch.
FEATURES: Each resistor is aged at a temperature of 135 Centigrade before being assembled
into the units. The construction is such that frequency errors are negligible below 50 kilocycles.
Complete information is given in the specifications under "Frequency Characteristics."
All resistors have a temperature coefficient
of resistance of less than ±0.002% per degree
Centigrade at room temperatures. Manganin
wire is used in all decades except the TYPES
510-F and 510-G. Since the thermal emf's
generated at a manganill-copper junction are
very small, no difficulties arise in low-voltage
direct-current measurements when these boxes
are used. The 10,000-ohm and 100,000-ohm
cards are not wound with manganin, and care
should be taken in low-voltage direct-current
work to see that temperature differences are
kept at a minimum.
0

USES: Because of their precision, compactness,
and sturdy construction the TYPE 510 DecadeResistance Units are ideal for assembly into
special test equipment, bridges, and other
experimental or permanent equipment. They
are particularly useful in applications where
only a single decade is desired, or where a
TYPE 602 Decade Box cannot be mounted
conveniently. In many cases the use of thEse
units will make available for general laboratory work relatively more expensive decaderesistance boxes, otherwise tied up for long
periods of time in experimental equipment.

SPECIFICAnONS
Accuracy of Adjustment: Resistors are adjusted to be
accurate at card terminals within the tolerances given in
Table I on next page.
Maximum Current: See Table I on next page.
Type of Winding: See Table I on next page.
Frequency Characteristics: In Table II is listed the maximum percentage change iu effective series resistance of
each decade as a function of frequency. For the TYPES
510-A and 510-B the error is due a lmost enti rely to skin
effect and is independent of switch setting. For the TYPE
510-C the error changes slowly with dial settin g and is a
maximum at maximum resistance setting. For the TYPE
510-D (IOO-ohm step det;ade) a broad maximum occurs at
the 600-ohm seLting, while for a ll the higher resistance
units, the position of maximum frequency error is at the
maximum resistance setting . For these latter decades
(TYPES 510-E and -F) the error is due almost entirely to

24

shunt capacitance and is approximately proportional to
the square of the resistance setting.
The reactance at any frequency and setting may be
determined quite accurately from the equivalent circuit
shown on page 23 for the TYPE 602 Decade-Resistance
Box. The values of the constants, as determined by highfrequency bridge measurements, are listed in Table Ill.
The high-resistance decades (TYPES 510-F and 510-G)
are very commonly used as parallel resistance elements in
measurement circuits, and so the error due to the shun t
capacitance of the decades can frequently be elimin ated.
The remaining parallel resistance changes by only a fraction
of the amount indicated in Tahle II as the series resistance
change. Th is fact is particularly important with reference
to the TYPE 510-G which has IOO ,OOO-ohm steps. At maximum setting this unit has a-I % change in series resistance
at 1 kilocycle, but its parallel resistance is changed by only
-1 % at 10 kilocycles.

;
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TABLE I

Resistance
per Slep

Type
510-A
510-B
510-C
510-D
510-E
510-F
510-G

0.1
1

10
100
1000
10.000
100 ,000

n

n
n
n
n
n
n

Maximum Power
per Resislor

Max im.um Can'enl
Accllra.cy

±1.0 %
±0.25%
±0.1 %
±0.1 %
±0.1 %
±0.1 %
±0.1 %

20 0 C. Rise

Type of Windino'
Bifi lar
Ayrlon-Perry
Ayrlon-Perry
Ayrton-Per ry
Unifilar on Mica
Unifilar on Mica
Pies

1
550
170
55
16
5
1.5

M) O

a
rna
rna
ma
rna
ma
rna

C. Ri'e

1.6
800
250
80
23
7
2.5

400 C. Ri.•e

0.25
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.6

a
rna
ma
rna
ma
rna
rna

watt
watt
watt
watl
watt
wall
waLt

*See page 40 for a description of winding methods.

TABLE II
Maximum Percentage Changc in Series Resistance as a Function o[ Frequency

Decade
O.l -ohm
1.0-ohm
10-ohm
100-ohm
1000-ohm
10,000-ohm

50 kc

steps
steps
steps
steps
steps
steps

100 kc

Frequency in kc
200 kc
500 kc
0.1 %

- 0.1 %
- 8%

-2%

- 1.5 %

- 0.3 %

1000 kc

2000 kc

.1000 kc

0.1 %
0.5 %
0.1 %
0.1 %
- 6.5%

0.8 %
1.5 %
0.2 %
0.2 %

5%
9%
1.5 %
0.9 %

TABLE III
Va lue o[ Constants for the Equivalent Circuit o f a TYPE 510 Decad e-Resistance Unit
(See diagram on page 23)

t:..R
Ohms

t:..L

Type oj Decade
510-A
510-B
510-C
510-D
510-E
510-F
510-G

0.1
1.0
10.0
100
1000
10,000
100,000

0.014
0.056
0.11
0.29
3.3
9.5

La
p.h

p.h

C*
p.p.f

7.7-4.5

0.023
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.023

7.7-/k5

7.7-4.5
7.7-4.5
7.7- 4.5
7.7-4.5
7.7-4.5

*The larger capacitance occurs at the lowest setting of the decade. The values given arc for units without the shield cans in place. Vi/ ith
the shield cans in p lace, the shunt capacitance is from 10 to 20 IJ.J.l.f greater than indicated herr., depf"ndi ng on whether the shield is tit:.d
to the switch or to the zero end of the decade.

Switches: Quadruple-lear. phosphor-bronze swi tches bear
on contact studs % inch in d iameter. Sw itch brush es are
bent so as not to be tangent to the arc o[ tmvel , t hus
avoiding cutting. A cam-type detent is provided . Thel'e
are eleven contact points (0 to 10 inclusive). The switch
resistance is between 0.002 and 0.003 ohm, and the effecti ve
capacitance o[ the switch is of the order of 5 p.p.[, with a
dissipation factor o[ 6% at 1 k.i locycle. A molded bakelite
switch form is used. The form [or TYPE 510-G is molded
from low-loss bakelite.
Temperature Coefficient: The tempera tUI'e coefficien t of"
resistance is less than ±0.002 % per degree Centigmde at
room temperatures .
Terminals: So ldering lugs are pl"ovided.

Net Weight: TYPE 510 Un its, 11 ounce,; TYPE 510-P3
9 Y2 ounces.

2. Mtcj. holes #:8 Dr; 1/
c'sink for 10-32 F. H.M.S.
r T,-----r

I

~

I

I
I
I
I I

t-

Ii
I
I

u

&~-~"')
~

~

!

% inch.

'_N

I

" _-"JO/

I-3ii-- t~ ~
I

I I
I
L L __ _ __ -l

Mounting: Each decade is complete with dia l plate and
knob and can be mounted on any panel between M inch
and % inch in thickness.
Dimensions: See sketch; shaft diameter is

I
I I

\o

/

.......

I",

3;(;

0111.

Resislance
Type
510-A
510-8
510-C
51 0-0
510-E
510-F
510-G
51 0-P3 Switch

Total
1
10
100
1000
10,000
100,000
1 ,000,000

Per Step
ohm
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms

0.1
1
10
100
1000
10,000
100,000

ohm
ohm
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms

......................................

Code Word
ELATE

ELDER
ELEGY
ELBOW

ELECT
ELVAN

ENTER
ENVOY

Price
-.--$8.50
8.50
8 .50
8.50
12.00
14.00
40.00
5 .00
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TYPE 670 COMPENSATED DECADE RESISTOR
variable resistance elements in antenna measuring circuits, and, in general, for bridge measurements wherever the variation in inductance of
the conventional type of decade resistor cannot
be tolerated.

DESCRIPTION: The TYPE 670-F Compensated
Decade Resistor is an assembly of TYPE 668
Compensated Decade-Resistance Units.
The decade-resistance units use a double
card system, as shown on page 28, and the
switch is so arranged that a copper coil is
substituted when a resistance coil is switched
out of circuit. The inductance of the copper coil
is equal to the inductance of the resistance coil
but its resistance is very small. Consequently,
as the position of the switch is changed, the
inductance of the decade is kept constant and
only the resistance is varied.
The decade units are mounted on a black
crackle-finished aluminum panel and encased
in a walnut cabinet, lined with sheet copper.
The copper lining, together with the aluminum
panel, forms a complete shield for the resistors.
A separate terminal is provided so that independent connection to this shield may be made.

USES: The TYPE 670 Compensated Decade
Resistor is intended for use in a-c impedance
measurements where non-reactive increments
of resistance are desired. This type of decade
resistor made possible the development of the
first precision radio-frequency bridge. It is also
used in the TYPE 667-A Inductance Bridge and
is an important factor in determining the accuracy and convenience of operation of this bridge.
Compensated decade resistors are useful in
tuned-circuit substitution measurements, as

FEATURES: The greatest advantage of the
TYPE 670 Compensated Decade Resistor is that
its inductance is constant within 0.1 microhenry
regardless of the resistance setting of the box.
Furthermore, the total inductance of the box is
but one microhenry, and so little difficulty is
encountered in balancing out this amount in
preliminary adjustments.
High accuracy and low temperature coefficient of resistance are maintained in the
TYPE 670 Boxes. The current ratings for all
decades, based on a 40° Centigrade temperature
rise, are engraved on the panel.

SPECIFICATIONS
Type of Winding: The 10-ohm and 1-Qhm steps are AyrtonPerry resistance cards, while the O.l-ohm steps are bifilar
ribbon units.
All decades are compensated by copper coils as shown in
the diagram on page 28.
Accuracy of Adjustment: Resistance increments are correct within ±0.1 % for the 10-ohm steps, ±0.25 % for the
1-Qhm steps, and ±1 % for the O.l-Qhm steps.
Zero Resistance: The zero resistance is of the order of
0.04 ohm.
Inductance: The zero inductance is 1.05 microhenry. This
value remains constant regardless of resistance setting
within 0.1 microhenry.
Switches: Double-leaf, phosphor-bronze switches bear on
contact studs ~ inch in diameter. Switch brushes are bent
so as not to be tangent to the arc of travel, thus avoiding

!6

cutting. A cam-type detent is provided. There are eleven
contact points (0 to 10 inclusive).
Terminals: Standard ~-inch spacing is used on the terminals. A ground post connected to shield and panel is also
provided.
Maximum Current: See specifications for TYPE 668 Compensated Decade-Resistance Unit on page 28. Values for
40° Centigrade rise are engraved on the panels directly
above the switch knob.
Frequency Characteristics: The frequency characteristics of
t he TYPE 670 Compensated Decade Resistor are similar to
those of the TYPE 668 Unit which is used in the boxes.
However, the box wiring and cabinet shield affect these
characteristics somewhat.
Temperature Coefficient: Less than ±0.002 % per degree
Centigrade at room temperatures, except at the lower
settings where the temperature coefficient of the copper
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henry inductance, and this value remains constant to within 0.05 microhenry regardless of
resistance sellin g.

Careful construction has made it possible
to keep the frequ ency errors small, and so all
units are useful up to several megacycles.

SPECIFICAliONS
Accuracy 01 Adjustment: Hesista n ce incr em e n ts a re corr ec t within ± 1 % for the O.l-ohm s te ps, ±0 .25% for the
I-ohm s teps. a nd ±0.1 % for t he 10-o hm s teps.
Zero Resistance: The zero res is ta nce of th e differe nt unit ;
is given in T a ble 1.
T ABLE I

Ty pe

Zero Res istance

Inductance

668-A
o68-B
668-C

0.001-0.010 ohm
0.015- 0.025 ohm
0.010- 0.020 o hm

0.1 5 mi cro he lll'Y
0.30 mi cro henry
0 .50 mi crohenry

Inductance: Th e indu cta nce o f the different uni ts is given
in the ta ble a bove. The induc ta nce r ema ins co ns ta nt rega rdless of resis ta nce se tling within 0.05 microhe nry.
Temperature Coefficient: The tempera ture coefficien t of
resis ta nce is less tha n ±0.002 % per degree Centi grade a t
room t empera tures, except for th e lower se ttings o f TV PES
668-A a nd 668-B , where the tempera ture coeffi cient of the
com pensa ting windings may a ffect t he over-a ll tem perature
coefficient.
Frequency Characteristics: The frequency cha rac teri s ti c,;
o f TYPE 668 Compensat ed D ecade-Res is ta nce U nits a rc
simila r to those o f TYPE 510 D ecade-Resis ta nce U ni ts .
page 24. Because 10-ohm ca rds a re the la rges t used , tlw
effects of shunt ca pacita nce a re entirely negli gible, a mi
the cha nge in resistance with frequency res ul ts a lmost
entirely from skin effec t.
Althongh skin effec t produces a positive e ffect on th e
to ta l resista nce, t he s kin effec t in the compensa tin g wind ing is greater tha n tha t in th e resis ta nce ca rds. Accordingly
there is a ne t nega tive cha nge in res is ta nce incremen ts .
Tha t is, the increm ent iu resista nce be tween one s witch
poin t a nd the next higher one will be less a t high frequencies
tha n a t low . This " nega tive skin effect." a t o ne megacycle,
is a bout -0.8% for the units d ecade a nd a bou t - 0.6 % for
the Lens decade.
Maximum Current: Th e following La bl e gives th e a llowa bl e
current for the different uni ts. Th e va lu es of current for a
40 ° Centigra de temperature rise, based o n o ne-qua rter
wa lt dissipa Lion per resisto r , a re engraved on th e dia l pl at e.
TABLE 11

T y pe
668-A
668-B
668-C

CurrenlJor
20° C. Hise
1.0 a

Currenl (or
40° C. Rise
1. 6 a
500 m a

300 rn a
100 rn a

160 rna

Th e co ns tl'l1 c tion of the co mpensa ted d ecade r esis tance is s hown a bove. Opposite e nd s of th e s witc h
bl a de make contac t with resist a nce 0 1' indu c ta nce
windings, respec ti vely . As a resista nce ste p is a dded
to t he circuit. a compensating indu e la nce s te p is
removed , a nd vice versa .
Type 01 Winding: The 10-o hm a nd I-o hm cards are AyrtonP erry wound , whil e th e O.l -ohm s te ps a l'e bifilar ribbon.
Compensated windings a l'e used on a ll d eca des to mainta in
consta nt inducta nce. (See di agram ab ove.)
Switch: A double-l ea f, phos phol'-bronze switch bears on
con ta c t s tuds M inch in di a me ter. Switch brus hes a re ben t
so as no t to be tangent to the a l'C of tra ve l. thus a voidin g
cutting. A cam-type de tent is provid ed a nd th m'e a re elev en
co ntact poin ts (0 to 10 inclus ive).
Terminals: Soldering lugs a re pro vided.
Mounting: Interchangeabl e (exce pt for swi teh s tops) wi th
T YPE 510 (see page 24) . A co mbina tion di a l pl a te a nd drilling t empla Le is furnish ed.
Dimensions: Diam e ter , 3 VB inches; depth behind pa nel,
3 inches, over-all; sha ft dia meter, % in ch.
Net Weight: 7 ounces.

Res islance
Ty pe

Tolal

Per Slep

Code Word

Priu

668-A
668-8

1 ohm
10 ohms
100 ohms

0.1 ohm
1 ohm
10 ohms

GABLE
GA ILY
GALOP

$10.00
12.50
12.50

668-C
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henry inductance, and this value remains conslant to within 0.05 microhenry regardless of
resistance settin g.

Careful construction has made it possible
to keep the frequ ency errors small, and so all
units are useful up to several megacycles.

SPECIFICATIONS
Accuracy of Adjustment: Resis ta nce in CI'e me n Ls a re corr ect within ±1 % for the O.l-ohm s te ps, ±0.25% for the
I-ohm s te ps. a nd ±0.1 % for t he lO-ohm s teps.
Zero Resistance: The zero resis tance of the different uni t,
is given in T a ble 1.
T ABLE I
T y p e.____~--Z-e-r-o-H
-e-s-is-·I-a-n-ce--~----J-n-d-u-c-lc-'r_'c_e____

668-A
o68-B
668-C

0.001- 0.010 ohm
0.01 5-0.02 5 ohm
0.010- 0.020 ohm

0.1 5 microhe nry
0.30 mi croh emy
0. 50 mi crohenry

InductilOce: The induc ta nce of the different uni Ls is given
in the ta bl e a bove. The indu cLa nce J'ema in s consLa nt rega rdl ess of resis ta nce se LLing wi thin 0 .05 m icro hem y.

Temperature Coefficient: The tempera ture coeffi cien t o f
resis ta nce is less tha n ±0.002 % per d egree Cen tigrade at
room tempera tures, except for the lo wer se tlings of T YPES
668-A a nd 668-B , where the tempera ture coeffi cient of the
compensa tin g windings m ay a ffec t t he o ver-all tempera ture
coefficient.
The cons tru c tion of the compensa tecl decade r esis tance is s hown a bove. Opposite ends of th e s witc h
bl ade mak e co ntac t with resis tance or induc ta nce
windings, res pec tively. As a resista nce s te p is added
to the circllit. a co mpensating indu " ta nce ste p is
rem oved , a nd v ice versa.

Frequency Characteristics: The frequency cha rac teri s ti cs
of TYPE 668 Compensated D ecad e-Resis tan ce U nits arc
simil a r to those of TYPE 510 D ecade-Res is Lance U nits.
page 24 . Because 10-ohm card s a re th e la rges t used , the
e ffecLs of s hunt ca pacita nce a re entirely neglig ibl e, and
the cha nge in resis ta nce with frequency resul Ls a lmos t
entirely fro m skin effect.
Altho ugh skin effec t produces a positi ve effec t on th e
to ta l resisLance, t he s kin effect in the compensa ting wind ing is great er tha n that in the r esisLa nce ca rds. Accordingly
there is a net n egative cha nge in resis ta nce incremen Ls.
Tha t is, the increm ent in resis ta nce be twee n one switch
point a nd the next hi gher one will be less at high frequ encies
t ha n a t lo w. This " negative skin e ffect." at o ne mega cyc le,
is a bout -0.8 % for th e units decade a nd a bo ut - 0.6 % for
the tens decade.

Type of Winding: Th e 10-ohm a nd I-ohm cards a re Ay rto n-

Maximum Current: Th e followin g t a ble gives th e a llowable
current for the different units. Th e values o f current for a
40 ° Centigrad e temperature rise, b ased on on e-qua rter
walt dissipa tio n per resis tor , are engra ved o n th e dia l pl at e.

Terminals: Sold eriog lu gs a re provided .

TABLE 11
T y pe

Currentjor
20° C. Rise

Current (or
40° C. l~ ise

668-A
668-B
668-C

1.0 a
300 rn a
100 rn a

J .6 a
500 rn a
160 ma

P erry wound , while the O.l-ohm st e ps a re bifiJ a r ribbon .
Compensated windings are used on all decad es to ma iu ta in
co nsLa nt inducta nce. (See di agra m above .)

Switch: A doubl e-l ea f, ph os phor-bronze switch bea rs on
co otact s tuds ~ inc h in dia me ter. Switch bru shes a re bent
so as oot to be ta ngent to th e a rc of tra vel, thu s a voidin g
cutting. A ca m- type de tent is pro vid ed and there a re eleve n
contac t points (0 to 10 ioclus ive) .

Mounting: Io tercha ngeable (exce pt for s witc h s to ps) with
T YPE 510 (see page 24). A combina tion di a l pla te a nd drill i ng tern pIa te is furni shed .
Dimensions: Diam e ter , 3 VB inches; d epth b ehind pa nel,
3 inches, over-a ll ; s ha ft di a me ter, % inch.
Net Weight: 7 ounces.

Hes is tCLnce
T y pe

Total

P er S te p

Code Word

Price

668-A
668-8

1 ohm
10 ohms
100 ohms

0.1 ohm
1 ohm
10 ohms

GABLE

$10.00
12.50
12.50

668-C

18

GA lLY

GALOP
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TYPE 669 COMPENSATED SLIDE-WIRE RESISTOR
USES: The TYPE 669 Compensated Slide-Wire
Resistor is designed for use in bridge and other
circuits requiring constant-inductance resistors,
where it is desired to secure a do er adjustment
of resistance than is possible with a TYPE 668
Compensated Decade-Resistance Unit. It is
used in the TYPE 667-A Inductance Bridge.
DESCRIPTION: Three parallel wires, two of
copper and one of manganin, are mounted on
the circumference of a bakelite disc. The two
copper wires are connected at one end and a
short-circuiting arm connects one copper wire
and the manganin wire, as shown in the diagram
below. As the arm rotates, the resistance is
changed, but the inductance of lhe unit is unchanged.
FEATURES: The TYPE 669 Compensated SlideWire Resistor is a continuously adjustable
resistor and is very useful in obtaining a precise
balance in bridge circuits. Its inductance is low
and remains constant within 0.005 microhenry,
regardless of setting.

SPECIFICAliONS
Type of Winding: See diagram b elow.
Accuracy of Calibration : Each unit is Ihted with a dial individually engraved at 24 points giving the incremental
slide-wire resistance w ithin ±1 % of full-scale value.
Zero Resistance: The zero r esistance is 0.04 to 0.06 ohm.
Maximum Current and Power: The following table gives the
values of allowable current:
Maximum Currenl

Type

for 20° C. Rise

for 40° C. Hi.'e

669-A
1.0 a
1.6 a
For a 40° Centigrade rise a maximum of 2.5 watts can
be dissipated. The value of current for this rise is engraved
on the dial.

A

I

SECTI ON
THRU A -A

Inductance: The inductance is 0.15 microhe nry. This value
remains constant within 0.005 m icrohenry regardless of the
seLLing.
Temperature Coefficient: Less than ±0.002 % per degree
Centigrade at room temperatures , exce pt that at very low
settings the temperature coefficient will approach that of
the copper compensating windings.
Frequency Characteristics: Shunt capacitance effects are
negligible, and the larges t errors are due to skin effect,
which produces an errnr on the incremental resistance of
-2 % at 550 kilocycles and -4% at 1 m egacycle.
Terminals: Soldering lugs are provided .
Mounting: Interchangea hle with TYPE 668 , except for the
use of dial and slow-motion drive. A dial indicator is
supplied .
Dimensions: Diameter , 372 inches; depth b ehind pan el,
3 inches, over-a! 1.
Net We ight: 7 ounces.

The construction of the compensated slide wire is
shown at the left. As the slider is moved along, a
length of copper wire is substituted for an equivalent
length of manganin wire, and vice versa.

Tolall ncremenlal
Type

He~ i~lanrp

1.1

669-A
PATENT NOTICE.

See Note 17, page v.

ohms

Code Word

Price

GAMI N

$17.50
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TYPE 654-A DECADE VOLTAGE DIVIDER

USES: The TYPE 654-A Decade Voltage Divider
will supply exact voltage ratios between 0.001
and 1.000 in steps of 0.001, and so is useful on
the input of ampli:bers and similar high-impedance circuits for reducing the input voltage
by a definitely known ratio which can be varied
in very small steps.
DESCRIPTION: This instrument is equivalent
to a pair of TYPE 602 Decade-Resistance Boxes
connected in series and so manipulated that as
resistance is taken out of one box it is added
to the other to maintain the total resistance

constant at 10,000 ohms. This action is accomplished through the use of two TYPE 510
Decade-Resistance Units operated from each
control knob by means of a chain drive.

FEATURES: The TYPE 654-A Decade Voltage
Divider covers a very wide range of voltage
ratios. It is possible to obtain 1000 different
ratios from 0.001 to 1.000, and each one is
known with excellent accuracy. The input
resistance remains constant regardless of dial
settings, and so reaction on the input voltage
is eliminated.

SPECIFICATIONS
Range: VolLage ratios from 0.001 to l.000 in steps of 0.001
can be oblained by setting up the desired value on the
three swi tches.
Accuracy: Each individual resistor is adjusted within
±0.1 %, so the error in voltage ratio is never greater than
±0.2%.
Frequency Characteristics: If the external capaci tance
which is placed across the output terminals is less than
20 I'l'f, the frequency error is less than 0.1 % for all frequencies below 10,000 cycles.
Input Impedance: The input impedance is a constant resistance of 10,000 ohms regardless of the ratio setting. This
value is engraved on the panel.
Output Impedance: The voltage divider is accurate only
when the output impedance is essentially infinite.
Maximum Voltage: The maximum allowable input voltage
Cor a 4.0 0 Centigrade temperature rise is 230 volts. This
value is engraved on the panel.
Temperature Coefficient: The temperature coefficient of
the resistors is less than ±0.002 % per degree Centigrade
at normal room temperatures.
Terminals: Jack-top binding posts are provided and standard %:-inch spacing is used. The shield is connected to one

terminal of both input and output which is marked G.
Two TYPE 274-M Plugs are furnished.
Mounting: The decades are mounted on an aluminum
panel which is enclosed in a shielded walnut cabinet.
Dimensions: Panel, (length) 13 x (width) 7 inches . Cabinet,
(depth) 57.( inches, over-a ll.
Net Weight: 8 pounds.

Type

654-A
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Code Word

Price

ABACK

$85.00
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TYPE 249 ATTENUATION BOX
USES: The TYPE 249 Attenuation Box is useful
in power-level measurements, transmissionefficiency tests, and in gain or loss measurements on transformers, filters, amplifiers, and
similar equipment. It is also used as a powerlevel control in circuits not equipped with other
volume controls.

can be introduced by operating the key switches,
when the box is used between specified values
of input and output impedances. The total
attenuation is given by adding the decibel values
engraved by each of the keys.

DESCRIPTION: The TYPE 249 Attenuation Box
is a constant impedance attenuator which contains a group of resistance elements so arranged
that definite and known amounts of power loss

FEATURES: The outstanding features of this
box are its wide range and high accuracy. It can
be used on frequencies as high as fifty kilocycles
without introducing any appreciable error.
Both the T-type section and the balanced-H
section are available.

SPECIFICATIONS
Attenuation Range: 110 decibels in steps of 1.0 decibel.
Boxes with other attenuation ranges can be made on
special order.
Terminallmpedance: 600 ohms. Boxes for other impedances
can be made on special order.
Accuracy: Each individual resistor is adjusted within
0.5 % of its correct value. At frequencies below 50 kc the
maximum error in attenuation is 0.2 db .
Type of Section: Both the T-section and balanced-Hsection models are available. Both types present a constant
impedance in both directions, but the balanced-H sbould
be used where both sides of the circuit must be balanced
to ground.
Type of Winding: Ayrton-Perry windings are used for the
low-resistance elements, while unifilar windings on thin
mica cards are used for the high-resistance units.
Maximum Voltage: The maximum permissible voltage

varies somewhat with the attenuation , but the powerhandling capacity of the boxes will not be exceeded , for
any setting, if the voltage applied to the input of the TYPE
249-T is kept below 25 volts and that applied to the TYPE
249-H below 35 volts.
Switches: Eight low-capacity key switches control tb e eight
attenuation sections.
Mounting: The units are mounted in shielded walnut
cabinets with aluminum panels. The panel and shield are
connected to the terminal marked G.
Accessories: Two TYPE 274-M Plugs are supplied to facilitate input and output connections.
Terminals: Jack-top binding posts with %;-inch spacing.
Dimensions: Panel, (length) 16 x (width) 5 ~ inches. Cabinet, (depth) 5 ~ inches , over-all.
Net Weight: 7 Ys pounds.
Type of
Section
Code Word
Price
Impedance

Type

Range

249-H
249-T

110 db in steps of 1.0 db
110 db in steps of 1 .0 db

1I3
2

4

T-SECTION

600 ohms
600 ohms

Balanced-H

T

BALANCEO-H
SECTION

$120.00
100.00

NETWORKROD
NETWORKTOP

1~3
-.,
,--

--t.f"

2

-::ij-

4
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TYPE 449-A ADJUSTABLE ATTENUATOR
action of the first two keys inserts from 0 to 60
decibels attenuation in 10-decibel steps. The
third key operates an impedance-tapering network, which tapers the impedance from 500 to
250 ohms and inserts 10 decibels attenuation,
in one position, and tapers from 500 to 50 ohms
and inserts 20 decibels attenuation in another
position. The middle position of this key inserts
no attenuation and allows the box to work from
and into 500 ohms.
The keys and pads arc housed in a small cast
aluminum case together with standard input
and output jacks. Mounting holes are provided
on the base for use where the attenuator is to
be permanently attached to other equipment.

USES: The TYPE 449-A Adjustable Attenuator
has been designed as a convenient and compact
unit to be used in broadcast speech circuits,
motion-picture recording channels, or any other
audio-frequency circuit where definitely known
amounts of attenuation are to be easily inserted
and removed. It also is useful as an isolation
network or a taper pad for changing impedance
levels either up or down.

DESCRIPTION: Three lever-key switches control six separate balanced-H networks. The

FEATURES: The salient features of the TYPE
449-A Adjustable Attenuator are convenience,
compactness, and accuracy. Furthermore, this
unit can be used as a taper pad where changes
in impedance levels are desired. Two pairs of
jacks are provided on both input and output
so that parallel connections can be easily made.
Either end of the attenuator can be used as the
input. Complete shielding is afforded by a castaluminum case. The unit will dissipate up to
1.5 watts at the nominal input impedance and
can be used with no appreciable error at frequencies up to 20,000 cycles.

SPECIFICATIONS
Attenuation Range: When operating between 500-ohm
impedances, the range is 0 to 60 decibels in 10-decibel steps.
When operating between 250- and 500-ohm impedances,
the range is 10 to 70 decibels, while between 50 and 500
ohms it is 20 to 80 decibels, a lso in 10-decibel steps.

Dimensions: Panel, (length) 7 ~ x (width) 3 VB inches. Case,
(depth) 5 y:! inches, over-all.

Net Weight: 4~ pounds.

Terminal Impedance: The impedance is 500 ohms in one
direction, and either 50, 250, or 500 ohms in the other direction. Either end may be used as the input.

soon-soon
10 db

Accuracy: Each individual resistor is adj usted within ±1 %

I b

of its correct value. For frequencies below 20 kilocycles,
the greatest possible error in attenuation is 0.2 decibel.

i

I
I

Type of Section: A balanced-H section is used. The center

of 1.5 watts at the nominal input impedance.

Switches: Three Western Electric lever-key switches are

Mounting: The unit is mounted in a cast-aluminum case.
An aluminum panel is used.

1

3!

I

I

I

I

I

I
I
It b

I

I

6..!.L,
~

i
5Oon.-:soon.
20clb

Wiring diagram of the first switch of TYPE 449-A
Adjustable Attenuator. Connections for the other
switches are identical.

Code Word

Type

449-A

I

I

used to control the separate attenuating networks.

Terminals: Two pairs of jacks, parallel connected and designed to take the standard Western Electric TYPE 241-A
Plugs, are provided at both input and output.

I

I

connection is not grounded, but provision is made for
grounding it to the case if the user so desires.

Type of Winding: All cards are unifilar wound on bakelite.
Maximum Power: The unit will safely dissipate a maximum

6 I

? :

I

Adjustable Attenuator .............. · .... . .. 1

AMISS

Price

$58.00
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TYPE 500 RESISTOR

USES: The TYPE 500 Resistors are particularly
recommended as resistance standards for use in
impedance bridges. They are also valuable as
secondary standards for laboratory use. The
plug-type terminals make them convenient as
terminating impedances for attenuation boxes,
lines, and similar circuits and as circuit elements
in either experimental or permanent equipment.
DESCRIPTION: This resistor is an accuratelyadjusted resistance card, sealed in a bakelite

case. Both screw-type and plug-type terminals
are provided.

FEATURES: In the TYPE 500 Resistors both
convenience and accuracy are combined. The
terminal arrangement allows either permanent
or temporary connections to be made in the
simplest possible manner. Low temperature
coefficient and excellent high-frequency characteristics make these resistors suitable for a
wide variety of applications.

SPECIFICATIONS
Resistance: Nine stand ard values, as tabulated b elow, are
stocked. Other values can be built to special order.

Accuracy of Adjustment: Each r esistor is adjusted within
±0.1 % of its stated value at the terminals of the unit,
except the I-ohm unit which is adjusted within ±0 .25% .

Frequency Characteristics: The table given on page 25 for
the TYPE 510 Decade-Resistance Unit represents the behavior of the TYPE 500 R esistors quite accurately, p ar ticularly
for the lower resistance units (up to 600 ohms) . For th e
1000- and 10,000-ohm units the errors are less than those
tabulated for the TYPE 510, because of the relatively small
shunt capacitance of an isolated resistor.

Terminals: Both termin al screws and plugs are supplied,
and both ca n b e used . Each term in al stud is recessed as a
jack to accommodate a plug. Standard %:-inch spacing is
used.
Mounting: Each resistor is sea led in a case of black mold ed
bakelite with an impregnating wax. Two mounting holes
are provided.
Dimensions: (Length) 2 %: x (width) lX6 inches. Over-all
height, excl usive of plugs, 1 in cb.
Net Weight: 2 oun ces.

Maximum Power and Current: All units will dissipate one
watt for a t emperature rise of 40° Centigrade. The value of
current for this rise is given in the table b elow and is
engraved on each unit.
Temperature Coefficient: At normal room temperature, the
temperature coefficient is less t h an ±0.002 % per deg"ec
Centigrade.

Type of Winding: For resistances of less than 200 ohms
Ayrton-Perry windings are used; for 200 ohms and higher
values of resistance the winding is unifilar on mica cards.

Type

500-A
500-B
500-C
500-0
500·E
500·F
500·G
500·H
500-J

Resistance

1
10
50
100
200
500
600
1000
10,000

ohm
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms

Maximum Current
1.0 a
310 ma
140ma
)00 ma
70 rna
45 rna
40 ma
30 rna
10ma

Code Wo rd

Price

RESlSTBIHD
RESlSTDESK
l\ESISTFOl\O
RESlSTFROG
RESISTGmL
RESISTGOAT
RESISTGOOD
RESISTHYMN
RESISTMILK

$2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
.2.00
2.00
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TYPE 663 RESISTOR
USES: The TYPE 663 Resistor is designed to
have an accurately known impedance at high
frequencies. It is particularly useful as a standard resistor for the re~istance-variation method
of impedance measurement at radio frequencies
and as a circuit element in bridges and similar
equipment. It is also useful as a terminating
resistor for matching radio-frequency transmission lines and, generally, as a low-resistance
standard in high-frequency applications where
small residual reactance, accurately known
resistance, and moderate power-handling capacity are required.
DESCRIPTION: A straight piece of resistance
wire is soldered to two flat metal plates, which
are mounted close together on a strip of insulating material. A thin piece of mica insulates
the wire from the plates, except at the soldered
ends. This assembly is rigidly clamped together
with a top piece of insulating material. The flat
metal plates extend on either side to form
slotted terminals.
FEATURES: A resistor for high-frequency use
should have an impedance which varies as
little as possible with frequency and which is
as nearly resistive in nature as possible. These
requirements demand that skin effect be kept
at a minimum and that residual inductance and
capacitance be made very small.
The straight-wire resistor approaches this
ideal more closely than any other type through
the use of short pieces of fine wire. In the
conventional form, however, two disadvantages
occur. First, the fine wire has relatively high
series inductance compared to its shunt capacitance, and low-resistance units consequently tend to have relatively high inductive
reactances. Second, the fine wire cannot dissipate any appreciable power without overheating.
The design of the TYPE 663 Resistor* over*See D. B. Sin'clair, "The TYPE 663 Resistor, " General Radio
Experimenter, Vol. XIII, No.8, page 6, January, 1939.
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comes these disadvantages. The straight wire
is clamped down upon the flat metal fins and,
as a result, the inductance is decreased over
the free space value by virtue of the shielding
effect of the current flow in the plates. By this
same construction the power dissipation is
greatly increased because the heat is carried
away from the wire by the terminal fins.
The equivalent circuit for the TYPE 663
Resistor, when mounted approximately one
inch above a metal panel, is given below. Values
of the residual inductance, L, for the different
units are tabulated in the specifications.
Residual inductance and capacitance cause
two effects. First, they cause the resistance
component to vary with frequency and, second,
they create a residual reactive component.
If the resistance, R, is large compared to

. /r where
VC'

L is the effective series resistance

and C the effective shunt capacitance, the
resistive component decreases with frequency;
if the resistance is small compared to

V5-,

the resistance increases with frequency up to
a peak beyond which it decreases. For values
of R large compared with

vi~ ,

the reactance is

Equivale nt circuit of TYPE 663 Resistor, mounted
]/a inch above a m e tal panel.

JO.75

JlPf

.J

o
O.75)JJ.lf
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Ratio of effective resistance to doc r esistance as a
function of frequency, for the TYPE 663 R es isto r
mounted on binding posts, as described in the
text.

~,

capacitive; for values of R less than

the reactance is inductive up to the resistance
peak. It is desirable to maintain ~ of the same
order of magnitude as the resistance in order to
minimize both resistance change and reactive
component. The construction of the TYPE 663
Resistor, which gives low inductance at the
expense of increased capacitance, fulfills this
condition.
The accompanying curves illustrate the
behavior of TYPE 663 Resistors as a function
of frequency when mounted on a pair of TYPE
138-VD Binding Posts with one end grounded
to a 7i-inch metal panel upon which the
binding posts are assembled with TYPE 274-Y

Ra tio of equivalent series reactance to doc resistance as a function of frequency, for the TYPE 663
Resistor mounted on binding posts, as described
in the text.

Mounting Plates. With this setup, the effective
shunt capacitance consists of the sum of (1) the
direct capacitance of the resistor, (2) the capacitance to ground of one mounting lug, (3) the
direct capacitance between binding posts, and
(4) the capacitance of one binding post to
ground. * The total capacitance in this case is
approximately 6.5 /JpJ and the conditions are
therefore more severe than would exist if a
low-capacitance mounting were used.
It will be seen that the reactance is large
compared to the resistance for low values of
resistance and high frequencies. In most applications, this is not important because the
reactance can be tuned out.
*See R. F. Field. "Direct CapacitaDce and Its Measurement,"
Ge nera l R adio Experimenler, Vol. VIII, No.6, page S, Nov. 1933.

SPECIFICAliONS
Resistance Values: Standard units are available in the
following resistances: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 , 50, and 100 ohms.
Accuracy: All units ar e adjusted within ±I %.
Residual Parameters: The following table gives approximate
values for L for t h e different units:

Resistance
1 ohm
2 ohms

5
10
20
50
100

ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms

Current for
40° C. Rise

L

0.0065
0.013
0.015
0.029
0.032
0.034
0.039

J.Lh
J.Lh
J.Lh
J.Lh
J.Lh
J.Lh
J.Lh

1.4 a
1.0 a
0.5 a

0.35
0.2
0.1
0.06

a
a
a
a

Skin Effect: For a ll units the skin effect is less than 1 % for
frequencies below 50 megacycles.
Temperature Coefficient: At normal room temperature the
temperature coefficient is less than ±0.002 % per degree
Cen tigrade.
Maximum Power and Current: The a llowable power dissipation for a 40 ° Centigrade temperature rise varies with resis tance, being 2 watts for the I-ohm unit and 0.4 walt for
the IOO-ohm unit. The rated current fOl" tillS temperature
rise for the d ifferent uni ts is given in t h e table.
Terminals: The fl at metal plates to which t h e r esistance
wire is attached are used as terminals, and a re both slotted
and drilled for conven ience in mounting.
Dimensions: (Length) 2 ~ x (width) 1 ~ in ch es. Over-all
h eight. % inch .
Net Weight: 2 ounces.

Type

Resistance

Code Word

Price

663-A
663-8
663-C
663-0
663-E
663-F
663-G

1 ohm
2 ohms
5 ohms
10 ohms
20 ohms
50 ohms
100 ohms

PAN I C

$5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

PARTY
PATTY
PEDAL
PENAL
PENNY
PETTY
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RHEOST AT·POTENTIOMETERS
and TYPE 333, where integrally molded bakelite
bearing holes are used).

Type 371-A. The resistance wire is wound on a
linen bakelite strip, which is securely clamped
to the supporting form. The contact arm is a
specially formed single phosphor-bronze blade
that provides smooth and fIrm contact with
the edge ofthe winding.
Type 371-T. In this unit the resistance form
is tapered linearly, so that the variation of resistance with angle of rotation follows a square
law (increasing with clockwise rotation of the
knob in a panel-mounted unit). IIi all other
respects it is similar to the TYPE 371-A.
Type 214. This is similar to the TYPE 371-A
in every respect except that the winding form
is narrower.

USES: Variable resistors and potentiometers are
useful in assembling experimental equipment
where tube voltages and circuit elements are
to be varied until the fInal design is obtained.
In standard equipment, such as oscillators,
bridges, test equipment, and industrial instruments, many manufacturers fmd General Radio
rheostats extremely useful as fIlament- and
plate-supply controls, output potentiometers,
bridge arms, and as parts of almost any instrument where variable resistances are needed.
Ganged units can be used where simultaneous
control is desired. Units with special resistance
values or tolerances can be made to order. In
addition to the ordinary linear models, tapered
units of both the straight and logarithmic type
can be made to satisfy particular requirements.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: The resistance wire
is wound on a strip of insulating material such
as bakelite, which is then bent around and
fastened to the molded bakelite supporting
form. All units are so constructed that the shaft
may extend through either or both ends of the
rheostat. Terminals and mounting holes are
provided on all models. Terminals are provided
at both ends of the winding. The contact arm
is in continuous contact with the winding.
There is no "off" position.
FEATURES: General Radio rheostat-potentiometers are manufactured in eight basic models
under several different types of construction.
The essential features of each type of design
are outlined below. The shafts turn in accurately machined brass bushing inserts which are
molded into the bakelite form (except TYPE 533
36

Type 471. This is a high grade unit suitable
for use in high-impedance circuits where low
noise level is desired.
The high resistance windings are protected
from mechanical damage or disturbance by an
external protecting strip of linen bakelite.
An inside contact arm, bearing four separate
wiping fIngers, insures low noise level and extremely smooth operation.
Type 314. The design features of this unit are
those of the TYPE 471; in physical dimensions
it is similar to the TYPE 214.
Type 301. This type is a small, compact unit
similar in construction to the TYPE 214.
Type 533. This is a heavy-duty unit capable
of dissipating 250 watts under continuous load.
The resistance element is wound on an asbestoscovered aluminum strip that s.erves to distribute
the heat to be dissipated to all portions of the
element for better radiation characteristics. An
internal wiping contact is used. The TYPE 533
is designed to operate at extremely high temperatures, and care should be taken in its location
with respect to associated apparatus.
Type 333. This unit has the same general constructional features as the TYPE 533, but uses
a single-blade cont~ct arm.
Type 433. This is a large unit, which is stocked
only in the 500,000-ohm size. The large diameter (5 inches) allows a large number of turns
on the winding form, making possible extremely
high resistance together with very smooth
control. The contact arm is a specially formed
phosphor-bronze blade. A protecting strip of
linen bakelite is provided to protect the high
resistance windings from mechanical damage.
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GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Accuracy: All types are wound to an accuracy of ±10%
of the nominal values listed.

from 50 to 60 degrees Centigrade for open shelf or panel
mountings. When mounted in enclosed spaces sli ghtly
higher temperature rises or somewhat reduced ratings are
to be expected. TYPE 333 and TYPE 533 are ra ted for a
rise of approximately 250 0 Centigrade.

Maximum Current: The maximum current is the current
which will produce the rated power dissipation when flowing through the entire winding. This current should not be
exceeded in any portion of the winding.
Terminals: Screw terminals with 3-fingered tinned soldering
lugs are provided on all models except TYPES 533 and 333
which are furnished with jack-top binding posts.

Type

Accessories: All models are provided with the necessary
screws and nuts for mounting, as well as a template for
laying out the mounting holes.
Dimensions: Over-all size and mounting dimensions are
shown on the sketches below.
Power Rating: In the table below are given the approximate
power ratings of the various models. These ratings (except
for the TYPES 533 and 333) are for a temperature rise of

301
301
protecting
214
314
371
371
protecting
471
433
333
533

Power Raling
4 wa lts
(with
strip)

3
10
8
15

(with
strip)

watts
watts
watts
watts

12 watts
12 watts
25 watts
60 to 100Wat~
250 watts

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Type

Type of Shaft

Type of Knob*

~-in.
~-in.

Steel
Steel
Va-in. Bakelite
Va-in. Bakelite
~-in. Steel
Va-in. Steel
Va-in. Steel
Va-in. Bakelite

371
214
471
314
301
533
333
433

637-G
637-G
637-H
637-H
637-A
637-Q
637-H
637-Q

Useful Angle
of Rotation

Net Weight
in Ounces

303 0
303 0

8
6
8
6
3
30
10

294 0
294 0
254 0
305 0
289 0
322 0

18

*See page 185 for a description of these knobs.

TYPES 214, 314, 371, 471, 333
Type

A (lnches)

214-A
314-A
371-A
471-A
333-A

'3%

1~

3 ~6

I Va

3%
3%
4

'1
~
~3!J
r

B(lnches)

2~

2%
2%

'~/3MTG'HOLES~

o

'f(

TYPE 533

NO 25 DRILL
7"
ON II RAD .

.

~.~ ~~o~

__

TYPE 433

TYPE 301

t
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Type

GENERAL
Maximum
Resistance

Maximum
Current

Code
Word

10
20
50
100
200
500
1000
2000
5000
10,000

RURAL

Maximum
Resistance

1.0 a
0.7 a
450
rna
320
rna
220
rna
140
rna
rna
100
rna
70
45
rna
11 13
32
Maximum
Current

1000
2000
5000
10,000
20,000
50,000
100,000

rna
rna
rna
rna
rna
rna
rna

REDAN

214-A
214-A
214-A
214-A
214-A
214-A
214-A
214-A
214-A
214-A
Type

371-A
371-A
371-A
371-A
371-A
*371-A
*371-A
371-T

10,000

Type

Maximum
Resistance

333-A
333-A
333-A
333-A
333-A
333-A
333-A
Type

533-A
533-A
533-A
533-A
533-A
533-A
533-A
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1
3
10
30
100
300
1000
Maximum
Resistance

':I,

1
3
10
30
100
300
1000

RAZOR
RAPID
RIVET
EMPTY

ROSIN
ENACT
SYRUP
ROWEL
RUMOR

Code
Word

Price

$2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
200
Price

SEPOY

$4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00

28
rna
Max imum
Current

SULLY

4.00

Code
Word

Price

8.5 a
5.8 a
2.5 a
1.8 a
1.0 a
0.6 a
0.25 a
Maximum
Current

VALOR
VAPID

120
90
55
38
28
16
11

15.8
9.1
5.0
2.9
1.6
0.9
0.5

a
a

a
a
a
a
a

REFI T
ROTOR
ROWDY
RULER
SATYR

VENUS
VIG I L
VIGOR
VILLA
HUMOR

Code
Word
MOLA R
MONAD
MORAL
MOTTO
MUCGY
MUMMY
HUSSY

$4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
Price

$6.00
6 .00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

RESISTORS

RADIO CO.
Type

M aximum
Resistance

* 314-A
* 314-A
*314-A
*314-A
*314-A
*314-A
*314-A

1000
2000
5000
10,000
20,000
50,000
100,000

Type

*471-A
*471-A
*471-A
*471-A
*471-A

Type

301-A
301-A
301-A
301-A
301-A
301-A
301-A
301-A
301-A
301-A
*301-A
* 301-A

Code
Word

Price

DIVAN
ENEMY
ENJ OY
DIVER
ENROL
DONAX
DONGA

$4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
400

Code
Word

Price

ERECT
HUMAN
ERODE
ERUPT
ESKER

$6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

Maximum
Current

Code
Word

Price

0.9
0.65
450
280
200
140
90
65
45
28
17
12

PALSY
REMIT

Maximum
Current

90
65
40
28
20
13
9

rna
rna
rna
rna
rna
rna
rna

Maximum
Resistance

Max imum
Current

10,000
20,000
50,000
100,000
200,000

rna
rna
rna
rna
rna

Maximum
Resistance

5
10
20
50
100
200
500
1000
2000
5000
10,000
20,000

35
25
15
10
8

a
a
rna
rna
rna
rna
rna
rna
rna
rna
rna
rna

RENE \ V

RIFLE
RIGID
REBUS
RIVAL
RAVEL
READY
ROMAN
CURRY
CRUMB

$1 .50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.75
1.75

Maximum
Maximum
Code
__
T::..;
yp,,-e=---._R_e..:.s...,:is...,:ta_n-,-c-,-e---,_C-,-u,-r_r_en_t___W_o_r_d_... Price

*433-A I

500,000

7

rna

IMBUE

1$13.50

*Supplied with li nen-bakeli te protecting st.ri p.
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GENERAL INFORMATION ON PRECISION RESISTORS
In the precision-resistor units and assemblies
described on the previous pages there are utilized a number of different types of construction
and winding. These various units embody the
results of the General Radio Company's many
years of experience in this field. Permanence
and stability are achieved by careful attention
to the manufacturing and assembling process,
as well as to design.
Excellent long-time characteristics are obtained by the use of carefully selected materials
in conjunction with proper aging before and
after assembly. These resistors have no significant change in resistance over their operating
temperature ranges and retain their original
calibration over long periods of time.
The behavior of a resistor over a wide range
of frequency is often as important as the stability and accuracy of calibration of that resistoI'. In the units described below, residual
reactances and associated changes in resistance
with frequency have been minimized, so that
they may be used with no change in accuracy
at audio and supersonic frequencies. Many retain their accuracy well into the radio-frequency
range. Their frequency characteristics are specified in detail on the preceding pages.
Following are the types of winding used:
Mica Card Method-Used for cards from 200
ohms to 20,000 ohms.
In this type of construction the manganin
resistance wire is closely wound in a single layer
on a thin strip of mica. Tinned-copper terminal
strips are securely fastened to the ends of the
form, which serve not only to anchor the winding but also to reinforce the mica.
After the card is wound, it is heat treated at
135 Centigrade for several days before the final
adjustment is made. This process is equivalent
0

to a long period of aging at normal temperatures and produces a stable resistor that has
been relieved of winding strains both in the
wire and in the form.
The higher resistance cards of this type
(10,000 ohms and above) are wound in two
sections, the one of nichrome, the other of
ohmax, so that the negative variation of resistance with temperature for one section practically cancels the positive variation of the other,
to produce a card whose resistance is essentially
independent of temperature over normal ranges.
Ayrton-Perry Method-Used from about 1 ohm
to a few hundred ohms.
A molded bakelite strip, aged at 135 Centigrade to insure mechanical and thermal stability, is used as a form. On this strip are placed
two windings, connected in parallel but wound
in opposite directions. Cards wound by this
method have a very low inductance, and the
distributed capacitance is also very low, because adjacent wires are at very nearly the
same potential.
After winding, the resistor is aged at 135 0
Centigrade before the final adjustment of resistance is made.
BiAlar Method-Used only in O.l-ohm decades.
In this resistor a short strip of manganin
ribbon, bent sharply back on itself, is connected
directly between successive switch points. At
the low resistance values for which this type of
construction is used, the comparatively high
capacitance is immaterial, as inductance and
skin effect are more important in determining
the high frequency characteristics.
Straight-Wire Method- The construction of
the TYPE 663 Resistor, which is a straight-wire
type of resistor, is fully described on pages 34.
and 35.

These photographs illustrate the m ethods of winding nescrihed ahove. (Left) Mica card m ethod ,
(center ) Ayrton-Perry m ethod , and (right ) Bifilar m ethod.
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RESIDUAL IMPEDANCES IN AIR CONDENSERS
As a continuously adjustable standard of
impedance the variable air condenser approaches very closely the ideal circuit element.
At audio and low-radio frequencies the residual
components are usually negligible, and it is
permissible to consider the condenser as having
a pure, constant capacitance. However, for use
in precise measurements of impedance, especially at high radio frequencies, it is necessary
to take account of the small residual parameters.
In a variable air condenser these residual
impedances are caused by: (1) losses in the
solid dielectric material, (2) losses in the
metallic structure, and (3) inductance in the
leads and stack supports. An equivalent circuit
representing a variable air condenser including
these residual parameters i shown below.
The parameters, R, L, and G, are all essentially constant as a function of dial setting for
TYPE 722 Precision Condensers. The dielectric
conductance, G, may be considered as the sum
of two components, one the d-c leakage conductance of the dielectric supports and the
other a conductance corresponding to polarizatIon losses in the supports. The first of' these
is constant as a function of frequency; the
second increases approximately as the first
power of the frequency. Except at very low
frequencies (order of 5 cycles or less), the
leakage conductance is negligible.
The metallic resistance, R, is essentially
constant as a function of frequency for low
frequencies and increases approximately as
the square root of the frequency at frequencies
sufficiently high so that skin effect is essentially
complete (above 1 Mc).
The inductance, L, remains very closely
constant as a function of frequency.
The metallic resistance, R, and the dielectric
conductance, G, combine to cause a dissipative

R

L

c

In this circuit the resistance, R, corresponds to
losses in the metallic portions of the condenser;
the conductance, G, corresponds to losses in the
solid dielectric portions of the condenser; and the
inductance, L, corresponds to magnetic flux set
up by conduction currents in the metal portions
of the condenser. The capacitance, C, represents
the static capacitance of the condenser.
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G

component approximately equivalent to a
resistance
G
R.=R+(wC)2
in series with a perfect capacitance, or to a
conductance

G.

G + R(wC)2

=

in parallel with a perfect capacitance.
The corresponding over-all dissipation factor
is approximately
G
D = Do+Dn = wC+RwC.
The residual inductance, L, causes the
efi'ective terminal capacitance, Co. to depart
from the static capacitance, C, according to
the law

C
C.= 1- w2LC'
At low frequencies the effect of the residual
parameters, Rand L, is negligible, and the
condenser acts like a pure capacitance, C, in
parallel with a conductance

G.=G
or in series with a resistance
G

R.= (wC)2'
Under this condition

G

- =
w

R. wC2 = DC = constant

where D is the dissipation factor due to dielectric loss. The numerical value of this
constant is a convenient figure of merit to
define the magnitude of the losses at low
frequencies.
At high frequencies the other residual
parameters become important. The losses in
the metal parts of the condenser increase with
frequency until they are first comparable to,
and finally in excess of, the losses in the solid
dielectric. At high frequencies it is, therefore,
necessary to consider both components of loss.
A precision condenser is used normally under
such conditions that the dissipation factor
components, Do and Dn, and the inductive
error are small. The expressions for the effective
terminal impedance and admittance of the
condenser under these conditions are

Z.

=

R. -j lC

w •
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TYPE 722 PRECISION CONDENSER
USES: The TYPE 722 Precision Condenser is
a variable air condenser intended for use as a
standard of capacitance.
It is widely used in a-c bridges both as a
built-in standard and as an external standard
for substitution measurements. It is also used
as a tuning condenser in oscillators, frequency
meters, and other instruments where accuracy
and stability are important.
DESCRIPTION: The whole condenser assembly
is mounted in a cast frame, which is used to give
the unit rigidity. This frame, the stator rods
and spacers, and the rotor shaft are made of
alloys of aluminum which combine the mechanical strength of brass with the weight and
temperature coefficient of aluminum. The condenser plates are of aluminum, so that all parts
have the same temperature coefficient of linear
expansion.
A worm drive is used in this condenser to
obtain the desired precision of setting. In order
to avoid the slight eccentricity which is almost
inevitable when a worm gear is mounted on a
shaft, the worm in the TYPE 722 Precision
Condenser is cut directly on the shaft. The dial
end of this worm shaft runs in ball bearings,
while the other end is supported by an adjustable spring mounting. Ball bearings are
used at both ends of the rotor shaft. Electrical
connection to the rotor is made, not through
the bearing, but by means of a phosphor-bronze
brush running on a brass drum. This method
assures a positive electrical contact.
A preliminary assembly of the frame, shaft,
and gears is driven by a motor to grind in the
gears before final assembly.
Interior view of the

TYPE

722-D Precision Condenser.

P a nel view of the

TYPE

722-D Precision Condenser.

FEATURES: Both the materials and the mechanical arrangement used in the TYPE 722
Precision Condenser have been carefully selected to give the instrument a high degree of
stability under constant laboratory use. The
entire mounting is extremely rigid, and the
bearings and drive mechanism have been arranged so as to reduce the backlash to less than
one-half a worm division, and to give an extremely small worm correction.
The temperature coefficient of capacitance
has been kept low by using metal parts which
all have the same temperature coefficient of
linear expansion. In order to keep the dielectric
losses low, a low-power-factor ceramic material
is used for the solid dielectric, and the capacitance associated with it is kept very small.
When it is desired to reduce the dielectric losses
still further, quartz insulation may be used
instead of the standard ceramic.
All models can be set to one part in 25,000
of full scale, a precision of setting which is more
than adequate for most measurement uses.
Standard calibrations are accurate to, and give
an internal consistency of, ±0.1 % of full scale. A
more precise calibration with a worm correction
can be supplied, giving corrections which permit
an internal consistency of 0.1 /L/Lf. The absolute
accuracy of capacitance differences, however, is
limited to 0.1 % by the accuracy of calibration,
and the usable accuracy at the terminals may
still be limited to approximately 1 /L/Lf by the
lack of a standard technique for connecting the
condenser into a measuring circuit. (See General
Radio Experimenter, Vol. XII, No.8, January,
1938, for a complete discussion of connection
errors.)
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SPECIFICATIONS
Capacitance Range : Three stock models are available:
TYPE 722-D, direct reading in capacitance over two ranges,
25 to UO }l}lf, and 100 to UOO }l}lf; TYPE 722-F, calibrated
every worm half turn, 500 }l}lf maximum; TYPE 722-M,
intended for bridge-substitution measurements and direct
reading in capacitance removed from the condenser over a
range of 1000 }l}lf.
Rotor Plate Shape: Semicircular for all models, to give a
linear capacitance characteristic.
Standard Calibration Accuracy: TYPE 722-D: The capacitance of the HIGH section, 100 to 1100 }l}lf, is indicated
directly in micromicrofarads by tbe dial and drum readings
within ±1 }l}lf. The capacitance of the LOW section, 25
to 110 }l}lf. is indicated directly in micromicrofarads by
one-tenth of the dial and drum readings within ±0.2 }l}lf.
TYPE 722-F: T he capacitance at every worm half turn
is given in a mounted chart to 0.1 }l}lf, accurate within
±0.5 }l}lf. The capacitance differences between succeeding
worm half turns is also given to 0.1 }l}lf, and is accurate
to ±1 }l}lf.
TYPE 722-M: The capacitance at a reading of zero for
the dial and drum is indicated on a small card mounted
on the panel. Tbis capacitance, about U50 }l}lf in magnitude,
is given to 0.1 }l}lf and is accurate within ±I J.l.J.I.f. The
condenser is adjusted to indicate directly in micromicrofarads the capacitance removed from the circuit to an accuracy of ± 1 }l}lf.
These accuracies are indicated on the certificate or chart
which accompanies each condenser.
Worm-Correction Calibration: Worm corrections can be
Bupplied for all three models according to the price lis t.
Mounted charts are supplied, which give the corrections to
at least one more figure than the guaranteed accuracies,
which are stated below.
TYPE 722-D: When this correction is used, the capacitance of either section can be determined within ±0.1 }lJ.l.f
or ±O.l %, whichever is the greater, and capacitance differences can be measured to an accuracy of ±0.2 }lJ.l.f or
±O.l %, whichever is the greater, with the HIGH section;
and ±0.04 J.I.}lf or ±0.1 %, whichever is the greater, with
the LOW section.
TYPE 722-F: The capacitance can be determined within
±O.l p.p.f or ±0.1 %, whichever is the greater. Capacitance
differences can he measured within ±0.1 }l}lf or ±0.1 %.
whichever is the greater.
TYPE 722-M: Capacitance differences, in capacitance
removed, can be m easured within ±0.2 }l}lf or ±0.1 % .
whichever is the greater.
Maximum Voltage: All models, 1000 vol ts. peak.
Dielectric Supports: Two bars of steatite support the stator
assembly, and conical bushings insulate the terminals from
the panel. Quartz insulation can be supplied on special
order. (See price list.)
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Plot of a typical worm correction for a TYPE 722-D
Precision Condenser.

Dielectric Losses: The figure of meri t, RwO, when measured
at 1000 cycles is approximately 0.04 x 10- 12 for steatite
insulation and 0.003 x 10- 12 for quartz .
Residual Parameters: The series inductance and the series
metallic resistance are given in the following table:
Type
L
R
722-0
high section
low section
722-F
722-M
Temperature Coefficient:

0.065
O.U
0.055
0.060

}lh
}lh
}lh
p.h

0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02

n
n
n
n

The temperature coefficient of
capacitance is approximately +0.002 % per degree Centigrade, for small temperature changes.
Drive: A worm-and-gear drive is used. To reduce irregularities and backlash the worm is cut integral with the
shaft. The backlash is less t han one-half worm division
(there are 250 divisions per worm turn for the TYPE 722-D
and the TYPE 722-M; 200 divisions for the TYPE 722-F).
If the desired setting is always approached in the direction
of increasing scale reading. no calibration error from this
cause will result.
Terminals: J ack-top binding posts are provided. Standard
%-inch spacing is used. The rotor terminal is connected to
the panel and shield.
Mounting: The condenser is mounted on an aluminum
panel finished in black crackle lacquer and enclosed in a
shielded walnut cabinet. A wooden storage case with lock
and carrying handle is included.
Dimensions: Panel. 8 x 9 Va inches; depth, 8 Va inches.
Weight: 10 Y2 pounds; 19 % pounds with carrying case.

Type

Canacilanre Ran!le

Code Ward

Price

722-F
722-0
722-M

45 to 500 J.I.}lf •••••••••••••. . •••.•••••••••• . •..
25 to 110 }l}lf and 100 to 1100 }l}lf, direct reading ........... .
o to 1000 }l}lf, direct reading in capacitance removed from circuit ..

CUBIT
CRUEL
COMIC

$85.00
110.00
100.00

Worm-Correction Calibration for Types 722-F and 722-M
Worm-Correction Calibration for Type 722-0 .................. . ..... . ...... .. . . .

WORMY
WORMY

35.00
50.00

When ordering, use compound code word, CUBITWORMY, etc.

QUARTZ INSULATION
Any

TYPE

722 Precision Condenser can be obtained with quartz insulation.

Quartz Insulators ..... . .. . ................................ .. . . .....
When ordering, use compound code word. CUBITQUATZ, etc.
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Code Word

Addilional Price

QUATZ

$55.00
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TYPE 722-N PRECISION CONDENSER
FOR USE AT RADIO FREQUENCIES
USES: This condenser is a capacitance standard
which has been designed particularly for use at
radio frequencies in series- or parallel-resonance
methods of impedance measurement. It is also
useful as a variable capacitor in radio-frequency
bridges.
DESCRIPTION: The frame, bearing, and drive
mechanism of this condenser are identical with
those used on the other TYPE 722 Precision
Condensers. The rotor and stator leads, however, are not brought out in the conventional
manner. In the TYPE 722-N Precision Condenser
connection is made at the center of both plate
stacks, spring-temper silver alloy brushes bearing on a silver-plated brass disc being used for
the rotor connection.
FEATURES: The important features of this
condenser are its low metallic resistance and
low inductance. Both of these quantities are
about one-third the magnitude of those in the
TYPE 722-D Precision Condenser. The accuracy
of calibration is as good and the dielectric losses

Panel view of the TYPE 722 -N Precision Condenser.

nearly as low as in the other TYPE 722 Condensers.

SPECIFICA TlONS
Capacitance Range: 100 to 1100 J.LJ.Lf, direct reading.
Rotor Plate Shape: Semicircular to give a linear capacitance
characteristic.
Standard Calibration Accuracy: The capacitance, measured
at 1000 cycles, is indicated directly in micromicrofarads by
the dial and drum readings to ±1 J.LJ.Lf.
Worm-Correction Calibration: A worm correction can be
supplied on special order. (See price list.) A mounted chart

Interior photograph of a TYPE 722-N Precision
Condenser with half the stator removed, showing
the leads and the method of connection to the rotor.

is supplied giving the corrections to at least one more figure
than the guarauteed accuracy sLated below.
When this correction is used, the capaci tance can be
determined within ±0.1 J.LJ.Lf or ±0.1 %, whichever is the
greater, and capacitance differences can be measured to an
accuracy of ±0.2 J.LJ.Lf or ±0.1 %, whichever is the greater.
Dielectric Supports: Two bars of steatite support the stator
assembly, and a third bar insulates the high terminal from
the panel.
Dielectric Losses: The figure of merit, RwC2, when measured
at 1000 cycles, is approximately 0.05 x 10- 12 • (See discussion
on "Residual Impedances in Air Condensers" on page 42.)
Other Residual Parameters: The series metallic resistance
is about 0.008 ohm at 1 megacycle and increases directly
as the square root of the frequency. The dielectric and
metallic losses are approximately equal at a setting of
1000 J.LJ.Lf and a frequency of 1 Mc.
The series inductance is approximately 0.024 J.Lh. The
increase in capacitance caused by this inductance reaches
10% at a setting of 1000 J.LJ.Lf and a frequency of 10 Mc.
At smaller capacitance se ttings the effects of residual
parameters are less. The equal division of losses occurs at
20 Mc for a setting of 100 J.LJ.Lf and the 10% capacitance
rise occurs at 30 Mc for the same setting.
Maximum Voltage: 1000 volts, peak.
Temperature Coefficient: Approximately +0.002% per
degree Centigrade, for small temperature changes.
Mounting: The condenser is mounted on an aluminum
panel finished in black crackle lacquer and enclosed in a
shielded walnut cabinet. A wooden storage case with lock
and carryiug handle is included.
Dimensions: Panel, 8 x 9 VB inches; depth, 878 inches.
Net Weight: II M pounds; 20 Y2 pounds with carrying case.

Type

Worm-C~~r~~~on CaIiL~~~ ~~ .1.1OO.J.LJ.Lf, .direct readi.n

g

: : : : : : : : . : : . : .1

Code Word

Price

BOXER

$150.00
35.00

WORMY

When ordering, use compound code word, BOXERWORMY.
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TYPE 755 CONDENSER
at frequencies exceeding 300 megacycles. It is
used in the TYPE 804-B U-H-F Signal Generator (see page 96).

USES: The TYPE 755 Condenser is designed
for use as a frequency control in high- and
ultra-high frequency oscillators and tuned
circuits, and as the standard capacitance for
reactance and power-factor measurement by
resonance methods. Because of its small size
and low residual impedances, this condenser
can be used in conjunction with a coil-switching
system as the frequency control in an oscillator

DESCRIPTION: The accompanying photograph
shows the constructional details of the condenser. The frame is a four-sided aluminum
casting. The metal base forms a filth-side shield.
Silver-plated brass terminal strips are mounted
on mycalex insulators on the unshielded side.
The drive is a spring-pressed worm and gear
combination which keeps backlash at a minimum. The gear ratio is 30:1. Ball bearings are
used on the main shaft. The total number of
scale divisions is 1500, 15 on the main scale
and 100 on the worm scale. On the drum, which
carries the main scale, a blank paper scale is
provided, so that direct-reading calibrations can
be made. This paper scale is easily removable
for replacement.
The plates are of brass, soldered together
and silver plated. The rotor is insulated from
the frame by polystyrene supports. Contact
to the rotor is made by a 4-finger brush bearing
on a slip ring.
FEATURES: Small size, rigid construction, precision worm drive, and low residual parameters
are the main features of this condenser. The
inductance is extremely low (0.005 /-th), and
the capacitances of the rotor and the stator to
ground are only a few micromicrofarads each.

SPECIFICATIONS
Direct Capacitance: The maximum capacitance is 130 to
140 I-'I-'f; minimum capacitance is less than 5 I-'I-'f.
Grounding: Both rotor and stator are insulated from the
frame. Rolor to frame capacitance is about 7 I-'I-'f; stator
to frame capaci tance is abou t 6 I-'I-'f.
Residual Parameters: See discussion on page 42.
The equiva lent series inductance is approximately 0.0055
microhenry (5.5 cm.), and is independent of frequency and
setting, to a first approximation.
The series metallic resistance is about 0.005 ohm at
1 megacycle, and increases as the square root of the frequency (to about 0.1 ohm at 400 megacycles) .
The parallel dielectric conductance is of the order of 100
micro mhos at 100 megacycles.
Rotor Plate Shape: The plates are shaped to spread out the
frequency scale on the high frequency end.
Shielding: Completely shielded on five sides; terminals
brought out on unshielded side.
Dial: Engraved aluminum drum and scale with a total of
1500 divisions.
Knob: A 2-inch bakelite knob with a crank-pin is provided.
Accessories: Windows of clear vinylite sheet are provided
for viewing the dial and drum through a panel.
Mounting: The frame is drilled and threaded for a three-

hole mounting, 1 % inches on cenlers. The thread3are 10-32,
and mounting screws are furnished.
Dimensions: 6 x 5 y:! x 4 VB inches, over-all, iucluding dial
and knobs.
Net Weight: 2 pounds, 10 ounces.

Measuring the dielectric constant and dissipation
factor of dielectric samples with a susceptance variation circuit using the TYPE 755-A Condenser.

Type

755-A
PATENT NOTICE.
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I Condenser .....
See Note 3, page

Y.

. . . .I

Code Word

Price

CARGO

$40.00

RADIO CO .
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TYPE 568 VARIABLE AIR CONDENSER

USES: The TYPE 568 Variable Air Condenser
has been designed for use as a tuning element
in high-frequency receivers, transmitters, wavemeters, and experimental circuits.
DESCRIPTION: The rotor and stator stacks are
each made up of several brass plates soldered
into a single unit. The terminals are brought
out at the center of the stacks to reduce inductance and resistance and to improve the

high-frequency characteristics. Contact to the
rotor is made through a conical bearing kept
under heavy spring pressure.

FEATURES: This condenser is specifically designed for high-frequency work. The losses are
low and the terminal arrangement is convenient where short leads are necessary. The
shaft arrangement allows several units to be
ganged for tandem operation.

SPECIFICATIONS
Capac itance Range: Four stock models are available as
listed below.

568-K and 568-L, with a frequency ratio of approximately
3:1.

Dielectric Losses: The figure of merit, RwC2, is approxi-

Supports: End plates are of isolantite treated to prevent

mately 0.03 x 10'12.
Plate Shape: Straight-line capacitance for TYPES 568-D and
568-E; approximatel y straight-line frequency for TYPES

moisture absorption.

Maximum Voltage: 500 volts, peak.
Knobs: None supplied.
Rotation Angle: 180 0 for TYPES 568-D and 568-E, 270 0
for TYPES 568-K and 568-L.

Mounting: See accompanying sketch. Drilling template
and 3 flat-head screws are furnish ed.
Terminals: Soldering lugs are provided. These are brought
out from the centers of the plate stacks and of the main
posts connected to the rotor.

Shaft: Va-inch bakelite rod. The shaft is removable, and
when several units are ganged, a single long shaft can be
used.

-+o--- A

Dimensions: See accompanying sketch. Depth (dimension
A) is 21l{s inches for TYPES 568-D and 568-K, and 31)1s
inches for TYPES 568-E and 568-L.

3 MTG. HOLES NO. 25 DRILL
C'SINK FOR 6-32 F. H. M . S.

Net Weight: %: pound for TYPES 568-D and 568-K;
1 pound for TYPE 568-L; 1 ~ pounds for TYPE 568-E.

Nominal Capacitance
Type

Maximum

Minimum

Code Word

Price

568-0
568-E
568-K
568-L

175 1-'1-'f
360 1-'I-'f
50 1-'I-'f
100 1-'I-'f

13 1-'I-'f
18 1-'I-'f
11 I-'I-'f
UI-'I-'f

CLOVE

$5.00
7.50
5.00
7.50

CLOWN
CLOUD
CAGED

PATENT NOTICE. See Note 3, page v.
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TYPE 539 VARIABLE AIR CONDENSER
instruments. Many manufacturers, including
the General Radio Company, have used these
condensers as the variable capacitances in
bridges, beat-frequency oscillators, standardsignal generators, and other measuring equipment. Different plate shapes are available for
different applications, and one model is available with an insulated rotor so that both rotor
and stator may be above ground potential.

DESCRIPTION: Three brass rods, extensions of
which serve as mounting pillars, rigidly support
the two end plates. On each end plate is
mounted a ceramic block, which carries the
two rods to which the stator is attached. This
method of mounting insures low losses and
facilitates the use of special plate shapes.
In the mounted models, which are supplied
only with semicircular plates, a lOO-division
dial, using a friction-drive vernier, is provided.
Capacitance calibrations can be furnished to
order on these units.

TYPE 539-A Condenser.

USES: The TYPE 539 Variable Air Condenser
is a general-purpose unit which can be used
in experimental circuits or built into standard

FEATURES: This condenser is a rugged and
stable unit which is also low in price. The mechanical design is such that it may very easily
be built into other instruments, and the fact
that special plate shapes are available makes it
very adaptable for use in oscillators, signal
generators, and similar apparatus.

SPECIFICATIONS
Capacitance Range: Five unmounted and three mounted
models having the nominal capacitances listed on the next
page are stocked.
Calibration: No calibration is normally supplied with any
of the units, but the mounted models carry an engraved
nameplate wbich gives the actual maximum and minimum
capacitance, accurate within 0.5 % of full scale.
On special order a mounted calibration curve, accurate
within 0.5% of full sca le, or a calibration table for 11 points,
accurate within 0.5 % of full scale, can be supplied for the
mounted models. (See the price list on the next page.)
Dielectric Losses: The figure of merit, RwC 2 , is approximately 0.04 x 10.12 .
Insulated Rotor Model (Type 539-TA): Dircct capacitance
between rotor and stator is given in the price list. The
power factor of this capacitance is less than 0.00002. The
capacitance between rotor and frame is 241'1'f; thal between
stator and frame is 12 1'1'f.
Plate Shape: Semicircular rotor plates gi ving linear capacitance variation with selting are used on TYPES 539-J,
539-K, and 539-L and on all mounted models.
Rotor plates for TypES 539-T and 539-TA are cut to
give a linear frequency variation with setting over 255° of
a possible 270° angle of rotation when a capacitance of
25 I'l'f is connected in parallel with the condenser. The
ratio of maximum to minimum frequency thus obtained is
approximately 3:l.
Maximum Voltage: TYPE 539-J is rated at llOO volts peak;
TYPE 539-K at 800 volts, peak; and TYPES 539-L, 539-T,
and 539-TA at 550 volts, peak.
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Knobs and Dials: Mounted models are furnished with
friction drive dials having 100 divisions in 180°, but none
is supplied with the unmounted models.
ote that all
models bave %-inch shafts and that TYPES 539-T and
539-TA require a scale spread over 270°, instead of the
180° required by the other types.
Terminals: On unmounted models, soldering lugs are
mounted on the lower ceramic support. The rotor connection for TYPE 539-TA is brought out through an isolantite bushing in the rear end plate. Mounted models
have jack-top binding posts mounted on the panel.
Mounting: TYPES 539-A, 539-B, and 539-C are mounted
on an a luminum panel and enclosed in a shielded walnut
cabinet. All other models are unmounted.
Dimensions: Unmounted models , see accompanying outline drawing; depth behind panel (A) 6 inches, over-all.

RADIO CO.

CAPACITORS
Net Weight: Approximately 2 %: pounds for unmounted
models; 7 pounds for mounted models.

Mounted models, panel. 672 x 672 inches; height, 8 %:
inches, over-all.

UNMOUNTED MODELS

Nominal Capacitance
Type

Maximum

Minimum

539-J
539-K
539-L
539-T
539-TA

5001'I'f
10001'I'f
2000 1'I'f
5001'I'f
5001'I'f

401'I'f
401'I'f
401'I'f
301'I'f
18 1'I'f

Plale Shape
Straight-line
Straight-line
Straight-line
Straight-line
Straight-line

Code Word

Price

ATLAS
ATONE
ATTIC
CLOSE
CLOTH

$10.00
11.00
12.00
12.00
15.00

Capacitance . .
Capacitance .
.........
Capacitance .
Frequency. .........
Frequency, Insulated Rotor .

MOUNTED MODELS
Nominal Cavacitance

Type

Maximum

*539-A
*539-8
*539-C

5001'I'f
10001'1'1
20001'1'1

Minimum

Mounted Calibration Curve . .
11-point Calibration Table ..
*Calibrations supplied only when ordered. Use compound code words,

PATENT NOTICE.

Code Word

Price

ASSAY
ASSET
ASTER

$22.00
23.00
24.00

CURVE
CHART

4.00
3.50

ASSAYC HART, ASSETCHART,

See Note 17. page v.

or

ASTE IlC HART.

TYPE 368 VARIABLE AIR CONDENSER
USES: The TYPE 368 Variable Air Condenser is
useful as an auxiliary balancing or trimmer
condenser in bridges, oscillators, and similar
equipment. It is also used as a tuning or trimmer
condenser in high-frequency receivers.
DESCRIPTION: Soldered brass plates are used
in this condenser. The stator is mounted on a
single isolantite end plate. An angle bracket is
provided so that the condenser can be mounted
either on a baseboard or on a panel.
FEATURES: The TYPE 368 Variable Air Condenser is compact and easy to mount. It has
extremely low losses and low minimum capacitance.
SPECIFICATIO NS
Capacitance Range: Three stock models are avai lahle as
listed below.
Plate Shape: All models have straight-line-capacita nce
plates.

TWO-HOLE MOUNTING

2 HOLES NO

OR ONE-HOLE MOUNTING

~~"Aom N'CK

~x..j..~~

Dielectric Losses: The figure of merit, RwC2, is approximaLely 0.004 x 10- 12 .
Support: A single, isolanti te end plate supports the entire
assembly.
Maximum Voltage: 500 volts, peak.
Knob: TYPE 637-A Knob is supplied with all units.
Terminals: A soldering lug is provided as a stator terminal.
Contact to the roLor is mad e through the angle bracket or
shaft bushing.
Mounting: A bushing is provided for si ngle-hole panel
mounting, and a bracket is provided for baseboard mounting. (See accompanying sketch.)
Dimensions: See accompanying sketch . Depth (dimension
X) is given in the table below.
Net Weight: TYPE 368-A, 2 %: ounces; TYPE 368-B. 372
ounces; TYPE 368-C, 472 ounces.

Capac itance
T:.-pe

Maximum

Minimum

368-A
368-8
368-C

15 1'1'1
50 1'1'1
1001'1'1

2 1'1'1
31'1'1
41'1'1

PATENT NOTICE.

Deplh (X)

Code Word

Price

in.
in.
1 72 in.

BULLY
BumN
AZUl\E

$1.25
1.25
1 .50

1l{6
1§{6

See Note 3. page v.
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TYPE 509 STANDARD CONDENSER
manufacturers who maintain a capacitance
standardization laboratory, a set of TYPE 509
Condensers, used with a TYPE 7l6-B Capacitance Bridge, is recommended.

DESCRIPTION: Each TYPE 509 Standard Condenser consists of two TYPE 505 Condenser
Units which have been put through an additional aging process. The final accuracy and
stability are thus increased markedly. The
units are mounted in cast aluminum cases and
are furnished with jack-top binding posts.
FEATURES: In addition to being very accurately
adjusted and stable, the TYPE 509 Standard
Condenser is a compact plug-in unit which can
be used with extreme convenience. The terminals are so arranged that several units may be
stacked one upon the other without using leads.
There is no cumulative connection error* when
the condensers are so stacked, so that these
units can be used in parallel in much the same
way that precision gauges are added in mechanical measurements.

USES: These condensers are fIxed standards of
capacitance for laboratory use. When they are
used in conjunction with a TYPE 722-D or a
TYPE 722-M Precision Condenser in a parallel
substitution method of measurement, precise
measurements of capacitance up to several
microfarads can be made. For condenser

*See R. F. Field. "Connection Errors in Capacitance Measurement,"
General Radio Ezperimenkr. January, 1938.

SPECIFICATIONS
Capacitance: Ten stock units are available as listed below.
Accuracy of Adjustment: Each condenser is carefully adjusted within 0.25 % of the nominal capacitance value
engraved on the case.
Accuracy of Calibration: After each condenser has been
aged, adjusted, and mounted, its capacitance is measured
as carefully as possible, and the value of capacitance, accurate within 0.1 %, is entered on a certificate of calibration
which is packed with each unit.
Stability: Over reasonable periods of time (e.g., one year)
each condenser will maintain its calibrated value within
0.1%.
Temperature Coefficient: Less than +0.01 % per degree
Centigrade between 10° and 50° Centigrade.
Power Factor: The power factor of all units, when measured
at 1000 cycles and 25° Centigrade, is less than 0.05 %.
Frequency Characteristics: The frequency characteristics of
these units are sim ilar to those of the TYPE 505 Condenser.
(See page 51.)
Leakage Resistance: The leakage resistance, when measured
at 500 volts , is greater than 100,000 megohms except for

Type

50

Capacitance

Peak Volls

the TYPES 509-U, 509-X, and 509-Y. In these units the
resistance is greater than 50,000 , 20,000, and 10,000 megohms, respectively.
Maximum Voltage and Frequency: The maximum peak
voltage is 500 volts, at frequencies below the limiting frequencies tabulated below. At higher frequencies the a llowable voltage decreases and is inversely proportional to the
square root of the frequency. These limits correspond to a
temperature rise of 40° Centigrade.
Mounting: Cast aluminum cases are used.
Terminals: Two jack-top binding posts spaced %: of an inch
apart are mounted on the case. One terminal is grounded,
and the other one is insulated by means of a low-loss
bakelite bushing.
Dimensions: Small case, (length) 4~ inches x (width)
272 inches x (height) 1~ inches, over-all. Large case,
(length) 6 inches x (width) 3 % inches x (height) 2 % inches,
over-all.
Net Weight: TYPES 509-F, -G, 1 M pounds; TYPES 509-K,
-L, -M, 1 % pounds; TYPES 509-R, -T, 2 % pounds; TYPE
509-U, 2%: pounds; TYPE 509-X, 3 M pounds; TYPE 509-Y,
3% pounds.

Frequency

Case

Code Word

Price

509-F
509-G
509-K
509-L
509-M

0.001
0.002
0.005
0.01
0.02

J.lf
J.lf
J.lf
J.lf
J.lf

500
500
500
500
500

2500
1250
500
250
125

kc
kc
kc
kc
kc

Small
Small
Small
Small
Small

GOODCONBOY
GOODCONBUG
GOODCONCAT
GOODCONDOG
GOODCONEYE

$15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00

509-R
509-T
509-U
509-X
509-Y

0.05
0.1
0.2
0.5
1.0

J.lf
J.lf
J.lf
J.lf
J.lf

500
500
500
500
500

80
40
20
8
4

kc
kc
kc
kc
kc

Large
Large
Large
Large
Large

GOODCONPIG
GOODCONROD
GOODCONSIN
GOODCONSUM
GOODCONTOP

18.00
22.00
25.00
32.00
48.00

RADIO CO.
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TYPE 505 CONDENSER
USES: The TYPE 505 Condensers are convenient and accurate plug-in units which can
be used as secondary laboratory standards and
circuit elements in all types of equipment. An
assortment of various sizes is indispensable
to any communications laboratory.
DESCRIPTION: The condenser unit, consisting
of a mica and foil pile, is held by a heavy metal
clamp. This unit is placed in the low-loss
bakelite case and surrounded by silica gel and
ground cork. The clamp is not connected to
either condenser terminal but is left floating.
The whole unit is covered with paper and
sealed with wax.
FEATURES: In addition to being small, convenient and accurate, the TYPE 505 Condenser
has excellent stability and very low losses. India
mica has been chosen because of its electrical
characteristics, and the mounting method used
makes the capacitance practically independent
of temperature and the power factor independent of humidity. Every piece of mica is
inspected for mechanical defects and other imperfections, which might cause large dielectric
losses.
Each unit is carefully aged to increase

stability and is heated to eliminate moisture
before sealing. Silica gel in the case absorbs
any moisture which may collect on the condenser after it is in use for some time.
Low-loss (yellow) bakelite cases are used to
insure low power factor and low leakage conductance. The plug-type terminals permit the
condensers to be stacked in parallel and so built
up to any required value of capacitance.

SPECIFICATIONS
Capacitance: Tbe sizes listed in tbe price list are available
from stock.
Accuracy of Adjustment: All units are adjusted within 1 %
or 10 micromicrofarads, whichever is the larger.
Temperature Coefficient: Tbe temperature coefficient of
capacitance is less than +0.01 % per degree Centigrade
between 10° and 50° Centigrade.
Frequency Characteristics: Tbe effective terminal capacitance is essentially constant over a wide frequency range.
At very low frequenci es a very slight rise in capacitance
occurs because of dielectric absorption. At high frequencies
a rise is caused by a residual inductance of about 0.055 I'h
which is e ffec tively in series with the condenser. Tbe effect
of this inductance on the capacitance of several TYPE 505
Condensers is shown in the accompanying plot.
Power Factor: Tbe power factor of all units, except th e
three sma lles t sizes, measured at 1000 cycles and at 25 °
Centigrade, is less than 0.05 % . Because of the increasing
effect of the losses in the bakelite case on the power factor
as the capacitance decreases, the power factor , at J 000
cycles and 25° Centigrade. of the TYPES 505-A, 505-B, and
505-E is less than 0.1 % , 0.08 %, and 0.06 %. res pec tively.
A change of about +5 % of its value occurs in the power
fac tor for a temperature rise of 1 ° Centigrade.
The changes in power factor with frequency arc shown,
for some sample condensers, in the accompanying plot. At
very low frequ encies. the rise in power factor is caused by
losses due to di elec tric absorption. At the high frequencies
tbe rise is caused by the effect of the series resistance in tbe
leads and terminals. This resista nce. practically inde pendent
of capacitance, varies as the square root of the frequency
because of skin effect and is about 0.03 ohm at 1 megacycle
and about 0.1 obm at 10 megacycles. The effect of this
resistance on the power factor is increased as tbe capaci tance
increases.

Leakage Resistance: The leakage resistance, when measured
at 500 volts. is greater than 100,000 megohms.
Maximum Voltage and Frequency: The maximum peak
voltage which the condensers will safely wi tbstand is 500
volts for all but the two sma llest units, which will withstand
700 volts peak. As the frequency of a constant applied
voltage increases , the power dissipated in the unit also
increases. If an a-c voltage, whose maximum value equals
the allowable peak voltage previously specified . is applied
to the condensers. the following table shows th e maximum
allowable frequency. This table is based on the ability of
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This shows the increase in ca pacitance at high frequencies which is caused by tbe series inductance of
the condenser terminals and leads.
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the units to dissipate 1 watt. For higher frequencies the
allowable voltage decreases and is inversely proportional
to the square root of the frequency.

Type
505-A
505-B
505-E
505-F
505-G
505-K
505-L
505-M

Type

505-A
505-8
505-E
505-F
505-G
505-K
505-L
505-M

Frequency
2000
1000
980
800
400
160
80
40

kc
kc
kc
kc
kc
kc
kc
kc

Capacitance

100 Iilif
200 Iilif
500 Iilif
0.001 Iif
0.002 Iif
0.005 Iif
0.01 Iif
0.02 Iif

Dissipation factor as a function of frequency for
TYPE 505 Condensers.

Terminals: Screw terminals spaced %: ineh apart. Two TYPE
274-P Plugs are supplied with each condenser so that it
may he converted to a plug-terminal model.
Mounting: Low-loss (yellow) bakelite cases.
Dimensions: (Length) 2 %: x (width) 1%; inches. Over-all
height, exclusive of plugs, 1 inch.
Net Weight: 4 ounces.

Code Word

Price

$3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
4.00
4.50
5.50

CONDENALLY
CONDENBELL
CONDENCOAT
CONDENDRAM
CONDENEYRE
CONDENFACT
CONDENGIRL
CONDENHEAD

(Left) Assembling sheets of mica and foil into TYPE
505 Condensers. The assembly operation is carried
out under a glass cover to protect the condensers
from dust, and the foil and mica are kept on an
electrically heated plate to prevent moisture from
condensing on their surfaces.

(Below)

Over-all dimensions of TYPE 505
Condenser.

NO.16'11
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TYPE 219 DECADE CONDENSER
USES: The TYPE 219 Decade Condensers find
uses in every laboratory as tuned circuit
elements, bridge impedances, filter elements,
or as components of any circuit where a widerange variable condenser is necessary.
DESCRIPTION: The TYPE 219 Decade Condensers are assemblies of three TYPE 380
Decade-Condenser Units mounted in a shielded
cabinet. Each decade has eleven positions,
o to 10 inclusive, so that the decades overlap.
A positive detent mechanism allows the switch
to be set accurately.
FEATURES: The TYPE 219 Decade Condensers
are direct-reading units covering a wide range
of capacitance values. Although not designed
as standards, their accuracy is sufficient for
most laboratory work. The zero capacitance
has been kept at a minimum and its value is
marked on each box for ready reference. By
employing mica condensers on all decades except the O.I-microfarad decade of the TYPE
219-M, the power factor has also been held low.
TYPE 219-K uses mica dielectric throughout
and has many uses where the comparatively
higher losses of paper condensers cannot be
tolerated.

SPECIFICATIONS
Accuracy: All units are accurate at the decade terminals
within 1 %, except the O.l-microfarad decade of the TYPE
219-M which is within 2 %. To obtain these accuracies at
the box terminals, account must be taken of the effective
zero capacitance of the box, which is made up of the true
zero capacitance and the mutual capacitance between units.
The values for the different boxes follow:

Type

Power Factor: The power factor for t he individua l decades
is given in t he specifications for the TYPE 380 DecadeCondenser Units. For the three lowest steps of the thousandths-microfarad decades , the tabu lated values will be
exceeded because of losses in the zero capacitance.
Maximum Voltage and Frequency: These values for the
different decades are given in the specifications for the
TYPE 380 Decade-Condenser Un its. The li mi ting values
for the different TYPE 219 Decade Condensers are engraved
on the Instruction Plate for each box.

Effective Zero Capacitance
35 p.p.f
30 p.p.f

219-K
219-M

Frequency Characteristics: The variation in capacitance and
power faclor with frequency is similar to that shown on
page 55 for TYPE 380 Decade Condenser Units, modified
by the cbaracteristics of the wiring, constants for wh ich are
shown in the accompa nying sketch.
Terminals: Standard jack-top binding posts with a %:-inch
spacing are used. The shield is con nected to the "G"
terminal.
Mounting: The decades a re assembled on an aluminum
panel and mounted in a shie ld ed walnut cabinet.
Dimensions: TYPES 219-K and 219-M, (length) 13 %: x
(width) 5Y2 x (heigh t) 5 % inches.
Net Weight: TYPE 219-K, 10% pounds; TYPE 219-M, 8%
pounds.

These valu es are engraved on the Instruction Plate on
every box.

O.16,J.1h

Residual impedances in the TYPE 219 Decade
Condenser.

Type

Capacitance

219-K
219-M

1 .11 0 p.f in 0.001 p.f steps
1.110 p.f in 0 .001 p.f steps

No. of Dials
3
3

Type 380
Decades Used

Code Word

Price

F,M,N
L,M,

CROSS

BRIER

$90.00
45.00
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TYPE 380 DECADE-CONDENSER UNIT

TYPE

380-M.

USES: The TYPE 380 Decade-Condenser Units

TYPE

380-1".

used are thoroughly impregnated with molten
are extremely useful as elements in tuned ceresin during winding. A non-inductive type
circuits, wave filters, and other experimental of winding is used, with the foil projecting at
or permanent equipment where a rather large each end of the roll, thus avoiding the large
variable capacitance is desired. They are also increases in power factor and effective capaciuseful in oscillators, analyzers, amplifiers, and tance which occur at high frequencies when
similar apparatus, especially during the pre- only the ends are connected.
liminary design period when exact values for
different capacitances are to be determined by
experiment.
DESCRIPTION: Each decade is an assembly of
four individual mica or paper condensers. A
selector switch is arranged to make parallel
combinations of the units so that anyone of
ten values may be obtained.
The switch is of rigid construction and
carries a detent mechanism for positive location
of the switch positions. A bakelite shaft is used
and contact is made by means of cams bearing
on phosphor-bronze springs. A brass shaft
bushing is molded in. This switch together with
dial plate and knob is available separately as
the TYPE 380-P3. (See price list.)
All standard units are furnished complete
with knob, photo-etched dial plate, and stops.
FEATURES: The TYPE 380 Decade-Condenser
Units are carefully aged and assembled so as
to be stable and rugged. The smaller decades
consist of molded mica condensers while the
mica O.l-microfarad decade employs TYPE 505
Condensers. The paper condensers that are
Rear View of TYPE 380-M.
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Accu racy: All units are within 1 % when measured at
1000 cycles except the TYPE 380-L, which is accurate within
2 % . The units are checked with the switch mechanism
high, electrically, and the common lead and case grounded.
Dielectric: The TYPE 380-F is made up of TYPE 505 Condensers which have mica as the dielectric. The TYPE 380-L
u ses ceresin-impregnated linen-paper condenser units while
the TYPE 380-M and TYPE 380-N use mica condensers
molded in bakelite cases.
Power Factor: The power factor of the different units, when
measured at 1000 cycles and 25 ° Centigrade, will be less
than the values in the following table, with the exception
of the three lowest settings of the TYPES 380-M and 380-N.
Here, because of the losses in the switch and mounting, the
tabulated power factor may b e exceeded by a sligh t amoun t.

Type
380-F
380-L
380-M
380-N

Power Facior
0.05 %
1.0 %
0.1 %
0.25 %

Over-all dimensions of TYPES 380-L, -M, and -N
Decade-Condenser Uni ts; dimension A is 3§16 inches.
While TYPE 380-F uses the same switch mechanism ,
condensers are mounted on both sides of the switch
and the panel space required is 4 % x 4 }i inches.
applied. For higher frequencies the maximum safe voltage
decreases and is inversely proportional to the square root
of the frequency.

Type
Frequency Characteristics: The variation of capacitance and
power factor with frequency is shown in the accompanying
plots. The rise in capacitance at low frequencies is caused
by interfaci al polarization in the dielectric, that at high
frequencies by series inductance. The dissipation factor
rises at low frequencies because of the loss in the dielectric,
and at high frequencies because of series metallic resistance.
Maximum Voltage and Frequency: The maximum peak
voltage which the units will safely withstand is 300 volts
with the exception of the TYPE 380-F which will withstand
500 volts. As the frequency of the applied voltage increases,
the current increases and more power must be dissipated
by the unit. In order that th is power does not become excessive, the frequencies listed here must not be exceeded
when peak voltages equal to the maxima just specified are

380-F
380-L
380-M
380-N

Frequency
5
1
100
1000

kc
kc
kc
kc

Terminals: F lexible, rubber-insulated leads are provided.
Mounting: Machine screws for attaching the decade to a
panel are supplied.
Dimensions: TYPE 380-F, panel space, 4 % x 4}i inches ;
behind panel, 4 inches. TYPES 380-L, 380-M, and 380-N,
see accompanying sketch.
Net Weight: TYPE 380-F , 3 pounds , 12 ounces; TYPES
380-L and 380-M , 1 Y2 pounds ; TYPE 380-N, 1 pound,
6 ounces.

(L eft) Change in capacitance as a function of frequency. The capacitance curves are referred to the value the
condenser would have if there were no interfacial polarization and no series inductance. Since the condensers are
adjusted to their rated accuracy at 1000 cycles, the 1000-cycle valne on the plots should be used as a basis of reference
in estimating the frequency error.
(Right)

Type

Dissipation factor as a function of freq uency.

Code Word

Capacitance

380-F
380-L
380-M
380-N

1.0
1 .0
0 .1
0 .01

380-P3

Switch Only ...

J.L f
J.L f
J.L f
J.L f

in
in
in
in

0.1
0.1
0 .01
0.001

J.L f
J.L f
J.L f
J.L f

steps
steps
steps
steps

.. ......

ACUTE
ADAGE
ADDER
ADDLE
SWITCHFORD

Price
$58.00
12.00
1 5.00
12.00

5.00
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TYPE 107 VARIABLE INDUCTOR
USES: The TYPE 107 Variable Inductors find
their greatest uses in the laboratory as standards of moderate accuracy for measurements
of self- and mutual inductance, and as components of bridges, oscillators, and similar
equipment where a variable inductor is needed
as a circuit element.
DESCRIPTION: Two coils, a rotor and a stator,
are mounted concentrically. As the position of
the rotor is changed the coupling between the
two coils changes, and the inductance is varied.
In most models stranded wire is used, in
which the separate strands are insulated from
one another. The coils are impregnated and
baked in a high-melting-point material before
being securely mounted to the bakelite panel.
FEATURES: The TYPE 107 Variable Inductor
is direct reading in inductance for both series
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and parallel connections of the coils. The inductances of the rotor and stator have been
carefully equalized, and the coils are so mounted
that the inductance for the parallel connection
is exactly one-fourth the value shown by the
dial for the series connection. This equalization
of the two coils also eliminates losses from
circulating currents when the parallel connection is used.
Separate terminals are brought out for both
rotor and stator so that they may be quickly
connected in either series or parallel as a selfinductor, or used separately as a mutual
inductor. The formula for the mutual inductance is given on the nameplate together with
the value of d-c resistance and maximum
current.
Other features of these inductors are their
permanence of construction, low losses, and
high current-carrying capacity.

RADIO CO .

INDUCTORS
SPECI FICAliONS

Self-Inductance Range: Five sizes are available in stock
covering a total range of approximately 1.7 micro henrys
to 500 millibenrys by the use of both the series and para llel
connections. Maximum and minimum values for both connections are shown in the price list.
Mutual Inductance: Either positive or negative values of
mutual inductance can be obtained. T he exact form ula for
the mutual inductance is engraved on each individ ual
instrument. The approximate ranges are given in Table 1.
Calibration: The inductance for the series connection ,
measured at 1000 cycles and accurate within 1 % of fullscale reading, is engraved on the d ial. The inductance for
the parallel connection is within 0.1 % of one-fourth of the
series inductance.
Frequency Error: Disregarding errors due to skin efl'ect, the
fractional change ininductance with frequency will bep/
where f is the operating frequency and fo the natura l frequency. Accordingly, at one-tenth the natural frequency,
the frequency error is but 1 %. At higher frequencies skin
effect errors, which are different for t he d ifferent units, may
become appreciable. Table I gives t he natural frequencies
for the different standard uni ts, for fu ll setting wi th series
connection.

f;

Losses: The maximum value of the storage factor Q =~
R
for fu ll-scale setting with the series connection is given in
Table I for each inductor together with the frequency at
which this value of Q is obtained.
Maximum Power and Current: The total amount of power
which each inductor is capable of dissipating is 15 watts.
This amount causes a temperature rise of 40° Centigrade.
The maximum allowable current, for the series connection, is given below in Table I and is engraved on each
nameplate.
Direct-Current Resistance: The approximate val ues of d-c
resistance for t he different units are given in Table I and
are also engraved on the nameplates of t he instruments.

Terminals: Standard %:-inch spacing, jack-top b inding posts
are provided whi ch a llow separate connections to rotor and
stator. Connecting li nks are snpplied so that either a series
or para llel connection of tbe rotor and stator can be made
available at a third pair of binding posts.
Mounting: All units are mounted on bakelite panels and
enclosed in walnut cabinets.
Dimensions: 6 Y2 x 6 Y2 x 8 %: inches, over-all.
Net Weight: 5 pounds, all ranges.

TABLE I

Type

Mutual
Inductance

107-J
107-K
107-L
107-M
107-N

0-10.8 J.Lh
O-llO J.Lh
0-1.1 mh
O-ll mh
O-llO mh

D-C
Resistance
0.17
0.7
4.8
40
660

n
n
n
n
n

Maximum
Current
8.5
4.0
1.7
0.60
0.14

Maximum

Q*

Frequency for
Maximum Q*
400
200
60
20
7

llO
140
125
65
20

a
a
a
a
a

kc
kc
kc
kc
kc

Natural
Frequency*
5000
1500
500
150
30

kc
kc
kc
kc
kc

*For full-scale setting, series connection.
Se~f- I nductance

Type

Series

7- 50 J.L h
60-500 J.Lh
0.6- 5 mh
6 - 50 mh
60-500 mh
PATENT NOTICE. See Note 17, page v.
107-J
107-K
107-L
107-M
107-N

Parallel
1.7- 12.5
15- 125
0.15- 1.25
1.5- 12.5
15- 125

J.L h
J.L h
mh
mh
mh

Code Word

Price

HAREM
HARPY
HARRY
HOTEL
HOVER

$35.00
35.00
35.00
40.00
40.00

OTHER INDUCTORS
119 R-F Chokes are described on page 191. Because of their
low capacitances, high inductance, and high Q, these chokes are
useful as inductance elements in filters and tuned circuits.
TYPE
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TYPE 106 5T ANDARD INDUCTANCE
USES: The TYPE 106 Standard Inductance is an
accurate standard of self-inductance for use in
bridge and other measurements at audio
frequencies.
DESCRIPTION: An astatic form of mounting
is used wherein two D-shaped coils are mounted
parallel to each other. The coils are form
wound, bound with tape, and impregnated
with wax before being mounted. A minimum
of metal is used in the mounting, thus minimizing variations in inductance with frequency.
FEATURES: Low and nearly constant resistance
at audio frequencies is insured by the use,
wherever practicable, of stranded wire in which
the separate strands are insulated from one
another.
The inductance has been made independent
of surroundings by using an astatic form of
mounting in which the fields of the two coil
sections neutralize each other in regions
external to the case. Thus, interaction between
external fields and the field of the inductor is
reduced to a minimum.
SPECIFICATIONS
Nominal D-C
Resislance

Type
106-L
106-G
106-J
106-K
106-M

0.18
1.80
12 .2
85.3
545

Maximum
Currenl

n
n
n
n
n

3.5
1.0
0.5
250
150

a
a
a
rna
rna

Accuracy: The 0.1 millihenry unit is adjusted at 1000
cycles within 0.2 % of its labeled value. All the other units
are adjusted within 0.1 % at 1000 cycles.
Resistance: The resistance at 1000 cycles is the same as the
d-c resistance. This resistance, together with the temperature, is entered on a certificate mounted on the bottom of
the cabinet when the inductor is measured in the Standardizing Lahoratory. The nominal values are given in the
table above.
Temperature Coefficient: The temperature coefficient is less
than ±0.004 % per degree Centigrade.
Maximum Current: See table.
Losses: The maximum value of the storage factor Q = ~,

Maximum

Q
210
190
170
80
40

Frequency for
Maximum Q
300
150
60
20
7

kc
kc
kc
kc
kc

Nalural
Frequency
6000
2000
500
150
35

Mounting: All units are assembled in walnut cabinets with
bakelite panels.
Dimensions: Panel, 5Ys x 5Ys inches. Cabinet, (height) 3 Yz
inches, over-all, except TYPE 106-M which is 5 % inches,
over-all.
Net Weight: Approximately 2 % pounds, except TYPE
106-M which is 5 pounds.

and the frequency for which it occurs for each size are given
in the table.

Frequency Error: Disregarding skin effect the fractional
change in inductance with frequency is
wheref is
operating frequency and fo the natural frequency. At onetenth the natural frequency, therefore, the error is 1 % .

pi;;

Terminals: Binding posts are provided.
Type

106-L
106-G
106-J
106-K
106-M
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Induclance

0.1
1
10
100
1

mh
mh
mh
mh
henry

kc
kc
kc
kc
kc

Code Word

Price

INNER
INEl\T

525.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
30.00

IRATE
ISLET
ISSUE

BRIDGES
~

for measuring
CAPACITANCE

•

POWER FACTOR

•

INDUCTANCE

•

RESISTANCE

•

VACUUM-TUBE
CHARACTERISTICS

BRIDGES

GENERAL

IMPEDANCE BRIDGES
For the measurement of all types of impedances, resistive or reactive, inductive or
capacitive, the Wheatstone bridge circuit in
its many modifications has proved best fitted
on grounds of both accuracy and convenience.
The balance of the bridge is attained by a
null method, that is, by reducing to zero the
voltage between two opposite corners of the
bridge. The precision of balance is not limited
by the scale length of a deflecting instrument,
but only by the voltage which can be applied
to the bridge and by the sensitivity of the null
detector. It is, therefore, possible to utilize
completely the accuracy of the standards.
Because of the variety of possible bridge
circuits, a bridge can usually be devised the
controls of which can be made direct reading
in any particular impedance or circuit characteristic. The direct-reading feature adds
greatly to convenience in measurement, since
it obviates laborious calculations which are
always a bar to rapid work.
The fundamental bridge network is shown
in Figure 1. The condition of balance is that the
voltage across the detector be zero. This will
occur when

or

AP=BN

(1)

The four aTms of the bridge are not necessarily simple impedances, but are frequently
series and parallel combinations of resistance,
inductance, and capacitance. Hence the bridge
arms represented by the symbols used in
Equation (1) are, in general, complex impedances, and there are two balance conditions, one
for the resistive component and the other for
the reactive component. The principal balance
component of bridges designed specifically to

measure inductance or capacitance should
preferably be independent of frequency.
Usually, at least one of these balance conditions variEliS with frequency, but no frequency
limitation on the use of the bridge is inherent
in the variation. Alternating current bridges
can be used at frequencies extending to tens of
megacycles. The upper frequency limit for any
particular design is set by the increasing effect
of residual impedances in the various impedance
standards and in the wiring.

BRIDGE CIRCUITS: Impedance bridges can be
divided into two classes, the one in which like
reactances are compared, and the other in
which unlike reactances are compared. Both
classes are illustrated in Figure 1. In bridges
of the first class, referred to as inductance
or capacitance bridges, arms A and B are resistance arms, while arms Nand P are either
both inductive or both capacitive, one arm
containing the known standard, the other the
unknown reactance. Of the bridges described
in this section, TYPES 740,716, and 667 are of
this kind, the first two being capacitance bridges
and the last an inductance bridge. The TYPE
650 also falls in this class for the measurement
of capacitance.
Bridges in the second class carry the names
of their discoverers, Maxwell, Hay, Owen, and
others. The inductance and capacitance arms
are opposite one another. These circuits derive
their greatest importance from the fact that
they permit the measurement of inductance
in terms of capacitance standards, which are
generally superior to, and more convenient than,
inductance standards. The TYPE 650 Impedance
Bridge utilizes both the Maxwell and Hay circuits for the measurement of inductance.

1. Left, the general Wheatstone brid ge circuit; center, circuit for a capacitance bridge in which like
reactances, Nand P, are compared; and, right. a circuit in which unlike reactances, A and P, are compared .

FIGURE

o-----,

~----~GEN .
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The TYPE 544-B Megohm Bridge is a d-c
Wheatstone bridge for high resistance measurements in which the detector is a vacuum-tube
voltmeter, which has an extremely high input
resistance.

c'

T-Networks: In addition to the bridge circuits
described above there are a number of other
networks which can be adjusted to give zero
transmission for a particular configuration of
circuit elements. Several of these, particularly
the Twin-Tor Parallel-T illustrated in Figure
2, have proved to be of great value for impedance measurements at high radio frequencies.
This circuit is used in the TYPE 821 for imped·
ance measurements from 0.5 to 40 megacycles.

FIGURE

3.

c"

o~-----uu-----~~----o

c··

R

d

2. Parallel-T circuit for measuring
impedance at radio frequencies.

FIGURE

Resistive Balance: All impedances have resis-

tive components, and the bridges used for
impedance measurement must be capable of
measuring this resistance in some manner.
Three methods are in general use: (1) Series
resistance, in which the balancing resistor is
placed in series with the standard reactance;
(2) parallel resistance, in which the balancing
resistor is placed in parallel with the standard
reactance; and (3) the Schering bridge in which
a balancing condenser is placed in parallel with
the ratio arm opposite the unknown condenser.
The series resistance method is used in the
TYPES 650, 740, and 667, while the TYPE 716
uses the Schering circuit for balancing the resistive component of impedance in terms of the
dissipation factor. The TYPE 916 resembles a
Schering bridge but uses a series-substitution
method, with a fixed condenser in the N-arm
for reactance measurement, which makes possible the calibration of the condenser across
the A -arm in terms of the series resistance of
the unknown, independent of frequency. The
TYPES 716 and 650 are so constructed that the
parallel resistance method can also be used.
In the Twin-T type of null-balance circuit
that is used in the TYPE 821, the conductive

b

component of the unknown is measured in
terms of a fixed resistor and a variable capacitance, thus avoiding the errors inherent in
variable resistors at high frequencies.
Dissipation Factor and Storage Factor: An
important characteristic of an inductor or a
capacitor is the ratio of reactance to resistance,
or the reciprocal of this ratio. For an inductor,
the ratio of reactance to resistance, which is
proportional to the ratio of energy storage to
energy dissipation and is commonly called the
"storage factor" or Q, is most often used. For a
capacitor the ratio of resistance to reactance,
which is proportional to the ratio of energy
dissipation to energy storage and is called
"dissipation factor" or D, is most often used.
These ratios may be written as
X
wL
R
Q = R = Rand D = X = RwC,
respectively, where R, L, and C are the equivalent series values for the resistance, inductance,
and capacitance of the impedance in question.
For values commc::u:uy encountered, the dissipation factor (D = tan e, where e is the loss

Left, series resistance bridge; center, parallel resistance bridge; and, right, Scbering bridge .

.-----0 GEN. 0 - - - - ,

.-----OGEN.o---...,

.-----oGE N. 0>-----,

A
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0= tane:.B...

X

Power Factor::

X

sin 8

:.B..
Z

Q= cot 8 =X
R

Vector diagram showing the relations among R, X, Q, and D.

FIGURE 4.

angle) is practically equal to power factor
( sin e = vi 1D+D2), for values of D less than
O.l.
Where the Schering or series resistance
method of resistive balance is used, the bridge
can be calibrated in dissipation factor or in
storage factor, for a given frequency. The
TYPES 740 and 716 have dials calibrated in
dissipation factor at 60 cycles and 1000 cycles,
respectively. The TYPE 650 reads directly the
dissipation factor of capacitors and the storage
factor of inductors, at ] 000 cycles.
The TYPE 916 reads directly the series
resistance of the unknown, independent of
frequency, while the TYPE 821 is calibrated in
parallel conductance for 1, 3, 10, and 30
megacycles.
ERRORS: A bridge circuit provides a means of
comparing two impedances, an unknown and
a standard. It does not provide an absolute
measurement. The possible error in the measurement is always greater than the error in the
standard itself by the errors in the other bridge
arms entering into the comparison. If, for
instance, the error in the standard and in each
of the two ratio arms is ±0.1%, there can then
occur in the most unfavorable case an error of
±0.3% in the measurement. This accuracy
limitation is common to all direct-reading
bridges in which a result is obtained from a
single balance of the bridge.
Substitution Method: The errors in three of the
bridge arms can be eliminated from the measurement through the use of a substitution
method in which the unknown impedance is
connected in the standard arm . Two readings
of the standard are required, one with the
unknown disconnected and another with it connected. With an error in the standard of
±0.1 %, the maximum error of measurement is
±0.2%. If auxiliary balances are provided so
that the standard can always be set initially
at the same point, the error can be reduced.
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Residual Impedances: The bridge equations
derived from Equation (1) presuppose an accurate knowledge of the behavior of the impedances in each arm. No impedance element,
however carefully constructed, is free from
residual impedances. Resistors have series
inductance and shunt capacitance. Inductors
have relatively large series resistance and shunt
capacitance. Even air condensers, while more
nearly perfect than other impedance standards,
have resistive and inductive residual impedances. All of these extra impedances must be
included in the values used for calculation in
order to avoid error. The over-all residuals are
greatly increased by the various connections
forming the bridge circuit.
Shunt capacitance across the various arms
is an important source of error even at audio
frequencies. When capacitance occurs across a
resistive arm, its effect on the resistive component of balance varies directly as the magnitude of the capacitance and directly as the
operating frequency. Errors arising from this
source account for the large differences between the listed errors in dissipation factor
given for TYPE 650 and TYPE 740 Bridges.
TYPE 650 not only operates at a higher frequency but has unavoidable switching capaci5. The suhstitution method (shown
for a capacitance measurement with a
Schering bridge) reduces the error to essentially the accuracy with which the capacitance difference between two settings of the
standard condenser is known.
FIGUl\E

GE N. ()--

-

----,
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L

R

FIGURE 6. Schematic representation of capacitance, inductance, and resistance standards, showing the most
important residual impedances. The ohmic resistance and inductance of the stacks and leads of the capacitor (left)
are represented by series resistance and inductance, while the dielectric losses are represented by a shunt conductance. For an inductance (center), the copper losses and the distributed capacitance of the coil are the important
residuals. A resistor (right), to a first approximation, is represented by an inductance in series, and a capacitance
in shunt.

tances because it is designed for such a great
variety of measurements.
Shunt capacitance across a reactive arm is
aJso serious. In the TYPE 667-A Inductance
Bridge it increases the inductance error from
±0.2% to ±0.4% on the highest multiplier.
In the TYPE 7l6-B Capacitance Bridge complete shielding of the ratio arms reduces it to
less than 1 J.l.J.I.f (see Figure 9). In the TYPE
916-A Radio-Frequency Bridge the equivalent
shunt capacitance across the resistance arm has
been reduced to less than 0.4 J.l.J.I.f. This residual
capacitance does not affect the resistive balances, and affects the reactance balance only
slightly at 60 Mc; all other stray capacitances
are either incorporated into the bridge arms or,
by means of shielding, placed across the generator or detector terminals where they become
harmless.
At high radio frequencies the limiting residual
impedance has been found to be the residual
inductance of variable air condensers. Thus, in
the TYPE 916-A Radio-Frequency Bridge, the
residual inductance of the resistance balancing
condenser is the limiting factor on the upper
frequency range of the bridge, in so far as th.e
bridge elements themselves are concerned. In
the TYPE 821, on the other hand, the residual
inductance of the susceptance balancing condenser is the factor which determines the upper
frequency limit at which accurate measurements may be made.
Residual series inductance in bridge arms
is ordinarily negligible at audio frequencies,
except in measurements of very small inductors. The TYPE 667-A Inductance Bridge
uses TYPE 668 Compensated Decade Resistors
in order to avoid change in residual inductance
as the resistance is varied. At radio frequencies
the effect of inductance is much more serious,
and variable resistors are not suitable for use
above a few megacycles.

operator. To satisfy these conditions, bridges
are completely surrounded by a grounded
shield, and care is taken to use either grounded
or insulated shafts on all controls. It is also
common practice to ground the junction of the
unknown and standard arms to this shield.
Residual capacitances of the bridge arms to
the shield are placed across the two arms thus
grounded. Although a relatively large error may
be introduced by these capacitances, it can
often be eliminated by an initial zero reading
or by making the residual capacitance part of
the capacitance standard. A bridge with one
unknown terminal grounded in this manner
will measure the "total impedance" of the unknown, which includes its terminal impedance
to ground. The TYPES 7l6, 740-BG, 916, and
667 are of this type, placing one terminal of the
unknown at ground potential. If, on the other
FIGURE 7. In the TYPE 916-A Radio-Frequency Bridge a series-substitution method
of measurement is used. In this type of
measurement stray capacitance to ground in
the unknown arm can be particularly troublesome. Triple shielding is used in this arm to
control the stray capacitances, as illustrated
in Figure 8.

SHIELDING AND GROU NDING: The readings of any bridge should be sensibly independent of its surroundings and the position of the
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UNKNOWN

FIGUllE 8. Showing the shielding of the unknown
arm in the T YPE 916-A R adio-F requency Bridge. In
this assembly the innermost shield localizes the
v ariable s tray cap acitan ce of the rotor of C1J a nd
prevents it from falling across C'1J, where it would
ca use interlocking of the se LLings of the two condensers. The middle shield throws the stray ca pacita nces of the two condensers 10 t he right-h and
corner of the bridge, while the outermos t s hield
places t he cap acitance of the righ t-hand corner
across the gen er a tor , where it is h armless.
This puts t he capacitance from the outer s hield to
ground across the N arm of t he bridge. Ac tually, the
physical arr an gement of the brid ge is such that t his
capaci tance constitu tes t he brid ge arm , with only a
trimmer condenser connec ted across it to correct for
small v a ri a tions be tween ins trumen ts.

hand, neither of the unknown t erminals is
grounded, the bridge will measure the direct
impedance across these t erminals, provided
that the t erminal impedances to ground are
large compared to the bridge arms. TYPES 650
and 740-B have neither unknown t erminal
grounded and hence measure direct impedance.
Under certain conditions, however, the TYPE
650 can be adapted for measurin g grounded
impedances, and the TYPE 740-BG for measuring direct impedance. The TYPE 544-B Meg-

OET.
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ohm Bridge can be connected either way and
can, therefore, measure either total or direct
resistance.
SHIELDED TRANSFORMER: The bridge balance should be independent of the type of
generator and detector used. This condition is
met by the use of a TYPE 578 Shielded Transformer. One transformer winding is connected
be~ween two. op~osite corners of the bridge,
neIther of WhICh IS grounded. It is immaterial
which side of the transformer is connected to
generator .or de~ector, except as the sensitivity
of the brIdge IS affected by the transformer
ratio. For bridge balances, the small constant
and known terminal capacitances or' the trans~
former are then substituted for the large, variable, and unknown capacitances of the generator
or detector.
~E.TECTORS: To. obtain t~e maximum preC~SIO~ of ~alance WIth any brIdge or null-balance
CIrCUIt It IS necessary to obtain a virtually complete null balance. With modern vacuum-tube
circu.it, howev~~, sufficient sensitivity can be
obtamed to utIlize all the potential precision of
any null-balance network.
In some bridge circuits the balance is dependent upon frequency, and the value of the
unknown impedance usually varies with frequency. Consequently, the presence of harmonics in the input to the bridge or their
production in a non-linear impedance within
the bridge may obscure the fundamental
balance: A null ~alance may also be masked by
the reSIdual nOIse level of the oscillator and
amplifier used. For these reasons it is usually
advisable to employ a selective det ector, tuned
to the frequency at which it. is desired to balance
the bridge.
Audio and Sub-Audio Frequencies: At audio
frequencies, the conventional det ector is a
FIGUll E 9 . Illus tra ting the shieldin g a rra ngemen t
o f t he T YPE 7l6-B Capaci ta nce Brid ge. The r a tio
a rms with their compensa ting condensers, the dissipa tion fac tor condenser , a nd the input tra nsformer
a re a ll mounted o n insula ted subpa nels a nd compl etely s hielded . The shield is connec ted t o the
junc tion of t he r a tio arms, thereb y placing i ts cap ac.ta nce t o ground across the det ec tor termin a ls.
The s hield arou nd each t ransformer winding is
co nnec ted to the winding, elimina ting the termina l
ca ~ac i ~ n ces. A third s hield, between the winding
sh.eld s, ' s connected to t hej unc lion of the ra lio a rms.
The capacita nce b e tw een t he third shield a nd the
seco nd a ry winding s hi eld is thus placed across the
le ft-hand ra tio a rm , a nd its e ffect ca n be elimina ted
in the inilia l b a lance . Simila rly, the capacita nce het ween the prima ry s hield a nd the interwinding s hi eld
goes across the de tec tor lerminals a nd does not a fl'ec t
th e ba la nce.
N o ca pacila nces a re placed across t h e s la od at·d
a nd unknown a rms o ther t ha n that o f t he leads a od
o f t he pa nel binding posts. The small a moun t placed
across th e s la nd a rd co nd enser is tak en in to Rccoun t
in the ca libration , while t hat across t he unknown
terminals is less th a n one micromicrofa ra d .
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vacuum-tube amplifier such as the TYPE B14-A,
and a pair of head telephones. Where a visual
indication of balance is desired, as is necessarv
at frequencies below about 300 cycles, a rectifier-type voltmeter or a vacuum-tube voltmeter
can be substituted for the head telephones. The
TYPE B14-A Amplifier can be made selective
(20 db to second harmonic) by the addition of
the TYPE B14-P Tuned Circuits. TYPE B30
Wave Filters may also be used to obtain selectivity.
The TYPE 736-A Wave Analyzer and the
TYPE 760-A Sound Analyzer, in conjunction
with the TYPE B14-A Amplifier, are also very
satisfactory selective bridge detectors. The
wave analyzer is particularly useful when extreme selectivity at the higher audio frequencies
is required, while the sound analyzer provides
exceptionally good selectivity at low audio frequencies. For measurements over a wide range
of frequencies, these instruments have the
advantage of being continuously variable in
frequency.
For some measurements it may be desirable
to have separate indications of balance for the
resistive and reactive balances, and for this
purpose the TYPE 707-A Cathode-Ray Null
Detector is recommended.
Radio Frequencies: At radio frequencies, the
TYPE 619 Heterodyne Detector can be used, as
can any well-designed commercial radio receiver. Head telephones, a loudspeaker, or a
meter can be used as the actual balance indicator. Since tuned radio-frequency devices are
inherently selective, the problem of radiofrequency harmonics is not significant. If a
radio receiver is used, it should preferably have
an r-f sensitivity control and provision for disconnecting the a-v-c circuit, in order to facilitate the approach to balance.

BRIDGES
If the two bridge arms across which the
generator is connected are not alike, but one is
resistive and one reactive, the equation becomes

A

B

Eo =

Ei

1

+ (~)2

d

(3)

Both expressions are developed on the assumption that the impedance of the detector is
high compared to that of the bridge arms. This
condition is met by the use of a vacuum-tube
amplifier.
From the above equations and the known
input voltage, the output voltage corresponding
to a given value of d can be calculated. The
ratio of this voltage to the minimum voltage
which will actuate the detector is the amplification required.
As an example, consider the TYPE 716 Capacitance Bridge. For equal ratio arms 100
volts can be applied to the bridge from a 0.5
watt generator. To make a capacitance balance
to ±O.l % demands the detection of 25 mv. To
make a dissipation factor balance to ±0.00001
requires a sensitivity of 250 }.Lv. The first voltage
is easily within the range of head telephones
without an amplifier, while the second is not.
The TYPE B14-A Amplifier has a gain of 77 db
or 7000 when working with heau telephones or
a rectifier voltmeter such as the TYPE 4B3-F
Output Meter. With the telephones the gain is
more than sufficient. With the rectifier meter
(minimum deflection = 0.2 volt), the gain is
also sufficient, since even for the dissipation
factor balance a gain of only BOO is needed. Now
suppose these same measurements to be made
on a 1 }.Lf condenser for which the ratio arms
must be 1000 to 1. Using the full gain of the
amplifier, the rectifier meter can only balance
SENSITIVITY: The precision to which a bridge for dissipation factor to ±0.0003, so that telecan be balanced depends primarily upon the phones must be used to obtain the required
voltage applied to the bridge and the sensitivity sensitivity.
of the detector. It also depends upon the ratio
of impedances of the two arms across which the
generator is placed and the ratio of the imped- POWER SOURCE: The main considerations in
ance of the detector to the bridge impedance. the selection of a power source for a-c bridge
If the generator is connected across two simi- measurements are frequency stability, power
lar bridge arms, the ratio of output voltage to output, and harmonic content.
The TYPES 740-B and 740-BG are designed
input voltage is
for 60-cycle measurements and operate directly
from the a-c power line. The TYPE 650-A has
(2) a self-contained 1000-cycle microphone hummer, and no external oscillator is required unless
it is desired to make measurements at frequencies other than 1000 cycles. All the other
where A and B are the arms across which the bridges described in this section require some
generator is connected, and d is the fractional type of external oscillator.
For single-frequency measurements at 1000
precision desired in balancing the reactive component, or the minimum value of dissipation cycles, the TYPE 572-B Microphone Hummer,
the TYPE B13-A Audio Oscillator, and the TYPE
factor to be detected.
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723 Vacuum-Tube Fork are satisfactory provided the power requirements are low. All these
operate from batteries, although the TYPE 723
can also be obtained in a-c operated models.
A 400-cycle model of the TYPE 723 is also
available.
When a highly precise balance is desired,
more power is required than can be furnished
by small battery-operated oscillators of the
type mentioned above. For measurements at
1000 cycles or at a number of fixed frequencies,
the TYPE 608-A Oscillator is recommended.
This oscillator is a-c operated and delivers at
least 72 watt with extremely good waveform.
When a continuously variable frequency is
needed the TYPE 713-B Beat-Frequency Oscillator or the TYPE 913-A Beat-Frequency Oscillator is recommended. The TYPE 713-B covers
the frequency range from 0 to 40,000 cycles
with one-watt output, while the TYPE 913-A
covers the audio-frequency range to 20,000
cycles with an output of approximately 0.3
watt. Both are a-c operated.
For measurements at radio frequencies with
the TYPE 916-A Radio-Frequency Bridge, or
the TYPE 821-A Twin-T Impedance-Measuring
Circuit, a radio-frequency oscillator is required.
The TYPE 605-B and the TYPE 805-A StandardSignal Generators are suitable.
MODULATION: For radio-frequency measurements, it is preferable that the power source be
unmodulated. Distortion in the modulating
system and assymetrical side-band cutting in
the receiver can produce appreciable errors in
the balance point. In addition, maximum sensitivity is obtained with an unmodulated signal
and an oscillating detector.
CONNECTIONS: To achieve maximum freedom from electrostatic pickup and body effects,
it is desirable to use shielded leads between
generator and bridge and between bridge and
detector. At audio and low radio frequencies the
reactance of the leads and terminals is unimFIGUllE
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portant, and it is merely necessary to prevent
the introduction of extraneous voltages into the
detector or the unknown impedance. At frequencies above a few megacycles, not only does
the problem of shielding assume greater importance, but also the reactance of the interconnecting leads becomes a potential source of
error. This is illustrated by the block diagram
of Figure 10.
A small amount of series inductance in the
ground side of the generator cable is designated
as La, a similar inductance in the receiver cable
as L R , and the common ground lead as L M •
The voltage drop in La produces a flow of current around the loop consisting of the cable
sheath, the ground lead, L M , and Ithe ground
capacitance of the oscillator. Similarly, current
flows in the right-hand loop that includes L R •
The voltage applied to the receiver has, therefore, two components, one from the Twin-T,
the other from the drop across L R • When a null
point is reached, therefore, the Twin-T is out
of balance by an amount necessary to cancel
the effect of the extraneous voltage from L R ,
that is, to make the vector sum of the Twin-T
output voltage and the extraneous voltage
equal to zero.
The error in measurement caused by this
series inductance is one of the most serious
encountered in null measurements at radio frequencies, and, in order to avoid it, coaxial
terminals should be used on both generator and
receiver.
The TYPES 916-A and 821-A are equipped
with coaxial terminals, and coaxial leads are
supplied to plug into the signal generator.
CLASSIFICATION: The table on the opposite
page briefly summarizes the operating ranges,
accuracy, and other pertinent data regarding
the bridges listed in this section. From this
table the most suitable instrument for any
given measurement can be determined at a
glance, while detailed specifications for each
bridge are given on the following pages.

Showing how series inductance in the generator and detector leads can cause errors in
measurement at radio frequencies.

TYPE 605-8

TYPE 821-A

STANDARD
SIGNAL
GENERATOR

TWIN-T
IMPEDANCE
MEAS. CIRCUIT

RECEIVER

::a
~

Type No.
650-A

716-B

916-A

821-A

Measures

~

Circuit

Method

Power Source

Detector
Self-Contain!>d
Galvanometer

.0010 to 1 MO

±1 %

dc

Wheatstone

Direct

L

1J'hto1h

±2 %

1 kc

Maxwell and Hay

Direct

Internal Oscillator

Head Telephones

C

11J.IJ.f to 100 IJ.f

±1 %

1 kc

Series R

Direct

D

.002 to 1

±20 %

1 kc

Direct

Q

.02 to 1000

±20 %

1 kc

Direct
External Oscillator

Amp. and Head T el.

External Oscillator

Radio Receiver

External OsciIla·tor

Radio Receiver

C

100 IJ.lJ.f to I IJ.f

±O.2 %

1 kc

D

.002 % to 56 %

±2 %

1 kc

C

O.llJ.lJ.f to 1000 IJ.lJ.f

±0.2%

1 kc

D

D epends on Cx

±2 %

1 kc

X

-5UUU H to +5000 Hr
at 1 Mc

±2 %

400 kc to 60 Mc

R

o to 1000 0

±1 %

400 kc Lo 60 Mc

C

o to 1000 J'J'f

±0.2 %

460 kc to 40 Mc

G

667-A

L

O.llJ.h to 1 h

740-B

C

5 IJ.lJ.f to llOO IJ.f

D

o to 50%

C

5 IJ.lJ.f to llO IJ.f

D

o to 50%

541-B

R

100 kO to 10,000 MO

561-D

IJ.

.001 to 10,000

*Approximate.

Frequency

R

-6000 to +600U IJ.mho+
at 1 Mc
o to 100 IJ.mho:j:
at 1 Mc

740-BG

Accuracy*

Self-Contained
Batteries

B

-..

Range of Measurement

500 to 20 x

Sm

.02 to 20 ,000 IJ.mho

Modified
Schering

Parallel-T

Parallel
Substi tution
Parallel
Substitution
Series
Substitution
Series
Substitution
Parallel
Substitution
Parallel
Su bstitution
Parallel
Substitntion

±2 %

460 kc to 4·0 Mc

±0.2%

1 kc

Series R

Direct

External Oscillator

Amp. and Head T el.

±1 %

60 cycles

Series R

Direc t

A-C Line

Self-Contained
Electron-Ray Tube

±1.5 % of

60 cycles

A-C Line

Self-Con tained
Elec tron-Ray Tube

Direct

A-C Line

Self-Contained
Galvanometer

Direct

External Oscillator

Amp. and Head T el.

Rc~l ...

±1 %

60 cycles

±1.5 % of
full scale

60 cycles

±5 %

dc
1 kc

r1>

Direct

0

For detailed accuracy statement. see specifications for each bridge.

0

n
0

Direct

460 kc to 40 Mc

filII
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Schering

10

Direct
Series R

Direct
Direct

Wheatstone

Direct
Direct
tRange varies inversely as the frequency.

tRange varies directly as the frequenoy.

m
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a
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TYPE 716-B CAPACITANCE BRIDGE
USES: This direct-reading capacitance bridge
can be used for a wide variety of capacitance
and dissipation-factor measurements. Within
its scope are the determination of dielectric
constant, loss factor, power factor, phase angle,
and other dielectric properties of insulating materials, as well as their change with such factors
as temperature and humidity.
In the General Radio laboratories the TYPE
7l6-B Capacitance Bridge is used for all capacitance standardization measurements. In
production, it is used for the testing and adjustment of TYPE 505 Condensers and TYPE 380
Decade-Condenser Units.
By adding an external decade resistance box,
the bridge can be converted to a series- or
parallel-resistance bridge. The latter is especially useful in measuring the resistance of
electrolytes.
DESCRIPTION: The TYPE 7l6-B Capacitance
Bridge is a modified Schering bridge, direct
reading in capacitance and in dissipation factor
at 1000 cycles.
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A wide capacitance range is obtained by providing four sets of ratio arms giving multiplying
factors from 1 to 1000 in decade steps. The
standard condenser is a TYPE 722 Precision
Condenser calibrated to read directly in total
capacitance. The zero capacitance across the
unknown terminals is not greater than 1 fJ.l.(f.
All capacitances to ground of the input transformer and ratio arms are removed from the
capacitance arms by placing them in a shielded
compartment insulated from the grounded
panel and connected to the junction of the
ratio arms.
This bridge differs from the older TYPE 7l6-A
in that the dissipation-factor range has been
extended to 56% , and a METHOD switch has
been added.
Dissipation factor is read directly in per cent
from the setting of a TYPE 539 Condenser and
a decade step condenser connected across the
fixed ratio arm. The 12-inch scale of the air
condenser is approximately logarithmic, so that,
while having a maximum reading of 6% , its

RADIO CO.
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smallest division near zero is 0.01 % , thus
allowing the estimation of 0.002% . The accuracy of the dissipation factor reading over the
wide capacitance range is made possible by
adding capacitance across the lower-valued
ratio arms, so that the product RC of all the
ratio arms is the same.
The setting of the METHOD switch determines the ratio arm across which the dissipation-factor condenser is connected, so that

the dissipation-factor dial is direct reading for
either direct or substitution measurements.
FEATURES: Three highly desirable properties
are combined in this bridge: wide range, high
accuracy, and direct-reading dials. Operation is
simple, and both terminals and controls are
arranged for convenience and flexibility of
operation. Because of these features, it can be
used for practically any type of capacitance
measurement.

SPECIFICA TlONS
Ranges: Direct Reading--capacitance, 100 /-L/-Lf to 1 /-Lf; dissipation factor, 0.002 % to 56 % (0.00002 to 0.56 expressed
as a ratio).
Substitution Method-capacitance, 0.1 /-L/-Lf to 1000 /-L/-Lf
with internal standard; to 1 /-Lf with external standards;
dissipation factor, 56% X

~
Cz

where C' is the capacitance

of the standard condenser and Cz that of the unknown .
Accuracy: Direct Reading-capacitance, ±0.2 % or ±2/-L/-Lf
X multiplier reading (0.2 % of full scale for each range)
when the dissipation factor of the unknown is less than 1 %;
dissipation factor ±0.0005 or ±2 % of dial reading , for
va lues of D below 10 %.
Substitution Method-capacitance ±0.2% or ±2 /-L/-Lf ;
dissipation factor , ±0.00005 or ±2% for change in dissipation factor observed, when the change is less than 6 %.
,"Vhen the dissipation factor of the unknown exceeds the
limits given above, additional errors occur in both capacitance and dissipation-factor readings. Corrcction s are
supplied, by means of which the accuracy given above can
be maintained over the entire range of the bridge.
Ratio Arms: The arm across which the dissipation factor
condenser is normally connected has a resistance of 20,000
ohms. The other arm has four values, 20,000 ohms, 2000
ohms, 200 ohms, 20 ohms, providing the four mnltiplying
factors I, 10, 100, 1000. Suitable condensers are placed
across these arms, so that the product RC is constant.
A switch is provided for shifting the dissipation-factor
condensers to the other ratio arm when the substitution
method of measurement is used, so that the dissipationfactor dial will read up-scale.

desired, power can be applied to the bridge b e tween the
junctions of the pairs of resistance and capacitance arms.
With equal ratio arms, a maximum of 700 volts can be
applied.
Mounting: The bridge is supplied for mounting on a 19-inch
relay rack or for cabinet mounting.
Accessories Required: Oscillator, amplifier, and telephones
or rectifier meter. TYPE 608-A Oscillator (see page lOB),
TYPE 814-A Amp Lifier (see page B9), a nd Western E lectric
TYPE 1 002-C Telephones are recommended. If a visual detector is required , TYPE 483-F Output Meter (see page
138) or TYPE 707-A Cathode-Hay Null Detector (see page
86) is recommended. (See also the discussion of bridge
detectors on page 61-.)
For substitution measurements, a balan cing condenser is
needed. This may be either an air-dielectric model, TYPE
539-C, or a fixed mica condenser of the TYPE 505 series.
Accessories Supplied: One TYPE 274-M Plug, one TYPE
274-NC Shielded Conductor, and one TYPE 274-NE
Shield ed Plug and Cable.
Dimensions: (Length) 19 x (height) 14 x (depth) 9 inches ,
over-all.
Net Weight: 417'2 pounds , relay-rack model; 53%; pounds,
cabinet model.
A schematic circuit diagram of the TYPE 716-B
Capaci tance Bridge.

Standards: Capacitance, TYPE 722 Precision Condenser direct reading from 100 /-L/-Lf to 1100 /-L/-Lf; dissipation factor,
TYPE 539-T Condenser with semi-logarithmic scale and
decade-step condenser calibrated directly in dissipation
fact.or at 1 kc.
Shielding: Ratio arms, dissipation-factor condensers. and
s hielded transformer a re enclosed in an insu lated shield.
The unknown terminals are shielded so that the zero capacitance across them is not greater than 1 /-L/-Lf. A metal dust
cover and tbe aluminum panel form a complete external
s hield.
Frequency Range: All calibration adjustments are made at
1 kc and the accuracy statements above hold for an operatin g frequency of 1 kc. The bridge can be used, however,
at any frequency between 60 cycles and 10 kc. Dissipationfactor readings must be corrected by multiplying the dial
reading by tbe frequency in kilocycles.
Voltage: Voltage applied at the GENERATOR terminals
is stepped up by a I-to-4 ratio shielded transformer. A
maximum of 50 volts can be applied to the transformer. If

Code Word

Type

716-BR
716-BM
PATENT NOTICE.

For Relay-Rack Mounting .

I Cabinet Mounted ...... . .
See Note 17. page v.

. . . . .. .. . . . . . 1

BONUS

I1

BOSOM

•• • • • • • • • •

"

Price

$335.00
360.00
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TYPE 821-A TWIN-T IMPEDANCE MEASURING CIRCUIT
USES: This instrument is used for impedance
measurements at radio frequencies between
0.46 Mc and 40 Mc. It is calibrated in capacitance and conductance and can be used to
measure directly the capacitance and power
factor of condensers, the inductance and Q of
coils, the resonant impedance of parallel tuned
circuits, and the magnitudes and phase angles of
high resistances. Through the use of an external
fixed condenser, low resistances, grounded antennas, coaxial transmission lines, and impedance-matching networks can be m~asu~ed.
It is particularly useful for measurmg Impedances having small phase differences from
zero or 90° such as dielectric samples, low-loss
condensers: high-Q coils, and r-f resistors.

The value of conductance is given by:

Gx = w2C'G"R D.GG
Gil' -- kW 2D.CG,
and the dial of Go is calibrated to be direct
reading at 1, 3, 10, and 30 Mc. For other frequencies, dial reading is multiplied. by the r~tio
of the squares of the working and direct-reading
frequencies. For the initial balance, the conductance dial is set at zero.
The setting of the condenser Gn deter~in~s
the susceptive balance. The condenser dI~ IS
calibrated in micromicrofarads and IS dIrect
reading in capacitance. Condenser capacitance
C'

DESCRIPTION: The instrument uses a Parallel-T null circuit, as shown in simplified form
in the schematic diagram. Measurements are
made by a parallel-substitution method. An
initial balance of the circuit is obtained with
the WlknOwn disconnected; the unknown impedance is then connected and the circuit rebalanced for a null. The components of the
unknown impedance are determined from the
changes in setting of condensers Gn and GG.
The measurement is made in terms of the admittance components of the unknown, susceptance and conductance.
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can therefore be measured directly. For other
types of unknown, it is generally more convenient to use the susceptance,
Bx = wlleB ·
Impedance components, reactance and resistance, can, of course, be calculated from the
admittance components.
The Twin-T is mounted in a shielded, airplane-luggage type case and is completely
portable. TYPE 774 Coaxial Plugs and Jacks
are used for the generator and detector terminals. The unknown connects directly to terminals on the panel.
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FEATURES: The null method used in measurements with the Twin-T yields highly precise
settings. The circuit arrangement also contributes to accuracy of measurement at high
frequencies by eliminating the effects of some
of the residual capacitances that limit highfrequency performance in bridge circuits. In
particular, no transformer is needed because
the generator, the detector, the unknown, and
the two standard condensers are brought to a
common ground point. Lead impedances are
minimized by a mechanical arrangement in
which leads are short and direct. The circuit
elements themselves are designed to have low
residual impedances. Susceptance is measured

':"

FREQUENCY' -Me:

Capacita nce a nd conductance of a TYPE 119-A
R-F Choke as m easured on the Twin-T.

in terms of an especially designed variable air
condenser, and conductance in terms of a variable air condenser and a fixed resistor of the
663-type, thus avoiding errors inherent in variable resistors at high frequencies.

SPECIFICA lIONS
Frequency Range: 460 k c to 40 Mc.
Capacitance Range: The dial of the standard condenser is
calibrated from 100 to 1100 JLJLf, and the range of capacitance meaSUl'ement by the parallel-substitution method is
therefore 0 to 1000 JLJLf.
Susceptance Range: - 6000 JLmho to +6000 JLmho at 1 Me .
The range varies direc tly as the freq uency, and at other
frequencies the dial read ing mus t be multiplied by the
frequency in m egacycles.

10

1

l

Conductance Range:
0- 100 JLmho at 1 Mc
0- 300 JLmho at 3 Mc . .
.
0- 1000 JLmho at 10 Mc Direc t R eadlllg
0-3000 JLmho at 30 Mc
Be tween these direct-reading ranges the range of the conduc tance dial varies as the square of the frequency .
Accuracy: ±2 JLJLf ±0.1 % for capacita nce. For conductance, ±0.1 % of full scale ±2 % of actual dial reading.
At the higher frequencies, correc tions for residual parameters must be applied, and the correction data arc
included in the instruction book.
Accessories Supplied: Coaxial cables for connections to
generator and detec tor.
Accessories Required : A suitable radio-frequency generator and detector are required. The TYPE 605-B StandardSignal Generator is a satisfactory generator. A well shielded
radio r eceiver covering the desired frequency range is
reco mmended for the detector. The 00axial cable supplied
for connection to the receiver is fiLted with spade terminals
at one end for connecting to the receiver input terminals.
For best res ulls, however, it is r ecommend ed that tbe receiver be fitted with a TYPE 7H-G Panel Plug and the
cahle with a TYPE 774-M Cable Jack. These coaxia l terminals are described on page 187 .
Mounting: The instrument is mounted in a s hielded,
airplane-luggage type of case wi th canying handLe.

Interior view of the Twin-T, s howing
construc tional details.

Dimensions: 17 %: x 12 x 9 Y:! inches, over-all.
Net Weight: 26 pounds.

Type

821-A
PATENT NOTICE.

1

Twin-T ................ .

.1

Code Word

Price

LAGER

$340,00

See Notes 3, 4,17, page v.
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TYPE 916-A RADIO-FREQUENCY BRIDGE
USES: The TYPE 916-A Radio-Frequency
Bridge is designed for impedance measurements
at frequencies between 400 kc and 60 Mc. It
can be used to measure directly the reactance
and resistance of antennas, transmission lines,
and circuit elements. Through the use of an
external parallel condenser, parallel tuned
circuits, high resistances, and other high impedances can be measured.
Schematic circuit rliagram of the TYPE 9l6-A
Hadio-Frequency Bridge.

This instrument is intended for measuring
low impedances and complements the TYPE
821-A Twin-T, which is best suited for measuring high impedances.

DESCRIPTION: A new type of bridge circuit is
used, which is shown schematically in the diagram below. Measurements are made by a
series-substitution method. The components of
the unknown impedance are determined from
the change in settings of condensers CA and
Cpo The unknown reactance at 1 Mc is read
directly in ohms from the dial of Cp , and the
unknown resistance in ohms from the dial of CA.
In making measurements the bridge is first
balanced by means of condensers Cp and CA
with a short-circuit across the unknown terminals. The short is then removed, the unknown
impedance connected, and the bridge rebalanced. The resistance is then given by
Rx = RB (CA2

-

CAl)

CN
and the resistance by

Xx

=

~(dp2 - C~)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the dial
readings for the initial and final balances,
respectively.
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FEATURES: This new bridge circuit with the
use of a substitution method of measurement
makes it possible to read resistance in ohms,
independent of frequency, directly from the
scale of an air condenser. TIllS and the fact that
the dial of Gp is calibrated in ohms reactance
at 1 megacycle make the bridge particularly
easy to use for antenna measurements.

The resistive component is measured in t erms
of a fixed resistor (RB ), a fixed condenser (GN ) ,
and a variable condenser (GA ). This important
feature makes possible the high-frequency performance of the bridge, because residual parameters can be made much smaller in a fixed
resistor and a variable capacitor than in a
variable resistor.

SPECIFICA TIONS
Frequency Range: 400 kc to 60 Mc.
Readance Range: 5000 fl at 1 Mc. This range v a ries inversely a s the frequency, and at other frequencies the dial
reading must b e divided by the frequency in m egacycles.

Resistance Range: 0 to 1000 fl.
Accuracy: For r eactance, ±2'70 ±1 fl.
For resistan ce, ±1 % ±0.1 fl , s ubj ect to correc tion for
residual parameters . At high frequencies the correction deupon the frequen cy and upon the m agnitude of the
unknown r esista nce component. At low frequen cies the
correction depends upon the frequen cy a nd upon t he magnitude of the unknown reac tan ce compone nt. Plots of both
these corrections are given in the ins truc tion book t bat is
supplied with the bridge.
Accessories Supplied: Two input transformers, one covering the range from 400 kc to 3 M e, the other from 3 Mc
to 60 Mc; two leads of different len gths (for connecting the
unknown impedance); two coaxial cables for connecting
generator and det ector.
pend~

Accessories Required: A radio-frequency gen er a tor and
detector are required . The TYPE 605-B Standard-Signal
Generator is a satisfactory gen er ator. A well-shielded radio
receiver covering the desired frequency r a nge is r ecomm ended as the d e tector. The coaxial cable supplied for
connection to the rccei ver is fitted with spa de t erminals at
onc end for connec tion t o t h e receiver input t erminals. For
best r esults, however, it is recommended th at the r eceiver
h e fitted with a T YPE 774-G P a nel Plug a nd the cable with
a TYPE 774-M Cable J ack . These coa xia l terminals are
described on p age 187.
Mounting: Airplane-luggage type case with carrying
handles. Both input transformers are mounted ins ide the
case. Coaxial cables, leads, and ins truction book a rc stored
in the cover of the ins trument when not in u se.
Dimensions: 17 x 13 Y2 x 11 Va inch es, over-all .
Net Weight: 35 pounds.

Type

916-A
PAT ENT NOTICE .

\ Radio-Frequency Bridge .... . . ... . . . .. ... ..... \

Code Word

Price

CI VI C

$350.00

See Noles 3, 4, 17, page v .
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TYPE 650-A IMPEDANCE BRIDGE
USES: Whether in the laboratory or on the test
bench, the uses of the TYPE 650-A Impedance
Bridge are almost numberless. Rapid measurements of resistance, capacitance, and inductance
are constantly required in any electricallaboratory. With the TYPE 650 these measurements
can be made conveniently and with sufficient
accuracy for all but very precise work.
This bridge will measure the inductance and
storage factor, Q, of coils, the capacitance and
dissipation factor, D,. of condensers, the d-c resistance of all types of resistors. In the laboratory it is extremely useful for measuring the
circuit constants in experimental equipment,
testing preliminary samples, and identifying
unlabeled parts. In the shop and on the test
bench it has many applications in routine
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testing and fault location. Hundreds of these
bridges are in use all over the world, in government and industrial laboratories, educational
institutions, electric generating stations, and
radio broadcasting stations.

DESCRIPTION: TYPE 650-A Impedance Bridge
is a conventional 4-arm impedance bridge. It is
entirely self-contained, including standards,
batteries, and tone source, and is direct reading
over wide ranges of d-c resistance, a-c resistance
at 1000 cycles, capacitance and dissipation
factor D

=

~ at

1000 cycles, and inductance

and storage factor Q

=

X
Ii.

at 1000 cycles.

Results are read directly from dials having
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approximately logarithmic scales. The position
of the decimal point and the electrical unit in
terms of which the measurement is made are
indicated by the positions of two selector
switches.
Resistance is measured in terms of a standard
resistance arm; inductance and capacitance are
measured in terms of mica condenser standards,
similar in construction to the TYPE 505 Condensers. Power is supplied from dry cells, which
operate a 1000-cycle hummer for a-c measurements. The bridge may also be used with an
external generator of any audio frequency.

The detector for d-c measurements is a builtin galvanometer. For 1000-cycle measurements,
head telephones are used.

FEATURES: The particular value of this bridge
lies in its complete availability and the speed
with which the results can be obtained. Selfcontained, including standards and power
source, it is always set up ready for use. The
only accessory needed is a pair of head telephones. Direct-reading dials make its operation
simple and rapid. The panel photograph shows
the simplicity of the controls.

SPECIFICA TIONS
Range: The ranges of the instrument are given in the
following table. The numerical values are the readings of
the calibrated dials multiplied by the settings of the decade
selector switches.
Minimum
Maximum
1 milliohm
1 micro microfarad
1 microhenry

Resistance
Capacitance
Inductance
Dissipation Factor
Storage Factor

(~)

(~ or

Q)

1 megohm
100 microfarads
100 henrys

.002

1

.02

1000

Accuracy: The large direc t-reading dial covers two decades,
the main decade being spread out over 12 inches (threequarters of tbe dial). It may be set to 0.2 %.
Accuracy of readings for capacitance and d-c resistance
is 1 % for the intermediate multiplier decad es; for inductance, 2 %. The accuracy falls off in the lower ranges
because of the extremely small values to be measured. The
error increases to 5 % for very large values of capacitance
and d-c resistance, and to 10% for large values of ind uctance.
Accuracy of reading for dissipation factor or for storage
factor in terms of its reciprocal is either 20 % or 0.005 ,
whichever is the larger.
The frequency of the microphone hummer is 1000 cycles
within ±5 %.

External Generator: Provision has been made for using an
external generator, although its capacitance to ground may
introduce some error. Subject to this limitation, the frequency may be varied over a wide range from a few cycles
to 10 kc. The effect of generator ground capacitance can
be reduced by Ilsing a TYPE 578 Transformer between
generator and bridge. (See page 87. ) The reading of the
main dial is independent of frequency, while the reading
of the storage factor dial must be multiplied by, and that
of the dissipation factor dial divided by, the generator
frequency in kilocycles to give the correct values. Provision
is made for add ing external resistance if it is necessary to
increase the ranges of these dials.
Power Supply: Four No.6 dry cells for the d-c measurements and for driving the microphone hummer are required.
Space for them is provided in the cabinet, and they are
supplied with the instrument. A higher d-c voltage may be
connected to the bridge for high-resistance measuremen ts.
Accessories Supplied: Two TYPE 274-M Plugs are furnished.
Other Accessories Required: Head telephones; Western
Electric o. 1002-C are reco mmended. To increase the
sensitivity, a TYPE 814-A Amplifier is recommended.
Mounting: Black crackle-finish aluminum panel mounted
in a shielded walnut cabinet.
Dimensions: (Width) 12 x (depth) 20 x (height) 8Yz inches,
over-all.
Net Weight: 31 J4 pounds including batteries.

Type

Code Word

Price

650-A

BEAST

$175.00*

I Impedance Bridge ...... ... . . ... ...... .... . 1
*Without telephones, but including batteries.
PATENT NOTICE. See Note 17, page v.

Schemalic dia grams of the circuits used in TYPE 650-A Impedance Bridge.

RESISTANCE
(WHEATSTONE)

CAPACITANCE

INDUCTANCE

INDUCTANCE

(MAXWELL)

(HAY)
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TYPE 740-B CAPACITANCE TEST BRIDGE
USES: The TYPE 74.0-B Capacitance T est Bridge
is a 60-cycle capacitance and power-factor
bridge for use in both laboratory and production t esting of paper, mica, and electrolytic
condensers. The condenser manufacturer can
use it for production tests, the condenser user
for acceptance tests. It is particularly useful in
testing electrolytic condensers because the test
conditions approximate the normal operating
conditions for the condensers.
DESCRIPTION: The circuit used in this instrument is that of a series-resistance capacitance
bridge. It is similar to the capacitance portion
of the TYPE 650-A Impedance Bridge, but
adapted for 60-cycle use. One ratio arm is
variable in decade steps, and the other is continuously variable and calibrated directly in
capacitance. The bridge measures the direct
capacitance of ungrounded condensers.
Dissipation factor is measured by means of a
dual-range variable resistor in series with the
standard condenser. The dial is direct reading
in dissipation factor (RwC). Because the switching capacitances of TYPE 650-A Impedance
Bridge are eliminated in this instrument, a
considerably higher accuracy of dissipationfactor measurement is obtained.
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Provision is made for introducing a d-c polarizing voltage in series with the condenser under
test.
A visual null indicator is used, consisting of
tuned amplifier and an electron-ray tube (the
so-called magic eye). A sensitivity control is
provided. With this type of null indicator, it is
possible to use the bridge as a limit bridge in
pmduction testing.
Power is obtained from the 60-cycle line
through a shielded isolating transformer.
The complete bridge assembly is mounted in
an airplane-luggage type of carrying case. Operating instructions are conveniently mounted in
the cover of the instrument, and a complet e
circuit diagram is attached to the base of the
cabinet.

FEA TURES: For production testing, this bridge
has many advantages. Power-line operation and
the visual indicator make it completely selfcontained. It can be used in noisy locations
where headphones would be useless. Its small
size and light weight are important features,
since it can be moved easily and set up wherever
necessary.

BRIDGES
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The range of measurement is wide, the operation is simple, and the construction is rugged
and practically foolproof.
Care has been taken in the design of the
power-supply transformer to insure a minimwn
of capacitance between generator terminals and
ground. As a result of this and other design
features, an accuracy of 1% for capaciLance,
and 1.5 % of full scale for power facLor, has been
obtained over most of the range.
For testing electrolytic condensers, normal
operating conditions can be reproduced by
using a polarizing voltage. The a-c voltage
impressed by the bridge itself is small and sim ulates the ripple usually encountered in powersupply filters.

P roduction l.csling of elec lro lylic condense l's wilh
thc capacilance lcst bridge.

SPECIFICA TIONS
Capacitance Range: 5 }l/ll' La 1100 /lr in six ranges. Capacilance values are read direcLly fro lll a logarithm ic dia l and
multiplier switch.
Capacitance Accuracy: Within ±1 % over the main decade
(1 to ll) of the CAPAC ITA CE dia l for all multip lier
seltings except .0001. W ithin ±1.5 % or ±3 /l/lf, whichever
is the larger, un the .0001 mul liplier on the main decade
of the CAPAC ITA CE dial. Below 100 /l/lf the error
gradually increases lo ±5 /l/lf as zero is approached .
Dissipation Fador Range: 0 to 50 % in two ranges. Dissipation factor va lues are read d irectly from an engraved
scale and multiplier swi tch.
Dissipation Fador Accuracy : Within 1.5 % of full-scale
reading for a ll capacilance multipliers except .0001.
On the .0001 capacitance mul tiplier a correction of 0.3 %
should be subtracted from the dial reading. When this
correction is made the ca libration is within ±2 divisions
on t he xl mu ltiplier and wi thin ±1 division on t he xlO
multiplier (see photograph).
Temperature and Humidity Effects: For measurements
above 100 /l/lf the accuracy of measu rement is completely
independent of temperature and humidity condi tions over
the range 65° Fahrenheit to 95° Fahrenheit, 0 La 95% relative
humid i ly. For very sma ll capacitances the read ing of t he

dissipation factor dial will bc alIected hy severe humidily
conditions.
Voltage Applied to Unknown: The voltage impressed
across the unknown terminals varies continuously with thp
bridge setting. For very small capaci Lances in the lowest
range, tbis voltage is approximately 35 volts, and it decreases with increasing capacitance, so that at 100}lf it is
approximately one volt.
Polarizing Voltage: Terminals for connecting a polarizing
voltage are provided on the panel.
Power Supply: 105 to 125 vol ts, 60 cycles. The power input
is 15 watts.
Controls: Capacitance d ial and mul tiplier , dissipation factor
control and mu ltip lier, sensitivity control.
Accessories Supplied: A s ix-foot l ine connector cord , spare
fuses and pilot lamps, and a TYPE 274-M Plug.
Vacuum Tubes: One each of types 6X5, 6J7, 6E5; all arc
supplied with the hridge.
Mounting: Portable carrying case, of airplane-luggage
construction.
Net Weight: 19 pounds.
Dimensions: (Length) 14)1 x (width) 15 x (height) 9)4
inches, over-all, including cover and handles.

Type

740-B
PATE T NOTICE.

I Capacitance Test Bridge ............ •. ...... \

Code Word

Price

BAUEL

$140.00

See Notes 1. 17, page v.
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TYPE 740-BG CAPACITANCE TEST BRIDGE
USES: The TYPE 740-BG Capacitance Test

DESCRIPTION: The bridge is similar in geueral

Bridge is designed for measurements where it is
desired to ground one side of the test specimen.
It meets the requirements of the electric power
industry for shop tests on insulation, particularly the measurement of the power factor of
bushings, insulators, transformer insulation,
and cables. It is also useful for measurements
in the field, where the adjacent bus potentials
are not greater than a few thousand volts. A
booklet describing these uses of the bridge will
be sent on request.
Manufacturers of electrical equipment will
also find this bridge useful for production tests
of insulation. Typical of such tests are the
measurement of bushings and insulators, of
shielded cables, and of winding-to-ground
capacitances of transformers.
In the communications industry there are
many capacitance measurements that require
one side of the unknown to be grounded, among
them checking the capacitance of circuit elements to chassis in radio receivers, and the location of breaks in the inner conductors of
coaxial cables.

design to the TYPE 74-0-B, but the circuit is so
arranged that one of the unknown terminals
is grounded.
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FEATURES: In the measurement of small capacitances, the grounded terminal eliminates
the disturbing effects of moderate 60-cycle
fields, such as are usually encountered in laboratories. For power-factor measurements on
bushings, the fact that the bridge operates at
low voltage gives it a considerable advantage
in cost and size over high-voltage equipment.
Comparative tests have proved that the operating voltage has practically no effect on the
accuracy of the results.
This instrument is quite usable in the
presence of moderate electrostatic fields such as
might be encountered in laboratories with overhead voltages of the order of a few thousand
volts. For measurements of bushings and insulators in the neighborhood of high-tension bus
structures or lines, however, the bridge cannot
be used satisfactorily unless sufficient external
shielding of the bushings is provided.

RADIO CO.
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SPECIFICA TIONS

Capacitance Range: 5 p.JlJ to 110 p.f in five ranges. Capacitance values are read directly from a logarithmic dial and
multiplier switch.
Capacitance Accuracy: Within ±1 % over the main decade
(1 to ll) of the capacitance dial for all multipliers except
the 0.0001. If the zero capacitance of the bridge (approximately 12 p.p.f is taken into consideration, an accuracy of
±1% or ±2 p.p.f can be obtained on this 0.0001 multiplier
range. Below 100 p.p.f the error gradually increases to ± ,t p.p.f
as zero is approached.
Because the sensitivity is low at high values of unknown
capacitance, the bridge is not recommended for accurate
measurements above 10 p.f.
Dissipation Factor Range: 0 to 50 % in two ranges. Dissipation factor values are read directly from an engraved
scale and multiplier switch.
Dissipation Factor Accuracy: Within 1.5% of full-scale
reading for all capacitance multipliers except 0.0001. On
the 0.0001 capacitance multiplier measurements to within
1.5 % of full-scale reading can be maintained, provided the
initial dissipation factor reading is taken into consideration.
The approximate DC product of the initial balance is 60,
where C is expressed in micromicrofarads and D in per cen t.
These statements hold only over the main decade of the
capacitance dial (1 to 11).
Temperature and Humidity Effects: Over the normal range
of room conditions (65 0 Fahrenheit to 95 0 Fahrenheit,
o to 90 % relative humidity) the accuracy of capacitance
indication is completely independent of temperature and
humidity. Under severe humidity conditions, however, a
small error in dissipation factor reading may occur. The
error due to this cause, however, will be less than the
nominal limits defined above.
Voltage Applied to Unknown: The voltage impressed
across the bridge is approximately 80 volts, and the portion
of that voltage that is impressed across the unknown condenser can be obtained from the ratio of the unknown
capacitance to the standard capacitance. The standard
condenser bas a capacitance of 0.01 microfarad, so that, for
small capacitances of the order of 1000 micromicrofarads
or below, essentially 80 volts are impressed across the
unknown terminals, whereas for larger capacitances the
voltage across the unknown rapidly decreases with increasing capaci tance.

Measuring bushings on a storage rack with the
TYPE 7'10-BG Capacitance Test Bridge.

Power Supply: 105 to 125 volts, 60 cycles.
Power Input: 15 watts.
Controls: Capacitance dial and multiplier , dissipation factor
dial and multiplier, sensitivity control, and power-supply
reversing switch.
Accessories Supplied: A six-foot line connector cord, spare
fuses and pilot lamps, and a TYPE 274-M Plug.
Vacuum Tubes: One each types 6X5, 6J7, 6E5 are all
supplied with the bridge.
Mounting: Portable carrying case of airplane-luggage construction. Carrying case is lined with copper to insure
freedom from electrostatic pickup in the instrument.
Net Weight: 20 pounds.
Dimensions: (Length) 14 Yz x (width) 15 x (height) 9),i
inches, over-all, including cover and handles.

Code Word

Type

740-BG
PATENT NOTICE.

1

Capacitance Test Bridge .

.1

BASAL

Price

$160.00

See Noles 1, 17, page v.
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TYPE 667-A INDUCTANCE BRIDGE
USES: This bridge is designed for accurately
measuring the inductance of small coils having
a low value of storage factor, Q, at audio frequencies, such as are used in radio receivers. It
is used by many coil and receiver manufacturers
for all audio-frequency measurements on the
tuning coils for radio receivers. It is capable of
measuring higher values of inductance (up to 1
henry) and hence can be used as a generalpurpose inductance bridge. When connected as
a Campbell mutual inductance bridge, it can be
used to measure mutual inductance in terms of
the internal standard. Terminals are provided
so that the bridge can be connected as a resonance bridge for such measurements as the ratio
of a-c to d-c resistance. The d-c resistance can
be determined by using a battery and galvanometer in place of the usual a-c generator and
detector.

DESCRIPTION: The schematic diagram of TYPE
667-A Inductance Bridge is shown on page 8l.
It differs little from that of the usual inductance
bridge. Certain design features, however, have
been introduced to eliminate residual sources of
error and to make the bridge direct reading.
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The variable resistors in both the standard and
the unknown arms are inductance compensated,
identical in construction with TYPE 668 Compensated Decade-Resistance Units and TYPE
669 Compensated Slide Wire.
The variable inductor, L p , in series with the
unknown makes it possible to obtain a final
inductance balance independent of the resistive
balance of the bridge. The standard inductor is
wound on a ceramic toroidal form in order to
minimize magnetic coupling with the variable
inductor. The switch, K, is used when the
bridge is connected as a resonance bridge.

FEATURES: High accuracy (within 0.1 JLh) for
the measurement of small inductances is one
of the outstanding features of this bridge. Coils
of a few microhenrys inductance cannot be
measured accurately on the ordinary bridge,
owing to the errors introduced by the (1) slidingzero balance (reactive and resistive balances not
independent), (2) variation of inductance with
setting of any decade resistors used in the bridge,
and (3) capacitance across the resistive component of any of the arms. These are eliminated
in the TYPE 667-A Inductance Bridge.

BRIDGES
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SPECIFICATIONS
Range: Inductance, 0.1 microhenry to 1 henry. The range

can be extended to nn h enrys by using TYPE 106 Sta ndard
Inductors as external standards . When the in ternal standard
is used, the bridge will balance for storage factors between
0.06 and infinity at 1 kc.

Accuracy: Inductance, ±0.2 % or ±0.1 !Lh, whichever is
the greater, for three smaller multiplier settings and at
1 kc; ±0.4% for the largest multiplier at 1 kc. The larger
error is caused by the capacita nce acrosS the unknown
term inals and is reduced at lower frequencies.
Frequency Range: All calibration adjustments a re made at
a freq ueucy of 1 kc. The bridge can be used at any freq uency
between 60 cycles and 10 kilocycles, but errors resu lting
from stray capacitance increase with fr equency.

A

Standards: The standard inductor is a I-millihenry toroid
wound on a ceramic form. Resistance balance of the bridge
is made by means of a three-dial inducta nce-compensated
resistor.

'-----J>D

Mounting: The bridge is supplied for cabinet mounting
only.

Accessories Required: Oscillator, amplifier, and head telephones. TYPE 608-A Oscillator (see page 108), TYPE 814-A
Amplifier (see page 89), and TYPE 814-P Tuned C ircuits
(see page 90) are recommended. For other types of detecLors, see the discussion on page 6'1.
Accessories Supplied: Two TYPE 274-NC Shield ed Conductors.

Dimensions: (Length) 17}.-2 x (width) 16 x (height)
inches, over-all.

9Yz

Net Weight: 33 pounds.

Schematic circuit diagram of the TYPE 667-A
Inductance Bridge.

Type

667-A

1

PATENT NOTICE.

Inductance Bridge ........... . . . .... . ....... . 1

Code Word

Price

AERIE

$325.00

Sec Note 17, page v.

TYPE 610-A RATIO-ARM BOX
USES: A ratio-arm box is a suitable nucleus
around which to assemble any bridge circuit.
When combined with suitable capacitance and
inductance standards, any of the conventional
bridge circuits can be set up.

twelve steps, ranging in value from 1 to 1000
ohms. The switches, as well as the individual
resistance cards used in the ratio-arm box, are
similar to those employed in TYPE 510 DecadeResistance Units. (See description on pages 24
and 25.)

DESCRIPTION: This box contains a pair of
ratio arms giving ratios from 0.001 to 1000 in
SPECIFICA TIONS
Resistances: Each arm, 1, 3, 10, 30, 100. 300, 1000 ohms.
Type of Winding: Ayrton-Perry, manganin wire.
Accuracy: Correct at box terminals to within 0.25% for
l-ohm, 0.15 % for 3-ohm, and 0.1 % for other units.

Switches: TYPE 510-Pl, 7-point. Enclosed contacts.
Mounting: Switches and terminals mounted on black
crackle-finish aluminum panel a nd enclosed in a shielded
walnut cabinet.
Terminals: Jack-top binding posts with separate ground
terminal.
Dimensions: (Length) 7 % x (width) 5 x (height) 5 U inch es ,
over-all.
Net Weight: 3% pounds.
Type

Code Word

Price

610-A

HABIO

$32.00
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TYPE 561-0 VACUUM-TUBE BRIDGE
USES: This instrument makes possible accurate measurements of the three fundamental
vacuum-tube parameters: amplification factor,
mutual conductance or transconductance, and
plate resistance; over wide ranges of values. The
accuracy is sufficient so that the bridge has
found acceptance among tube manufacturers as
a standard of reference for tube measurements,
particularly where extreme values of the parameters are encountered and where ordinary
measuring circuits become untrustworthy.
In the field of development and research the
instrument, in addition to providing accurate
measurements of the usual tube parameters,
affords a means of studying the behavior of
tubes used in unconventional and special
circuits, when anyone of the electrodes may
be used as the operating electrode and where
the parameters may have negative values.
The tube circuits have large enough currentcarrying capacity and sufficient insulation so
that low-power transmitting tubes may be
tested in addition to receiving tubes.
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DESCRIPTION: The bridge makes use of improved alternating-current null methods of
measurement, in which phase shift and capacitance errors have been given special consideration in order that the operating range of the
bridge may be as wide as possible. Each of the
three coefficients is obtained in terms of the
ratio of two alternating test voltages. A third
voltage is employed in thecapacitance·balancing
circuit, but its value does not enter into the
results. A complete analysis of the bridge
circuits will be found in the paper "Dynamic
Measurement of Electron-Tube Coefficients"
by W. N. Tuttle, Proc. I.R.E., June, 1933.
An extremely flexible arrangement of the
tube control circuits makes it possible to
measure the tube parameters referred to any
pair of electrodes. Connections from the tube
under test to the measuring circuit are made
by means of concentric cables and jacks, connected to an eight-terminal jack plate, mounted
on the panel. Sixteen concentric plugs are
mounted on the panel, permitting a wide va-

BRIDGES
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riety of interconnecti.ons between the jack
plate, the measuring circuit, and external batteries. Eight adapter plug plates, each carrying
one of the standard type tube sockets, are provided, so that any commercial receiving tube
can be measured.

FEA TURES: The procedure in making measurements is simple and straightforward, and is
exactly th e same for the three coefficients: amplification factor, plate resistance, and transconductance. A three-position switch is turned
to whichever quantity is desired, multiplier
switches are set at the appropriate value for
the tube being t ested, and balance is obtained
by adjusting a three-decade attenuator and a
variable condenser. At balance the decades read
directly, to three significant figures, the quantity
being measured.
The three main tube parameters are measured
independently, i.e., none of the balances depends in any way on any other so that independent cross checks can be obtained from the
known relationship am ong the three coefficients.
Negative values of the tube coefficients may be
measured as readily as positive values.
The method of balancing out the effects of
the tube inter-electrode capacitances is a more
satisfactory one than has heretofore been
available. Not only is the accuracy of the
measurement thereby considerably improved,
but all three of the usual parameters may be
measured independently over a much wider
range. For instance, the mutual conductance of
a tube having a high value of grid to plate
capacitance can be measured without any error
from this capaci tance.

STANDARD
/ RESISTANCE

CAPACITANCE
BALANCE

/A~;~~~:~OR

---L-J-1'---1r-'I~Gc.

Simplified di agra m of the circuit c mployed for the
measurement of tt"ausconducta nce with the TYPE
56 1-D Vac uum-Tube Brid ge. The a-c plate current
resulting from the application of El to the gl'id i.
ba lHnced by a n equal and opposite current applied
to the plate from tbe source e.. through the sta nd a rd
resista nce. Th e se tting of the d ecima l aUe nuator at
th e bottom of the pao el gi ves the sign ifi cant fi gUl'es
in the res ult, and the settings of the step a llenuators
(el and e,) indi cate mulliplying factors (MULTIP LY
BY a nd DIVIDE BY on the panel switches).
Any quadrature component tbrough the output
transformer resulting from the tube interelec trod e
capacities can be balanced ou t by the voltage of the
ex t.ra split secondary, acti ng through the doublcs lutor cond enser. This b a la nce does not ,,[[eet the
bHla nce cond itions for the in-phase components a nd
consequently has no effect on the meas urement.
Th c points of in troduction of the test voltages el
a nd e. are changed by a s witch when' he other co os tants a re measured. Another switch reverses the
polarity of el when nega tive values of the coe ffi cients
arc to he meAsured.

SPECIFICA TlONS
Range: Amplification factor (p.); 0.001 to 10,000.
Dyna mic in ternal p late resis tan ce (r1'); 50 ohms to 20
m egobm .
Mutual conductance (Sm); 0.02 to 20 ,000 micromhos.
Under proper conditions, tbe above ranges can be exceeded. Tbe various parameters can also b e measured with
r espec t to various elements , such as screen grids, etc. egative, as well as positive, values can be measured.
Tube Mounting: Socket adapters are provid ed , as follows :
4-prong, 5-prong, 6-prong, small 7-prong, m ed ium 7-prong,
octal and loctal. Thus all standard commercial receiving
tubes can be measured. In a ddition, a " universal" adapter,
with eight soldering lugs, is provided so tha t uomounted
tubes , or tubes with non-standard b ases, can be measured
conveniently. The p a nel jack p late and the a dapters are
made of low-loss yellow bakelite, r educiug to a minimum
the s hunting elIect of dielec tric losses on the d y namic
resistance b eing m easured.
Accessories Supplied: Two TYPE 274- C Shielded Conductors for connec ting brid ge to oscillator and d etector,
two grid-lead co nnectors, special connec tor.

Current and Voltage Ratings: The tube circuits have large
enou gh curreot-carryiog ca pacity and suffi cient insulation
so that low-power transmitting t ubes may be tested in
addition to r eceiviog tubes. Maximum allowable plate
CllJTent is 1;;0 rn a and maximum plate voltage is 1500 volts.
Electrode Voltage Supply: Batteries or s uitable power
supplies a re n ecessary for providing the various voltages
required by tbe tube under test.
Bridge Source: A source of 1000 cycles is required . The
TYPE 813-A Audio Oscillator or the TYPE 723-A VacuumTube Fork is s uitable for t his purpose.
Null Indicator: The TYPE 814-A Amplifi cr in conjunction
with a sensitive pair of h ead telephones is recommended.
Mounting: The instrument is mounted on a hlack cracklelacquered aluminum panel a nd is furnisbed in a polished
walnut cabinet. A wooden storage case is provided for the
plug plates and leads.
Dimensions: (Le ng th) 18 Vs x (width) 15 ;)i x (h eight) 11
inches.
Net Weight: 51 pounds.

T y pe

561-0
PATENT NOTICE.

I

Vacuum-Tube Bridge .................... . .. 1

Code Word

Price

BEIGE

$375 .00

Sec Notes 3, 17, page v.
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TYPE 544-B MEGOHM BRIDGE
easily obtained , over time intervals from one
second to many hours.

DESCRIPTION: The TYPE 544-B Megohm
Bridge is a combination of Wheatstone bridge
and vacuum-tube voltmeter.
The bridge is composed of the four arms,
A, B, N, P, as shown for the OPERATE position in the diagram at the top of the next
page, with the power applied across the arms,
A and B, and the vacuum-tube voltmeter connected across the conjugate pairs, A-N and
B-P. For checking the galvanometer zero, the
tube is isolated from the bridge voltage as
shown in the CHECK position, with the high
resistors, Nand P, connected to the grid exactly
as in the OPERATE position. The effects of
any voltages, alternating or direct, in the unknown resistor, P, and of any grid current of
the tube will not appear in the bridge balance
because they are balanced out in the zero
adjustment. There is also a CHARGE position,
in which the unknown resistor, P, is placed
across the arm, B. This is valuable in measuring
the resistance of large condensers because full
voltage is applied directly to the condenser
which can then charge at a maximum rate. The
zero of the galvanometer can also be checked
at any time without being affected by the
residual charge in the condenser.

FEA TURES: The use of a vacuum tube detector,
which absorbs a negligible amount of power,
makes possible the direct measurement of reThe MEGOHM S dial of TYPE 544-B M egohm
Bridge. The scale is approxima tely logarithmic over the main decade from 1 to 10.

USES: The megohm bridge is very useful
for measuring cartridge-type resistors in the
megohm ranges, such as those used as grid leaks
and coupling resistors in vacuum-tube circuits.
It is also capable of measuring the insulation
resistance of electrical machinery such as generators, motors, and transformers, of electrical
equipment such as rheostats and household
appliances, of single conductors, cables, and
condensers; of sufficiently long sections of highvoltage cables; of paper condensers; and of
slabs of insulating materials. Volume resistivity
can be determined and its change with temperature and humidity. Guard connections are
provided for the measurement of three-terminal
resistors such as multi-wire cables, threeterminal condensers, networks, and guarded
specimens of insulating materials.
This bridge has been widely used for measuring the dielectric absorption effects in the
insulation of electrical machinery, transformers,
and cables. Charging-current curves can be
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LOW

LOW

CHECK

OPERATE

CHARGE

These diagrams show the br idge co nnections for the three positions of the CHECK-OP ERATE-CHARGE switch.

sistances Up to 1,000,000 megohms. The resistance scale is approximately logarithmic over
one decade, which gives a constant fractional
accuracy, regardless of setting. The effective
scale length for the range of 100,000 ohms to
10,000 megohms is 35 inches.

Approximately constant voltage is applied to
the unknown resistor, a necessary condition for
the proper measurement of insulation resistance.
The a-c power supply is voltage stabilized. This
eliminates surges in charging current when
measuring the leakage resistance of condensers.

SPECIFICAliONS
Range : 0.1 m egohm to 10,000 mego hms, covered by a di al
and a 5-position multiplier switch. A resistance of 1,000,000
megohms can be detected.
Accuracy:

Resistance
E rror
.1 Mfl- 100 Mfl
± 3%
100 Mfl- 1000 Mfl
± 6%
1000 Mfl-l0,OOO Mfl
±10 %
Above 10,000 megohms, the error is essentia lly that with
which the scale on the MEGOHMS dial can be read.
Terminals: All high-voltage terminals ar e insnlated as a
protection to the operator. A m aximum of 12 rna can be
drawn on short circ nit.
Power Supply: Two types of power s upply a rc ava il able:
(1) an a-c unit delivering 500 vo lts a nd 100 volts, and (2) a
battery power supply of 90 volts. The a-c unit operates
from a 105 to 125-vol t oe 210 to 250-volt, 40 to 60-cycle
line. The baUery powee s upply co nsists of 2 No . 6 Dey
Cells and 3 Burgess o. 5308 45-volt batteeies.
Operating Voltage: T erminals are peovided so that the
brid ge vol tage can be obtained from a n externa l source if
d esired. Up to 500 vol ts can be applied.
Vacuum Tubes: With battery powee snpply, a ID5-G detector tnbe is used; the 500-volt power s uppl y nses a 6K7-G
detector, a 6X5-G rectifier, a 5U4-G rectifier, and, in the
voltage regnlators, a 6J5-G, a 6K6-G, a type 4Al Ballast
Tube, a nd two T-4 V2 n eon lamps. A U tnbes a re s uppli ed.
Accessories Supplied: Two TYPE 274-M Plugs; with a -c
power s upply, a seven-foot line-con nector cord a nd spare
Type
544-B
544-B
544-P3
544-P10

fuses . Batteries are suppli ed with the b attery-operated
modeL
Mounting: Shielded oak cabinel.
Dimensions: Cabinet with cover closed , (width) 8V2 x
(length) 22 V2 x (height) 8 inc hes, over-aiL
Net Weight: With battery powee s uppl y , 29 V2 pounds ;
with a-c power sn ppl y, 26 ~ pounds; TYPE 544-PI0, 11
pounds; TYPE 544-P3, 14 ~ pounds.

LOW
..., /

~

UNKNOWN
RESISTOR
(+

p

CHARGE
BRIDGE

OPERATE

t

GUARD

CHECK

Sch ematic circuit diagram of the Megohm
Bridge.

Description
Battery Operated (Incl . Batteries) . ........... . ....... . .. .
A-C Operated (with 500- and 1 OO-volt A-C Power Supply) .
A-C Power Supply Only .
I.'attery Power Supply Only ....... .... . .

Code Word
ALOOF
AGREE
ACREEAPACK
ALOOFAPACK

Price
$175.00
235.00
75.00
15.00

TYPE 729-A and TYPE 487-A Megohmmeters, direct-reading instruments operating
on the ohmmeter principle, are described on pages 136 and 137.
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TYPE 707-A CATHODE-RAY NULL DETECTOR
USES: This visual null indicator is intended for
use as a balance detector in bridge and other
null-method measurements at power-line and
audio frequencies. When calibrated for a given
frequency, it can be operated as a limit indicator. It can also be used for comparing frequencies by means of Lissajous figures or, when
calibrated, used as an a-c millivoltmeter.
DESCRIPTION: The output of the bridge is applied through an SO-db highly selective amplifier, operating on the degenerative principle, to
the vertical deflecting plates of a one-inch
cathode-ray tube. The bridge generator voltage
is applied through an adjustable phase-shifting
network to the horizontal plates. The tilted
ellipse so formed is reduced to a horizontal
straight line at balance.

FEATURES: Independent indications are given
of the effect of balancing either the reactive or
the resistive bridge control separately. This
adds considerably to the speed and convenience
of routine bridge measurements, and permits
either bridge control to be balanced accurately
without necessitating an accurate balance of
the other. Indication is also given of the direction off balance of either one of the bridge
controls, chosen at will.
This null indicator cannot be injured by overloading and is instantaneous in response and
recovery. External fields do not affect its operation, and it radiates no appreciable field.
For bridge balancing, it is less fatiguing
than headphones and can be used in noisy
locations.

SPECIFICA nONS
Input Impedance: One megohm.
Sensitivity:150 !Jov at 60 cycles; 200 to 300 !JoV at 1000 cycles.
Selectivity: 40 decibels against second harmonic.
Frequency Range: Plug-in units tune the amplifier for any
desired operating frequency between 20 and 2000 cycles.
Continuous tuning range ±5 % for each unit.
Temperature and Humidity Effects: When this instrument
is operated under severe conditions of temperature and
humidity some decrease in sensitivity and selectivity may
be expected. For the low frequency tuning units the sensitivity may be reduced by as much as 6 db, while for all
units the selectivity to the second harmonic may be reduced
by 5 db. The above figures are for a relative humidity of
80% at 95° Fahrenheit.
Controls: Panel controls are provided for adjusting the
focus and brilliance of the cathode-ray pattern, the phase
and amplitude of the horizontal sweeping voltage, and the
gain , selectivity, and tuning of the amplifier.

Accessories Supplied: A 7-foot line connector cord, spare
pilot lamps and fuses, one TYPE 274-M Plug, and one TYPE
274-NC Shielded Conductor.
Accessories Required: One plug-in phasing circuit is used
at any frequency below 400 cycles; one plug-in tuning unit.
These are not included in the price of the instrument. (See
price list on page 87.)
Power Supply: 105 to 125 volts, 40 to 60 cycles.
Power Input: 20 watts at 60 cycles.
Vacuum Tubes: One 6K7-G pentode, one 6F8-G twin triode,
one 6J5-G triode, one 913 cathode-ray tube, and one 6X5
rectifier; all are supplied with the instrument.
Mounting: Standard 19-inch relay-rack panel. Walnut end
brackets are supplied for table mounting.
Dimensions: Panel, 19 x 7 inches; depth behind panel,
9 inches.
Net Weight: 29 pounds.

Type

707-A

1Cathode Ray

Null Detector*

*Less Phasing Unil and Tuning Unil (see next page) .
PATENT NOTICE. See Notes 1, 9, page v.
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Code Word

Price

NULTY

$195.00
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PLUG-IN UNITS FOR TYPE 707-A CATHODE-RAY NULL DETECTOR
These units are required for use with TYPE
707-A Cathode-Ray Null Detector and are not
included in the price of that instrument.
A phasing unit is necessary for operation at
any frequency below 400 cycles. At 400 cycles

and above, none is required. A tuning unit is
required for each operating frequency. The
tuning range is ±5% .
All units plug into mounting jacks provided
inside the null detector.

PHASING UNITS
T ype

707-P1
707-P2

Code Word

Description

For Frequencies Below 100 cycles .... . ......... /
For Frequencies Between 100 and 400 cycles . .. .

NULLTECANT
NULLTECBOY

Price

$7.00
7.00

AMPLIFIER TUNING UNITS
Type

707-P42
707-P50
707-P60
707-P100
707-P400
707-P1000
707-P2000

Frequency

42
50
60
100
400
1000
2000

cycles
cycles
cycles
cycles
cycles
cycles
cycles

Code Word
NULLTECCAT
NULLTECDOG
NULLTECEYE
NULLTECTAP
NULLTECFIG
NULLTECGUM
NULLTECHIM

Price

$25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
25.00

TYPE 578 SHIELDED TRANSFORMER
USES: A shielded transformer is necessary in a
direct-reading a-c bridge to isolate the bridge
from changes of electrostatic potential in the
external circuit and to reduce the effect of the
capacitance of this external circuit to ground.
Obviously, the transformer can be used to
isolate the bridge from either generator or
detector.
TYPE 578 Transformer has been designed for
this application. It is also useful in other types
of circuits to isolate measuring circuits from the
generator and to produce a balanced output
from a grounded generator.

in either direction, i.e., can be used to step up
or step down from generator to bridge. Used
thus, the frequency range is 200 to 1 and the
impedance range 100 to 1.

DESCRIPTION: This transformer is provided
with two shields, one around each winding. A
third shield effectively grounds the core laminations. The accompanying diagram shows the
arrangement of shields and the capacitances
between elements.
FEAlURES: The direct capacitance between
windings i~ less than 0.3 J.lJ.lf. The capacitance
placed across the bridge arms by the intershield capacitance is only 30 J.lJ.lf in place of the
large genera'tor-to-ground capacitance which
exists when no transformer is used, and is
balanced to ground. This small value of capacitance is obtained by maintaining an air space
between primary and secondary shields, using
eight hard rubber spacers O.l-inch thick.
Each transformer covers a wide range of frequency and load impedance, and can be used
87
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SPECIFICAliONS

Turns Ratio: All models have a turns ratio of 4 to 1 and
may be used eq ually well iu either direction. The actual
number of turns for each winding is given in the table
below.
STEEL

11CASE

11-----,

~)i,
C3

SHIELD

Frequency and Impedance Range: See table below.
Capacitance: The direct capacitance between primary and
secondary windings is less than 0.3 J.LJ.Lf; that between the
primary and secondary shields is less t han 30 J.LJ.Lf. Average
values for the capacitances in the diagram at the right are:
CI, C2, C5, C6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. each 200 J.LJ.Lf
C3.................... . . . .
. .. . 0.3 J.LJ.Lf
C7, Cs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
each 70 J.LJ.L f
C4 .• • ... . ....•.......•. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 30J.LJ.Lf

C4

Winding Inductance: The approximate inductance of any
wi nd ing is equal to t he square of the n u mber of turns
multiplied by 3.5 x 10-6 henrys.
Winding Resistance: The doc resistance of any winding (in
ohms) is approximately 30 t imes the inductance in henrys.
Applied Voltage: The high-impedance winding of TYPES
578-A or -B may be connected directly across a ll5-volt,
50 to 60-cycle line if the impedance connected to the other
wind ing equals or exceeds the lowest val ue given under
"primary impedance" in the table below. The TYPE 578-B
may be used at 25 cycles under the same condi tions.
For TYPES 578-A or -B, the low-impedance winding may
be connected directly to a ll5-vol t, 50 to 60-cycle line,
provided that the resistance across the high-impedance
winding exceeds 10,000 ohms. The TYPE 578-B may be used
at 25 cycles under the same cond itions.
Insulation: T he insulation from windi ng to winding and
from wind ings to case will withstand 1000 vol ts.
Mounting and Dimensions: These transformers are mounted
in Model B cases (see page 130 for dimens ions).
Np.t Weight: 2 Y2 pounds.

(Above) This diagmm shows a grounded
bridge supplied thmugh a double-sh ielded
tmnsformer. When the case is grounded, the
capacitance placed across each capacitance
arm is 40 J.LJ.Lf. This value is known and is considerably smaller than the unknown generator-to-ground capacitance which usually
exists when a transformer is not used.
(Right) This shows the winding used in TYPE
578 Shielded Transformer. The capacitance
between shields is kept at a low value by
spacing the windings as s hown.
lmDPr/ance Range*
Type

Turns

578-A
578-8
578-C

600 to 2400
1000 to 4000
60 to 240

/"reO/wncy Range*

150 cycles to 10 kc
20 cycles to 5 kc
2 kcto 500 kc

Primary

I

50 !1 to 5 k!1
60 !1to 6 k!1
20 !1 to 2 k!1

Seronrlnry

I 1.21 k!1
to 100 HI
k!1 to 120 k!1
0.4 k!1 to 40 k!1

Code Word

Price

TABLE

$15.00
15.00
15.00

TENOn
TEPID

*These ranges are for transmission withi n 6 db. At extremes of both impedance and frequency ranges. the transmiss ion may be down
by 12 db.
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TYPE 814-A AMPLIFIER

TYPE 814-A Amplifier with TYPE 8H-P Tuned Circuit.

USES: The TYPE 814-A Amplifier is a high-gain
amplifier designed for general-purpose laboratory use. It is particularly useful for increasing
detector sensitivity in bridge measurements.
Means have been provided for sharply tuning
the amplifier to certain frequencies commonly
used for measurements. It may also be used as
a pre-amplifier for crystal microphones and
vibration pickups, as well as for oscillographic
work.
DESCRIPTION: The TYPE 814-A Amplifier is a
three-stage screen-grid amplifier which operates
from batteries which are contained in the
cabinet. A switch is provided for attenuating
the input by about 20 decibels when the input
voltage is high. Blocking condensers are used

in both the input and output circuits for preventing the flow of direct current.

FEATURES: High gain, extreme portability, a
logarithmic gain control, and good frequency
response are the important characteristics
which make the TYPE 814-A Amplifier outstanding. The high gain is sufficient to increase
the sensitivity of ordinary headphones by about
80 decibels at 1000 cycles. Furthermore, a simple
and effective means has been provided for restricting the amplifier response to a narrow
range of frequencies, thus eliminating harmonic
and noise when balancing a bridge. A jack on
the panel is connected to the grid circuit of the
last stage, and it is only necessary to plug in
anti-resonant filters such as the TYPE 814-P (see
next page) to make the amplifier selective.

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Response: See curve on next page.
Amplification: The voltage amplification is plotted as a
function of frequency for a number of load and operating
conditions.
Gain Control: The gain changes by about 4 decibels for
each large division of the dial.
Input Voltage: The output voltage will be distorted if the
input voltage exceeds 1 millivolt on LOW or 10 millivolts
on HIGH, with the gain control set at maximum.
Output Voltage: The maximum undistorted output voltage
for a 20,000 load is approximately 6 volts, and for a
1 megohm load is about 25 volts.
Input Impedance: With the INPUT VOLTAGE switch on
LOW, the input impedance is approximately that of a

5 megohm resistor shunted by 35 J.l.J.I.f. With the switch on
the HIGH position, the shunt capacitance is approximately
22 J.l.J.I.f. A series capacitance of 0.02 J.l.f is provided in the
input circuit so that the application of a direct voltage to
the input terminals will not affect the operation of the
amplifier.
Output Impedance: The output impedance of the amplifier
is approxim ately 70,000 ohms. A blocking condenser of 1 J.l.f
is included in series with the output terminals.
Tuning: A parallel resonant circuit can be plugged into a
jack on the panel to modify the frequency characteristic of
the amplifier. The TYPE 814-P3 (60 cycles) and TYPE
814-P2 (400 and 1000 cycles) Tuned Circuits (see next
page) are designed for this purpose.
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SECOND

Frequency response characteristics of TYPE S14-A Amplifier .
Tubes: The amplifier requires three 34-type tubes, which
a re included in th e price of the instrument.
Power Supply: Batteries are supplied . The following batteries are furnished for the TYPE S14-AM Amplifier: two
l .5-volt No. 6 dry cells, three 45-volt batteries, Burgess
No . 530S, and one Eveready type 950 1.5-volt battery.
For use with the relay-rack mounted TYPE SI4-AR the
following batteri es are used: two Burgess No. 4FA (Little
6's), three Burgess No. Z30N 45-volt batteries, and one
Burge$s No. 2370 4.5-volt battery.
Accessories Supplied: One TYPE 274-NE Shielded Plug
and Cable and one TYPE 274-M P lug are furnished.

Type
814-AM
814-AR

Mounting : The amplifier is supplied in two types of mounting. The TYPE SI4-AM Amplifier is mounted in a walnut
cabinet having space for batteries. The TYPE S14-AR
Amplifier is provided with a panel extension for relay-rack
mountin g. This panel extension includes battery space and
provision is made for mounting a rectifier-type meter.
Dimensions: Panel size, (width) 12 x (height) 7 inches.
Cabinet size for TYPE SI4-AM, (width) 15 x (height ) S M x
(depth) 12 M inches, over-all. Size for TYPE S14-AR, (width)
19 x (height) 7 x (depth) 10 inches, over-all.
Net Weight: TYPE S14-AM, 17 72 pounds; necessary batteries, 13 72 pounds. TYPE SI4-AR, 14 M pounds; n ecessary
batteries, 7 %: pounds.

Description

I Cabinet Mounting .... : ..... .. .. ........ . . . ,
For Relay-Rack Mounllng .. .. . . . .. ........ .

Code Word

Price

APPLE
ALONE

$97.50*
97.50*

*Price includes both tubes and batteries.
PATENT NOTICE. See Note 1, page v.

TYPE 814-P TUNED CIRCUITS
The TYPE 8H-P Tuned Circuits are parallel
resonant circuits designed for use with the TYPE

814-A Amplifier for suppressing harmonics,
noise, and hum in single frequency measurements, such as bridge balancing. The insertion
loss of these "filters" is only a few decibels, and
the frequency characteristics are independent
of the terminating impedance of the amplifier.

SPECIFICA TIONS
Frequency: Two units are stocked, one for 60 cycles and
the other for both 400 and 1000 cycles. The accuracy of
tuning is ±2 %. Units for otber frequencies can be made
on special order.
Attenuation: See accompanying curves. Note that the
TYPE S14-P2 is efIective in removing 60-cycle hum as well
as harmonics of the resona nt frequency .
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND

Attenuation characteristics of TYPE S14-P
Tuned Circuits.

90

Net Weight:

3Ys

Frequency

Type
814-P2
814-P3

Mounting: Standard drawn-steel case, Model C (see page
130 for dimensions) . A plug and 24 inches of shielded cable
are provided for connecting to the TYPE S14-A Amplifier.

I

·1

400 and 1000 cycles ...... ....... ..... . ..
60 cycles . .... . .. .. . . ...... ... ........ .. .

pounds, both models.:

Code Word

P rice

AMBLE

$17.50
12.00

AMPLE
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TYPE 714-A AMPLIFIER
USES: The TYPE 714-A Amplifier is a high-gain
and wide-range instrument which has been designed mainly for use with cathode-ray oscillographs. It is also useful as a bridge amplifier
and for general purpose work.
Its excellent performance characteristics
make it suitable for nearly any laboratory application requiring a high-gain voltage amplifier.
Because its low-frequency response extends
to 5 cycles, this amplifier has a number of applications where ordinary amplifiers are not
suitable, as, for instance, in amplifying the
voltages encountered in the study of vibrations
in machinery and other mechanical systems.

DESCRIPTION: A three-stage resistance-ca-

pacitance-coupled amplifier circuit, employing
pentode tubes, is used.

FEATURES: A-c operation, high gain, and a
wide frequency range are features of the TYPE
714-A Amplifier. The power-supply filter has
been carefully designed to prevent low-frequency "motor-boating" as well as to keep the
hum level very low. The hum is equivalent to
10 microvolts on the grid of the first tube. All
stages are completely shielded, and microphonic
effects have been minimized by the use of tubes
with indirectly-heated cathodes.
For a given output, the amplifier can work
over a range of 65 db in input levels, or, for an
output variation of 10:1, the input range is 80db.

SPECIFICA TIONS
Gain: The gain is continuously adjustable between 20 db
and 80 db, by means of a gain control and a switch. With
the switch set at 50 db, the range of the gain control is
from 20 to 50 db; with the switch on 80, the range is from
50 to 80 db.
Frequency Characteristics: The gain at 5 cycles and at 50
kc is down 3 db from the flat portion of the characteristic.
Maximum Input Voltage: With the gain set for maximum ,
an input of about 5 millivolts ,vill produce the maximum
undistorted output of 100 volts.

Maximum Output Voltage: An undistorted peak output
of 140 volts can be obtained (100 volts r-m-s, on a sinusoidal
wave).
Load Impedance: Although the internal output impedance
is about 20 ,000 ohms, the load resistance should not be less
than 100,000 ohms for an undistorted output of 100 volts.
As a bridge null detector this is not important, a nd maximum power gain will be obtained into a load of about
20,000 ohms. One output terminal is grounded. A blocking
condenser of 1 p.f is included in series with the output
t erminals.

Frequency characteristic of
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Schematic wiring diagram of TYPE 7l4-A Amplifier. Power supply and its filters are not shown.

Input Impedance: The input resistance is over one megohm.
The shunt capacitance is ahout 15 J.l.J.I.f with the gain swi tch
on 50 and about 40 J.l.J.I.f with the switch set at 80. The input
is coupled to the first grid through a 0.04 J.l.f condenser.

Power Supply: 105 to 125 volts, 40 to 60 cycles.
Power Consumption: 25 watts.
A-C Hum Level: Equivalent to approximately 10 microvolts on the grid of the firs t tube, at 60 cycles. At lower
supply frequencies the hum is somewhat greater.

Vacuum Tubes: Two 6C6, one 89, and one 80, a ll of which
are supplied with the instrument.
Mounting: Wooden ends are used for table mounting and
are removable if the amplifier is to be used on a relay rack.
Accessories Supplied: Spare fuses, seven-foot power cord,
spare pilot lamps, TYPE 274-NE Shielded Cable, and TYPE
274-M Plug.
Dimensions: (Length) 19 x (depth) 10)1 x (height) 7 inches,
over-aU.
Net Weight: 42)1 pounds.

Type

714-A
l)ATENT NOTICE.

Code Word
1... · . . . · . . . · . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 1

AURAL

Price

$190.00

See Note 1, page v.

TYPE 715-A DIRECT-CURRENT AMPLIFIER
TYPE 7l5-A Direct-Current Amplifier is described on pages 12 and 13 in the section on
Industrial Devices. Designed mainly for use
with graphic recorders in industrial applications, this amplifier has many uses in the laboratory. It is particularly useful in amplifying to
usable levels the small doc voltages obtained
from photo-electric cells, resistance thermometers, sound-level meters, and similar instruments. In conjunction with the graphic recorder
it can be used as a recording doc milliammeter
or millivoltmeter.
Some of the features of this amplifier are high
gain, simplicity of operation, and stability of
calibration. It is essentially unaffected by variations in line voltage and changes in ambient
temperature.
The amplifier is available in either the walnut
cabinet shown in the photograph, or in a case
to match the Esterline-Angus 5-milliampere
recorder, as shown on page 12.
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TYPE 805-A STANDARD-SIGNAL GENERA TOR
USES:)The TYPE 805-A Standard-Signal Generator is designed primarily as a precision laboratory instrument for rapid and accurate testing
of radio receivers. Because of its accuracy, wide
frequency range, and high voltage output, it
is an almost indispensable instrument for laboratories engaged in research and design on
radio receivers and allied apparatus, while its
speed and simplicity of operation make it well
adapted to production testing.

DESCRIPTION: Ftmctionally this instrument
consists of (1) a carrier-frequency oscillator,
(2) a tuned radio-frequency amplifier, (3) a resistive output attenuator and a voltmeter to
read the output level, (4) a modulatingosciIlator
(400 cycles and 1000 cycles) with a voltmeter
for reading percentage modulation, and (5) a
well-regulated power supply.
The oscillator and amplifier assemblies are
virtually identical in construction, and the coil
switching assemblies, as well as the tuning condensers, are ganged and driven from common
panel controls. Seven coils covering the frequency range from 16 kc to 50 Mc are carried
on a selector disc in each assembly. An eighth
coil position is also provided, so that an extra
set of coils may be installed if desired. The
discs are driven from a panel knob through a
gear mechanism, which also brings into panel
view a frequency range identification dial. As
each coil is rotated into position, it is connected
into circuit through silver-overlaid contact
blades, which firmly engage silver alloy brushes,
mounted on the tuning condenser. The contacts
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are mounted on polystyrene strips, insuring
both low capacitance and low dielectric losses.
The main tuning condensers are exceptionally
rugged, utilizing the cast frame type of construction, with ball-bearing supports for the
rotor. The plates are shaped to give a logarithmic variation of frequency with angular rotation. The two condensers are driven through a
set of gears, which also drive the direct-reading
frequency dial. A gear-reduction vernier drive
is provided, which permits an accuracy of
setting of better than 0.01 % for frequency increments. Backlash in the gear trains is kept
to a minimum by automatic take-up springs.
The modulation level is indicated directly
in per cent on a linear meter scale. Both 400cycle and 1000-cycle internal modulation are
available, continuously adjustable from 0-100%.
An external oscillator can also be used to
modulate the generator.
The output system consists of a vacuumtube voltmeter, a resistive attenuator network,
a 3-foot, 75-ohm output cable, and a terminating unit. This unit terminates the cable in its
characteristic impedance. It provides, in addition to the normal output at 37.5 ohms, outputs
reduced by 10 and 100, with corresponding output impedances of 7.1 and 0.75 ohms. A standard dummy antenna output is also provided.
Electronic stabilizer circuits are used in the
plate power-supply circuits, wbile a ballast tube
is used in the filament supply of the vacuumtube voltmeters to insure stability of operation.
The stabilization eliminates the effect of ordi-
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nary line-voltage fluctuations over the range
from 105 to 125 volts (or 210 to 250 volts) .
FEATURES: This signal generator provides
signals of accurately known intensity at the
end of a properly terminated low impedance
cable. The voltage is thus known at the point
of application, and the necessity for computing
or estimating lead effects is eliminated.
The frequency is given by the direct-reading
dials to an accuracy of better than 1% over the
entire range from 16 kc to 50 Me. The frequency
can be varied about any nominal setting in
direct-reading increments of 0.01 %, permitting

accurate measurements on extremely selective
circuits.
By unusually careful filtering and shielding,
radio-frequency leakage and stray fields have
been reduced to a minimum; measurements
may be made at output levels as low as 0.5
microvolt. The tuned amplifier stage reduces
reaction of the output circuit on carrier frequency, and side-band cutting is kept very low
by heavy damping of the tuned plate circuit.
Since modulation is effected in the plate circuit
of the amplifier stage, the resulting frequency
modulation of the carrier is extremely low.

SPECIFICATIONS
Carrier Frequency Range: 16 kilocycles to 50 megacycles,
covered in seve n direct-reading ranges, as follows: 16 to 50
kc, 50 to 160 kc, 160 to 500 k c, 0.5 to 1.6 Mc, 1.6 to 5.0 Me,
5.0 to 16 Mc, 16 to 50 Mc. A spare r ange position is provided so th at a specia l set of coils can be installed if desired.
Frequency Calibration: Each range is direct read ing to an
accuracy of ± 1 % of the indicated freque ncy.
Incremental Frequency Dial: A slow-motion vernier drive
dial is provided , by means of which freq uency increments
as small as 0.01 % may b e obtained.
Output Voltage Range: Continuously adjustable from 0.1
microvolt to 2 volts. The output voltage (at the termination
of the 75-ohm output cable) is indicated by a panel meter
and seven-point multiplier .
Output System: The output impeda nce at the panel j ack
is 75 ohms, resistive. A 75-ohm output cable is provided,
together with a t ermination unit that furnish es constant
output impedances of 37.5, 7.1, and 0.75 ohms. The calibration of the panel voltmeter-multiplier combination
is in terms of the vol tage across the 37 .5-ohm output. When
lhe 7.1 and 0.75-ohm positions are used, the indicated output voltage must be divid ed by 10 and 100, r espectively.
A standard dummy antenna output is a lso available at the
t ermination unit.
Accuracy of Output Calibration:
Below 3 Mc ± 3% ±0.1 microvolt
3 to 10 Mc ± 5% ±0.2 microvolt
10 to 30 Mc ± 10% ±0.4 microvolt
30 to 50 Mc ± 20% ±0.8 microvolt
Modulation: Continuously variable from 0 to 100%. The
percentage of modulation is indicated by a panel meter to
an accuracy of ± 10 % of the meter reading up to 80%.
Internal modulation is available at 400 cycles and 1000
c ycles, accur ate in frequency within ±5 %.
The generator can be modulated by an ex ternal oscillator.
Approximately 5 volts across 500,000 ohms are required
for 80% modulation. The over-all modulation characteristic

is fl at within ±2 db from 50 cycles to ,000 cycles, at carrier
f" equencies above 0.5 megacycle.
Frequency Modulation: Negligible for all practical purposes.
Distortion and Noise Level: The e nvelope d isto rtion at a
modulation level of 80% is less than 5% at 1 Mc carrier
frequen cy. Carrier noise leve l is at least 40 db b elow 80%
modulation.
Stray Fields: Radio-frequency leakage fields are completely
negligible with respect to the calibrated output voltage, at
a ll levels down to 0.5 MV. At the higher frequencies, and for
output settings below 0.5 MV, a very small amount ofleakage
may be detected within a few inches of the panel, but th e
3-foot output cable allows the receiver under test to be
kept well beyond this field.
Power Supply: The instrument operates from any 40 to 60
cycle, ll5-volt (or 230-volt) lin e. An electronic voltage
regulator compensates for line voltage fl uctuations from
105 to 125 volts (or from 210 to 250 volts) . A maximum
input power of 180 watts is required.
Tubes: Supplied with instrument:
2-type 1614
I-type 6SF5
I -type 6C8-G
I-type VR-150-30
l -type 6L6-G
I-type 955
I -type 6H6
L- type 5T4
2-type 2A3
I-Sylva ni a Ballas t
Lamp No.2
Accessories Supplied: Seven-foot line connector cord,
spare pilot lamps and fuses, s hielded output cable and lermination unit, and one TYPE 274-M Plug.
Mounting: The panel is black crackle finished a nd the
cabinet is black wrinkle finis h.
Dimensions: (Height) 16 x (width) 33 x (depth) 12 inches ,
over-alL
Net Weight: 120 pounds, approxim ately.

Type
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PATENT NOTICE.
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Code Word

Price
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$850.00

See Note 1, page v
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TYPE 804-8 U-H-F SIGNAL GENERATOR
USES: The TYPE 804-B U-H-F Signal Generator fIlls the need for a laboratory signal
generator in the high and ultra-high frequency
range. Designed for the testing of high frequency receivers both in the laboratory and on
the production line, it provides a source of continuously-variable calibrated output voltages
in the frequency range from 7.6 megacycles to
330 megacycles.
DESCRIPTION: Functionally, this signal generator consists of a carrier oscillator, a modu---Jating oscillator, a calibrated output attenuator
of the capacitive type, a low-impedance output
cable, and a stabilized a-c operated power
supply. As indicated by the accompanying
schematic diagram, both oscillators employ a
conventional Hartley circuit. The carrier level
applied to the attenuator input is indicated by
a grid-current meter, arranged to give an
indication of the amplitude of oscillation.
Modulation is accomplished directly in the
plate circuit of the carrier oscillator, and the
percentage of modulation is indicated by a
rectifier-type voltmeter connected across a
portion of the modulating choke. Because the
plate voltage of the carrier oscillator is held
constant by the voltage-regulating system, tllis
meter is direct reading in modulation percentage, with a range of from 0 to 60% . Both the
carrier level meter and the per cent modulation
meter are the new fan-shaped models with
open, easily-read scales.
The frequency range of 7.6 Mc to 330 Mc
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is covered in five bands. Each band is direct
reading in frequency, and the desired band is
selected by means of a band-change switch on
the panel. The tuning inductors are mounted
on this rotary switch. As each coil is moved
into position, it is connected across the tuning
condenser through silver-plated contact surfaces, which engage three-fingered brushes
mounted on the condenser. Within each band
the frequency is controlled by a worm-driven
tuning condenser, especially designed for highfrequency work. The driving shaft carries a
100-division dial, fifteen turns of which are
required to cover each frequency range. Geared
to this tuning dial is a large indicator dial,
wllich carries on the outside a scale with 15
uniform divisions in addition to five directreading frequency scales, one for each frequency
band. The band-change switch is located at the
center of the indicator dial and actuates a
mechanism which masks the scales not in use.
In addition to the five frequency bands, a
sixth position of the range switch has been
provided for the convenience of the user. A
blank plug-in coil form is furnished, which may
be wound by the user to cover some specific
frequency band, such as a television or FM
band, or to provide a low-frequency output
band.
FEATURES: The TYPE 804-B U-H-F Signal
Generator extends to the field of ultra-high
frequencies the techniques and methods which
have become so universally accepted at lower
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radio frequencies. Outstanding features of this
instrument are the easily read fan-shape meters,
the continuously variable modulation, and the

wide frequency range covered, made possible
by the unique design of the oscillator circuit
and tuning condenser.

SPECIFICAliONS
Carrier Frequency Range: 7.6 to 330 Mc in five \ran ges,
as follows: 7.6 to 22, 22- to 50, 50- to 120, 120 to 240,
240 to 330.
Frequency Calibration: Each range is direc t reading to a n
accuracy of ±2 %.
Output System: The internal output impedance at the
panel jack is equivalent to a resistance of 75 ohms in
series with a capacitance of 100 J.LJ.Lf. A three-foot concentric output cable with a ch aracteristic impedance of
75 ohms, a 10:1 external attenuator, and a terminal unit
are provided.
Output Voltage Range: One microvolt to 20 millivolts up
to 100 Mc, and 1 microvolt to 10 millivolts from 100 to
330 Mc. A correction curve is supplied, which gives the
voltage at the end of the three-foot cable. This correction
is not large for frequencies above 100 megacycles.
Accuracy of Output Calibration: The dial of the capacitance attenuator is calibrated from 1 microvolt to 20 millivolts and is accurate within ±10% ±0.5 microvolt a t
25 megacycles. At the high est frequencies the attenuation
ratios are maintained, but the absolute level of the output
voltage is not accurately known .
Modulation: The generator is amplitude modulated.
Continuously adjustable 0 to 60%. Intern al: 400 cycles
±5%. External: Flat \vithin ±l db from 200 to 10,000
cycles; within ±3 db from 100 to 20,000 cycles. Approximately seven volts are required for 50% modulation .
The input impedance is 0.25 megohm. Frequency modulation is present, particularly a t the higher frequencies. For
testing selective r eceivers, therefore, it is recommended
that the generator be used unmodulated.
Stray Fields: Stray fields will not be noticeable wi Lh
receivers of sensitivity poorer than 1 microvolt.
Power Supply: 105 to 125 or 210 to 250 volts,. 40 to 60
cycles, 25 watts.
Tubes: 955, 6G6-G, 6X5-G, VR-150; supplied with the
instrument.
Accessories Supplied: Three-foot output cable, 75-ohm
impedance; seven-foot cable for line connection; one blank
coil form for additional frequency range. One terminal unit
774-YA-1. One external attenuator 774-X-l; spare pilot
lamps and one TYPE 274-M Plug.

Mounting: Black crackle aluminum panel, walnut cabinet,
hinged cover.

Dimensions: (Length) 19 Y2 x (d epth) 9 x (heigh t) 11 %
inches, over-all.

Net Weight:

Rear view of the coil switching mechanism. A positive wiping co ntact be tween silver-plated surfaces
is obta ined. Leads are made shor t and direct in order
to keep residual inductance and capacitance low.

Type

I U-H-F Signal Generator .. ................... .

804-8
PATENT NOTICE.

34~ pounds.

Code Word

Price

DENSE

$350.00

See Notes 1, 3, page v.
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TYPE 605-B ST ANDARD-SIGNAL GENERATOR
USES: This standard-signal generator supplies a
continuously adjustable and accurately known
radio-frequency voltage for making performance tests on radio receivers. Other uses include
the measurement of field intensity and general
laboratory measurements.
DESCRIPTION: The TYPE 605-B StandardSignal Generator combines excellent electrical
characteristics with a number of operating
conveniences. The schematic wiring diagram
below shows the essentials of the electrical
circuit. The elements of the generator are (1) a
carrier-frequency oscillator, (2) an output
amplifier, (3) an attenuator, (4) an audiofrequency oscillator for internal, 400-cycle
modulation, and (5) vacuum-tube voltmeters
for measuring output voltage and percentage
modulation.
The direct-reading carrier frequency range of
9.5 kilocycles to 30 megacycles is covered in
seven bands, selected by means of a switch. An
additional range, not direct reading, extends
from 30 Mc to 50 Mc, for which neither frequency nor output is guaranteed, although a
frequency calibration is supplied.
Modulation, which takes place in the amplifier tube, is adjustable up to a maximum of
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80% . An internal 400-cycle oscillator is provided. For other frequencies an external source
can be used.
The output level is controlled by a resistive
network consisting of a constant-impedance
Ayrton-Perry-wound slide-wire and a laddertype attenuator.
An internal power supply with automatic
voltage regulator provides for operation from
the a-c power line. Since a given design of the
voltage regulating transformer is suitable for
operation only from one supply frequency,
separate models are available for use on 60, 50,
or 42-cycle supply.
If desired, battery power supply can be used.
For this service, a control panel carrying the
necessary meters, rheostats, and switches is
supplied in place of the a-c power unit.
Excellent over-all shielding is provided and
all power leads are adequately filtered to prevent radio-frequency leakage.
FEA TURES: To facilitate selectivity measurements, the direct-reading logarithmic frequency
dial is supplemented by a geared slow-motion
dial with which frequency increments as small
as 0.05% can be obtained.
Both the inductors and the condensers in the

f

r
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tuned circuit of the carrier oscillator are provided with trimming adjustments, making it
possible to compensate for long-period drifts in
the calibration, if necessary. The band-change
switch is provided with a positive detent mechanism. Silver contacts are used to assure permanently low contact resistance.
Frequency modulation, side-band cutting,

and reaction of attenuator setting on carrier
frequency have been practically eliminated
through the use of an aperiodic amplifier as a
buffer and modulator.
Both carrier level and modulation percentage
are measured with a vacuum-tube voltmetera distinct improvement over the fragile thermocouples frequently used.

SPECIFICAliONS
Carrier Frequency Range: 9.5 kilocycles to 30 megacycles,

Stray Fields: Electrostatic and magnetic stray fields are

direct read ing; an ad ditional mnge, not direc t reading,
extends to 50 megacycles.
Frequency Calibration: The direct-reading dial is logari thmic in freq uency and accurate to ±1 % up to 30 Mc.
An individual calibration for the 30 k, 50 Mc range is
provided in the instruction book.
Output Voltage Range: Continuously adjustable from
0.5 microvolt to 0.1 volt. At a nother panel j ack an output
consta nt at 1 volt is provided. Above 5 m egacycles, this
vo ltage fall s 01I and is about 0.5 volt at 30 Mc.
Output System: 10-ohm constant resistive output from
o to 0.~1 vo lt and constant 50 ohms from 0.01 to 0.1 vol t.
The in ternal output impedance at the I-volt jack is
500 ohms.

negligible within the output voltage range at more than
five inches distant from the instrument.
Power Supply: Four a-c operated models are available.
(See price list b elow.) A built-in voltage regulator compensates for line voltage fluctuations between 100 and 130
or 200 and 260 vol ts. Power consumption is about 40 watts.
Battery Operation: The a-c power supply panel can be
replaced by a control panel with plate and filament meters
and controls for battery operation.
Battery Power Required: Filament supply 6 volts, 1.7
amperes. Plate supply 200 volts, 40 mjlliamperes.
Tubes: The following tubes are required and furnish ed with
the instrument:
1 955-type
2 76-type
2 84-type
1 89-type
Tubes for the battery model are the same except that only
one 84-type tube is used .
Accessories Supplied: Three-foot shielded cable a nd
two-foot open lead connector for output connection.
One TYPE 274-M Plug for connecting to "MOD"
terminals; one TYPE 774-M Jack.
One spare 955-type tube for vacuum-tube voltmeter.
One seven-foot cable for line connection of a-c operated
models or one ten-foot shielded cable for battery connection
on d-c operated models, spare fuses, and pilot lamps.
Mounting: Panels are of alumjnum finished in black
crackle lacquer. The instrument and power supply are
enclosed in a shielded two-section walnut cabinet.
Dimensions: 23 inches wide, 15 % inches rugh, 10 % inches
deep, over-all .
Net Weight: 70 pounds for a-c operated models; 63 pounds
for ba ttery model.

Accuracy of Attenuator Output:

Below 3 Mc: ±3 % ±0.1 microvolt
3 to 10 Mc: ±5 % ±0.2 microvolt
10 to 30 Mc: ±10 %± 0.4 microvolt
Modulation: Continuously variable up to 80%. Setting
accuracy: ±10% of the indicated modulation percentage.
Intern al modulation-400 cycles accurate witrun ±5 %.
External modulation- modulation characteristic constant wi th in 1 decibel from 30 to 15,000 cycles. Internal
input impedance approximately 4000 ohms. Five-volt
external modulation vol tage n eeded for 30% modulation
(6 mjUiwatts).
Frequency Modulation: Undesired frequency modulation,
and side-band cutting are negligible.
Frequency Modulation with External Condenser: A jack,
accessible from the panel, is provided for connecting a
s hielded cable across the tuning condenser of the carrier
oscillator, for frequency modulation with a motor-driven
condenser.
Power Supply
Type
Voltage
Frequency

605-B
605-B
605-B
605-B
605-B

100
100
200
100

to
to
to
to

130
130*
260 *
130

60
50
50
42

cycles
cycles
cycles
cycles

Code Word

ANNUL
ABBOT
ANODE
ANVIL
Battery
APART
*Either 50-cycle model can be converted to the other by changing connections on the power transformer.

PATENT NOTICE.

Price

$415.00
415.00
415 .00
415.00
415 .00

See Note 1, page v.
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TYPE 418-G DUMMY ANTENNA
USES: In the measurement of the performance
characteristics of radio receivers, the known
test voltage from the standard-signal generator
is applied to the receiver through a dummy
antenna, which simulates the characteristics of
a receiving antenna. The TYPE 418-G Dummy
Antenna is intended for use with TYPE 605-B
Standard-Signal Generator.
DESCRIPTION: The TYPE 418-G Dummy Antenna meets t he specifications adopted in 1938
by the Standards Committee and the Technical
Committee on Radio Receivers of the Institute
of Radio Engineers. It consists of a network of
resistive, capacitive, and inductive elements, as
shown in the accompanying diagram.
'''''0

2 0 ~h

0--120~
4 00 fi

SPECIFICA TIONS

40 w f

Circuit Constants: The circui t clement val ues are given in
the accompanying diagram.
Impedance: Besistance, react.ance, and impedance as a
function of frequency arC shown in the accompanying p lot.
Mounting: The dummy antenna is mounted in a cylindrical
melal case with coaxial p lug-and-jack terminals to fit t hc
TYPE 605-B Standard-Signal Generator and its output
cable.
Dimensions: (Length) 4 Va x (diameter) 1 % inches over-all .
Net Weight: 6 ounces.

I
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Type

418-G

0
1000

Dummy Antenna . . .. 1

Code Word

Price

DITCH

$10.00

0
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Ca librating and testing TYPE 605-B Standard-Signal Gel1eralo ,·s in lhe
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TYPE 713-B
BEAT-FREQUENCY
OSCILLATOR

USES: The TYPE 713-B Beat-Frequency Oscillator is a convenient source of power at audio
and supersonic frequencies for studying the frequency characteristics of transformers, transmission lines, amplifiers, broadcast transmitters,
and similar equipment. It is also an excellent
generator for bridge measurements and general
testing. Its power output is sufficient for use as
a modulating source for signal generators where
over-all fidelity tests are being made.
DESCRIPTION: In this instrument the outputs
of two high-frequency oscillators are fed through
a buffer amplifier into a balanced detector from
which the difference or beat-frequency is
obtained. This beat frequency is then amplified
and is the low-frequency output of the system.
The frequency of one of the oscillators is varied
by means of a specially designed condenser, the
plates of which are shaped to give a logarithmic
variation of frequency with dial rotation.
A frequency range switch is provided so that
the frequency of the fixed oscillator may be
changed by 20 kilocycles to give an output
frequency range from 20 to 40 kilocycles. A
CYCLES INCREMENT dial also varies the
fixed frequency over a narrow range. This
102

control allows small changes in frequency to be
made easily at any frequency.
A degenerative audio amplifier is used, with
the output tubes coupled through a doubly
shielded transformer to a constant-impedance
attenuator and a tapped autotransformer. The
autotransformer provides three different output impedances and is enclosed in a shield to
prevent hum pickup.

FEATURES: Among the more important features of this oscillator are its wide frequency
range, 5 to 40,000 cycles, excellent waveform,
and very low hum level. An improved output
circuit with three impedances, which remain
practically constant regardless of setting of the
volume control, is also an outstanding feature.
Furthermore, the output circuit may be
operated either grounded or ungrounded.
Slightly over one watt of power may be
obtained into a matched load, and the output
voltage remains constant over a wide range of
frequencies. A vacuum-tube voltmeter is provided for measuring the output voltage.
The large logarithmic dial facilitates the
taking of frequency response data. The dial
may be geared directly to a recorder using
logarithmic or semi-logarithmic paper.

RADIO CO.
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SPECIFICA TlONS
Frequency Range : 5 to 40,000 cycles.
Frequency Control: The main control is engraved with
a logarithmic frequency scale extending from 20 cycles
to 20 kilocycles, the total scale length being approximately
17 inches . A switch extends the range to 40 kilocycles.
There is also an incremental frequency control.
Frequenc y Cal ibration: The calibration can be standardized within 1 cycle at any time by setting the instrument
to zero beat. The calibration of tbe frequency-control dial
can be relied upon within ±2 % ±1 cycle after the oscillator
has been correctly set to zero beat. The incremental frequency dial is marked with one division for every I-cycle
interval over a range of -50 to +50 cycles. Its calibration
is correct to ±2 cycles or better.
Frequency Stability: Adequate thermal insulation and
ventilation are provided to minimize frequency drifts due
to temperature changes. The oscillator may be accurately
reset to zero beat at any time, eliminating errors caused
by any small remaining frequency drift.
Output Impedance : Three output impedances: 50,500, and
5000 ohms are provided. The output circui t is su1liciently
well balanced for operating into the average audiofrequency transmission lines throughout the entire frequency range of the oscillator when using the 50-ohm
output termina ls. When using the 500-ohm output
terminals, t he balance is satisfactory up ·to 15 kilocycles.
When using the 5000-ohm output terminals. the balance
is satisfactory up to 3 kilocycles. Obviously, the output
circuit may be operated ungrounded at higher frequencies
provided a close balance to ground is not necessary.
Output Power: One watt maximum when the output
control is in the HIGH position; in the LOW position,
approximately 0.02 watt maximum.
Output Voltage: Approximately 150 vol ts, open circuit.
For a matched resistive load the output voltage varies
by less than ±0.5 db between 30 and 12,000 cycles, and
by less than ±I db between 15 and 16,000 cycles.
Waveform : Whfln the OUTPUT switch is on the LOW

position, the total harmon ic content is less than 0.2 %
between 250 and 2000 cycles and less than 1 % between
70 and 10,000 cycles. At 20 cycles, the harmonic content
is approximately 3%. On the LOW output position, the
waveform is practically unaffected by any load impedance
between one-half of the rated value and an open circuit.
With the output switch on the HIGH position and with
a matched load , the total distortion is less than 2% of the
output voltage in the audio-frequency range above 70
cycles, regard less of the setting of the volume control.
The harmonics increase to about 8% at 20 cycles.
A-C Hum: When the oscillator is operated from a 60-cycle
line , the power-supply ripple is less than 0.1 % of the
output voltage for either posi tion of the OUTPUT switch
and for any value of output voltage which can be read
on the panel voltmeter.
Vo ltmeter: A balanced vacuum-tube voltmeter is provided
on the panel for indicating the output voltage.
Term inals: Jack-top binding posts with standard ;)i-inch
spacing are provided for the output connections.
Mounting: This instrument is available in either an oak
cabinet, with carrying handles, or a metal dust cover and
shield for relay-rack mounting .
Power Supply: 105 to 125 volts, 40 to 60 cycles ac. A
simple change in the connections to the power transformer
a llows the instrument to be used on 210 to 250 volts.
The total consumption is about 115 watts .
Tubes: The following tubes are supplied:
2-type 41
2-type 6L6
I - type 6D6
2-type 6H6
2-type 6C6
I -ty pe 5T4
Accessori es Supplied: A seven-foot line cord, spare fuses
and pilot lamps, one TYPE ~74-M Plug.
Dimen sions: Panel, (width) 19 x (height) 24~ inches,
over-all. Cabinet size, including hand les, (width) 207'2 x
(height) 25 x (depth) 11 inches.
Net Weight: TYPE 713-BR, 777'2 pounds; TYPE 713-BM,
89 Yz pounds.

Code Word

Type

713-BM
713·BR
PATENT NOTICE.

Beat Frequency Oscillator, Cabinet Model .... .·1
1 Beat Frequency Oscillator, Relay-Rack Model .

DEBAB.

DETER

Price

$485 .00
510.00

See NoLes 1,3, page v.
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TYPE 913-A BEAT-FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR
USES: This is a general-purpose beat-frequency
oscillator that is particularly useful as a power
source for tests on audio-frequency lines and
associated networks. It is also useful as a
voltage source for bridge measurements and
for modulating signal generators and test oscillators. The oscillator can be used on either
balanced or unbalanced systems.
DESCRIPTION: The TYPE 913-A utilizes the
conventional beat-frequency oscillator design,
but has a number of unusual design features
that contribute to improved performance and
ease of operation. Two radio-frequency oscillators, one fixed and one variable, feed a
pentagrid converter. The resulting difference
frequency, after passing through a low-pass
filter, is amplified in a balanced, degenerative
amplifier. The output level is controlled by a
constant-impedance T-pad attenuator that is
calibrated in decibels with respect to an output
of one milliwatt into a 600-ohm line. The output
impedance of 550 ohms is chosen so that the
oscillator may be used equally well with either
500- or 600-ohm equipment.
For permanent or relay-rack installation,
duplicate output terminals are provided at the

rear of the instrument, through standard multipoint connectors (Jones plug).
A neon lamp beat indicator is provided to
assist in standardizing the frequency calibration
of the oscillator by setting to zero beat. The
frequency dial carries a logarithmic scale, and
is driven by a vernier gear-reduction drive.

FEATURES: Because the output voltage is
practically constant over the entire frequency
band and the output control is calibrated in
db, it is possible to use this oscillator to take
frequency characteristics directly without a
dummy generator resistance and oscillator
voltmeter. The use of temperature compensated
elements in the oscillator circuits, as well as
stabilization of the power supply, contributes
to a high degree of stability, in output voltage
as well as frequency.
Careful design of the power-supply filter has
reduced the power-frequency hum to a very low
level, while excellent waveform is achieved by
improved oscillator circuit design in conjunction with degeneration in the audio amplifier.
Small size and light weight facilitate moving
the oscillator about the laboratory or radio
station and contribute to its general utility.

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Range: 20 to 20,000 cycles.
Frequency Control: The main control is engraved from 20
to 20,000 cycles per second and has a true logarithmic fre-

quency scale. The total scale length is approximately 12
inches. The effective angle of rotation is 240 0 , or 80 0 per
decade of frequency .
Frequency Calibration: The calibration can be standardized
within 1 cycle at any time by setting the instrument to

zero beat. The calibration of the frequency control dial
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can be relied upon within ±2 % ±1 cycle after the oscillator
has been correctly set to zero beat.
Zero Beat Indicator: A neon lamp is used to indicate zero
beat.
Frequency Stability: Improved design of the oscillator
circuits and the use of temperature-compensated capacitors
and inductances result in an unusually high degree of
stability.
Output Impedance: The output impedance is 550 ohms,
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PHASE INVERTER AND

AMPLIFIER

OUTPUT
CONTROL

MIXER
STAGE

DEGENERATION

either grounded or b alanced-to-ground, and is essentially
constant regardless of the output control setting. With load
impedances of 2000 ohms or less, the output is balanced
for all settings of the output control. With higher load
impedances, unbalance may occur at low settings of the
output control.
Output Power: 0.3 watt maximum.
Output Voltage: Approximately 25 volts open circuit. For
a matched resistive load the output voltage varies by less
than ±0.25 db between 20 and 20,000 cycles.
Output Control : The output control is calibrated in db
referred to 1 milliwatt into 600 ohms. The total range is
from +25 to -25 db.
Waveform: When the oscillator is operating into a matched
load or a load of h igher impedance, the total harmonic
content is approximately 0 .2% from 150 to 7000 cycles.
Below 150 cycles the harmonic content increases slightly,
reaching about 2% at 50 cycles. W ith the volume control
turned fully on, the harmonic content is approximately
doubled when the oscillator is operated into an extremely
low impedance. If, however, the volume control is turned
3 db or more below the maximum setting, the load impedance has no effect upon the waveform.
A-C Hum: The a-c hum is less than 0.05% of the output
vol tage at a line frequency of 60 cycles, and is less t han
0.1 % at 42 cycles. Since the volume control is in the output
circuit, the hum percentage does not increase for low output
voltages.
Temperature and Humidity Effects: Large ch anges in

ambient temperature and humidity necessitate a readj ustment of the zero-beat setting. H igh temperatures and
humidity cause a slight increase in distortion and a slight
decrease in ou tput.
Terminals: Jack-top binding posts with standard %-inch
spacing are provided on the panel. A Jones socket and plug
provide d up licate output term inals on the back of the
instrument for relay-rack installation.
Mounting: The panel is designed for mounting on a 19-inch
relay rack, but removable wooden ends are supplied so
that i t may be used equally well on a tahle.
Power Supply: 105 to 125 volts, 40 to 60 cycles ac. A
simple change in the connections to the power t r ansformer
allows t he instrument to be used on 210 to 250 volts. The
total consumption is about 100 watts. Since the oscillator
circuits are equipped with voltage regulators, the change
in output wi th power-supply voltage is negligible.
Tubes:
2 - type 6V6-GT
2 - type 6SK7
1 - type 6SA7
2 - type 6X5-G
2 - type 6SF5
2 - type VR-150-30
1 - 139-949 Neon Lamp
All are supplied with the instrument.
Accessories Supplied: A seven-foot connecting cord, a
mult ipoint connector, and spare fuses and p ilot lamp are
supplied.
Dimensions: 19 % x 14 M x 7 Y2 inches, over-all.
Net Weight: 35 pounds.

Code Word

Type

91 3-A

1

Beat-Frequency Oscillator . . . . . . . .

. . .. . ... 1

CAROL

Price

$260.00

PATENT NOTICE. Sec Notes 1, 3, page v.

OTHER BEAT-FREQUENCY OSCILLATORS
Other types of beat -frequency oscillat ors are described on pages 102, 106, and 158.
7l3-A (page 102) has a power out put of 1 watt and operates at frequencies up to
40 kc. TYPE 700-A (page 106), wit h an upper frequency limit of 5 Me, is designed for
wide-band measurements. TYPE 61 7-C (page 158) has a linear scale from 0 to 5000 cycles,
and is used as an interpolation nevice in frequency measurements.

TYPE
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TYPE 700-A WIDE-RANGE BEAT-FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR

Panel view of TYPE 700-A Wide-Hange Beat-Frequency Oscillator with TYPE 700-P1 Voltage Divider.

USES: This oscillator is useful for taking selectivity curves on tuned circuits over a wide
range of frequencies, for measuring the transmission characteristics of fIlters, and for testing
wide-band systems such as lelevision amplifiers
and coaxial cables. The instrument is also an
excellent general laboratory oscillator for use as
a source for bridge measurements and as a
modulator for standard-signal generators.
DESCRIPTION: Two high-frequency oscillators,
one fixed and the other variable, feed a detector
from which the difference frequency is obtained.
The detector is followed by a low-pass filter
and a two-stage wide-band amplifier.
Both oscillator circuits are mounted in a
heavy cast-aluminum box to assure uniform
heat distribution and practically perfect shielding. Two ranges are provided for by changing
the frequencies of both the oscillators by a
factor of one hundred. A single switch on the
panel changes from one range to the other.
Degeneration is employed in the amplifier to
minimize hum and distortion, and to equalize

the frequency response. Low-pass filters are
provided to maintain a high ratio of desired
output voltage to beating voltage. A pentagrid
mixer tube and a buffer amplifier are used to
isolate the two oscillators electrically.

FEA TURES: The outstanding feature of this
oscillator is the wide range of frequencies which
is covered with a single control, direct reading
in frequency. The frequency variation with dial
setting is approximately logarithmic. Small
variations in frequency can be made at any
point by the use of an incremental frequency
control which is also direct reading. A lowfrequency range has been incorporated in the
TYPE 700-A Wide-Range Beat-Frequency
Oscillator for convenience in working in the
audio-frequency range. A delayed automatic
volume control circuit maintains a high degree
of constancy in the output voltage. Since the
delay voltage used is essentially constant, it
tends to maintain the output level constant in
the face of line voltage variations.

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Range: Two ranges are provided: 50 cycles to

40 kilocycles, and 10 kilocycles to 5 megacycles.
Frequency Control: The main dial is direct reading in
frequency and carries two approximately logarithmic
frequency scales covering the ranges specified above. A
frequency range switch is provided for rapidly changing
from one range to the other. There is also an incremental
frequency control which is calibrated between -100 and
+100 cycles on the low range and -10 and +10 kilo.:ycles on the high range. Any frequency change made
with this control adds algebraically to the frequency of the
main control.
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Frequency Calibration: The calibration may be standardized at any time by setting the instrument to zero beat
with the zero adjustment control. This adjustment can
be made within 5 cycles on the low range or 500 cycles
on the high range.
After the oscillator has been correctly set to zero bea t,
the calibration of the main frequency-control dial can he
relied upon within ±2% ±5 cycles on the low range and
±2% ±800 cycles on the high range. The calibralion of
the incremental frequency dial is within ±5 cycles or
±500 cycles on the low and high ranges, respectively.
Frequency Stability: Through careful design adequate
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thermal distribution and ventilation are provided for
minimizing frequency drifts. The osci llator can be accurately reset to zero b eat at any t ime, tbereby eliminating
errors ca used by any small rema ining frequency drift.
Output Impedance: The output is taken from a 1500-obm
Ayrton-Perry-wound potentiomeler. One output terminal
is ground ed.
Output Voltage: The maximum open-circwt output
vol t.Age of the oscillalor is between 10 a nd 15 volts. Because
of t he automatic volu me control circwt, tills voltage
rema ins const a nt with in ±1.5 decibels over each en tire
frequency r ange.
Waveform: Tbe total ha rmonic co ntent of tbe open-circwl
vollage is less than 3% for frequencies above 300 cycles
on tbe low range and above 30 kilocycles on tbe high range.
A-C Hum: \¥ben the oscillator is operated at any supply
frequency from 40 to 60 cycles, tbe power-supply r ipple
is less t han 1 % of the output voltage on ei tber r ange.
Voltmeter: A vacuum-tube voltmeter ci rcuit is used in
the oscillator for measuring the output voltage. Tbe indicaling meter on the panel is calibrated directly in volts at
tbe output terminals.
Controls: In addi tion to the main frequency-control di al
an d the incr emental frequency dial, there is a freq uency
range switch , and a zero beat adj ustment. The output
vollage is varied by a potentiometer con trol provided near
Lhe ou tput terminals.

Terminals: The output terminals are jack-top binding
posts witb standard % -inch spacing. The lower terminal
is grounded to the panel and sillelds.
Mounting: The instrument is normally supplied for table
mounting, but ca n be easily adapted for relay-rack mounting by removing two walnut brackets at tbe ends of the
panel.
Power Supply: A-C power supply, 105 to 125 volts, 40 to
60 cycles, is used. A simple change in the co nnections to
the power transformer allows the instrument to be used
on 210 to 250 vol ts.
The total power consumption is approxim ately 85 watts.
Tubes: The following tubes are used:
2-typ e 6J5-G
2-type 25L6
I-type 6J7
I-type 61-16
I-type 6L7
I -type 5T4
I - n eon la mp T -472
All tubes are s upplied.
Accessories Supplied: A seven-foot power cord, spare fuses
a nd pilot li ghts, and a TYPE 274-ND Plug are supplied.
Dimensions: Panel, (width) 19 x (height) 1072 inch es,
over-all; depth behind panel, 11 inches.
Screw holes in the panel ar c the standard spacing for
mounting tbe instrument in a standard 19-inch relay
rack.
Net Weight: 56 pounds.

Type

700-A

1

PATENT NOTICE.

Wide-Range Beat-Frequency Oscillator ... .... 1

Code Word

Price

ORGAN

$555.00

See Notes 1. 3. page v.

TYPE 700-P1 VOLTAGE DIVIDER
The TYPE 700-PI Voltage Divider extends
the readable range of the output voltmeterpotentiometer combination of the TYPE 700
Oscillator down to 100 microvolts.

DESCRIPTION: It consists of a ladder-type
resistive network in a metal container. The
input lead and plug are shielded. By means of a
rotary switch, multiplying factors of 0.1, .01,
.001, and .0001 can be selected.

The frequency characteristic is flat within
10% , on all settings, at frequencies up to 5 Me,
permitting measurements on high-gain, wideband systems.

SPECIFICATIONS
Accuracy: The accuracy of attenuation is ±3%.
Impedance: The input impedance is 2000 obms; the output
impedance is 200 ohms.
Dimensions: (H eight) 472 x (diameter) 472 inches .
Net Weight: 1 72 pounds.

T ype

700-P1

1

Voltage Divider . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1

Code Word

Price

OTTER

$35.00

Functiona l scbematic di agram of the TYPE 700-A Wiel e-Hange Beat-Freque ncy Oscillator.
VARIABLE
OSCILLATOR
BUFFER

"-Zero

Set
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TYPE 60B-A OSCILLATOR
USES: The TYPE 608-A Oscillator was designed
particularly for use as a tone source for distortion measurements and as a power source for
bridge measurements at audio frequencies.
Because of the large number of frequencies at
which this oscillator will operate, it is also
satisfactory for measuring frequency characteristics and for use as a general laboratory
oscillator.
The output frequencies include those recommended by the FCC for distortion measurements on broadcast transmitters. This oscillator
is thus ideal for use with the TYPE 732-B Distortion and Noise Meter and TYPE 732-P1
Range-Extension Filters for rapid distortion
measurements.
The unusually pure waveform delivered by
this oscillator at low frequencies makes distortion measurements possible at considerably
lower frequencies than have hitherto been
practicable.
DESCRIPTION: This oscillator operates on the
inverse feedback principle. By means of a
resistance capacitance neLwork all frequencies
except the oscillation frequency are fed from
the output of an amplifying circuit back into
the input in such a manner as to cancel the gain
at all but the oscillation frequency. Sufficient
regeneration is introduced into the circuit to
produce self-oscillation and, since this is controlled by the resistance-capacitance network,
no inductances or transformers are required in
the oscillating circuit. A functional block diagram of the circuit is shown on the next page.
The amount of feedback is controlled from
the panel, and an electron-ray tube is used to
108

indicate the strength of oscillations and the
harmonic content.
The desired frequency is selected by pushbutton switches. Another push-button switch
determines the output impedance. An output
control is provided for regulating the output
voltage.

FEA TURES: Both electrically and mechanically
the design of this oscillator is new and represents a considerable advance over previous
practice.
In the electrical circuit, the principle of
inverse feedback is applied to the production of
electrical oscillation with the result that a high
power output is obtained with extremely low
distortion. Since the feedback circuit is highly
selective, the frequency of the oscillator is
unusually stable. The absence of iron-core
inductances minimizes the amount of powersupply hum picked up by the circuit elements.
An outstanding mechanical feature is the
push-button system for selecting the frequency.
The TYPE 608-A Oscillator will produce
voltages of excellent waveform at anyone of
27 frequencies, ranging from 20 to 15,000 cycles
per second, and the frequency can be changed
rapidly and simply by means of the pushbutton switches.
Jacks are provided for plugging in external
resistors, thus allowing operation at any frequency within the normal operating range. In
addition, satisfactory operation can be obtained
at frequencies outside of this range, at a slight
sacrifice in purity of waveform. Good waveform and adequate output can be attained at
frequencies as low as one cycle per second.
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For any additional frequency three resistors
are required, and for any set of three resistors,
three frequencies, in decade steps, can be
obtained.

A harmonic control and electron-ray tube
are provided so that the unit can be adjusted
for minimum distortion under all conditions of
operation.

SPECIFICA TIONS
Frequency Range: 20 to 15,000 cycles.
Frequenc y Control: The frequency is controlled hy two
push-hutton switches. The first provides frequencies of 20,
25, 30, 40, 50, 60, 75, 100, and 150 cycles, while the second
multiplies these frequencies by 1, 10, and 100. The frequencies included cover practically the entire audible range
in increments small enough so that the oscillator may be
nsed for m easuring frequency characteristics. Furthermore,
these freq uencies include all important standard bridge and
broadeas t test frequencies .
Other frequencies within the operating range of the
instrument may be obtained by p lugging in external
I'esistances.
Frequency Calibration: Each instrument is adjusted within
±2 % or 1 cycle, whichever is the greater, of the frequency
engraved on the panel. The best accuracy is secured when
the harmonic control is adjusted for low distortion.
Frequency Stability: When this oscillator is operated at
normal room temperatures, the frequency will not drift
by more than 1 % over a period of several hours. The
harmonic control provides a means wherehy the operating
conditions of the oscillator may be brought back to the
correct values regardless of ordinary changes in load or
line voltage.
Output Impedance: Three output circuits are p rovided.
Selection among them is obtained by means of a pushbutton switch on the panel. The output impedances are
as follows:
1. 500-ohm balanced to ground.
2. 500-ohm unbalanced.
3. 5000-ohm unbalanced.
The volume control is a potentiometer in the 5000-ohm
circuit. The actual output impedance of the 5000-ohm
output circuit will vary between 1000 and 6000 ohms,
depending upon the setting of the volume control. Suita ble
resistance pads keep the impedance of the 500-ohm output
circuit between 400 and 600 ohms regardless of the volume
control setting.
Balanced Output: The 500-ohm balanced output circuit
is balanced at all frequencies when operating into a balanced load of any impedance.
Output Power: The 5000-ohm output circuit pl'Ovides an
output power of approximately 0.5 watt iuto a matched
load when the instrument is operated on a 115-volt line.
The maximum power obtainable from the 500-ohm output
circuit is approximately 100 milliwatts.
Waveform: The harmonic control provides a means of
obtaining unusually pure waveform. With the harmonic
control so set that the output voltage is about 90 % of
maximum the distortion will be approximately 0.2 %.
By a further reduction of the output vol tage the distortion
will be reduced to less than 0.1 %, on the 5000-ohm o u tput
circuit. Because of distortion in the output transformer t he
harmonic content in the 500-ohm output circuit may
exceed the above values slightly at frequencies below
50 cycles.
With the harmonic control turned full on, and the
oscillator delivering its maximum power output, the
distortion will be of the order of 5%.
Hum Level: When the oscillator is properly groun ded and
oper ated from a 25 to 60-cycle line, the hum level is less
than 0.05% or 0.1 millivol t, whichever is the greater.

Temperature and Humidity Effects: Over the normal ra nge
of room condit ions (65 Fahrenheit to 95 Fahrenheit;
o to 95% relative humidity) the operation of the oscillator
is substantially independent of temperature and humidity
conditions.
Controls: In addition to the push-button switches for
adjusting the frequency a nd the output impedance,
harmonic output controls are provided on the panel. An
electron-ray tube provides a means for a djusting the harmonic control correctly under all conditions of operation.
Except where minimum harmonic distortion is an absolute
necessity, the harmonic control need not be readjusted .
Terminals: Jack-top binding posts with standard %;-inch
spacing are provided for the output connection. A ground
terminal is also provided.
Mounting: The instrument is designed for either table or
relay-rack mounting. The wooden ends supplied with the
oscillator are removed when it is used on a relay rack.
A perforated metal shield is provided.
Power Supply: 105 to 125 volts, 25 to 60 cycles ac. A
simple change in the connections to the power transformer
allows t he instrument to be used on 210 to 250 volts.
The total power consumption is approximately 50 watts.
Tubes: The following tubes are used: 1 6F5-G, 1 6Y6-G,
1 6X5-G, 1 6E5. A complete set of tubes is supplied with
each instrument.
Accessories Supplied: A seven-foot connecting cord, spare
fuses and pilot lamps , a multipoint connector, and a
TYPE 274-M Plug.
Dimensions: (Length) 19 Y2 x (depth) 11 Y2 x (height)
7 % inches, over-all. Panel, 19 x 7 inches.
Net Weight: 36~ pounds.
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Functional schematic diagram of TYPE 60B-A
Oscillator. T he amplifier, which has a propagation
constant 1-', is made degenerative, except at the
frequency of oscillation, by means of the network
with propagation constant {3, thus provid inl( A
sharply ;elective circuit. Sufficient regeneration is
provided to cause self-oscillation.

Type

608·A

0

Oscillator ..... . ... . ........ ..... .. . .. ..... . 1

Code Word

Price

ORBIT

5260.00

See Notes 1, 9, page v.
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TYPE 757-A ULTRA-HIGH-FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR
USES: Since the frequency of this oscillator is
continuously adjustable from 150 to 600 Mc (a
wavelength range of 50 to 200 ems), it is particularly useful as an energy source for the
measurement of frequency-dependent phenomena at ultra-high frequencies. Although a wide
range of frequencies is covered by the oscillator,
the lead screw drive permits small, known
frequency increments to be obtained. It is also
suitable as a power source for impedance
measurements in its frequency range. In addition, because of its high power output, it should
prove useful as a source for propagation
measurements.
DESCRIPTION: The oscillator tube, a WE3I6-A, energizes a resonant coaxial line, which
is the frequency determining portion of the
circuit. The effective length of the coaxial line
is varied by means of a short-circuiting piston
driven by a lead screw along the length of the
coaxial line. The variation of effective length
produces the desired change in wavelength and
frequency.
Energy is taken from the oscillating circuit
by means of a coupling rod placed parallel to
the main axis of the oscillator, a short distance
from the inner edge of the outer cylinder. The
location of this rod is such that the output
impedance is of the order of 75 ohms.
The power supply required for this oscillator
is 2 volts at 3.65 amperes for the illament,
which may be obtained from the a-c line, and
up to 450 volts plate supply with a maximum
plate current of 80 milliamperes. The plate
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supply must be one that permits the grounding
of the positive side, since the positive side of
the high voltage circuit is connected to the
outer brass container. The use of the TYPE 757PI Power Supply is recommended.
FEATURES: The tuning dial is adjusted to read
the approximate wavelength in air of the
generated oscillations over the range from 50 to
200 cms. A conversion chart attached to the
oscillator makes simple the conversion of the
dial reading to frequency. The frequency thus
determined is accurate to 2Y2%, when no
load is connected to the oscillator. Although a
reactive load coupled directly to the oscillator
shifts the frequency of oscillation, the frequency
can be relied upon to be within the above
limits for the usual conditions of loading.
When the maximum allowable plate voltage
is used on the oscillator, at frequencies up to
400 Mc (wavelengths down to 75 cm), a power
output of about 4 watts can be obtained. The
output at higher frequencies decreases gradually with frequencY, rbut considerable power is
still available at 600 Mc. This available power
is much greater than normally required for
measurements, but it permits the use of high
voltage levels at the measuring instruments
with the concomitant simplification of detection problems.
A coaxial outlet jack, with an impedance
level of about 75 n, is provided at the tube
housing to facilitate the connection by means
of a coaxial line to the instrument using the
high-frequency energy.
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SPECIFICA TlONS

Frequency Range: 150 to 600 Mc (200 to 50 cm wavelength).
Calibration: The frequency determined from the chart
converting dial reading to frequency is accurate to ±2)1%
wi Lh uo load connected to the oscillator.
Output Power: With maximum plate voltage, 3 to 4 watts
up to 400 Mc (75 cm) decreasing with incrcasing frequency
to about 1 watt at 600 Mc.
Output Impedance: Effectively of the order of 75f!.
Frequency and Wavelength Control: A slow-motion
drive, which carries a dial calibrated in divisions representing approximately 0.01 cm change in wavelength,
is used for changing the wavelength and frequency. A
co unLer , to the left of this dial, together with the reading

of this dial constitutes the dial reading used for the chart
to convert dial reading into frequency.
Tube: A WE-316-A is required and is furnished with the
instrument.
Power Supply: Filament: 3.65 amperes at 2 volts. Plate:
450 volts (max.), 80 mao The TYPE 757-Pl Power Supply
(see below) may be used in place of batteries.
Accessories Supplied: One power cable and one TYPE
774-M Cable Jack.
Mounting: The oscillator is mounted on a walnut base.
Dimensions: (Length) 21 x (width) 6 x (height) 6 inches,
over-all.
Net Weight: 13M pounds.

Type

757-A
PATENT NOTICE.

I

U-H-F Oscillator. .

See Note 1, page

Code Word

Price

SIREN

$195.00

V.

TYPE 757-P1 POWER SUPPLY
This a-c operated power-supply unit furnishes the necessary fllament and plate power
for the TYPE 757-A U-H-F Oscillator. The
plate voltage is fixed at 300 volts, a value
below the maximum allowable for the oscillator,
which insures that the oscillator tube will not
be damaged under any conditions of output
loading.
A meter is furnished to indicate grid current,
and a potentiometer adjustment for the negative plate return is provided, to minimize any
hum introduced by the a-c frlament supply.
The power supply is shown in the corner of
the photograph on the preceding page.

SPECIFICAliONS
Power Input: 105 to 125 volts or 210 to 250 volts, 40 to
60 cycles. At U5 volts , 60 cycles, the power drawn is less
than 70 watts.
Output: 2 volts ac, and 300 volts dc, for the TYPE 757-A
U-H-F Oscillator.
Tube: 1 type 5Y3-G is supplied.
Accessories Supplied: A seven-foot line connector cord,
an interconnecting cord and plug, and spare pilot lamps.
Dimensions: (Width) 5 %: inches x (height) 6 %: inches x
(length) 9 %: inches.
Net Weight: 11 M pounds.

Type

757-P1

Power Supply ..

.....................I

Code Word

Price

SIRENAPACK

$45.00

Wiring diagram of the TYPE 757-A U ltra-High-Frequency Oscillator.
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TYPE 723 VACUUM-TUBE FORK
mitters, as a power source for transmISSIOn
measurements on lines and cables, and as a
test-tone generator for communication systems.
Its waveform is sufficiently pure to permit its
use as a test-signal source for many types of
distortion measurements. It is an excellent
source of timing pulses for oscillograms.
DESCRIPTION: This instrument is an electromechanical oscillator whose frequency is determined by a vacuum-tube driven tuning fork.
The driving and pickup coils are so arranged as
to load the tines of the fork equally and to
affect only slightly its free vibration.
Space is provided in the cabinet for mounting
batteries or an a-c power-supply unit. (See
price list on page 113.)
A IDter and an output transformer are
included to suppress harmonics and to provide
three output impedances.

USES: The TYPE 723 Vacuum-Tuhe Fork is a
compact, stable, fIxed-frequency oscillator. It
is particularly useful as a modulating source for
standard-signal generators and beacon trans-

FEATURES: The outstanding features of this
new oscillator are accuracy and stability of
frequency, low harmonic content, constant
output, light weight, and the low cost.

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency: Two frequencies are available, 1000 cycles and
400 cycles.
Frequency Stability: The temperature coefficient of frequency is approximately - 0.008 % per degree Fahrenheit.
The frequency is entirely independent of load impedance.
When the a-c power supply is used an initial downward
drift of frequency occurs as the temperature of the fork
is afIected by heat generated in the power-supply unit.
The total frequency drift is of the order of .15% to .2%.
Most of t.his drift, however, occurs in the first 30 minutes
of operation.
Accuracy: The frequency is adjusted to within ±O.OI %
of its specified value, at 77° Fahrenheit.
Output: The output to a matched load is approximately
50 milliwa tts.

Internal Output Impedance: Output impedances of 50,500,
and 5000 ohms are provided.
Waveform and Hum Level: The total harmonic content
is less than 0.5 %. The hum is negligible.
Terminals: Binding posts for the output circuit ar e mounted
on the panel. Battery terminals are brought out to sunken
screw heads on the panel to permit measurement of the
battery voltages.
Power Supply: The instrument is available for either
battery operation or for operation from 105 to 125-volt,
50 to 60-cycle line. For battery operation one Burgess
type 4FA (1 Y2-volt) and two Burgess type Z30-N (45-volt)
are required. The batteries and a-c power supply are interchangeable. The power supply, TYPE 723-Pl , is available
separately. (See price list.) The ON-OFF switch is arranged
to control the a-c line or the battery current.

Schematic wiring diagram of TYPE 723 Vacuum-Tube For k.
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Vacuum Tubes:

Mounting: The oscillator assembly is mounted on a bakelite

For battery supply: 1 type lA5-G
For a-c supply: 1 type lA5-G
1 type VR-I05-30
The necessary tubes are supplied.
Accessories Supplied: A seven-foot line connector cord is
supplied with the a-c operated model.

panel and is enclosed in a walnut cabinet.

Type

Frequency

Dimensions: (Length) 10 % x (width) 6 ~ x (height)
7 % inches, over-all.
Net Weight: ll~ pounds, including batteries; 9 pounds,
w ith a-c supply; a-c power supply alone, 1 ~ pounds.

Power Supply*

Code Word

Price

723-A

1000 cycles

Batteries

SNAKE

723-(

1000 cycles

105 to 125 volts,
50 to 60 cycles

SOLID

90.00

723-B

400 cycles

Batteries

STORY

70.00

723-0

400 cycles

105 to 125 volts,
50 to 60 cycles

SULKY

90.00

$70.00

723-P1

A-C Operated Power Supply Only .

SNAKEYPACK

22.00

732-P2

Set of Replacement Batteries .

SNAKEYBATT

2.00

*Included in price.

TYPE 813-A AUDIO OSCILLATOR
USES: The TYPE 813-A Audio Oscillator is intended for the same general applications as the
TYPE 723 Vacuum-Tube Fork, but where the
requirements of waveform, stability, and output are not so severe.
DESCRIPTION: This instrument is a batteryoperated electro-mechanical oscillator in which
the frequency is determined by a tuning fork .
Two microphone buttons, one for the driving
circuit and one for the output circuit, are
mounted at the side of the fork in such a manner
as to load the tines equally and to affect only
slightly the free vibration of the fork .
The fork itself is mounted rigidly at t he heel
beneath a metal base panel which carries the
driving electromagnet. This base panel is suspended from the bakelite panel with four resilient mountings.
A ruter and output transformer are placed
inside the cabinet underneath the fork. A
battery compartment is also provided although
external batteries may be used, if desired.

FEATURES: Good waveform and frequency
stability are among the features of tIlls convenient tuning-form oscillator. The mechanical
construction is rugged and the fork is protected
from dirt and external injury.

Schematic wiring diagram of TYPE 813-A Audio Oscillator.

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency: 1000 cycles.
Frequency Stabi lity: The temperature coefficient of frequency is - 0.008 % per degree Fahrenheit. The voltage
coefficient is less than 0.01 % per volt. The frequency is
entirely independent of load impedance.
Accuracy: The frequency is adjusted within 0.5 % of its
specified value. The actual frequency is measured and
recorded on the base of the cabinet to an accuracy of 0.1 %.
Output: The output to a matched load impedanoe is 20 to
30 mi lliwatts with 6-volt drive and 10 to 15 milliwatts with
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4 Y2-volt drive. When the oscillator is operated continuously
for several hours, the output may drop below these va lues.
Internal Output Impedance: Output impedances of 50, 500,
and 5000 ohms are provided.
Waveform: The total harmonic content is approximately
0.75 % with 4Y2-vol t drive and approximately 1% with
6-volt drive.
Power Supply: For intermitte nt operation with a moderate
power output, an internal '1Y2-volt battery ca n be used.
Type

Freonencv

813-A

1000 cycles

For greater output or continuous operation, an external
batte ry of 4 Y2 Lo 6 volLs s hould be used. Batteries are not
supplied.
Terminals: B inding posts for the power supply and for the
output circu it are provided on t he panel.
Mounting: Th e fork is suspended from a metal plate on a
bakeli te panel and is enclosed in a walnut cabinet.
D imensions: (Length) 9 x (width) 5 x (height) 6 inches,
over-all.
Net Weight: 8 Vt pounds.
Code Word

Price

ANGEL

$34.00

TYPE 572-8 MICROPHONE HUMMER
USES: The hummer is intended for use as a
low-power a-c source for bridge and other
measurements where extreme purity of waveform and frequency stability are not essential.
This type of oscillator is used in the TYPE 650-A
Impedance Bridge as the lOOO-cycle internal
generator.
DESCRIPTION: A tuned reed determines the
frequency of this electro-mechanical oscillator.
A microphone button is mounted near the reed
to pick up energy for continuing t he oscillations.
FEA TURES: The TYPE 572-B Microphone
Hummer is extremely compact, convenient,
simple to use, and inexpensive.
SPECIFICA TIONS
Frequency : 1000 cycles ±10%.
Output Power: Approximately 15 milli watts wi th 4Y2-vol t
drive.
Internal Output Impedance: Two impedances are available,
10 or 300 ohms.
Waveform: In th is type of osci llator, distor tion varies cons iderably wit h m echanical adj ustment, driving vol tage,
Schematic wiring diagram of the microphone hummer.

80-------.

H
b---oL

80--..1)'--"

and other operating parameters . Consequently, no defin ite
specifications can be given.
Power Supply: The hummer is designed to operate from a
4Y2-volt battery. A 6-vol t drive can be used if more power
is desired.
Terminals: Soldering lugs are provided.
Mounting: A cast-a luminum mounting base is used. (See
sketch.)

'----oC

Dimensions: (Length) 3 74: x (width) 2 Ys x (height) 1 %
inches, over-all.
Net Weight: 9 ounces.
Corle ",ford

Type

572-8

1

Microphone Hummer ... .... . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . 1

APHIS

Price

$10.00

LOW FREQUENCY TUNING-FORK OSCILLATORS
suitable for use as frequency standards are described on pages 172 to 174.
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TYPE 672-A POWER SUPPLY
The TYPE 672-A Power Supply is a convenient source of plate, grid, and filament
power for experimental work with vacuum-tube
circuits. A VARIAC in the transformer primary
gives smooth and continuous control of the

high-voltage output, while a calibrated panel
potentiometer provides a control for the low
voltage d-c supply. Filament power is available
at both 6.3 and 2.5 volts.

SPECIFICAliONS
Output Range:
High Voltage: 150 rna at 300 volts dc. No-load voltage,
over 400 volts dc.
Low Yollage: 2 rna at 100 volts dc.
A-C Yoltage: 2.5 and 6.3 volts, giving a total of 45 watts.
Meters: The high-voltage supply output is indicaLed by an
ammeter and a voltmeter mounted on the panel.
Regulation: The regulation of the high-vol tage supply corresponds to an internal output resistance of 700 ohms for
direct current. The 1000-cycle internal output impedance
of the high-voltage supply is equivalent to 3.9 /-Lf in series
with 1.13 ohms. That of the low-voltage supply is equivalent to 2.12 /-Lf in series with 0.S2 ohm.
Power Supply: The power-supply unit will operaLe from a
105 to 125-volt, 50 to 60-cycle, a-c line.
Power Consumption: With the a-c a nd d-c supplies operating at full load, the power consumption from the mains
is abo ut 175 watts.

672-A
PATENT NOTICE.

I Power Supply .

.

Hum Voltage: At full-load current the hum voltage of the
high-voltage supply is less than 0.1 % for all voltages above
150 volts. For lower voltages the percentage is slightly
higher .
At full-load current the hum voltage of the low-voltage
supply is less than 0.1 % for all voltages. For a load current
of 1 rna, the hum decreases to 0.03%.
Tubes: One 5Z3-type and one SO-type are supplied.
Accessories Supplied: Spare pilot lamps and seven-foot
line connector cord.
Mounting: The instrument is suitable for either table or
relay-rack mounting.
Dimensions: (Length) 19 % x (depth) 11 % x (heigh l) 7 %
inches, over-all. Panel 19 x 7 inches.
Net Weight: 41% pounds.

... . . . . . . ... .. . .. [

Code Word

Price

AFOOT

$130.00

Sec Note 11, page v.
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TYPE 673-A POWER SUPPLY
This high-voltage power supply is useful as
a general laboratory source of variable high
voltage, as well as for supplying plate and illament power for power tubes in experimental
oscillator and amplifier circuits. A VARIAC
in the primary of the transformer is controlled
by a knob on the panel, giving smooth control

of the rectified output voltage, from below 50
to over 2000 volts. A 10-volt illament winding,
tapped at 5 volts, is provided. The powersupply unit is equipped with a time switch so
that the a-c supply is on about 30 seconds
before the d-c supply begins to operate. An
auxiliary high-volLage switch is provided.

SPECIFICAliONS
Output Voltage: The power supply will deliver direct
current up to 150 ma at 1500 volts. The open-circuit
voltage is over 2000 volts.
The power supply also gives 6.5 amperes at 10 volts ac.
The 10-volt supply is center-tapped at 5 volts.
Regulation: The internal outPJlt resistance of the powersupply uuit corresponds to about 1100 ohms for load currents of 50 to 150 mao For lower load currents the internal
output resistance increases to about 20,000 ohms at no
load. The 1000-cycle internal output impedance is equivalent to 1.1 ilL
Power Supply: The power-supply uuit will operate from a
105 to 125-volt, 50 to 60-cycle line.

Power Consumption: About 380 watts at full load .
Hum Voltage: At full-load current the hum voltage is less
than 3 volts or 0.2% of full-load voltage.

Tubes: Two 866-A-type rectifiers are supplied.
Accessories Supplied: Spare fuses, spare pilot lamps, and
seven-foot line connector cord.

Mounting: The instrument is suitahle for table or relayrack mounting.
Dimensions: (Length) 19 M x (depth) II M x (height) 9
inches, over-alL Panel, 19 x 8 ~ inches.
Net Weight: 69M pounds.

Type

673-A
PATENT NOTICE.

\ Power Supply . . .. . ..... ........ .
sec Note 11, page

.\

Code Word

Price

AGONY

$180.00

V.

+
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•
MODULATION METER

•
DISTORTION METER

•
WAVE FILTERS

•
OSCILLOGRAPH
RECORDER
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GENERAL

TYPE
736-A

WAVE
ANALYZER

USES: The wave analyzer is used to measure
the amplitude and frequency of the components
of a complex electrical waveform. These include
not only the components of harmonic distortion, but also non-multiple voltages such as
noise and hum.
Specific uses of the TYPE 736-A Wave
Analyzer include the measurement of harmonic
distortion in audio-frequency equipment, broadcast receivers and transmitters, telephone
systems, public address equipment, oscillators,
amplifiers, and vacuum-tube circuits in general;
harmonic studies on electric power systems and
electrical machinery; hum measurement in a-c
operated communication equipment; noise
analysis; and induction studies on telephone
lines. As a sharply-tuned voltmeter, it is invaluable in the measurement of the transmission characteristics of electric wave fIlters.
DESCRIPTION: The TYPE 736-A Wave Analyzer
is a heterodyne type of vacuum-tube voltmeter.
The intermediate-frequency amplifier includes
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a highly selective filter using three quartz
crystals. The use of a heterodyne method
makes it possible to vary the response frequency
while using a fixed-frequency fIlter.
The output of the local oscillator and the
whole of the complex waveform to be examined
are fed to a balanced modulator where their
combination produces both the sum and difference frequencies, or side bands, in the output.
The original of the complex waveform is
not passed by the modulator intermediatefrequency output transformer, and the local
oscillator carrier frequency is suppressed in the
output because of the two-tube balanced
modulator employed.
The 50-kilocycle component of the upper
side band, proportional to the voltage of that
frequency present in the original wave to
which the main dial is set, is selected and
amplified by the intermediate stages. The
adjustable gain control of the amplifier gives
the many values listed below for full-scale
deflections of the output meter. The standards

RADIO
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for the voltage and frequency calibrations are
self-contained within the instrument.
The entire assembly is a-c operated from a
115 or 230-volt, 40 to 60-cycle line.

FEA TURES: A number of design and operatin g
features make the TYPE 736-A Wave Analyzer
one of the outstanding instruments in the field
of audio-frequency measurements.
(1) The instrument is completely a-c operated.
(2) The crystal filter is designed to give a
flat top characteristic as shown by the curve at
the right. This feature makes for ease of tuning
and stability of tuning adjustment.
(3) The input impedance is constant at
1 megohm, but a built-in 100,000-ohm potentiometer is provided as an alternate input system.
(4) The instrument can easily be calibrated
at any time, using the built-in calibrating
system operating from the a-c line.
.(5) There is no pickup from external mag-
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Transmission characteristic of crystal filter in
TYPE 736-A Wave AnalY7.er.

netic fields since the balanced modulator is fed
by a phase inverter tube, rather than by a
transformer.
(6) All critical parts, including the crystals,
are hermetically sealed to minimize the effects
of humidity.

SPECIFICA TIONS
Frequency Range: 20 to 16,000 cycles.
Selectivity: Approximately 4 cycles " flat top"lband width .
The response is down 15 db at 5 cycles, 30 db at 10 cycles,
60 db at 30 cycles from the p eak. The selectivity is constant
over the frequency range.
Voltage Range: 300 microvolts to 300 vol ts full scale.
The lowest division on the m eter corresponds to 10 }lV.
The over-all range is divided into four major ranges:
300 }lV to 300 mY, 3 mv to 3v, 30 mv to 30 v, .3 v to 300 v.
Each of these ranges is divided into seven scale ranges; for
example, the .3 v to 300 v range h as the following full-scale
ranges: 0.3 v, 1 v, 3 v, 10 v, 30 v, 100 v, 300 v.
A direct-reading decibel scale is also provided .
Voltage Accuracy: Within ±5 % on all ranges. Spurious
voltages from higher order modulation products introduced
by the detector are suppressed by at least 70 db. Hum is
suppressed by at least 75 db.
Input Impedance: One m egohm when used for direct
voltage m easurem ents. W hen used with t he input potent iometer it is approximately 100,000 ohms.

Accuracy of Frequency Calibration: ±2%.
Vacuum Tubes Required:
3-type 6C6
I -type 6C5
2-type 6K6-G
I -type 6X5-G
3-type 6J7
I -type 6F5-G
3- type T-4Y2 neon lamps
I -type 6B8
These are supplied with the instrument.
Power Supply: A-C line, 105 to 125 volts, 40 to 60 cycles.
A change in the power transformer connection permits
the u se of 210 to 250 vol ts, 40 to 60 cycles. A voltal!pstabilizing circuit is included.
Accessories Supplied: Spare fuses, two spare p ilot lights ,
spare neon lamp, one TYPE 274-NE Shielded Plug a nd
Cable, and a seven-foot line connector cord.
Mounting: Shielded oak cabinet.
Dimensions: (Width) 19 Y2 x (height) 25 VB x (depth )
10 :Y8 in ches, over-all.
Net Weight: 86 J4 pounds.

~~~~~~~~~~~~'7
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CALlef/ATEa K£TEROO'fNING OSCII.LAT'OA
SUPPLYING CARRIER (P),I,T !'REQUENCY
or ~ 000 CYCLES MINUS FREQUUtey
Of COMPONE~T OF "0 " UNDER ANALYSl5

Type

736-A
PATENT NOTICE.

I Wave Analyzer.
See Notes 1, 3, 8, page

I

CYCLES)OIllLY

!:!Q!j.;~TOfC~RIERrp).

LOWER SlDESo\NO(P-Q),.ANQ

Pt2;O,

P.t~Q,ETC.NEGUDIBL[

"''''
Code Wo rd

Price

ASKEW

$640.00

Y.

The TYPE 760-A Sound Analyzer, an analyzer having a constant percentage band
width, and designed primarily for sound and noise analysis, is described on page 10.
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TYPE 731-8 MODULATION MONITOR
USES: The modulation monitor is used to
measure and to indicate continuously the percentage modulation of broadcast and other
radio-telephone transmitters. It meets the requirements for modulation monitors specified in
Rule 139, amended, of the Federal Communications Commission. It has been approved by
the Commission and assigned Approval No.
1551.
The following specific measurements can be
made with the TYPE 731-B Modulation Monitor:
1. Measurement of percentage modulation
on either positive or negative peaks.
2. Program level monitoring.
3. Measurement of carrier shift when modulation is applied.
4. Indication of modulation peaks exceeding
a predetermined degree of modulation (i.e.,
over-modulation indicator).
5. Transmitter audio-frequency response.
DESCRIPTION: TYPE 731-B Modulation Monitor consists of three essential elements: (1) a
linear diode rectifier which gives an instantaneous output voltage proportional to the
carrier envelope, (2) a peak voltmeter which
gives a continuous indication of the peak modulation, and (3) a trigger circuit which flashes a
light whenever the modulation momentarily
exceeds any value which has been previously
set by the operator.
In the output of the linear rectifier is a d-c
meter which indicates the carrier level at which
the instrument is operating and also shows any
carrier shift during modulation.
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The meter which reads modulation percentage has a high-speed movement. It is used
in conjunction with electrical delay circuits to
give a rapid upswing and a slower return.
The flashing lamp is extremely useful as a
monitoring device. It is set to flash with moderate frequency when the transmitter is operating
normally. If the flashing rate changes markedly,
the operator is made aware that something is
wrong with the adjustment of the transmitter.

FEA TURES: Speed and simplicity of operation,
essential for monitoring instruments, are available in this instrument. It operates over a wide
carrier-frequency range, and a tuned input
circuit is provided to facilitate coupling to the
transmitter.
The biasing circuit which controls the operation of the over-modulation indicator is so
designed that the accuracy of the lamp is entirely independent of shifts in carrier amplitude.
The type of movement used in the directreading meter is extremely easy to follow with
the eye and is the most satisfactory thus far
devised.
Terminals are provided so that remote percentage modulation indicators or over-modulation indicator lamps can be connected to the
instrument externally. Provision is also made
for connecting a peak counter or a recorder.
Tuned transformer coupling is employed at
the input of the monitor. The degree of coupling
can be varied by a knob on the panel. Low
impedance link coupling may be used to couple
to the transmitter tank circuit. The monitor
will operate at frequencies between 0.5 Mc and
60 Mc.

RADIO
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SPECIFICATIONS

Range: Modulation pe rcentage, 0 to 110% indicated by
meter on positive peaks, 0 to 100% on negative peaks;
f1asbing incandescent lamp adj ustment, 0 to 100% on
negative peaks.
Carrier Frequency Range: The mon itor is designed to
operate at any carrier frequency between 0.5 and 60 Mc.
This range is covered by two sets of coils. A single set
of coils (either for the 0.5 to 8-Mc or 3 to 60-Mc range) is
supplied with the instrument unless both sets are specifically
ordered. The sets are readily interchangeable. (See price
list.)
Accuracy: The over-all accuracy of measurement at
400 cycles is ±2% of full scale at 0% and 100% and
±4 % of full sca le at any other mod ulation percentage.
Audio-Frequency Response: The frequency response of
the meter ind ication is constant within ±0.5 db betweE'n
40 and 15.000 cycles.
Power Supply: 105 to 125 valls, 4·0 to 60 cycles. Power
input is approximately 15 watls.
Meters: Rectified-carrier meter and h igh-speed per cent
modulation meter are p rovided. The latter has a decibel
scale as well, which is useful when adjusting transmitter
input. It can also be used for taking over-all fideli ty
characteristics.
A meter for use as a remote indicator can be supplied.
(See p rice list.)
Controls: Controls are included for t uning t he MO ITOR
input circui t to resonance with the carrier and for adjusting
the carrier amplitude. A switch is provided for measuring
the positive or the negative peaks, as desired. A NOMINAL

Type
731-8
731-8
731-P5
731-P6
731.P1
PATENT NOTICE.

MODULATION PEAKS dial, cali brated, and continuo usly variable from 0 to 100%, is provided. An ON-OFF
switch wit h pilot lamp controls the power input.
Vacuum Tubes: The following tubes are used: two' l-V,
one 6C6, one 75, one 885, and one 84. All are supplied with
t he inst.rument.
Lamp: The OVER-MODULATIO lamp wi ll llash at the
instant when the modulation exceeds the value to which
the OM! AL MODULATIO PEAKS dial is set, and
will remain lighted so long as this condition persists. An
incandescent lamp is used, giving a brilliant light.
Shielding: The modulation monitor is well shielded so
t hat it may be operated i n radio-freq uency fields encountered in the operating room.
Terminals: A pair of binding posts at the rear is provided
for the radio-frequency input. Terminals are provided
on the m ul tipoint connector at the rear for connecting an
additional remote "over-modulation" i ndicator lamp and
a remote h igh-speed modulation meter. P rovi sion is also
made for con necti ng a peak counter or recorder.
Accessories Supplied: Spare pilot lamps and fuses, multipoint connector , a seven-foot li ne connector cord, one
TYPE 274- I{ P lug, and one set of input lulling coils.
Mounting: The instrument is relay-rack mounted. The
panel is aluminum with the standard General Rad io
black crack le lacquer fini sh.
Dimensions: Panel, (length ) 19 x (heigh t) 8 % inches;
depth behind panel, 12 inches.
Net Weight: 32 Y2 pounds.

Description

Price

Code Word

Equipped lor 0.5 to S-Mc Carrier Range .. . .
Equipped for 3 to 60-Mc Carrier Range .... .
Set 01 Coils for 0.5 to S-Mc Carrier Range ..
Set of Coils lor 3 to 60-Mc Carrier Range .. .
Extension Percentage Modulation Meter ... .

EXIST
ENTRY
CAROM
CALYX

EXISTMETER

$195.00
195.00
10.00
10.00
20.00

See Notes 13, 21, 22, page v.

Functional schematic diagram of TYPE 731-B Modulation Monitor.

PEAKS
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OVER MODULATION
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TYPE 732-8 DISTORTION AND NOISE METER
USES: The TYPE 732-B Distortion and Noise
Meter is intended for use in radio broadcasting
stations to measure audio-frequency distortion,
noise, and hum level in the transmitter output
as well as in the audio-frequency portion of the
transmitting equipment. It can be used for
similar measurements on other types of audiofrequency equipment, such as lines, amplifiers,
etc. It finds many uses in the laboratory and
production testing of radio receivers where, as
a wide-range, highly sensitive voltmeter, it is
invaluable for such tests as signal-to-noise
ratio, AVC characteristic, and hum level.
DESCRIPTION: This instrument consists of a
linear rectifier, a filter, an amplifier, and a
vacuum-tube voltmeter. The meter reads distortion directly in per cent of fundamental
voltage and reads carrier noise or hum level
directly in decibels with respect to normal
modulating input to the transmitter.
Provision has been made, by the inclusion
of front-panel jacks, for using the equipment
with audio-frequency inputs.

The output of the linear rectifier is also
available from panel jacks so that a wave analyzer may be used to evaluate the frequency
components of the carrier envelope over the
complete audio-frequency range. A TYPE 736-A
Wave Analyzer is recommended.
Low-impedance link coupling circuits may be
used to couple the distortion and noise meter
to the transmitter tank circuit or antenna lead.
The voltage for the linear rectifier is taken off
a broadly selective tuned circuit, tuned to the
transmitter frequency.
The test is made at 400 cycles, but with the
TYPE 732-Pl Range-Extension Filters (described on the next page) measurement may be
made at six FCC test frequencies. The TYPE
608-A Oscillator is recommended.
FEATURES: Only a few seconds are required to
make a single distortion and noise measurement
with tllis instrument. When used with the TYPE
732-Pl Range-Extension Filters and the TYPE
608-A Oscillator a complete distortion run may
be made in a minute or two.

SPECIFICATIONS
Distortion Range: Distortion is read d irectly from a large
meter. Full-sca le values of 30%, 10%, 3%, and 1 % are
provided, and are selected by a multiplier switch. The
range for carrier-noise measurement is from 30 to 70 db
below 100 % modulation or 65 db below an aud io-frequency
signal of zero level.
Audio-Frequency Range: 380 to 420 cycles for distortion
measurements; 50 to 24,000 cycles for noise or hum measurements. For extending the distortion measurements
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range, see TYPE 732-Pl Range-Extension Filters, page
123.
Carrier Frequency Range: The TYPE 732-B Distortion and
Noise Meter is designed to operate at any carrier frequency
between 0.5 and 60 megacycles. This range is covered by
two coils. A single coil (either for the 0.5 to 8-Mc range or
for the 3 to 60-Mc range) is supplied with the instrument
unless both coils are specifically ordered. The coils are
readily interchanged. (See price list.)
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Accuracy: The over-all accuracy of measurement of each
distortion range is better than ±5% of full scale ±0.1 %
distortion.
Meter: A Weston Model 643 Meter, calibrated d irectly
in per cent distortion and decibels noise level, is provided.
Zero adjustment of the meter is made by a knob projecting
from Lbe meter face.
Vacuum Tubes: One 37, two 6C6, one l-Y, and one 84 are
supplied.
Accessories Supplied: Spare fuses and pi lot lamps, a
seven-foot line connector cord, a TYPE 274-M P lug, two
dummy plugs to be used i f t he TYPE 732-Pl BangeExtension Fil ters are not connected, one set of ca rrier
input coils.

posts at the rea r, two normal- through "Yestern Electric
outp u t dou ble jacks are p rovided on the panel, one at high
impedance for the modulated envelope from the rectifier.
and o ne at 500 ohms for use in audio-frequency testing.

Power Supply: 105 to 125 or 210 to 250 volts, 40 to 60
cycles.

Mounting: The instrument is relay-rack mouuted. The
panel is a luminum wi th the standard General Badio black
crack le lacquer finish.
Dimensions: Panel, 19 x 8;J4 inches; depth behind panel,
12 inches.

Net Weight:

~8 pounds.

Description

Type

732-8
732-8
732-PS
732-P6

PATENT NOTICE.

Terminals: In addition to the radio-frequency input binding

Equipped for 0 .5 to 8-Mc Carrier Range .
Equipped fo r 3 to 60-Mc Carrier Range .
Coils for 0 .5 to 8-Mc Carrier Range ..
Coils for 3 to 60-Mc Carrier Range ..

See

Code Word

Price

EXPEL

$245 .00
245 .00
10.00
10.00

EQUAL
CULER
CYNIC

Note 1. page Y.

TYPE 732-P1 RANGE-EXTENSION FILTERS
By the addition of the TYPE 732-Pl RangeExtension Filters, the TYPE 732-B Distortion
and Noise Meter may be used to measure distortion at six different audio frequencies.
This instrument consists of five high-pass
filters mounted on a relay-rack panel. These

filters are designed to pass the harmonics of 50,
100, 1000, 5000, and 7500 cycles, respectively.
By means of a rotary switch the desired filter
is connected into the circuit of the distortion
meter.

SPECIFICATIONS
Audio-Frequency Range: 50, 100, 1000, 5000, a nd 7500

Accessories: Two shielcled cables are supplied for con-

cycles ±5 % . A 400-cycle filter is included in the TYPE
732-B Distortion and Noise Meter.
Accuracy: At distortions greater than 0.5%, t he error
is less than 10% of the true value ±0.15% distortion.
Test Voltage: TYPE 608-A Oscillator is recommended.
Controls: A single conlrol is provided for selecting t he
proper fi lter.

necting to a TYPE 732-B Distortion and Noise Meter.

Mounting: The instrument is relay-rack mounLed. The
panel is a luminum with t he standard General Bad io
black crackle lacquer finish.

Dimensions: Panel, 19 x 5 J4 inches; depth, 12 inches .
Net Weight: 25

Type

732-P1

PATENT NOTICE.

I Range-Extension Filters ..
See

.. ..

. ... .

.. 1

po u nd~.

Code Word

Price

ESSAY

$150.00

Note 1, page Y.

Functional schematic diagram of TYPE 732-B D istortion and Noise Meter.
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TYPE 769-A SQUARE-WAVE GENERATOR
USES: Square-wave signals can be used to
study the response characteristics of amplifiers
and other electrical networks. This method of
test is based upon the theoretical conclusions
derived from the application of the operational
calculus to the study of electrical networks. It
has been shown that the response of any network to a so-called "unit function" (which consists of a unit voltage applied suddenly and then
held constant) completely specifies the response
to a sinusoidal signal of any frequency, in phase
as well as in magnitude. If square waves of
appropriate period are applied, the results will
be approximately equivalent to those for a unit
function.
Since the square-wave method of testing
takes into account phase shift as well as amplitude response, it affords an accurate measure of
network response to the transient impulses of
speech, music, and television signals.
The method of use is to apply square waves
of appropriate fundamental frequency to the
input of the network under measurement, and
to observe the output waveform on a cathoderay oscillograph.
Schematic circuit cliagram of

AMP.

CLIPPER

AMP.

This generator is suitable for testing the lowfrequency response of television systems.
DESCRIPTION: The TYPE 769-A Square-Wave
Generator is a device for converting a sinusoidal timing signal into a square-wave signal.
Squaring is accomplished by amplifying a sinusoidal signal and clipping both positive and
negative peaks. This partially squared signal is
re-amplified and clipped a second time. The
fmal signal is then fed through a phase inverter
and amplified in a balanced stage. An output
attenuator is provided, by means of which the
output voltage can be varied continuously from
about 10 microvolts to 150 volts, peak-to-peak.
The output controls are calibrated so that the
output voltage is known (approximately) at all
times. A 60-cycle control system is built in.
FEA TURES: This instrument provides a rapid
and accurate means of predicting the response
of audio-frequency networks under both steadystate and transient conditions. The waveform
produced closely approximates true squareness;
at low frequencies the rise from zero to maximum takes place in about 0.001 cycle.

TYPE

CLIPPER

769-A Square-Wave Generator.

CLIPPER

PH. INV.

AMP.

OUTPUT

MULTIPUER

f-1Hm I~JllfO I~Jt
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The dependence of square-wave response upon the frequency characteristic of a network is illustrated
by the above oscillograms and frequency response curves for four types of audio transformers. The
frequency of the square-wave fundamental is given for each oscillogram.

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Range: Square waves with fundamentals from
10 cycles per second to 5000 can be produced. The output
circuit will pass frequencies between 0.1 cycle and 250,000
cycles.
Output Voltage: Plate-to-plate, 150 volts on balanced
output; 75 volts unbalanced. The miuimum output
voltage is 10 microvolts.
Attenuator: A slide wire and a 6-step multiplier are used.
The frequency characteristic (wave shape) is not affected
by the attenuator setting.
Output Impedance: 500 n, balanced; 250 n unbalanced,
for low-voltage output. The impedance is independent of
frequency down to d-c. No condenser is used in the output.
B+ is grounded.
Temperature and Humidity Effects: Over the normal range
of room conditions (65 0 Fahrenheit to 95 0 Fahrenheit;
o to 95% relative humidity) the operation of the instrument
is completely independent of temperature and humidity
conditions.

Squareness of Waveform: At low frequencies, the entire
rise in voltage takes place in 0.001 cycle; at 5000 cycles
in less than 0.008 cycle.:
External Oscillator: An oscillator capable of delivering
6 volts, open circuit, is required to excite the square-wave
generator. A 60-cycle control system is built in.
Power Supply: 105 to 125 volts or 210 to 250 volts, 50 to
60 cycles. The power input is approximately 60 watts.
Tubes: 3 type 6H6; 3 type·6SJ7; 2 type 6AC7; 1 type 6X5-G,
1 type VR-150-30. All are supplied.
Accessories Supplied: A seven-foot line connector cord,
spare pilot lamps and fuses, and 2 TYPE 274-M Plugs.
Mounting: 19-inch relay-rack panel.
Dimensions: Panel, 19 x 7 inches; depth behind panel,
872 inches.
Net Weight: 21 %: pounds.

Type

769-A
PATENT NOTICE.

I Square-Wave Generator . . .

. ... .. . . .

1

Code Word

Price

ASPEN

$150.00

See Note I, page v.
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TYPE 651-AE OSCILLOGRAPH RECORDER
USES: This device is suitable for recording the
trace of a cathode-ray oscillograph to ohtain
an accurate record of transient phenomena.
Typical applications are the study of the response of electrical networks to suddenly applied voltages, the recording of switching
transients, and the study of the instantaneous
variations of voltages and currents in electrical
machinery under arbitrary load variations.
From records of the Lissajous figures produced
by two transient voltages of the same frequency
the instantaneous phase displacement between
the two voltages may be deduced. * In this
manner the variation in power factor of electrical circuits under transient conditions may
be studied.
DESCRIPTION: In the TYPE 651-AE Oscillograph Recorder the film is driven continuously
past the aperture, so that the trace of the

cathode-ray spot is recorded as a continuous
line.
The accompanying photograph shows the
internal construction of the recorder. The large
central driving sprocket and the bottom takeup reel are driven by separate motors. The
torque characteristics of the motors are such
that the proper film tension is maintained as the
film passes from the loading reel to the take-up
reel. Focusing is accomplished by viewing the
image through the focusing eyepiece when the
two apertures in the driving sprocket are aligned
as shown. The image forms on a small piece of
translucent film which can be inserted in the
gate.
The speed of the film drive can be adjusted
over wide limits by varying the voltage applied
to the driving and take-up motors. The film
can be driven at speeds up to 35 feet per second.

"See Bullctin of Research of the Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc .. No. n , September, 1939.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Film: Any 35-mm film or paper wit h standard perforations
can be run. Daylight loading and unloading wi th negligible
waste. Capaci ty of reels, 100 feet.
Lens System: Lens must be purchased separately. A lens
of aperture f/l.5 and f / 2.0 is available in an arlj ustable
mounting that permits focusing for distances between
8 a nd 20 inches. The image for focusing is observed directly
on t he equivalent of a grou nd glass in the p lane of the film .
These lenses are sufficiently "fast" to perm it the recording of traces from a cathode-ray oscillograph on supersensitive panchromatic film at a speed of 35 feet per second,
when the ratio of total length along the trace to length of
film is less than 5 to l.
Oscillograph Screen: A low-persistence Actinic b lue screen
should be used for best resul ts.
Reels: Specially-made loading and take-up reels are
supplied.
Drive System: Both the film-drive sprocket and the take-up
reel are driven by universal (a-c or doc) motors. The film
speed is varied by applying voltages between 50 and 230
volts to these motors.
Film-Speed Range: When the motors a re operated at the
voltages mentioned above, film speeds between 5 and
35 feet per second are obtainable. At the higbest recommended operating voltage, higher speeds will sometimes
be obtained.
Speed Control: When 115-vol t or 230-volt, 50 to 60-cycle
service is available, a TYPE 200-CMIl or TYPE 200-C UIl
Variac may be used to vary the voltage applied to the
motors. For doc service, resistive methods of vol tage
control must be used.
Starting Characteristics: Full operating speed is reached in
a pproximately 10 feet of fi lm travel, at maximum speed.
At lower speeds, less film is consumed in reaching operating
speeds.
Dimensions: (Length) llYs x (w idth) 6 ~ x (h eight)
16 ~ inches, over-all.
Net Weight: 32 pounds.

Description

Class

*651 -AE
651-P1 .
*Without lens.
tPrice on request.

Oscillograph Recorder .
Lens. ..
. ........ .
PATENT NOTICE.

Interior view of the osci llograph recorder, showing
the film reels and sprocket.

Code Word

Price

DINER

$410.00

t

See Note 15. page v.
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STROBOSCOPIC RECORDERS
For recording high-speed phenomena by
means of stroboscopic light, an adaptation of
the oscillograph recorder can be supplied on
order. This differs from the conventional motion-picture camera in that no shutter is employed. A commutator is provided on the
sprocket to trip a stroboscope (such as the
T YPE 621 Power Stroboscope described on
page 6) at single-frame intervals, so that the
photographic record is properly framed for
projection. Although the film is continuously in
motion, the stroboscopic flash is so short in
duration that no blur of the image is noticeable.
Speeds up to 1500 frames per second can be
obtained.
Oscillograms laken with the TYPE 651-AE
Oscillograph Recorder.
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pedances available with the TYPE 830-R are
such that this filter may be worked from either
a 500-ohm line or a vacuum tube (plate resistance approximately 5000 ohms) into a circuit
of almost any impedance with satisfactory
results.
The attenuation characteristics are the same
for cithcr conncction on the two-impedance
side, but differ somewhat for different connections on the four-impedance side. From the
plot at the right, it will be seen that greatest
attenuation to harmonics is obtained on the
5000-ohm output tap. An attenuation peak at
the second harmonic occurs when the 500- and
5000-ohm taps on the four-impedance side are
used. This peak is not present with the other
two taps.
Since either side may be used as input or
output, two different connections are possible
when working between 500 and 5000 ohms.
From the curves shown, it is evident that somewhat better characteristics will be obtained if
the 500-ohm connection is made at the twoimpedance side.
The discrimination against harmonics or
other unwanted frequencies is 5 decIbels less
than the height of the curves since the attenu-
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Attenuation characteristics of TYPE 830-R
Band-Pass Fi lter for the various term inating
impedances.

ation at the desired frequency is approximately
5 decibels.

SPECIFICATIONS
Attenuation Characteristic: See accompanying curves.
Voltage Limit: Voltages up to approximately 3 vol lB at any
frequency may be applied to the SOO-ohm filter (10 volts
for SOOO-ohm filter) input terminals without significantly
altering the response curves. At higher voltage levels, sLight
shift in the location of the attenuation peaks may be
expected.

Mounting: All models except
Type

*830-A
*830-B
*830-C
*830-0
*830-E
*830-F
*830-G
*830-H
830-R
*PATE T NOnCE.

TYPE

830-B are mounted in

Cut-Off
Frequency

500
500
500
500

cycles
cycles
cycles
cycles

Model C cases, dimensions for wltich are given below. TYPE
830-B is mounted in a Model Dease.
Terminals: TYPES 830-A to 830-II inclusive are provided
with both soldering lugs and jack-top binding posts. TYPE
830-R has soldering lugs only.
Dimensions: See dimensions for Model C and Model D
cases on next page.
Net Weight: TYPE 830-B, 7 J1 pounds; aU others, 3 Y2
pounds.

Code Word

Impedance

500
500
5000
5000

0
0
0
0

500 0
1000 cycles
1000 cycles
500 0
5000 0
1000 cycles
1000 cycles
5000 0
{5000, 500 0
}
1000 cycles 50,000, 5000, 500, 50 0

Low-Pass
High-Pass
Low-Pass
High-Pass

FILTERGOAT

Low-Pass
High-Pass
Low-Pass
High-Pass
Band-Pass

FILTERTOAD
FILTERMUSH

F1LTERGIRL
FILTERSIIOE
l' ILT ERSEAT

FILTERSIG '
FILTE[lPIPE
FILTERROTE

Price

$18.50
21 .50
18.50
18.50
18.50
18.50
18.50
18.50
19.50

See Tote I, page v.

OTHER FILTERS
A 400-cycle band-pass filter, TYPE 530, for use in distortion measurements, is described
on the next page.
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TYPE 830 WAVE FILTERS
DESCRIPTION: TYPE 830 Wave Filters are
compact, two-section filters having exceptionally good characteristics. They are available in
low-pass, high-pass, and band-pass models. The
sections co-operate to give both a sharp cut-off
and high discrimination against frequencies
outside the pass band.
The band-pass model, TYPE 830-R, is sharply
tuned to pass 1000 cycles and discriminate
against other frequencies, the design being such
that a maximum of attenuation is provided for
the second harmonic at 2000 cycles. The input
and output coils of this unit are tapped so that
the filter can be used with high or low terminating impedances, or to replace the combination of a filter and transformer to work
between different impedances.

WAVE FILTER
TYPE 830 _ _

BAND PASS

~CPS

GENERAL RADIO CO
USA

CAMBRIDGE MA SS

USES:~Electric wave filters are widely used for
the elimination of harmonics from distorted
waveforms, for the isolation of specific components of complex waveforms, and, in general,
to) remove voltages of undesired frequencies
from measuring and comnnmications circuits.

The 500-cycle high-pass and lOOO-cycle low-pass
models can be used in tandem to give a one-octave
band-pass characteristic.

Chru'aclerislics of lOOO-cycle low-pass and
lOOO-cycle hi!l"h-pass filters.
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FEAlURES: It will be seen from the accompanying curves that the attenuation at the cut-off
frequency is less than 3 decibels for the highpass and low-pass models, and that for the
band-pass model the attenuation at the desired
frequency is only 5 or 6 decibels. The curves
also show that a discrimination of at least 40
decibels is maintained for all frequencies greater
than 1.5 times the cut-off frequency for the
high-pass types.
An excellent band-pass filter covering one
octave may be obtained by using the 500-cycle
high-pass and the 1000-cycle low-pass in tandem. The curve of attenuation vs. frequency
for this combination is shown below.
The combinations of input and output im-
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TYPE 530-A BAND-PASS FILTER
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View of TYPE 530·A Filter.
Transmission characteristic of TYPE 530
Band-Pass Filter.

This filter is designed for use with a 400-cycle
oscillator to provide a very pure signal for
distortion measurements, and for other applications where only an extremely small harmonic content can be tolerated. It may be used

with fundamental frequencies from 375 to 425
cycles, providing an attenuation of at least 50
decibels to all harmonics. In addition considerable attenuation to power-line frequencies
is provided.

SPECIFICAliONS
A ttenuation Characteristic: (See accompanying curve.) A
peak of maximum attenuation is set for rejection of the
800-cycle second harmonic.
Voltage limit: Voltages up to approximately 3 volts at
any frequency may be applied to the filter input terminals
without significantly altering the response curve. At higher
voltage levels slight shift in the location of thp attenuation
peaks may be expected.

Type

5 30-A
PATENT NOTICE.

Impedance

600 ohms

Mounting: Filters are mounted in standard drawn steel,
wax-filled Model D cases.
Dimensions: Case, (width) 5 %: x (height) 5 Y2 x (depth)
5 Y2 inches, over-all. (See also dimensioned drawing below.)

Net Weight: 8 pounds.

Pass Band

Code Word

375 to 425 cycles

FOCAL

See Note I , page v.
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DIMENSIONS OF FILTER CASES
MODELB
MODELC
MODELD
A . .. .
B ..
COo
Do.
EOo
FOo
G o..

21~6inches

3Vs inches
4 Vs inches
2%; inches
2%: inches
l Ys inches
% inch

3%; inches
4 inches
4Vs inches
3l{s inches
3Y2 inches
2Ys inches
% inch

5 %: inches
inches
5%; inches
4~ inches
4 %: inches
4Y2 inches
% inch
5~

METERS
VACUUM·TUBE
AND
RECTIFIER·TYPE
VOLTMETERS

•
MICROVOLTER

•
MEGOHMMETERS

•
OXIDE RECTIFIERS

METERS

GENERAL

TYPE 726-A
VACUUM-TUBE
VOLTMETER

(A-C OPERA TED)

USES: A high-impedance wide-range voltmeter,
such as the TYPE 726-A Vacuum-Tube V oltmeter, which can be used at both audio and
radio frequencies, is an extremely valuable instrument to the communications engineer. In
addition to its use as a voltmeter, it is an excellent ammeter at radio frequencies when used
with capacitive shunts. Used in this way, it has
found wide application in the measurement of
antenna current, for the determination of antenna power input.
Although calibrated to give readings of the
r-m-s values of approximately sinusoidal voltages, the voltmeter may be used, except on
the lowest voltage ranges, to determine the
peak value of complex voltage waves.
DESCRIPTION: An improved type of diodecondenser rectifier circuit, using an acorn tube,
is built into a small probe which is made of
low-loss bakelite. A cable, which also supplies
heater voltage to the tube in the probe, carries
the rectified voltage to a doc amplifier and indicating meter in the cabinet of the instrument.
The doc amplifier is of the degenerative type
using but one tube. The rectified voltage is applied directly to the amplifier control grid,
rather than through a voltage-dividing network, and the change from one voltage range
to another is accomplished by varying the degeneration factor.

132

FEATURES: The arrangement described above
makes it possible to use constants in the diode
circuit which will maintain high input impedance over all the ranges of the instrument.
Thus very little power is taken from the source
under measurement.
The degeneration in the doc amplifier stabilizes the gain and results in the calibration
being permanent and substantially independent
of tube characteristics. Except on the lowest
range, the scale is essentially linear. There is
sufficient overlapping of the various ranges, in
consequence, so that all readings may be made
well up on the scale.
Schematic circuit diag,'am of TYPE 726-A
Vacuum-Tube Voltmeter,

RADIO

CO .

METERS

A regulated power supply is employed, so
that line variations do not result either in
fluctuating readings or zero shifts. One zero
adjustment serves for all ranges. There is a
slight initial zero drift when the instrument is
first turned on, but this becomes negligible
after a brief warming-up period. Severe overloads for any scale setting will not damage the
instrument.
Since the entire a-c measuring circuit is
mounted in the small probe, the leads to the
source of voltage can be kept short, and good
accuracy is obtained even at high radio frequencies. The plug terminals of the probe can
be removed when necessary to shorten the leads
still more. For measurements at low frequencies,
where the effect of the leads is not important,
the probe and cable can be placed inside the
instrument and connections made to terminals
on the panel.
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Ratio of applied voltage to ind icated vol tage as a
fun c tion of frequency for various values of indicated
voltage.

SPECIFICATIONS
Range: 0.1 to 150 volts ac, in five ranges (1.5, 5, 15, 50,
150 volts, full scale). The range can be extended to 1500
volts by means of the TYPE 726-Pl Mul tiplier described
on the next page.
Accuracy: ±2 % of full scale on all five ranges, on sinusoidal
voltages.
Waveform Error: The instrument is essentially a peak
voltmeter calibrated to read r-m-s values of a sine wave,
or 0.707 of the peak value of a comp lex wave. On distorted
waveforms the percentage d eviation of the reading from the
r-m-s value may be as large as the percentage of harmonics
present.
Frequency Error: At hi gh frequencies resonance in the
input circuit and transit-time effects in the diode rectifier
Plots of the resistive and reactive components of
the input impedance, and of the dissipation factor
of the input circuit, of TYPE 726-A Vacuum-Tube
Voltmeter .

introduce errors in the meter reading. The resonance e ffect
causes the meter to read high and is independent of the
applied voltage. The transit-time error, on the other hand,
is a function of the applied voltage and t ends to cause the
meter to read low. The accompanying curve gives the
frequency correction for several different voltage levels.
I t wi ll be noted that a t low voltages the transit-time and
resonance effects tend to cancel, while at the higher
voltages the error is almost entirely due to resonance.
At the low audio-frequency end, this voltmeter may be
used at freq uencies as low as 20 cycles with an error of less
t han 1 % .

Input Impedance: The input circuit is equivalent to a
resistance of 6 megohms in parallel with 6.6 J1.J1.f. At the
higher frequencies the effective parallel resistance is
reduced by losses in the shuat capacitance. The accompanying plot gives the variation of Rp and XP with
frequency.
Temperature and Humidity Effects: Over the normal range
of room conditions (65 0 Fahrenheit to 95 0 Fahrenheit;
95 % relative humidity) the accuracy is substantially
unaffected by temperature and humidity conditions.

o to

Power Supply: 100 to 130 volts ac, 60, 50, or 42 cycles
and 200 to 260 volts, 50 cycles. (See price list.) The instrument incorporates a voltage regulator to compensate for
supply variations over this vol tage range. The power input
is less than 30 watts.

Tubes: .One type 955, one type 6Q7-G, and one type I-v
are used; all are supplied.

Accessories Supplied: A seven-foot line connector cord,
spare pilot lamps and fuses, and a TYPE 274-M Plug.

,
FREQUENCY jill Me

Mounting: Black crackle-finish al uminum panel mounted
in a shielded walnut cabinet.

.

Dimensions: (Width) 9 Yz x (depth) 14 x (height) 8 Yz inches,
over-all.

Net Weight: 17Yz pounds.
POll'er Sllpp/V
Type

726-A
726-A
726-A
726-A

Frequency

60
50
50
42

cycles
cycles
cycles
cycles

Yo ltage

100
100
200
100

to
to
to
to

130
130
260
130

V
V
V

V

Code Word

Price

ALLOT
ABAFT
ALTER
AMASS

$165.00
165.00
165.00
165.00
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TYPE 726-P1 MULTIPLIER
Tills multiplier extends the range of the TYPE
726-A Vacuum-Tube Voltmeter to 1500 volts.
It consists of a capacitive voltage divider
which provides a ten-to-one reduction between
the voltage applied to the multiplier and the
voltage appearing across the voltmeter terminals. The multiplier fits snugly to the voltmeter
probe, adding about three inches to the effective
length of the probe. The flanges which secure
the multiplier to the probe also act as an electrostatic shield for the probe.

SPECIFICATIONS
Multiplier Ratio: 10 to 1, within ±1 %.
Input Impedance: From 1 Mc to 100 Mc , the input impedance is effectively that of a 4.5 JJJJf condenser of less
than 0.5 % power factor.
Frequency Error: The frequency error is shown in the plot.
No appreciable error occurs between 1 Mc and 100 Mc. The
multiplier is not recommended for frequencies below 1 Me.
Net Weight: 12 ounces.
Type

726-P1

I Multiplier ...................... . .
I

a:
o
a:
a:

UJ

~
~
o

UJ

a:
a.

UJ

0.

...< ~ ~ ~ 8~

~ ~ ~ ~~
5
~~
10. ~
P'
0.01

Code Word

Price

ALOUD

$15.00

~

~
-

r---

f-

0.1

10.

100

FREQUENCY IN Me

Plol of frequency error fDr TYPE 726-Pl Mu lliplier.

TYPE 727-A VACUUM-TUBE VOLTMETER
(BATTERY OPERATED)
USES: This is a general-purpose vacuum-tube
voltmeter for use at frequencies up to about
100 megacycles. Because it is battery operated
and portable, it has many applications in the
field, where an a-c power line is not always
available.
DESCRIPTION: A diode rectifier circuit is employed as in the TYPE 726-A Voltmeter but
with a more sensitive two-stage doc amplifier,
permitting the measurement of a-c voltages
134

down to 50 millivolts over the entire frequency
range. The illgh-vollage limit is also extended.
to 300 volts.

FEA TURES: The high input impedance, wide
voltage range, and wide frequency range of
this instrument combined with its convenience
and portability make the TYPE 727-A VacuumTube Voltmeter an extremely useful meter for
the communications laboratory, as well as for
field work.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Range: 0.05 volt to 300 volts ac, in seven ranges (0.3, I, 3,
10,30, 100, 300 volts, full scale).
Accuracy: The IDeter reads peak values of the applied
voltage, and is calibrated in r-ID-S values of a sine wave.
With sinusoidal voltages applied, the accuracy is as follows:
±3 % of full scale on the 0.3-volt range
±2 % of full scale on the I, 3, and 10-volt ranges
±5 % of full scale on the 30, 100, and 300-volt ranges
Waveform Error: The instrument is calibrated to read the
r-ID-S value of a sinusoidal voltage. On the higher voltage
ranges, however, it is essentially a p eak reading device,
calibrated to read 0.707 of the peak value of the applied
voltage, and on distorted waveforms the per centage deviation of the reading froID the r-ID-S value may be as large as
the percentage of harmonics present. On the lowest ranges
the instrument approximates a true square-law device.
Frequency Error: Less than 1 % between 20 cycles and
30 Mc. At higher frequencies, the error is about +5% at
65 Mc and about +10% at 100 Mc.
Input Impedance: The input capacitance is approximately
16 ppf. The parallel input resistance (at low frequencies) is
about 5 megohms on the lower ranges and about 3 megohms
on the 30, 100, and 300-volt ranges. The accompanying
curves give the variation of Rp and XP with frequency.
Temperature and Humidity Effects: Over the normal range
of room conditions (65 0 Fahrenhei t to 95 0 F a hrenheit;

I•

o to 95% relative humidity) the accuracy of indication is
substantia lly ind ependent of temperature and humidity
conditions. Somewhat reduced accuracy may be expected.
however, if the instrument is subjected to extremes of
temperature.
Zero Adjustment: A zero adj ustment is provided on- the
panel. The setting is the same for a ll ranges.
Vacuum Tubes: Two IS5 tubes and one 957 tube are used
and are suppli ed ,vith the instrument.
Batteries: Two Burgess W20Pl, one Burgess W5BP, and
three Burgess 2F batteries are required, and are suppl ied
with the instrument. Battery life is approximately 250
hours of intermittent operation.
Mounting: The instrument is supplied in a walnut case
with cover and is mounted on an engraved black cracklefinish aluminum panel.
Dimensions: 11 x 6% x 5Ys inches, over-all (cover closed ) .
Net Weight: 10Ys pounds, includiug batteries.

f-+c,"<Ir+

FREQUENCY IN Me

P lot of resistive and reactive co mponents of input
impedance of TYPE 727-A Vacuum-Tube Vol tmeter.
Typ e

727-A

. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .I

Vacuum -Tube Voltmeter. .

Code Word

Price

P 1GMY

$115.00

Schematic circuit diagram of TYPE 727-A Vacuum-Tube Voltmeter.
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TYPE 729-A MEGOHMMETER
(SA TTERY OPERATED)

USES: This megohmmeter is a new batteryoperated design particularly intended for appli-

cations where portability is required. It is well
adapted for field use in the measurement of the
leakage resistance of cables and insulation . The
wide range of resistance covered by this instrument makes it suitable for use as a moisture
content indicator for such materials as lumber,
paper, and leather, where a definite relationship
exists between moisture content and electrical
conductivity.
DESCRIPTION: The circuit employed is that of
a conventional ohmmeter. The necessary sensitivity for measuring high resistance is obtained
by using a vacuum-tube voltmeter as the indicating element.
The highest resistance standard (1000 megohms) is sealed in glass and especially treated
to prevent surface leakage. This construction
insures that the readings of the instrument are
essentially independent of humidity. This
feature is particularly valuable in field use,
where adverse humidity conditions are frequently encountered.
FEATURES: A wide range of resistance is
covered with excellent accuracy. The meter is
calibrated at mid- cale for each range, and the
circuit is stabilized to insure accuracy of calibration, independent of tube characteristics.
The features of portability and self-contained
power supply are important for many applications.

SPECIFICATIONS
Ra nge: 2000 ohms to 50,000 megohms in five overlapping
ranges.
Scale: The standard direc t-reading ohmmeter calibration
is used: center scale values are .1, I , 10, 100, and 1000
megohms. Length of scale, 3 .l-i inches; central decade, 1 %
inches.
Accuracy: Within 3% of the indicated value over the
30,OOO-ohm to 300,OOO-ohm range and within 5% over the
300,OOO-ohm to 3000-megohm range when using the central
decade for each multiplier. Outside the central decade, the
accuracy is decreased because of the compressed scale.
Temperature a nd Humidity Effects: Over the normal range
of room conditions (65 0 Fahrenheit to 95 0 Fahrenheit; 0 to
95% relative humidity) the accuracy of indication is substantially independent of temperature and humidity conditions. Somewhat reduced accuracy may be expected,
however, if the instrument is subjected to temperatures
beyond the above range.

Voltage on Un k no wn: The voltage applied on the unknown
does not excecd 22 72 volts and varies with the meter
indication.
Tube: The tube, a type lE5-GP, is supplied.
Batte ries: The batteries required are two Burgess W30BP
or equivalent and one Burgess 2F2H or equivalent. A compartment is provided in the case of the instrument for
holding all batteries. A set of batteries is supplied with the
instrument. Battery life is approximately 250 hours of
intermittent operation.
Mounti ng : The instrumellt is supplied in a walnut case
with cover and is mounted on an engraved black cracklefinish aluminum panel.
Dimensions: With cover closed: (Length) 11 x (width) 6%
(height) 5~ inches, over-all.

x

N et W ei ght: 8~ pounds, including batteries.

Code Word

Type

129 -A

1

Megohmmeter .. .. . .. . ...... . . . .. . . .. . .... .. 1

PIOUS

Price

$85.00

View of the high resistance standard used
in TYPE 729-A Megohmmeter.
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TYPE 487-A MEGOHMMETER
(A-C OPERATED)
USES: The TYPE 487-A Megohmmeter is a
direct-reading ohmmeter for measuring relatively high resistances, such as carbon resistors,
and the leakage resistance of cables and samples
of insulating material. It can also be used to
locate defective insulation in electrical equipment.
The leakage resistance of condensers can also
be measured, but in measuring large condensers
with low leakage, the time constant results in
equilibrium being reached slowly. For example,
a condenser of 1 f..lf capacitance, having a
leakage resistance of 1000 megohms, could be
shown in a few seconds to have a resistance
greater than 500 megohms, but perhaps a
minute would be required to obtain the resi. tance within 10% . If a higher test voltage or
a lower time constant is required, the TYPE
544-B Megohm Bridge is recommended. (See
page 84.)
FEATURES: The TYPE 487-A Megohmmeter
DESCRIPTION: This instrument is very similar indicates resistance directly on the large meter
to the ordinary ohmmeter, except that, in order
to obtain high ranges, a vacuum-tube voltmeter
is used instead of the conventional indicator.
A zero adjustment is provided for setting all
four ranges in a single operation.

scale. Its operation is just as simple as that of
an ordinary ohmmeter, and a wide range of
resistances can be measured on the four overlapping ranges. The instrument is completely
a-c operated and takes only ten watts of power.

SPECIFICA TIONS
Range: 20,000 ohms to 50,000 megohms in four overlapping
ranges.
Scale: The standard direct-reading ohmmeter calibration
is used; center scale values are 1, 10, 100. and 1000 megohms.
Length of scale, 31J.{2 inches; center decade, 1 %; inches.
Accuracy: Within ±5% of the indicated value between
300,000 ohms and 300 megohms, and within ±8% from
300 megohms to 3000 megohms, using the central decade
of the scale. Outside the central decade the error increases
because of the compressed scale.
Temperature and Humidity Effects: Over the normal range
of room conditions (65 0 Fahrenheit to 95 0 Fahrenheit; 0 to
95% relative humidity) the accuracy of the instrument is
substantially independent of temperature and humidity.

Voltage on Unknown: The applied voltage on the unknown
does not exceed 150 volts and varies with the indication.
Tubes: The necessary tubes, one type IV, and one type 85,
are supplied.
Power Supply: 105 to 125 volts , 40 to 60 cycles ac. The
power required is 10 watts.
Accessories Supplied: A seven-foot connecting cord, spare
fuses, and a TYPE 274-M Plug.
Mounting: The instrument is snpplied in a walnut case and
is mounted on an engraved black crackle-finish aluminum
panel.
Dimensions: (Width) 10 x (beight) 8 x (depth) 5 Yz inches,
over-all.
Net Weight: 9Yz pounds.

Type

487-A

I Megohmmeter . ..

.............I

Code Word

Price

ONION

$95.00

TYPE 544-B MEGOHM BRIDGE
TYPE 544-B Megohm Bridge, for measuring resistance in the megohm range by the
bridge method, with constant voltage applied to the unknown, is described on page 84.
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TYPE 483-F OUTPUT METER
USES: The TYPE 483-F Output Meter finds its
greatest uses in the routine laboratory measurements of voltages at audio frequencies and for
comparison measurements of various types,
where the meter is used to match two voltages.
When used in conjunction with a TYPE 814-A
Amplifier, this meter is an excellent bridge null
detector for commercial and audio frequencies.
DESCRIPTION: A copper-oxide-rectifier voltmeter is used as the indicating meter. AnL-type
multiplying network is used to extend the range
and to furnish a constant input impedance.
SPECIFICA TIONS
Voltage Range: Below 0.5 volt to 200 volls in seven ranges
(2,4,10,20,40,100,200 volLs, full scale).

Accuracy: The fundamental accuracy is ±5 % of full scale,
which is equivalent to 0.1 volt multiplied by the multiplier
setting. This accuracy applies only when the instrument is
operated on sinusoid a l voltages and on the fl at portions of
the characteristic curves shown below.

Waveform Error: The copper-oxide rectifi er type meter is
cali prated in r-m-s values for a sinusoidal applied voltage.
When non-sinusoidal voltages are applied an error in indication may occur, since the meter is not a true r-m-s indicating device. The error will depend on the magnitude and
phase of the harmonics present, but with waveforms
normally encou ntered in communications work will not be
serious.
Input Impedance: The impedance on the 100 multiplier is
20,000 ohms ±2 %. For lower multiplier settings, however,
the impedance varies slightly with voltage. The greatest
change in impedance occurs on the 1 multiplier where the
impedance increases by approximately 15 % as tbe voltage
is dropped from full scale. 2 volLs, to quarter scale, 0.5 volt.
Scale Length: 2 Y2 i;'ches.
Terminals: Jack-top binding posts are provided. Standard
%-inch spacing is used.
Plot showing the effect of temperature on the
meter indication. Note that in the normal
room tcmperature range the temperature coefficient is practically zero. Data plotted here
are the average from a number of instrumen·Ls.

Mounting: Mounted on an aluminum panel which is
mounted in a walnut cabinet.
Accessories Supplied: One TYPE 274.-M Plug.
Dimensions: (Length) 9 % x (width) 4~ x (height) 5~
inches, over-all.
Net Weight: 3Y2 pounds.
Average

frequency characteristic
meter.
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AVOID
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TYPE 583-A
OUTPUT-POWER
METER

USES: The output-power meter reads directly
the amount of audio-frequency power that a
source is capable of delivering into any desired
load. Thus the effect of load impedance on
power delivered can be easily measured, and
the characteristic impedance of telephone lines,
phonograph pickups, oscillators, and similar
equipment can be found by observing the impedance which gives the maximum reading on
the instrument.
In testing radio receivers the TYPE 583-A
Output-Power Meter is very useful as an output
indicator for standard selectivity, sensitivity,
band-width, and fidelity tests, and an auxiliary
decibel scale is furnished on the meter for this
purpose.

DESCRIPTION: This instrument may be considered to be an adjustable load impedance
across which is connected a voltmeter that is
calibrated directly in watts lost in the load.
Actually the input is connected through a multitap transformer and a resistance network to an
output meter.
FEA TURES: The TYPE 583-A Output-Power
Meter covers a wide range of both power and
impedance values. The power range is 50,000 :1,
and the impedance range is 8000:1. All readings
can be made directly and quickly. The indicating element is a rectifier-type voltmeter and
will stand considerable overload for short
periods.

SPECIFICA TIONS
Power Range: 0.1 to 5000 milliwatts in four ranges (fi, 50,
500, 5000 miiliwatts, fuil scale). The copper-oxide meter is
calibrated from 1 to 50 milliwatts with an auxiliary scale
read i ng from 0 to 17 decibels above a reference level of
1 milliwatt.
Impedance Range: 2.5 to 20,000 ohms. Forly discrete
impedances, distributed approximately logarithmically,
are obtained by means of a ten-step OHMS dial and a
four-step MULTIPLIER.
Accuracy: Tbe accuracy of both power and impedance
measurements varies with frequency. The maximum error
in full-scale power reading does not exceed 0.5 decib31
between 150 and 2500 cycles, nor does it exceed 1.5 decibels
at 20 and 10,000 cycles. Tbe average error is 0.3 decibel at
30 and 5000 cycles, and 0.6 decibel at 20 and 10,000 cycles.
Tbe maximum error in impedance does not exceed 7 %
between 150 and 3000 cycles, nor does it exceed 50 % at 20
and 10,000 cycles. The average error is 8% at 30 and
5000 cycles and 20% at 20 and 10,000 cycles.
Waveform Error: The indicating instrument used is a
copper-oxide rectifier-type meter, calibrated in r-m-s values

for a sinusoidal appli ed voltage. When non-sinusoidal
voltages are app lied an error in indication may occur, since
the meter is not a true [-m-s indicating device. The error
will depend on the magnitude and phase of the harmonics
present, but with waveforms normally encountered in
communications work will not be serious.
Mounting: The instrument is mounted on an aluminum
panel in a walnut cabinet.
Accessories Supplied: One TYPE 274-M Plug.
Dimensions: (Length) 10 x (width) 7 x (height) 6 inches,
over-all.
Net Weight: 87:1: pounds.

z--

Type

583-A
PATENT NOTICE.

I Output.Power Meter . .
Sec Notea 5, 6, page

. .. . .. ··· 1

Code Word

Price

ABUSE

$95 .00

Y.
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TYPE 783-A OUTPUT-POWER METER
nected a voltmeter that is calibrated directly
in watts dissipated in the load.
This instrument is very similar to the TYPE
583-A Output-Power Meter described on the
previous page but has a much higher power
range (100 watts, maximum) as well as better
frequency and impedance characteristics.

FEATURES: Tllis instrument gives accurate
power indications over a wide range of power,
impedance, and frequency. The auxiliary decibel scale is convenient for many types of
measurement.
SPECIFICATIONS

USES: The TYPE 783-A Output-Power Meter is
a direct-reading instrument for measuring the
power output of audio-frequency circuits.
Some of its specific uses include the testing
of amplifiers, transformers, and other networks.
It is particularly useful for simulating loudspeaker or other load impedances in testing the
output characteristics of high-power audio
systems, since it will measure power outputs as
high as 100 watts. It is sufficiently sensitive, on
the other hand, to be useful in measuring very
low-level circuits.
DESCRIPTION: Functionally the TYPE 783-A
Output-Power Meter is equivalent to an adjustable load impedance across which is con-

Power Range: 0.2 milliwatt to 100 watts in five ranges
(10 and 100 milliwatts, 1, 10, and 100 watts, full scale).
An amciliary decibel scale reads from -10 to +50 db
referred to a level of 1 milliwatt.
Impedance Range: 2.5 to 20,000 ohms. Forty discrete
impedances, distributed approximately logarithmically,
are obtained by means of a ten-step OHMS dial and a
four-step MULTIPLIER.
Impedance Accuracy: The input impedance is within ±2%
of the indicated value, except at the higher audio frequencies, where the error for the higher impedance settings
may exceed this value. Atl5,000 cycles the input impedance
error is about 5% for impedances from 10,000 to 20,000
ohms.
Power Accuracy: The indicated power is accurate to
±0.25 db at full-scale reading. At the lowest impedance
mulLiplier seLting (2.5 to 20 ohms) there may be an
addi tional error of 0.2 db due to switch contact resistance
when the power multiplier is set at 10 (10 to 100 watt
range).
The over-all frequency characteristic of the power
indication is lIat within ±0.5 db from 20 cycles to 10,000
cycles; within ±0.75 db to 15,000 cycles.
Waveform Error: The indicating instrument used is a
copper-oxide rectifier meter, calibrated in r-m-s values for
a sinusoidal applied voltage. When non-sinusoidal voltages are applied an error in indication may occur, since the
meter is not a true r-m-s indicating device. The error will
depend on the magnitude and phase of the harmonics
present, but, with waveforms normally encountered in
measurement circuits at communications frequencies, will
not be serious.
Temperature and Humidity Effects: Humidity conditions
have a negligible effect on the accuracy of the instrument.
The instrument is calibrated at 77 0 Fahrenheit and, if
the ambient temperature departs widely from this value,
additional errors of indication may be expected. At high
temperatures (95 0 Fahrenheit) this additional error may
approach the nominal calibration error, particularly at
the higher frequencies.
The heat dissipated by the instrument itself has no
effect on the accuracy.
Accessories Supplied: One TYPE 274-M Plug.
Mounting: The instrument is mounted on a bakelite panel
in a walnut cabinet.
Dimensions: 8 x 18 x 7 inches, over-all.
Net Weight: 17 pounds.

Type

783-A
PATENT NOTICE.
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TYPE 546-8 AUDIO-FREQUENCY MICROVOLTER
USES: The TYPE 546-B Audio-Frequency
Microvolter is a useful source of small, known,
audio-frequency voltages. In measuring the
response of amplifiers, transformers, and other
audio equipment, such a source of known input
voltage is extremely valuable. The microvolter
can also be used to measure other small voltages
by substitution methods.
DESCRIPTION: This instrument consists, essentially, of a constant impedance attenuator
and a voltmeter by means of which the input
to ' the attenuator is standardized. A switch
controls the output voltage in decade steps
while an individually calibrated dial provides
continuous control over each decade.
FEATURES: This instrument has an excellent
frequency characteristic, extending from very
low frequencies up to 20,000 cycles. The lowfrequency limit is determined by the characteristics of the meter. Excellent accuracy is
obtainable for absolute voltage levels, and for
voltage ratios, as are used in gain or loss

measurements, still better accuracy can be
obtained.
In addition to the voltage calibration of the
meter and multiplier, a decibel scale is provided.
This facilitates the work of obtaining response
characteristics, since no calculations are necessary to obtain the relative response in decibels.

SPECIFICATIONS
Output Voltage Range: From 0.1 microvolt to 1.0 volt,
open circuit, when the input voltage is set to the standardized reference value.
Accuracy: For open-circuit output voltages the calibration
is accurate within ±3% ±0.1 microvolt for output settings
above 1 microvolt and for all frequencies between 20 and
20,000 cycles. This accuracy applies only where waveform
and temperature errors are negligible (see below). Below
1 microvolt the error increases owing to crowding of the
scale.
For ratios or increments of voltage, at a given frequency,
the accuracy of any reading is within ±2% ±0.1 microvolt, at frequencies up to 100,000 cycles. At the higher
frequenci es this accuracy applies only at levels above 100
microvol ts.
Output Impedance: Theoutputimpedance is approximately
200 ohms and is constant with setting within ±5 % . This
impedance is sufficiently low so that no correction on the
output voltage is necessary for load impedances of the order
of 50,000 ohms and greater.

CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE
OUTPUT

Input Impedance: Approximately 430 ohms, substantially
independent of output setting on a ll but the highest
multiplier position.
Waveform Error: The accuracy of the m icrovolter as a
calibrated attenuator or vol tage d ivider is independent of
waveform. The absolute accuracy of the output voltage
calibration depends on the characteristics of the input
vol tmeter, which has a small waveform error that depends
in turn on both the phase and the magnitude of harmonics
present in the input. This error in the voltmeter can , in
general, be neglected when the microvolter is used with
ordinary laboratory oscillators.
Temperature Error: The accuracy of the calibration is
independent of temperature when the microvolter is used
as an attenuator or voltage divider. The absolute accuracy
is affected slightly by temperature because of change in the
voltmeter characteristics. The necessary correction for
temperatures from 65° to 95° Fahrenheit is furnished with
the instrument. The effects of humidity are negligible.
Power Source: The driving oscillator must be capable of
furnishing about 2.2 volts across 430 ohms, or about
11 milliwatts.
Accessories Supplied: Two TYPE 274-M Plugs are supplied.
Terminals: Jack-top binding posts are mounted on standard
%-inch spacing.
Mounting: The instrument is mounted on an aluminum
panel in a shielded walnut cabinet.
Dimensions: (Length) 10 x (width) 7 x (height) 6 % inches,
over-all.
Net Weight: 672 pounds.

Type

546-8

I Audio-Frequency Microvolter * .. .. .. .. . . ... !

Code Word

Price

CROWN

580.00

*Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
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TYPE 492-A OXIDE RECTIFIER
USES: This compact rectifier unit can be used,
in connection with suitable shunts and multipliers, to measure alternating voltages when
only direct-current meters are available.

DESCRIPTION: The TYPE L192-A Oxide Rectifier
is a hridge-type rectifier using four copper-oxide

units as the rectifying elements. These elements are mounted in a hakelite case, which is
furnished with plugs and a nameplate.

FEATURES: The rectifier is offered as a compact, simple, and convenient unit for experimental work.

SPECIFICATIONS
Input Voltage: This r ectifier may be used safely with a -c
input voltages up to 4 vol ts, rms. Tbis value is engraved
on the n ameplate.
Load Impedance: Maximum power is transferred to the
load , for a given input voltage, when its resistance is belween 500 and 1000 ohms. Short circuit will not injure the
rectifier.
Meter: If a I-milliampere meter, of about 500 ohms res istance, is used , full-scale deflection will be obtained with
about 2 vol-ts, rlllS, across the input of the rectifier. If the
TYPE 588-AM Direct-Current Meter is used , about 1 volt
on the rectifier input will b e sufficient to produce full-scale
deflection.
Input Impedance: The a-c input impedance varies with the
d-c load impedance. It also varies somewhat with tbe input
voltage, but by the proper use of shunt and series resistances on the input, it is possible to reduce greatly tbis
apparent change with voltage.
Frequency Charaderistics: For frequencies b elow 5000
cycles the frequency error is negligible. For higher frequencies the sensitivity of the unit decreases sli ghtly. -

Waveform Effeds: A copper-oxide rectifi er in conjunction
with d-c indicating m eter will give readings that are approximately proportional to the av erage value of the
applied voltage. Hence if the combination is calibrated for
r-ID-S or peak values some error may be exp ected when
non-sinusoidal voltages are applied.
Temperature Charaderistics: Over the normal range of room
temperatures the sensitivity of the rectifier unit m ay change
by as much as 5% because of t emperature effects.
Mounting: The rectifier units are mounted in small bakelite
cases wbich are provided with a nameplate and TYPE 274
Plugs using the standard spacing wbich fits the TYPE
274-RJ Mounting Base and TYPE 588-AM Direct-Current
Meter. The base is not supplied. (See page 190.)
Dimensions: (Length) 2 Ys x (width) 1 % x (depth) %
inches, exclusive of plugs.
Net Weight: 2 ounces.

Type
492-A

1

Oxide Rectifier ...

Code Word

Price

FLORA

$7.00

-I

TYPE 588-AM DIRECT-CURRENT METER
USES: TIlls meter and mounting have been designed for use with the TYPE 492-A Oxide
Rectifier.
DESCRIPTION: This meter is a low-resistance
galvanometer with a full-scale sensitivity of 500
microamperes or 5 millivolts.
The meter is supported at an angle of 30°
from the horizontal hy a molded black bakelite
case. Jacks are provided for plugging in an
oxide rectifier, and separate binding posts are
provided as input terminals.
SPECIFICA TIONS
Range: 0 to 500 microamperes, or 0 to 5 millivolts.
Resistance: 10 ohms ±2 % .
Calibration: Sensi tivity is adjusted at full scale to 500
microamperes ±2 %, and the d eflection is closely proportional to eurrent over the entire scale.
Zero Adjustment: An adjusting screw is provided.
Scale: The 2Ys-inch scale is divided into 50 equal divisions
marked 0 to 50.
Terminals: Jack-top binding posts and plug terminals, all
with standard % -inch spacing, are provided.
Mounting: The bakelite case with terminals to fit TYPE
492-A Oxide Rectifier is provided.
Dimensions: (Length) 5Ys x (width) 3 1i){6 x (height) 2Ys
inches, over-all.
Net Weight: I Ys pounds.

Type
588-AM
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FRE9UENCY

GENERAL

FREQUENCY AND TIME
THE PRIMARY STANDARD
The determination of frequency directly in
terms of lime is a fundamental measurement,
sincc frequency is the lime raLc of recu rrence
of a cyclical phenomenon. A primary standard
of frequency is, thercrofc, defined as one whose
frequency is determined directly in terms of
Lime. A secondary standard of frc<luency is olle
whose fre<lucncy is determined by comparison
with a primary standard or by comparison
with other secondary standards some onc of

I n practice, the responsibilit.y of establishing
and maintailling accurate time determinations
b y astronomical observations is not assumcd
by the indi vidu als dcsiring a primary standard
of frequcncy. The time determinations are
carried out. b y observatories especially cquipped
for the purpose, and the resul ts are made
available to a large number of users by standard time transmissions by radio and wi.re. In
thc United Stalcs, the U. S. Naval Obscn 'atory
transmits high-precision time signals by radio
which originall y wns compared with a primary through the facilities of the U. S. Naval nadia
Scrvice. The Arli ngton transmission on 113 kc
standard.
In ord er to es tablish a primary standard of is now available 22 of the 2'~ hours of the day
frequ ency, it is fU'Sl necessary to establish a and can be received over a large part. of the
reliable standard of time. A cyclical system, continental United States. Less frequent transhaving a substantiall y constant rate, then missions on high frequencies can be received
becomes a prima ry frequency standard when nearly all over the world.
The user of a primary frequency s tandard
referred 1,0 the t.ime standa rd.
can t hcn convenien tly determ ine the frequency
of the standard in terms of the standard
time interval sent to him by radio. In the
General Bad io equipment. means arc provided
for quickly and cOllveniently making this
comparison.
In principle, the constant-freq uency oscillator, checked in terms or time, is a primary
frequency standard, but is a single-frequency
device. For conven icnce in usc, it is desirable to
havc mcans of obtaining from such a source
Illany othcr frequencies above and below the
oscillator frequcncy.

------- -------TildE

CO",P"'''ISON

FREOUENCY MULTIPLICATION
AND DIVISION
For practical reasons it is dcsirable to divide
a standard frequ ency, if this frequency be a
low radio frequcncy, to obtain an output frequency such that an easily constructcd synchronous motor can be operatcd to count the
number of cycles cxecuted b y the s tandard
oscillator in a standard timc intcrval. In
measurelllcn Ls of frequencies and parLicu larly
of high radio frequcncies, it is desirable to
multiply Ihc standard frcquency by some
factor to ob tain an output frC<luency ncar the
frequ ency being measured. Hoth of these
opcrations arc performed by a relaxation oscillator called a multiyibrator.

F,GURE I . FUlictionul dillgro'u or .. Ilrimorysw ndIIUI. or frequency. The frequency o f 8 prima .. r
sta ndard is measured byd irectoo llllNlriso n wilh lhe
rotational period of tho car lh. li enee nny primary
sta ndard will oollsiH of 0 OO'''WIlI-frequcm:y
O$Cillator (suc h al a IJendulum. or n piezo-eleclric
crys tal) (lnd some mellns (or ooun!;ng lhe number
of illJ OI!(': illnlions iuII givcllslnndurd timo in terval.
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THE SECO ND ARY STANDARD

FIGUI"~

Showing fu nctionoll y t he Ol)(!to lion
o r o rrcq ucncyd i\'iI!ioll llyslc m.

:!.

An oscillator of this type is characterized b y

its susceptibility to control by a n introduccd
,oltagc whose frequency lies ncar its funda ·
mental or a low-ordcr harmonic frequency. ]Jl
this condition of control. the relaxation oscil·
lator locks into s tep with the control voltage,
and the freq uency bears an integral relationship to the frequency of the controlling voltage.
1r the freq uency of the standard oscillator is
j t a multi vibrator, controlled by it and acting
as a frequency d ivider, would have a fundamental frequency of j i m" where 111 1 is a whole
number (generall y less lilan 10). This frc<Iucney dh·idcr can , in turn, control a second
divider operating aL a frequency 1/ m2 below
its fundam cntal frequcn cy. The Lwo di\riders
Ihen gi,'c a di vision of 1/ m11/12 for the s tandard
oscillator.
From each of the three fundam cntal frc<Iucncicsj,jl rll" and j / m,rll2 a series of multi pic
frC<llIcncics can be derived by thc generation of
harm onics. The multivibralors have extrcmel y
dis torted wavcforms, and thcir outputs contain
hundrcds of harmonics useful for measurement
purposes.
B y these two processes, a great Ilurnlx'r of
s tandard freq uencies, each of which is kllom l
with the salll C accuracy as the frequ cllcy of
the standard oscillator, can be produc(.'(1 from
a single-frequency source. By suitab[c chok e
of thc factors by which the s tandard frequency
is divided, thc deri vcd frequ encies may be made
to covcr a large parL of the communicationfrC<luency spectrum, from [ow audio frequ encies
to high- and evcn ultra-high rad io frequencies.
The range of output frequencies obtainable
from the General Badio Prima ry .F rc<luency
Standard is s hown in Fi ~tlre 3. Complcte
specifications for th is s tandard are given on
pagc 148.

1n Illan y cases an elaborate a nd costl y primary frequency s tandard may noL be justified
for the work a L hand. Satisfactory secondary
s tandards can be assembled to mceL the particular rC<luirements of measuremenls at some
loss in accuracy. bu t at a considerable saving
in cost. Sincc accurate s tandard frequ encies are
now availablc by radio. it is possible to check
the s ta ndard frequentl y, and , if necessary,
readjust thc frequ en cy into agreement with
s tandal'd-frequency I'adio trans missions. A
secondary s tandard of moderately good performa nce will main tain its frequency s uffi.
cientl y well over the periods between s ta ndardfrequency transmissions so thaL entirely satisfactory ayerab'"C accuracy lIlay be maintained.
J n general, a secondary frequency standard
consists of a s tandard-frequency oscillator and
one 0 1' more Illulti vibralors, depending upon
the output harlllonic frc<lucncies desired and
t he purposes for which they are requi red . A
generall y useful combinati on is shown fun ctionall y in F igure -I· and is d escribed under I hc
CLASS C-IO-J{ Secondary Standard . page ]52.
Other combinations can be assembled to mee L
particula r requirements.

Fl cu,, ~:

3. Func tio na l di agrum o r C u ss C·2 1.11 LO
Prima ry Sta ndard o r Fre(llicuey. Th e o utput
rrequ cneictl nrc shown in the 81lCC im at the rig h t
orthe diagrnm.
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The next. step. after establish ing a series of
standard frequencies embracing a porlion of
the frequency spectrum in wh ich measurements
of fl"CqUCllcy arc to be made, is to evaluate any
unknown frequ ency in terms of one of the
standard frequencies. Any unknown freq uency
will lie between two of the standard-freq uency
harmonics, as shown in F igUioe 5. The simplest.
process is to determine the differencc in fre-

I I

quency bcLwccn the unknown frequency and

the nearest of the standard frequencies. This
difference is added to the standard frequency
if the unknown lies above the standard, or
subtracted if the unknown lies below the slandani frequ ency.

INTERPOLATION METHODS
For evaluating the frequ cllcy difference (A

or E, Figure 5), either of two methods is ordinarily used, the direct-beating method and the
linear inteq>olalion method. The direcL-bcatillg
metbod, outlined in Figure 6, consists of beatillg the standard and unknown frc<luencics in a
detector, and measuring the beat frequency by
comparison with a cal ibrated audio oscillator.
FWllII" I.

Funclio nol di" KrO Ill of CU/i;" C·IO- II

FIGI" t: 5. This dil<l<l'(I'" sho ..·s lhe
bet ..·t~ n 1111 .. n\.;no,.,,, frt'que"cl ""d 0
hurlllo"icserit....

I
reilltiou
~ Il",uurd

The linear-interpolation method uses a radiofrequency osci llator whose outpuL frequ ency
varies linearl y wilh scale selling. This linea l'
scale is used to interpolate directly between the
two standard frc<l lIcncies to locate the Wlknown, Figure 7 shows how this is accomplished.
When the osci llator is successively adjusted
to zero beat with the unknO\\"I1 frequency f~
and with each of the standard frequ encies fl
and f~, betwccn which fz lies, three dial settings
Sz. Sit and S2 are obtained, Since the freque ncy
intervals arc proportional to corresponding
scale in ten'als,

S. .... omlnry Fre(l"""cy Stu"(i,,rd.

Iz-fl

r-

10 kc

NULTIVIBRATOR

J

~

'0'

1 "nd
§

10'

I/)

10 8

d

f,- f,

Sz-SI

~ 8,-S,

f, - J.+ ~;=f:

Similal'l y,

f, ~ f, -

tf:

(f,- f, )·

(f,- f, )·

~

50 kc
MULTIVIBRATOR

j

~

~

lOT ~

'0'
50kc
PIEZO-ELECTRIC
OSCI LLATOR

W'n<

A-C POWER SUPPLY
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Asselublies of frequency-measuring eq uipment for measuring unknown frequencies in
terms of standard-freq uency harmonies are
described on pages 150 and 153.
When portabi li Ly and simplicity a re im portaut requ iremen ls for a frequency mell5uring

system, the sccolldary standard and interpolatioll device can be combined in a single cabinet.
The h eterod~nc frequency meter, with built-in
crystal calibrator, described on page 16 1, is an
example of this type of instrument. ""'or rapid
operation and freedom from ambiguiLy in the
identificatiotl of harmonics, a direct-read.ing
dial is pro\·ided. Numerous checking points arc
obtained on each ranf:,'C of the heterodyne frequency meter so that au)' drift caused byaging
or by temperature is easily corrected. Jnterpolation between known chocking points is
accomplished by use of the direct-reading dial.
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or "

Function,,1 dj,,~rotn s ho"-;"II th..,
opl'notion of Ih(' di~~~~~:;~::::n':"' lhQd or r.....qll.. "t:y
"'IG~I<E

6.

FREQUEN CY MONITORING
As con lras ted with the problem of frequency
measureJJlents over wide ranges of frequ encies,
certain operating requ iremen ts demand the
OOlllinuOlIS measurement of a single, or a very
few frequencies. T he con tinu OliS monitoring of
the frequ ency of a radio transmitter is onc
ins tance. Frequency mon itors arc now required
by law for muny classes of service in the Un ited
States and foreign countries.
For continuolls monitoring, the process of
measurement must be reduced either to nutomatic or vcry simple operation. In t he T\' P I~
25-;\ Broadcast. Freque ncy J\ l onilor (page 166),
the carrier fre<lu cncy is compared with that of
a piczo-elcclric oscillator which is offset from
the as.",igned carTier frequency by 1000 cycles.
Tile carrier and secondary standard frequ cncies
arc ff'(llo a detector, wherc thc beat-frequcncy
diffcre nce is obta ined and is then amplified . T he
amplified output is then passed to a frequ encyindica ting de\rk'e, us uall y rcrerrcd to as a
frequ ency-dc\'iution meter. If thc transmitter
frequency varies with reference to the frequency of the secondary sl,audaro , thc beatfWPlCllCY also varies, and the departu re from
the normal value is a measure of the carrierfrequ ency deyiatiOIl in both magnitude und
sigll. The ca rrier-frequency de\ iution ma r thus
be cont inuously indicat ed 011 a meter ; Ille
operating personnel can easily check the frequency at any l ime and make uny ne('('ss..1 r y
Fwu..!. 7.

1'101 o f

fn.'(lu~"C)'

.... _ Ie I!e U'''1I" for

o Jinenr-!IColt·O!ICilIutor.

r- 5 ,'$,-,

I
r--.''-.'-

.

-l

FlGtlm 1;1. G"IlI:r,,1 fu""I;u,,,,1 .1'''11"'' "1
frt'<i ui:nc)' ",on'tor'''1I' 1I)'MIt'''' , TIll.' difft'renee ill
fn.'<I"" "<')' Do! 1>1"1"'<'<'11 ImnsmiUer und {lie:wc1 .....:tric OoIci lllllor
ol)l.ni n<.>ti in llu" tlclt"Ctor. ;s
Rmplifil'(l. 8"d opCn.o l"" the freo:tuen,,)" IIIcll"r. To
ov."rCil tllc umhiH"it )'nlllo th"'IIC",...ofl lll'd",' ;u lio n,
Do/is I"ud e lolo[lv<,,, d'''n nilevll ]''<'.iII')· ]OOO c),clC!!,

'$

the Iruns",iu,"r i~ "t eorre'll frl"I ""'''l)'' b)·
IIdjusli1lll'lhe tliezo-cll'Clric08ciIl"torforllfr('(IU'''"q·
JOOO e)d C>lui,.,,-eor bclo"'lheIlSlli~ ,U'd Imll8U1itt<'r
frrq"ency.

... h{,11

adjus tmcnts to correct any deviations which
occu r. If desircd, such dC\'iations may bc
recorded. so that a permancnt record of the
s tation performance is obtained.
I n some cases, a simplcr t ype of monitor is
more desirable, for example, one in which the
s tation de\ iation is indicated only if it exceeds
a prescribed limit. One stich tn>e is dt.'Scribed
on pagc 168, wherc th{' operat ing range of the
monit or lIla ~' be adjus ted to mee t thc requirements imposed all the particular channel to
wh ich a station lUay be assigned. Once adjusted" the monitor operates either of two
signal lights, one for positi ve and one for negative dcviations, but onl y if tbe ca rrier frequ ency
deviation exceeds the limit for ,\ hich the
monitor has been se t. Since the sign of the
de,·iation is indicated, the operat ing l>ersonnel
ma y at once make the proper readjustment of
the transmitter to bring it wit hin the toler'aocc
permitt ed.

WAVEMETERS
For making preliminary adjus tments on
transmitters. and for general experimental
work. the simple r'CSOllun t-circu it wuvemeter is
st ill a valuablc tool. Su fli cient accuracy is possible so that preliminary adjustments may be
made closely enou~ h to be represcntati\'e of
fina l conditions, Sc \·eral models of "aVemeterg
are describcd on pugcs 1,74 to 17 7, covering
different frequency ranges, with various accuracies and with difl'erenl types of resonance
indicators adapted to the t n)es of service for
which the ins truments are intended.
In Ihe following pages assembl ies of standardfrequency and frc<l lI c n cY- llle asur in ~ C(luipment,
which have been fOlllld to meeL convenientl y
most general requ il'ements, a rc described ,
M odifications in choice and grouping of lInits
are possible to mcct efficientl y mall y and \'aricd
special requ irements. Suggest ions on equ ipmellt will gladl y be made by oll r Engineering
Dcpartment.
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PRIMARY FREQUENCY 5T ANDARD
Class C-21-HLD
The CLASS C¥21·HLD Standard.Frequency Assembly
is a complete and highly precise p ri mary standard of
frequency . Units have becn insLallcd and arc now operating
ill all parts of the world in industrial organizations, research laborato ries, obsc.rvntories, and frequency moniloring stations. l\'iany of UICm arc used as national slandards
of frequency by communications adminislrations in
American, European, and Asiatic counlries.
The assembly is provided with a means of measuring

its ou tput frequencies in terms of s tandard time without
rcference to any o ther standard of [requeucy. ]-(armonic
series based on fundamentals of 0.1, 1, 10, aod 50 kilocycles are ava.ilable at its ou tput term inuls to furnish
standard frequencies over the entire communicationrrequcncy spectrum. From it can a lso be obta.incd onc~
second pu lses. T he accuracy of a ll ou tput frcqucncies is
the Sa me and is better than ±5 parts in ten m illion over
periods of several months.

SPECIFICA liONS
Frequency Range: Slu nclard freq uencies ranging from one
pulse per second to frequencies of several megacycles can
be obtai ned from this equipment.
The output frequencies are as follows. The upper frequency limit depe nds upon the luethod used to detect and
utilize the harmonics. The volues here quoted are easily
reached when using t.he TnB 619-E H eterodyne Detector.
From 50-ke multivi brntor, 50 ke and its harmonics up to
25 megacycles (upper limit o f TYI'E 619-£).
From 10-ke Illultivibrator, 10 kc a nd its harmonics
up to 10 megacycles.
From l-ke multivibrator, 1 kc and its harmonics in
the audio-frequency range.
From IOO-cycle multivibrator, 100 cycles a nd its harmonics in the lower audio rauge.
From the syncronometer unit, one-second con tactor.
T im t ime of occurrence of the contact may be phased
to occur at a ny instant over a range of one second
If a suitable high-frcq ucncy receivcr is used to detect
I hcm, 50-kc harmonics up to 50 megacycles can be utilized
di rectly. For wo rk at higher frequcncies, harmonics of a n
auxiliary oscillator whose fundamental is monitored against
the standard aL a lower frequency can be used.
Output Voltage: The harmonic outputs of the 50 and
10 kc are ot low imperlance (65 ohms) . The r-m-s voitoges,
measu red at tJlC terminal stril) of thc frequeucy standard,
ac ross u 65-oh m load, are: at 50 kc, 0.3 volt; and ] 0 kc,
0.3 volt. The uud io-frequency outputs arc at high-impedance (10,000 to 20,000 ohms) . The r-Il\-S voltages measured
aL the terminal strip o f the s tandard, across a ]O,OOO-ohm
load, arc : 1 kc, 2:1 volts; 100 cycles, 15 volts. These voltages
:lre representative only; they ure not guaranteed vol ues.
Frequ ency Ad justment : The frequency of tllc quartz bar
in its oscillator circuit is udjus ted to within 1 part in ten
million o f ita specified frequency in te rms of s tandard
time. Slight changes in frcquency may occur during shipment. A control is provided for adjusting the frequency
over a range of upproximately plus or m inus 1 pa rt in
one mill ion. Complete ins tr uctions for making adjustments over a wide r ru nge a rc givcn.
Frequency Stability: When the assembly is operated in
nccordancc with instructions. the freq uency will remai n
wil hin 5 pa r ts in tcn mi n ion over long pcriods of time.
Since time compa risons cu n be Illade severul times daily.
the frequency is known wi th a high degree of precision
at ull times.
The teml}Craturc coefficient of freque ncy of the quart'!';
b;lf is of the order of 2 purts per m illion per dcgree Centigrade. T llC teml}Crature regulation is wi thi n 0.01° Centigrade so that the effector ambient tem perature fluctuations
should not cause un y cha nge in frequency greater than 0.2
pHrL in ten million. The voltage cocll1cient of frequency
of the oscillator is approximately 5 parts per ten million

Description
C-21 - HLD
C-21 - HLD
PATENT NOTICE.
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I For Complete A-C Operation ...
For

Floating~Ba ttery

Operation .

See Notell I, 3. S, 11, 12, 19,20, page v.

for lille voltage changes of 10% , T he average freq uency
variation from this canse will be substantially less.
Output Terminals: T he various output frcquencies are
made available at shielded plug connections o n a terminal
panel at the front of the rack. T his panel is perma nently
wired into the cable assembly. Since all necessary wiring,
for a ll i ntercon nections between u nits of t he asse mbl y,
is provided in the form of cables, no connections need
be made by the user other than power-suPl)ly connections,
and a connection to the point where the s tanda rd frequencies arc to be used
Vac uum Tubes: Thc follow illg tubes a rc required and are
supplied wit h \Jle assembly:
26-type 6J 5-G
I-type 6K6-G
I-type 6J 7-G
1- type VR- l 05-30
I - t~Tpe 83
Powe(Supply: 105 to 125 volts, 50 to 60 cycles. Two
LYllC!I of power-supply equi pment arc available: (I) a
comple te a-c power supply; or (2) a unit fo r con ti nuously
cha rging storage batteries.
F or the com pletely <I-C operated assembly no butteries
of a ny kind are required.
I"or the fl oating-battery-operated assembly the fo llowing
leud-type storage batteries are requi red:
Two 6-volt, 300 ampere-hou r
Four 48-vol t, 24 ampere-hour
Tn add ition, a reserve power s u pply for the heaters is
recom me nded, This should be capable of supplying 100
watts at 115 volts. Battcries lIlust be purchascd separatel~·.
None are supplied.
Power Input: The power demand from the supply line is
approximatcl y 210 watts; with heaters off, the power required is approximately 130 watts. The aceroge heating
l)Ower at no rmal roo m temperatures is approximately
20 watts.
Accessories Supplied: Complete set of tubes, spare sets
of fuses, fusible links, p ilot lights. All connect ing cablcs,
iuclud ing l)Ower-supply leads, and complete operating
instruclions.
Mounting : All un its are m ounted on standard I9-illch
rela~'- rack panels fin ished in b lack crackle lacqucr. J\
co binet rack. black wrinkle fi nish , is supplied for mounting
the units of thl) assc m bly ..
Dimensions: T he over-ull dimensions of the asscmbl~' in
cabinet ruck Hre (height) 76 Y8 x (width) 22 x (depth)
24-'1 inches. The available panel space is 40 rack units or
70 inches.
Net Weight: 530 l)Ounds for floating-battery assembly
(TYPE 695-C Cha.rging Equipment); 500 pounds fo r a-c
operution (T1TPE 696-C Power Supply) . Cabinet rack is
included in bo l h cases.

Code Word

PriCt'

52595.00
2720.00
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TYPE 693·B SYNCRONOMETER
This panel includes a lOOO-cycle syn chronous
m otor for e ffec tively coun ting the Dumber of cyclE's
executed by the s ta nda rd piew-elcctric oscillator
in a sta ndard t ime in ler va l. A l arge, illuminated,
24-hour dial with a long s weep ha nd makes for easy
v isibili t y. A microd ia l con tac lo r, o pera t ing once
each 50,000 cycles of the stund a rd oscill ator, is
provided for com pa rison with t ime signa ls. The
microd iul mecha nis m may be phased b y mea ns o f a
pa nel control. Comparison of t he sy ncrollomctcr
readi ng wit.h s La ndu n l tim e may be marie o n t.he
mic rod ia l sca le to o ne part. in len million over a
24-hour interva L Th e lOOO-cycle synch ro nous mo to r
is started b y a 60-cycle motor con troll ed by u pus hbut.ton 0 0 the pa nel.

TYPE 692-B MULTIVIBRATOR
T he l O-kc a nd l-ke m ul t iv ibrators d ivid e t he
stand ard frequency of 50 kc down to 1 kc for operation of the syncro nometer a nd su p ply sta nd a rdfrequen cy ha rmon ics fo r measuring p urposes. The
50-kc a nd 100-cycle mu l ti vibrators provid e add itiona l o u t put fr equen cies fo r use in measu remen ts
o f hi gh radio freq uencies a nd a udio fr equ encies,
r especti vely, (See a lso page 155.)

TYPE 698-A DUPLEX MULTIVIBRATOR
The T YP E 698-A D u plex Mu lt ivibra tor s upplies
frequenc ies of 9 a nd 11 kc a nd is for the p urpose o r
avoidi ng measuremen ts nca r zero bea t , p a r ticul a rl y
on cha nnels whose frequencies lie at mul t iples o f
10 k c.

TERMINAL BOARD
Shielded low-im peda nce cable is used for all
rad io-frequency circui ts. On the co nnec t ing pa nel,
shielded o utp ut plu gs a re provided for o u tpu ts at
50, 10, a nd 1 kc, 100 cycles, and for t he microdia l.

TYPE 69O-C PIEZO-ELECTRIC OSCILLATOR
TYPE 691-C TEMPERATURE CONTROL
TYPE 676-A QUARTZ BAR
T his group cons ti t u tes the standa rd-frequency
osci llalor of t he system. D ouble tem pe rature con t ro l
o f the q ua rtz bar holds th e tempera ture to be t ter
than 0.01 0 Centigrad e over a r ange in a mbient
temperature fro m _6 0 to +50 0 Cen t igrad e. A dia l
at the rea r perm its adj us tment of t he oscillato r ovel'
a range o f p lus or minus 2 par ts per m illion, a pproxim ately. L a rger adjus tmen ts ca n be m ade b y var ying
the num ber of turns on an inductance,

TYPE 694-C CONTROL UNIT
Tbis u nit con tains t be necessary meters, relays.
controls, a nd signal ligh ts for opera tion of both t he
piezo-elec trie oscill ator and the tem pera tu re-control
system .

TYPE 696-C POWER SUPPLY
For complete a lternatin g-current o peratio n, the
696-C Power Sup ply is used . In this case
no ba t teries of any kind are requ.ired . If f1oa tin gba ttery o per a tion is desired , to avoid in t('rruplions
due t o suppl y li ne fa ilures, t bis uni t is replaced by
tbe T YPE 695-C Cha rging Eq uip ment.
T YP E

TYPE 480-P CABINET RACK
A ca binet r ack is furnished to house all tbe
equi pment of the sta nd a rd-frequ ency assembly,
Openin gs, with remo va ble fini s hed covers, a re
provid ed in t he sid es for ca bling between the
frequency stand ard and measu ring equip ment.
(See page 150.)
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FREQUENCY-MEASURING EQUIPMENT
FOR USE WITH CLASS (·21-HLD PRIMARY FREQUENCY STANDARD
'D,is diagram ,howlI in fUIlelioDil1 forlll the OpCr(ltion of the
frequency-measuring n:sse mlol y.

i:t.ASSC-2!-HLD

PRJMARYFREOIJEHC'I'

The TYI'.' 612-C Co upling Pone!
is thecenlrll l unitrl'Omwhich nil
operatiollSare oonlrolled.
BOlth the unknown frequency,

X, and a aeries of standout!·
frequency hormouios ore applied
througb rod io-frequency olle-nuutors to the helA;rodyne detector, The ul1knO"'n cltn then be
mea~ur~-d by the direct-beating
m('lhod, using the interpoilltion
08ciUator, or by the lioear-illt('r.
polation method. using the
heterod)'ne fr()(I',,:nc), meter
SwilehingiSI)rovidl,'(lfor lhc
sta ud ard 11m! unknown rtnliofrC<luenc)'circuil3;forcolioecti"g
lhe Ollt put of lhe det.ector to the
interpolatioll 08cillator und to
headphollCll or loudspeaker: for
St;) ndard i7.ing tho interpolation
osciUatoriu terms o f IOOO-cyct.)
li nd 100-cycte harmonics: oml
for controlling the operation of
tho selecli'-e IIm l)lilJcr lind com·
INlri!K)U OIICillo&oollC.
In onler
10 keep the diogrom os ~imp1c
08 p(:IMible, oonn('Clions to the
oscilioscollC nre nol shown

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

••

!"! !' I
L,~c-c;;;:;"'~;p~:-_..J

: 'I q

This assembl y of frequ ency-meas uring equil)menl, in conjunct ion with the primary frequency standard , makes possible the di rect
precision measurement of allY frequency up to
25 megacycles. AL frequencies above 25 megacycles, measurements call be made with almost
equal ease by using harmonics of an auxiliary
oscillator. Other uses include the calibration of

audio- and radio-frequency equipment. in terms
of the primary standard. ~\l any frequ encymonitoring stations usc this cq uipmeil l.
The assembly is illustrat ed on the opposite

~~~e. !'~hf ~~!~~~i~l~l: o~ thl~1~~ilSc~~~p1~~~I;:
described on another page. Each illStrwnent.
can be purchased separately, if desired.

SPECIFICATIONS
Termin,ls end Con n llclions: All inSlrumenU lire C<IUil)ped
with multipoint protecled "lug oonnectol'!l 011 the rcOf of
eaeh uoit. A comple~ interconnecting ca ble. using lowilllpetl{l noo shie]dod cnble Cor {lit rmlio·Creq ueney ei.-.;uiI8,
and s hicld od cubIc for (Ill oudio·fn!(! uency circuits, is fur_
ni.~bed for making connectiong wilh the C ..... ss C-21-11 LO
StandBrd·t'requene)' AilIIembly.
Power Supply: 10:; 10 12:; or 2 10 to 250 "olts, 50 1060
c ycles. Othervolt ogCilorotberfl'C(luenciesonspeciul order
only.
Power Input: 100 wulls ... ilh hl'lOlel'8 of TH'E 6]6-0
Iletero<! y n e Fr('<Iuency Meter off. Il enlcr demillul is 182
... nlLi: ofunge henter power i8 60 wnlts. OJ)11T!lxi mnte1),.
t\vcrn~'l! power inl)Ul ill 160 ...;,1 13.
/Pu,iplion

F'. qUllnc:y-Musurin'3 Eqllipment . .
PATENT NOTICE.
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ACCIIssorilll Supplilld : Complete sct of tubeil, spure IICI3
of fUllO'S. fusible links. I)ilot lights. All conll,-eling cul>ICII.
including po,,·cr-tluPI)ly lE'nds. {lm\ ool1l lllete ollen,li ng
instrue tions.
Mounlin9: T hu co mplete nOi8embly lI'ounts in " slumlord
]9-ineh T n'!': 480-l\1 Cubinet Huck. The TnE 480·\1
!lllck includes powe r IICnioe outlets for elleh instrument.
Dimllns ion s: (H eigh!) 76 J4 x (wid th) 22 x (depth) 2 1 1~
inchCl!, o,"('r--ll l1 . The tol,,1 rnek s pnce i* '10 ruek units.
or 70 inches .
Net Wllighl: 530 pounds, including cabinet nick.
Cod~

Word

$2325.00
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TYPE 699·A COMPARISON
OSCILLOSCOPE
This unit conlll ins [l cUlhodc-ray oscilloscope,
with its l)Owe r 8UI>pi y. IOO-cycie laud ] . kilocy cle
smoothing filters. nd works for obllliniug circular
Swc<:ps a t these frCtluencics. a nd switching for the
interconnection of uni ts of t he frequency s ta ndard
ll ud measuring equipment to the oscilloscope. Over
twenty different o perations in compuring the frequency of one source with t.hol of unothcr IlIa y be
quickl y curried oul. without the usc of UII Y temporar y connectio ns. (Sec IIlso page 160.)

TYPE 616-0 HETERODYNE FREQUENCY
METER
This frequ e llcy meter covers 11 fund nmcnwl
frequency rAnge o f ] 00 to 5000 kc. J Inrmonic
frequencies, or the funda mental frequency, may
be utilized in IllcnsurClIlcnts . thro\lgh u lo w impeda nce output circuit. For quick mcusurClIlcn ts, the
inlcq >oia tion dial , used in conjunction with the
direct-reading find er dia l. will g ive resul ts with
s ufficient accuracy for IDDny purposes. Fo r more
tlccurate measuremeu ts, use is nlllde of the interpolation oscillDtor. (See a lso page 156.)
TYPE 617.C INTERPOLATION
OSCILLATOR
A di rect-reading linear-sca le umlio-frC<lueney
oscillato r covering frequcncies between 0 nnd 5000
c)'cles. It is used to measure the audio-frcclucncy
dilTerencc between the unknown frC<luCllcy 1111d a
stunda rd IO-kilocycle IlDrmonic . A mixer circuit
is included to obtain maximum beat ulIl plilude
betwccn the oscillator frequency uod the frequenc y
under meDsuremellt. (See a lso page ] 58.)

TYPE 619·E HETERODYNE DETECTOR
The heterodyne dctector is used to o btain bea ts
be tween s tandard nnd unknown radio frequ encies.
The instrument includes 11 tuned , regenerntive
d etcctor Dod an audio-frequenc y amplifier. Lowimpt.'d ance radjo-frIXluenc y input circuil$ lIrc pro\' ided . Plug-in coils for a range of 25 kc to 2:) 1\'l c
lire furni shed. (See also page 162.)

TYPE 612·C COUPLING PANEL
This unit is the ccutrali zoo (.'Ontroll>oint lit which
a ll switching nnd le vel control, neccssnr y for using
thc vll rious combinutio ns of the meusuring equipmcnt, may be ellsil y li nd quickly corri(.'(1 out. (See
olso ptlge 161.)

TYPE 619·P1 COIL DRAWER
Space for all coils normally s UPI)licd wilh Ihe
TYPE 619-E H eterodyne Deteclor is provided .

TYPE 614·C SELECTIVE AMPLIFIER
A regcnerative selective amplifier which is e mplo yed lo select an y multiple of 1 kc bctwC{'1l J and
10. These selected output fn.'clueucies ure ve ry
useful in cases where II frequency is to be adjus ted
to a multiple of I kc, or when the ca thod e-ra y oscilloscope is to be used ill calibrating oscillators in the
upper audio-frequency ancl low fmlio· frequcilcy
TDllges . (Sec also page 163.)

LOUDSPEAKER
The permanent magnet speuker a nd its bi.fIle a re
l>CfIlltlll ently mounted in the rela y rack . A grilled
opening is provided in the Pllnel.

TYPE 480·M CABINET RACK
Power outle ls arc provided for
ill the rll ck.

(Ill

ills lrumellls
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CLASS C-l0-H SECONDARY FREQUENCY STANDARD
Where the extreme precision of the primary
standard is not required, the less expensive
secondary standard is usuallyq uile satisfactory.
It can be used as a source of standard frequencies for the laboratory or as the basic uni t
or a frequency-measuring assembly as shown on
the next page.
The CLASS ColO-I-! Secondary Frequency
Standard consis ts of Lhe followin g instruments:
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE
TYPE

675-N
676-A
692-B
692-B

l)iczo-Elcctric Oscitl alor
Quartz Bar (50 kc 0 " 100 kc)
Multivibrator (50 kc)
Multivibrator (IO kc)

TYPE 480-B Re lay Rack and Blank Panels
Termi nal strip and connecting cables
T his s tock assembly is iJlus tratcd below.
Other com binations can be assembled to meet
the user's oeeds. For instance, a l-kc multivibralor can be used in place of the SO-kc unjt,
or an additionaJ multi vibrator ca n he added.
A primary sta ndard can be mad e up by usi ng
a l-kc multivibrator and addjng a TYPE 693-B
Syncronomcter, allh ough its stabil.i ty would not
be as good as that of t he CLASS C-21-HLD
Assembly. Prices on these special assemblies
will be q uoted on request.

SPECIFICATIONS
Output Frequency Range: When the TYPE 619-£ H eterodyne Detector is used for detecting and utili zing the
sL.'111dard-frcq ucncy harmonics, the output frequency
fanges of the multivibrator arc:
10 kc and its harmonics up to 10 Me
50 kc and its harmonics up to 25 .M c
lf II suitable high-frequency receiver is used to detect
them, 50-kc hormouics up to 50 mcgacycles ca n be utilized
directly. For work at higher frequencies, harmonics of an
auxiliary oscillator, whose fundamental is monitored
agaiosL the standa rd ut a lower frequeocy, can be used.
Output Amplitude: 0.3 volL, rillS, across a 65-H load.

Accuracy: Before shipment, the frequency of the pie7.0electric oscillator is adj usted within ±l part in ),000,000

of its specified frequency. Slight changes in frequency ma y
occur during shipment. The frequency is, therefore, guaraotced to ±20 parts per million. Meaus for adjusting the
frequency are provided, and tbe frequency can be brought
into agreement with Slanda.rd-frequency transmissions
such as those of the U. S. Bureau of Staodards_ Periodic
checks against these trullsmissiOI1S rouke it possible to
maintain the frequency to uo accuracy of 1 part in 1,000,000
over long periods of time.

Quartz Bar: The T YI'E 676-A Quarlz Bar can be supplied
to operate atcilhcr 50 kcor 100 kc. Please specify freq uency
whell ordering. T he 50-kc bar has a somcwhat better
frC{IUency slabi.lity.

(Conti/lued

Oil

/lexl page)

COMPONENT UNITS
TYPE 692-B MUL TlVIBRATORS
Two Olultivibrators are supplied with the secondar y
frequency standard, ooe operuli ng ut 10 kc, the othcr
at 50 kc. (Sec also page 155.)

TERMINAL STRIP AND CABLE
Complete shiclded interconnecting cables are supplied
and the mul ti vibrator outputs ore brought out to shielded
plugs on the terminal strip.

TYPE 615-N PIEZO-ELECTRIC OSCILLATOR
TYPE 616-A QUARTZ BAR
This pie7.0-clectric oscillator, like the TYPE 690 Unit u!led
ill the primary standa rd, is especially designed for usc as a
low-frequency st..11l(Ia rd. The TYPE 676-A Quartz Bor is
idcntica l with tllUt used in the primary s tandard. Sioce the
accurncy requirements for the secondar y stalldord a rc less
sevcre, only one stage of tcmperature control is p ro vided.
The power supply furnishl'-S power for opcr~tiug the lUultivihrators and is ca l)able of supplyiug ;) Illuximum of three
such unil!;.

TYPE 480-B RELAY RACK
The \lUi t.<J of the secondary stumlard are mounted on an
open bench-type rclay rack which is supplied with tlle
equipment.
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Tempef. lure Control: A aingle-etage lempoCl1Iture-oontrol
uoh is provided, at 60" CentigTade. Control of the temperature of the inoer space iJJ maintained within (l.l o Ce ntigrade
for ambient temperature chaoges of ± 20· Ceo tigrade from
a normal of 25· Centigrade. The frequency changes by
0.2 part per million for a change of 0.1 " Centigrade
Power Supply: 105 to 125 or 210 to 250 '\,0118. 50 to 60
cyclCII, Other ~'oltagCII or other frequencies On special order
only. The power supply of the TYPE 675-N Pie7.o_1~lectric
Oscillator will furnis h power to a rnaxilllUiIl of three Type
692-B Mullivibratol'S
Po wcr Irlput: Demcmd, 175 wall8 ; (lura!1~, 115 watl8.
Terminal. and COMcdiorlS: All interconnecting cable!! are
supplied. and the output is aVf\ilable at shielded plug

oonncctioDll on the terminal panel.
Clan
C-10-H

Vacuum Tubc$: Tho following tubell are roquir<Xi lind are
furnished:
I-type 6J7-G
I- type 5V4-G
2-typo 76
12-type 6J5-G
l-t~·peV n- I O:;-30

A cccssoriel SuppliEd : Complcte ret of tuhell. 81mre .!leW
of fu.i!O!$, fusible links. pilot lights. All connecting cables,
including power-llllpply loads. and oompleto operati ng
instructions.
Mountin g: T YI'i:: <lIIO-B Hduy I\ack lind one eaeh T YPE
"ud TYPE 4RO-P·' Blunk Panels ure s upplied.

<180-1'3

Dimensio ns: (I-Ieight) 44x (width) 20 x (depth) 15 inches,
O\·er-l111.
NcIWeighl:125I)Oullds.

/)e&cripliofl

I Scconda ry Frcq uency S~ndard·

$805 .00

• .. 1

·Speciryrl'QlJUcncyol"q" .... tzhar (SOkcor IOOke) .

PATENT NOTICE. S- Not.eo I. 3, 8,12,19. :10. I",ge v.

CLASS C-10-H SECONDARY FREQUENCY STANDARD
WITH FREQUENCY-MEASURING EQUIPMENT
The secondary frequency standard combined
with suitable interpolation equipment is available as a stock assembly. While not as flexible
or as accurate as the primary standard and
measuring equipment described on pages 148 to
151, it. is adequate for most purposes and is
widely used by communication companies,
universities, mili tary services, and laboratories.
DESCRIPTION: In addition to the CLASS
C-IO-H Secondary Frequency Standard the
assembly includes a TYPE 6J6-D He terodyne

Function,,1 diagram of the freqU{'llcy-meosnring o&!Cmbl)·. All
s witc hing and amplitude adjustme ntisaCCOllllllished by meu IlSof
the T n'l> 6 12-K Coupling Panel
Thc unknown und 8tand"rd rrequeneiesureoP lllied lhroughulte nuutOTli to the he te.rody nedcleetor
The un],mown is then meWiured by
linear interpol[ltion. using the
hcterodyue frequency meter.

Frequency Meter, a TYPE 619-E Heterodyne
Detector, and a TYPE 612-K Coupling Panel.
T he equipment is mounted on an open relay
rack as shown on page 154. Olher units, such
as the TYl'E 617-C Interpolation Oscillator, can
be added, if desired, and provision for switching this instrument. is made in the coupLing
panel. Frequencies up to 25 megac)'cies can
be measured directly by the linear ioterpolalion me thod. Through the use of heterodyne
methods higher frequencies are easily measured.

--~-~
1
1
1
1

T he
interpolation OI!Cillotor
(shown by broken lines) ii:\ not
included with this o&!Cmbly. It
ca.n beorueroti re paratciy or Ildde.d
loter, ifdcsired.i'rovisionfotu$ing
it is O1«de in the TYPE 6 12_K
Coupling I'unel WI shown.
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TYPE 616-0 HETERODYNE FREQUENCY METER
T he he leroo)'llc [reflne"cy ",eler is u8C(L to "":'Mur"
""kno"",, fr~lu'meiCII in ter",,, of st/tlldnrd_fmque'H'Y
h".monies by the iillcar-inlcq>ulutioll method. (St'e
l}l'ge ' 0\6. ) T his in~trurncllt is oompletcly described On
1"'gcI56.

TYPE 619-E HETERODYNE DETEGOR
Bent" nud zero-Lieu! scltillg$ between the heterodyne
frcqullney mek. lind" Bln"durd or unkllowll frequency
are obtni llt..1 in the hllicrodyuc detector. (See page 162
forucomp1cte d('scription.)

TYPE 612.K COUPLING PA NEL
Th is is n simplified form of the Tn'F. 6 12-C Cou pling
P""cl used with the u5IICm bly dCOICribed On pllge 161.
All urllplit llde oontrol "uti switching 1I000000000nry in milking
frc(luem:y measu rements are accompLished here. (See

puge I6[fordescripl ion .)

TYPE 619.P1 COIL DRAWER
This drawer for atoring t he hel.crodyne deu.'Ctor Goila
iasutlplicd us un uCWSllOry with the heterodynetlel.celor,

TYPE 692· 8 MULTIVIBRATORS
TWQ rnultivibrators are supplied with the sccondary
freq,wnc)" SWndard. one QpemLing at]O ke, the other
at50ke, (SoolOlsopage]55.)

TERMINAL STRIP AND CABLE
Com plete shiclded interconnecting cubics arc su p plied
undthemultivii>rutorQ utputsurebroughtonLloshiclded
ph'J:,'Sontl,etcrmi""lstrip.

TYPE 67S·N PIEZO·ELECTRIC OSCILLATOR
TYPE 676-A QUARTZ BAR
'I:his picT.()-clcelricos<:ill ator, like the 'rYPE 690 Unitu8Ct1
inlheprimorystand ard,isespeciollydesiguedfQr uscl.lsa
low-frequcnc)' swndurd, T he TY PE 676-A. Quarl.7. Bar i~
iden tic"lwilh tlwtu$Ct1 in lhe primary siandard. Since the
a(:Cun.cy re<;lui ....nIl Pnts for lhcscoondurystu ndard are less
!!evere. Qnly Qne slage Qr tcmperalUre control is provided,
The powcr sUllply furnishes IMlwer fQr Qperating Ihe multi_
vibrutors DllIj i~ capable Qf supplying a ",,,,,jmu,,, of three
sucl'units.

TYPE 480-A RELAY RACK
The CLA5!lC- IO-11 Secondary Freq uency Standard, when
sold us u single un it, is mounte<1 on all open bench-type
N'lay rack. T he scoondary gUlnda rd and measuring equipo
mentshown here uses "n open floor-type rack

SPECIFICATIONS
Tefminal1 and Connectio nJ: AU instru lllenl!l are eq'LiPI)ed
... ithmullillQinl llrotected l'lugcon"eci()rsonlhercarof
e"eh ""it.AII,,~ryinterconnecli ngcubles nre
f"rt)i~hcd.

Ac:c:e11ofi es Supplie d , Complete sct of tubes, 81);),re sct.s
Allconnecti"gcablC8.
including IMlWer-Sullp]y leads, lind coml,lcte ollNaling
instructions.
Powe f Supply: 10;; to 125 or 2 10 10 250 vol\.8, 50 to 60
c)·c\es. Olher vQIt.ngesorQlher frcqueneil)ll on special order
onl)'.
Powef Input: /)emulld. 375 w"lts; I.1l1eroge, 200 wnUs.
Mountin g: Thccoml,lelcassclllhly IIIoun"" in nslund"rd
19-inct. T\"I'~; 480- ·\ Heiny lIack. which i~ supplied.
Dimc n$io n$:( ll cight)69}ix(... idth)20x (dellth ) 18 inches,
o,·eN,IJ. T Olalpanel SI'IlC<l is 2;; rnck un i \.8or43~~ iuci'e$,
of ... hieh3])4 iuchC8oreoccupied hylhefreqnenc)'stnndnrd
"nd 12Ui nchcsbyblnukJ)Ouels.
NcI Weight: 310 IMlunds.
De,cripliQrl
Code Wnrd
Price
off,,~,fusiblelinks.pilot l igh .....

Clan C·10-H Se c:ond.,y Ffe· 1
quenc:y Sumdefd with Fre-

~~:~c:~-_t.:'~a5ufi~g . ~.q.u.' ~~

I'ATENT NOTICE.
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TYPE 692-B MULTIVIBRA TOR
USES: These nluttivibraLors arc designed for
lISC as freq uency dividers alld multipliers in
General Radio standard-frequency assemblies.
They arc also available for general laboratory
or ex perimental lISC.

DESCRIPTION: Each lIluilivibraLor includes all
input amplifier, a two-lube lIlu[th'ibralor, and
two outpu t. amplifiers. Protected screwdriver
adjustments provide for regulation of the control voltage input and for adjustment. of the

fundam ental frequency over a li mited range.
The frequency adjustment. permits the uncon trolled freq uency to be set. exactly to the
desired controlled va lue, leading to greatest.
rcliabilil Y of control over long tx:ri ods of l ime.
One output. amplifier is pro\·idcd for the
control of succcedi ng multivibra tors, where a
num ber of stages of frequ ency division are
desired. The other output amplifier is intended
for usc on the harmonic frequencies of the
multi vibra tor.

TYPE 698-A DUPLEX MULTIVIBRATOR
The TnE 698-A Duplex l\tultivihrator
is a special-purpose unit intended for usc
in s t.a ndard-freq uency assemblies to avoid
IIICW:iu rCIIJl;!lll:s vcry Ilea l' zero bea t on multiples
of 10 kc (as in t he broadcast ba,nd ). The multivibrator operates at either 9 or I L kc con trolled
by selccted harmonics of the 10 kc s tandard

output, either frequency being selccted by a
switch. If a frequency lies ve ry close to a
multi ple of 10 kc, giving a very low beat frequellcy, the beat wi ll generally be very close to
1 kc. or to a mulLiple of 1 kc. when referred to
a harmonic of 9 or J J kc from the duplex mulli\'ibrat or.

SPECIFIC A TIONs FOR TYPE 692.8 AN D TYPE 698-A
Frequency: Stoud urd ,,' odd.~ ore """iloblt) for oIMm,Lio" lit
l he f ....·quencies listed be lo ..... M"llivibrulors for operAtioll
At othl'r rretlueneies e,,,, he SUPI.lied 0" speci,,1 order.
OlltPllt Impe:duce: \Jlllro"irnllt.>l~ 6:; o hm'! for fund,,mcn lnl fr<)(lul' ncles or :; 101' IIml higher: IIPI.ro"imAld)'
10.000 ohms foc f"",I"lUl'nlol rrC<l ue llciCd below:; Ioe.
V.cuum Tubes: Fi ve lY11C 6 J 5-G tubell ure su ppliL..1 ,,·itt.
T , , .~ 6<)2- 1~: four 6J5-G Lubes ,,·ilh T .... ·~ 698-,\.
Power Supply: 6.3 \"olls ae Of de. for etllhode he"len!;
1110 'olb for pJuu.... Po ..·er $UI'I.I)" is not inoorl>oruted in
;ns lrurnen b. S""re f"lk'$
pilol lpIllI>;J nrc 8Ulll'lied .
Termi n.! s: .\1\ er lernu l oo"nL-elio,,~ are made through
Ulullipoint e nci\".II!Ni oo""ectOrll.
Mounting: Slolld'mI1 9-illchrelayrnek.

,,,,d

Sehe",,,ticcircuil dingraIU ora Tnt; 692-11
\\ultivibralo r. The cin::uit of T\ I'H 698-,\
DUllle" \ I ulth·i bmlor is the saone in Ilcineilll e, but sw;tehing ;~ provided for opera ling
o n eilhcrof t .... o fre<"lucneiell.
P~!Um cy

'I'y~

692-8
692·8
692-8
692-8
698-A
I 'A T~;N T

NOTI CE. See Note I,

100 cycles
1k,
10 kc
50 kc
9 or 11 kc

Dimensionl: Po"el . (lcll l;(lh) 19 " ( hei g ht) 51 ~ i nches:
be hind pII"d . (11''' lIl h) 17 ~ " (hcii/ ht ) 5 " (d<' ll\h) 10 ~.i
in ehe8.
Weight: T\I'H 692_H ""llivibralon!, 1 61~ I>oullds: T,pt:
698-,\ l)uIII.·" \ \ ult;vibrulor. I ii, po""II.11.

~

::T..,,..-

"::.~

I.

t.

CoIle ll'ord

$140.00
140.00
140.00
140.00
220.00

~se y.
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TYPE 616-0 HETERODYNE FREQUENCY METER
USES, The TYPE 616-D Heterodyne Frequency ranges, the heterodyne frequency meter proMeter may be used either as a calibrated frequency meter or as an interpolation device
for use with an harmonic freq uency standard.
A detector and audio-frequency amplifier are
included so that, when the instrument is used
as a calibrated frequency meter, beats can be
obtained between its oscillator frequency and
the frequency under measuremen t. Frequencies
both below and above the fundamental frequency range of 100 to 5000 kc may be measured
by harmonic methods, provided only that a
reasonable signal voltage is available.
When used in conj ullction with a frequency
standard, th e heterodyne freq uency meter
provides a means of rapid identification of
standard-freq uency harmonics and harmonics
of the frequency meter itself which may be
used in the measurement of an unknown frequency. The instrum ent also is used in the
measurement of high frequencies, as a "slepping stone," to pass from the freq uency range
where direct beating of the unknown against
the frequency standard may be accomplished
into the higher frequency ranges where such
direct beating is not feasible.
In either the fundamental or harmon ic

156

vides a means of linear interpolation between
standard frequencies for the measurement of
an unknown frequency.

DESCRIPTION , The instrument contains a very
stable temperature-controlled radio-frequency
nsci Uator with tube-con trolled plate voltage
supply. A detector and audio-frequency amp lifier are provided for listening for heterod yne
beats between the frequency being measured
and that of the oscillator.
The oscillator tuned circuit includes a heavy
cast-fram o, straight-li ne-freq uency variable
condenser wit h precision worm drive. Springpressed ball bearings are used, whkh maintain
the condenser adjustment, with practically no
backlash, over long periods of time.
The direct-reading finder dial is nearly 6
inches in diameter and carries a separate scale
for each of t he sixteen ranges of the instrument.
The dial is driven through spring pressed gearing directly from the main condenser shaft.
Nearly 360-degree rotation of the dial ~s
utilized. Since the variation in frequency IS
very closely Bnear with dial rotation, each
scale is essentially uniform ly divided and can
be easily read.

RADIO
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FEATURES: Temperature control, a ruggedl y
constructed precision condenser, low-loss inductances, and st.abilized plate voltage make
this instrument an accurate and stable frequency meter.
The direct-reading finder dial is very usefu l
for obtaining a quick approximation to the
freque ncy measured, for preselling the instrument to a desired frequency, or for identifying
harmonics of the heterodyne frequency meter
which may be used in making the measurement.
When the heterodyne frequency meter is
used with a harmonic frequency standard , lite
finder dial makes possible the rapid identification of standard-frequency harm onics without
reference to calibration charts. Direct inter-

polat.ioll (sec page H6) is, of course, always
possible using the read ings of the main scale.
As a convenience, all auxil iary d ial is provided
wh ich makes possible interpolalion without. the
need of taking differences of dial readings, as
must. be done when the main scale is used. Bv
means of a panel control the auxiliary dial may
be set. to zero at. a known standard frequ ency;
when the heterodyne frequency meter is set.

~bt;i~1~d~~~.7;~~\:t. r~eCI~~I~~~~t. ~\;he~:t~lt~3ar~

frequency a second reading is obtained. The
ratio of these t.wo readjngs gives the fractio nal
part. of the standard·frequency interval that
the unknown frequency is above the lower
standard frequency.

SPECIFIC ATlONS
Frequency Range: The rUlldnmcnlul frctlUCIICY range is
frorn 100 to 5000 kll, covcrW in 16 blluds. The hHrmonic
output ill"), be utilized in suil;,bl r receivers up to 30
meg1Oc)"c\esormor('
Calibration: The direct-remling finder dial provides "
clIJibrulion "t "p proxim"tcly 700 "ointa throushout the
range. "t fr~,,'cncy intervals v"r)'ing from I kc n t Ihe
low f~qnCllcies to 10 kc lOt the high freo:l uencies. Ad jllstIII ... nt is I'TOvid(.,(] to correct tbe princi"ni pnrl of IIny
error ,"""ultillg frorn long-time drift of the ca li bruti on.
Calibration Chart: A list of settingll of the main .:ondt;nler
1~"le for 10 or more frequencies in cach rung(! will be
sU lllllied ifd(.'Siretl. This list is 8ul)plied on ordu on/y "no
uchnrgefor it ismude. (Sc.'<l price list. )
Acc uracy: Whellu>lCdwithn frcqucncystundurd,nc<::uruey
sullicieul for poIIitive idenlilicution of ~tl1nd I1Td-freqllenc)·
hurrno"iCII isulithuLis reo:lnired. This is provideo:l b)' the
direct~~uding find!!r diol. The culibralion chart dnt.... Cll"
be r<:lied upOn to 0.1 % .
FlilqUUcy Stability: Tu be slaiJilizlltion of plate vol luge
10 the oo.cilh,tor luhe prcventa f~(IUCUCY chunges due to
s"l)pl), voltnge cha nges from c:ree~'(ling 0.51mrt I~r milJion
for pluS or minus 10 % chulI gc ill 8l1p pl )· line vohagc
Output: Two COUI)lin lC s)"slems are provided. Olle. high.
imped(lnee 1l"II"cit)' oou l)1illjl; to Ill(' detector for lislening
for b'.Juta in thehelcl'Q(hnerrcquellcyrneter i tself. ispJ"Ovided with terminals on Ihe frolll IWlnel. The $<)COnd i$ a

low-impedunce ~hicld cd output. 65 ohm~ IIIIJ)To:<im"tcJy,
oonne<; led to lcr",i"nl~ Ht Ihe re"r for pcrrn""Cllt cuble
oonn~'Ctio n in frequ ... ncy-n"~usuriull" ,,!!SCtlIhliClJ. Il armoniCli
of Ihe oscillalor f ..... (I""l1ey lIIU)" <'usil)" be uS<....t up to
30 "'cg"clclcsor rnore
Power Supply, lI).~ to 1:?5 or :?10 to 250 vollS. "t:;(1 to 60
eyde~. Othcr vol Ingell "lid fn"<juCUlliCli Oil sllCciul onlcronl),
Power Input: Approxim"lel), 20 wIIllS. hell len< olT; 200
"·allS. heatcrsoll. ll cu lers ol)(:r"lcap proxim"tely 20%
orlhe time 10t nor",,,1 room temperaturcs. Totnl nverage
I>o ... er illput60 wutls
MeteT1:03<:.lIatorpluteenrrcnt
Tubes, Snl)Jlli~1 withiuslrument;
l- tYlMl 6J7-G
l- t)"l>C 6X5-G
2- t)·IMl 6J~-G
I- t ype VIl-10:i-30
1- 1)"I)()4Al
AccenorifU Supplied: SIWlre I)i lot lamp.l. fllSCll. fusible
links. II !leven-foot line col1 l1l'Clor cord, nlul to..·o TYI·~o 274.. "
Plul,"lI
Controls: Tnl)() SIIPI)ly ON·O I'· F ~witdl; helllcr SnJlI)l y
ON·OFF $wiLe h ; r""hoe scll'Ctor; frC<IILClley oonLrol
Mounting: 5t""dllnl 19_inch n'lny_rack IIlollnti"jI;. en" be
slIPI)lied in wIlhmtor oak cubincton SllCCiul order_
Dimensions, Pallel. (Ienglh) 19 x (height) 14 inches: behind
pnnel . (length) 171 ... x (height) t:J% ~ (depth) Ill! ind,o:s
Net Weight: 69 I>oullds.

Type

Co<lell'ord

-Calibra~!~·Phart . ... I.~~Ie.r~~y.n.~ .F.,~:.u~.n.c.~ .~.e.t~~ .... .. . .. . . . . I

5575.00
20.00

wh~n ordered. U ... OOml)o""d code ,,·ord .•UNO"C."'"T
See NoWli 1. 14. 1>111;(>".

-Calibrolloc", OIuppJied only
PATENT NOTI CE.
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GENERAL

FREQUENCY

TYPE 617-( INTERPOLATION OSCILLATOR
USES: The principal usc of the TYPE 61 i-C
Jnterpolalion Oscillator is, in connection with
a frequency s tandard , to measure the difference
between the unknown frequency alld a standard harmonic. The direct-reading linear scale of
5000 divisions for 5000 cycles makes possibl e
the rapid evaluation of this difference with a
high aCCUJ·acy.

DESCRIPTION: The oscillator is of the bcatfreq uency type, with the radio-freq uency oscillaLors opemling in the region of 43 to 48 kc. A

VARIABLE
OSCILLATOR

158

vacuum-tube regulator is employed ill the pla te
supp ly of the oscillators and detector, b y means
of which changes ill output frequ ency and
ampliLude du e Lo changes in supply line volLage
are made negligibly small.
The variable-frequency oscillator is controlled by a precision condenser. The induc Lors
are wound on ceramic form s and have low
losses a nd a low temperature coemcieJl t of
induc ta nce. Each inducLor is enclosed in a
balsa-wood box which reduces the efrect of
changes in ambient temperature.

RADIO

CO.
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The inst rument contains an out.put meler on
which Ih e bea ts between an unknown and th e

oscillator freq uency may be observed. Telephone connections arc a lso prov ided so th a t
the beal may be obser ved visuall y, or aurally,
or botb.
The direct-reading incremental dial makes
it. possible to evaluate very smail freq uency
djnoe rc nces, of a fraction of a cycle to a few
cycles. This is particularly useful in measuring
broadcasting stations, whose frequencies lie
close to lbe lO-ke harmoni cs supplied b y
the CLASS C-21-HLD Primary Frequ(>!lcy
Standard.
:l\1 cans arc also provided so that the output
moler may be used as a beat meler in malching
a given audio freq uency to multiples of 1 kc
(obtained from a frequency s landard ). For
exampl e, in adjust ing p iezo-elec tri c crystals to

integral mulliples of 1 kc, the beat me ter
indicates th e frequency difference between the
crystal oscillator being adjusted and the frequ ency s tandard.
A mixer control is included for adjuSling the
relati ve amplitudes of two beating freq uencies
in order to secure the maximum beat amplitude.
FEATURES, Stability of the output freq uency
was one of the design req uirements of th is oscillalor. The use of low-temperatur e-coefficient
materials in the tuned circui ts, heat illsulalion
10 reduce differenlial temperature effecls, a
cast-frame variable air cond enser, and a
voltage-stabil ized power supply have made
possible a high degree of stability.
The lin ear scale, the bea t indica tor, and the
various switching and mixing control s make
lhis oscillalor a valuable and co nvenie nt unit
in a freq uency-measuring syslem.

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Range: 0 to 5000 cycles per second.
Accuracy: The instrumcnt is aligned to ag ree with the
lincllr direct-reading sca le withi n ±2 c ycles. A correction
chatt is furnished giving t he deviiltions at JOO-cycle interva ls th ro ughout the rangc.
The condenser is provided with il precision worm drive
so thut very precise frC(IUellcy settings cu n be Illude. Small
residual errors arc eusil y ond quickly removed in the region
o f nn y frequency in the range by fine adj ustment of lhe
lCro by reference to a frequency s tanda rd huving a l-kc or
I OO-cycle llIulti vi brator, or both. For eVil luatillg very s mall
fre(luency differences, II direct-reilding rrequenc)'-increment
diul is provided .
Output: The o utput ,"olLoge is a pproxi mately 7 volts across
II 20.000-ohlll loud.
Power Supply: lOS to ] 25 or 210 to 250 volts, 50 to 60
cycJt.'8. 1\ c hange o f transformer con nections provides for
IISillg 11 5 or 230-voltservice. Other voltages or frequcncies
on 81>eciil l order onl y.
Power Input: 20 watts. apllroximately.
Controls: ON-OFF swilch ; STA N OAB.OIZE switch :
\ i\1 PLI F JEIl- INPUT switch : MlXE B. control. which
Olwrat.f'S ulso us oscillutor o utput con trol : inercmenw l fre<111(' 11<"), control und lero set: oscilla tor frequency control.

Meters: OuLllU t voltmcter ; used also as a beilt-indic.. tor
meter.
Terminals: T crminals, both on panel a nd at rear. (Ire Ilro\'idcd for both mixcr input and oscillator output. Beur
terminals arc Ilrovided for introducing l-kc sta ndard fre quency and its hurmonics when the benl-indi(:ator is to Ill'
used for adjusting a fretlUenCy to eXllct multiples of I kc-.
Tubes: Furnished with instrument:
2- tYilC 6J7-G H. F. Oscillators
2- type 6J 5-G Detector; Ampli fier
i- LYllC 6X5-G Rectifier
I - tUM) VH-J05-30 Volll.lge Ilegulntor
Accessories Supplied:
2- T vl'£ 274-M Plu ~'"lI
Pilot Light}
Diul Light with spa re!!
Fuses
,
Line Attach men t Cord
I- Multipoint Connector
Mounting: Standa rd 19-inch relay-rack mounting. ClI li be
supplied in walnut or oa k ca bine t on special o rder.
Dimensions: Panel. (length) 19 x (height) 14 inches; bchiml
pa nel. (length) 17 J.( x (height) 13 % x (fl e pth) 1\ ~ incll('s.
Net Weight: 58 pounds.
C()(lf Word

T .v/H!

I Interpolation Oscillator .

617-(
PATENT NOTI CE.

Price

.1

S5OO.OO

See NO les I . 3, 17, I.age v .

REPLACEMENT THERMOSTATS AND THERMOMETERS
Hcplaeement lhefm oslals and thermomelers can be suppli ed for all temperature-controlled
inst rum ents listed in this cala log. T ype numbers a nd prices al'e given in the following table.
1'Iu!rmomefcr
Tempera/ure

IlIslrwn enl
'J:,'~NQ.

Type No.

139-509
139-509
139-489
139-481
139-181

Hanf/c

57"-63° C.
57 °_63° C.
56"-6 1-° C.
691-C (Inner)
40"_60" C.
691-C (Outer)
616-D
\ 40°_60" C .
• "lwuy88Ilocify oper(ll;UK I.crnpcraturc when ordf'ring.

475-(
675-N

\

Thermos/at
Price

SS.50
5.50
5.50
5.50
5.50

'f.vpe No.

139-503
139-503
139-503
139-503
139-503

Opera/illY ·
T emperllillre

60' C.
60' C.
60" C.

5;; ° C.
50" C.

Price

S22.00
22.00
22.00
22.00
22.00
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TYPE 699-A COMPARISON OSCILLOSCOPE
USES: This instrum ent is intended for usc with
a CLASS C-21-lI LD P ri mary Frequency Standard and interpolation equipment. as an aid in
making interpolations with high accuracy, in
calibrat ing the interpolation equipment. in
terms of the standard, and in calibrating or
IDcasUIing the frequencies of audio-frequency
or low radio-frequency oscillators external to
the frequency-measuring assembly.

DESCRIPTION, The TYPE 699-A Comparisoo
Oscilloscope contains a 3-inch cathode-ray
tube, with its power supply. Filters arc supplied
for smootlling the 100-cycie and I-kilocycle
outputs of the Cuss C-21-H Primary Frequency Standard, so LhaL sharply defined
patterns may be obtained. Circular sweep
circuits are provided for both 100- and 1000cyc1e operation.
Ten key-type switches are provided for
selection of tbe type of pattern to be observed
and the sources whose frequencies are to be
compared. Over twenty different comparisons
are easily and quickly carried out by simple
settings of these swilches. '%ile a fu lllisLof all

th e possible operations cannot be given here, il
may be said t hat comparisons for cali bration
or measurements can be made between any
pair of the following sources: external source,
selective amplifier, interpolation osci llator,
heterodyne detector, 100-cycle standard frequency, and 1000-cycle standard frequency.

FEATURES, Shielded cabling; all exLernal COllnections to the various sou rces are mad e through
shielded cable, supplied as part. of I. he frequencymeasuring equipment, page 150.
Buil l-in power supply; brilliancy and focusing _adj ustments for cathode·ray tube.
Key-type switches for setting up all required
circuit arrangements. No temporary connections are needed except those to an external
source for measurement.
The circular sweep circuits for standard
frequencies of 100 and 1000 cycles result in very
simple and easily interpreted patterns, particularly when tbe frequency being measured or
checked is a rather high mu ltiple of t he s tandard frequency. The usual Lissajous figures may
also be obtained.

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequ ency Range: Useful patlerns may be obtained over
the range from very low audio fre(IUcllcies to radio frc·
quencics of the order of 50 kc, or more, dependent upon
the voll(lgo available from th ... I«lu rce being Clllibroted or
measured.
Controls: ON·On· switch; BlllLLlANCY and FOCUS
adjustments for cathodc.ray tube; tell key·type circuit
selecting switches.
Terminals: All interconnections to other units of the fre·
quency standard and measuring equ ipment arc made
through protected lIluilipoint connectors at rcnt of in.
struOient. Con nections to an external source arc made
througb panel terminals on the front of the inslrument.
Power Supply: 105 to 125 or 210 to 250 volts, 50 to 60

PATENT NOTICE. See Note 1.

Tube5 Suppli ed ;
I-type 906 three--illch Cllthode-nay Tube
I -type 2XZ/ 879 Hcclifier
A ccessories Suppl ied: All vacu um tubes. onc TYPE 274~.M
Plug, s pare pilot lamps and fuSC8 . seven-foot line councctor
cord, and two multil)Oint con nectors.
M o unting: SUlndard 19-inch relay ruck .
Dime nsi ons: Pancl, (length) 19 x (hcight) 7 inches; behind
PUlIel, (depth) 16 %' inches.
Net We ight: 41 ~ pounds.
Cotle Word

T yp'

699-A
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cycles. Other voltages or other frequencies on special order
on ly.
Power Input: 13 watts, Hpproximntely.

Price

$215 .00

page"'.

RADIO

FREQUENCY
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TYPE 612-C COUPLING PANEL

USES, This coupling panel is designed specificall y for use as a centralized control panel in a
frequency-measuring equipm ent e rnpl o ~f in g a
primary frequency standard , as described on
pages 150 a nd 151. The panel carri es the necessary switches and volume controls for transferring freq uencies from olle un it to another ill
th e assembly, and for mixi ng frequenci es to
obtain the bea t-freq uency difference in the
output of the heterodyne detector.

with the shielded interconnecting cables designed for the measuring eq uipment., very satisfactor y freedom from cross-talk is obtained.
Anti-capacity key-type ON-OFF swiLches
are provided with each volume con trol, so that
the cor responding sil?nals may be removed
from the detector Without th e necessity of
turnjn g t he volume control back to zero.

DESCRIPTION , The instrum ent includes four

Terminals: All conncctions to thc vo rious instrumcuts comprisi ng thc measuring equil)lflClit used with a primary frequcncy 8tm ulard (see pagc 150) ore made th rough muWpoi n t protected conuectors mo un ted at the rear o f the
inslrument. Telephone terminals nnd jack ure brought ou t
011 the pancl. A Typ~: 274-M Plug is furni shed for the
telephone te rminals.
M o unting: Sla ndard 19-inch relil y-rllck mounting. The
instrulllclit is filled with dust co\·('r.
D imensio ns: Pa nel . (leng th) 19 x (height) 7 inchC!!; behind
panel. (leng th) 17 7:( " (hcight) 6 *" x (depth) 12 3! inchC!!.
Net W~ i ght: 21P! pou nds.

loW-iml>cdance shielded L-typc allenuaLors, or
volume controls, for th e four radi o-frequency
circuits in volved in measurin g frequencies: (1)
the unknown , or "X". freq uency; (2) 50-kc harmonics from the frequ ency standard ; (3) IO-kc
harmon ics from the frequency standard , and
(4) Lhe output of the he Lerod yne frequency
meter. These controls, in genera l, are operated
to regulate the amplitudes of the voltages, from
two of the above sources, fed to the heterod yne
detector.
rh e windings arc Ayrton-l'crry. '''hen used

SPECIFICATIONS

Ty~

6 1 2-C

Code Word

I Couplin g

Pa nel ....

Priu

1 OCCUR I $190.00

TYPE 612-K COUPLING PANEL
USES: This coupli ng panel is a sma ller and
somewhat simplified unit for usc with a secondary frequency standard. All necessary switches
and volume controls for cOlliplete and flexible
operation of the uni ls of the assembly are
provided.

DESCRIPTION , The inSLrument includes four
low-impedance, shielded attenuators, or volume
controls, for the four radio-freq uency circuits:
(1) the unknown , or "X", frequency; (2) 50-kc
harmonic series from the secondary s Landard ;
(3) 10-kc harmonic series from Lh e standard,
and (4) the output of the heterod yne freq uency
meter. Provision is mad e on the coupl ing panel
for the addition of a Typ" 617-C InLerpolaLion
Oscillator, with switchin g provided both for
checking of Ule oscillator against a standard

l-"kc source and fo r matchin g th e beat-frequency
diJfcrence appearing in the heterod yne detector
output.

SPECIFICATIONS
T~rmi n .. ls:

All ('.onncctinn~ 10 III ... v!lri o ll ~ in~lrllmcnts comprising thc secondary swndo rd a nd measuring eq ui pment
(see J}l:lge 153) a re m nde through multipoint protected
conoectors moun ted at t he reur o f the instrumcnt. T elephonc terminals and jack are provided on the panel. A
T YI>E 274-l\t Plug is furnished for the t.clephonc terminols.
Mo unting: Sta ndard J9-inch rclny-rock mounting. The
ins tru ment is slIPI)lied wit h u dust cover.
D ime nsions: Pa ncl. (length) 19 x (height) 3M inches;
behind pa nel , (length) 17M x (hcight) 37i x (depth) 7"
inches.
Net W~ igh t: 8~! pounds.

Code Word

Ty~

612-K

I Co upl in g Panel .

.. 1 on'''''

Price

I $125 .00
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TYPE 619-E HETERODYNE DETECTOR

USES: This heterodyne detector is designed
primarily for use with a frequency standard and
frequency-measuring equipm ent for obtaining
the beat-frequency difference between standard
and unknown frequencies. It can also be used
as a detector in conjunction with a radiofrequency bridge.
DESCRIPTION: The instrument contains a
regenerative detector and two stages of audiofrequency amplification. A regeneration control is provided so that the detector may be
operated either oscillating or non-oscillating, as
the conditions of use require.
Plug-in coils are used, and a complete set is

supplied with the instrument. A relay-rack-size
drawer (TYPE 619-Pl ) for holding the coi ls is
also supplied.

FEATURES: Some of the features of this instrument are high sensitivity, wide frequency range,
and low-impedance radio-frequency input.
The tuned circuit for the regenerative detector is provided with an auxiliary fine-tuning
condenser. The detector plate voltage is
stabilized, which contributes to the frequency
stability. Regeneration is controlled by adjusting the screen voltage, a noise filter giving
smooth and quiet control.

SPECIFICA TIONS
Frequency Range: A frequency range of 25 kc to 25 Me is
covered by the 21 coils supplied with tbe instrument. Two
tuning condensers, on the same sha ft, are used. The condenser in use is automatically selected bX the coil plugged
into tbe circuit, for the low- and high-frequency ranges.
R-F Input Impedance: 65 ohms, approximately.
Calibration: A frequency calibration is supplied. While this
calibration is accu rately determined, it is not guaranteed,
as the instrument is not intended for use as a calibratedfrequency measuring device. The calibration is useful in
making approximate settings, identifying standardfrequency harmonics, etc.
Power Supply: 105 to 125 or 210 to 250 volts, 50 to 60
cycles. Transformer connections changed for 115- or 230volt supply. Otber frequencies or voltages on special order
only. The power input. is 25 walts, approximately.
REGENERATIVE

AUOIO

Tubes: Supplied with instrumen t:
I - type 6J7-G Detector
2-type 6J5-G Amplifiers
I - type 6X5-G Rectifier
i - type VR-I05-30 Voltage Regulator
Accessories Supplied:
I-TYPE 274-M Plug
Pilot Light}with spares
F uses
I-Line Attachment Cord
I - Multipoint Connector
2I-Plug-in Coils
I - TypE 619-Pl Coi l Drawer
3-Calibration C h arts
Controls: ON-OFF switch; coarse and fine tuning; regeneration.

AMPLIFIER

DETECTOR

Jrrf1fr
+
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Schematic circuit diagram of the TYPE
619-E Hete rodyne Detector. Power
supply is not shown. The radio-frequency
input is connected by low-impedance
cable to the terminals at the left. The
lUlling condenser is in two sccliolls-onc
being used for low frequ e ncies and tbc
other for high. The correct. cond enser is
a utomatically selected when the coil is
plugged in.

RADIO

CO.
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Terminals: Shjelded, low-impedance radio-freq uency inpu t
connections are prov ided in rea r. Telephone connections
a re provided at rear a nd on panel.
Mounting: Standard 19-inch relay rack. Can be supplied
in walnut or oak cabine t on s pecia l order.
Type

behind panel, (length) 17 U x (height) 8 Y2 x (depth) 11 %
inches. TYPE 619-PI: P anel, (le ngth) 19 x (height) 5 U
in ches; b ehind panel, (length) 17 7.i x (height) 5 x (depth)
13 Y2 in ches.
Net Weight: TYPES 619-E a nd 6I9-Pl , 65 Y2 pounds.

Descr; p/ion

Heterodyne Detector .

619-E
PATENT NOTICE.

Dimensions: P anel, (length) 19 x (height) 8 % inches;

. ........ . .... ... .. 1

Cod_Word

Price

~ l AT I N

$360.00

See Notes 1, 3, 17, page v.

TYPE 614-( SELECTIVE AMPLIFIER

USES: This amplifier is used for selecting individual harmonics from the 1 kc output of a
frequency standard. Multiples of 1 kc between
1 and 10 may be chosen, with good suppression
of the fundamental and adjacent harmonics.
The selected ou lput frequency is useful for
many audio-frequency measurements, particularly in making frequency comparisons by

means of a cathode-ray tube.

DESCRIPTION: The instrument contains a
harmonic-generating amplifier stage, a regenerative selective stage, and an output
stage. The selective stage may be tuned to any
one of the first 10 multiples of 1 kc by means
of a single switch .

SPECIFICA TIONS
Frequency Range: 1 to 10 kc in s teps of I kc.
Calibration: Amplifier is adj usted for maximum response
at each of the 10 frequencies at t he factory. Trimming
a djustments are provided , wruch may be used in realigning
the tuned circlli ts, if n ecessary .
Tubes: Supplied with in8trument :
3- type 6J5-G Amplifiers
I - type 6X5-G R ec tifier
Accessories Supplied: One seven-foot line connector cord ,
spa re fuses a nd pilot lamps , :2 TYPE 274-M Plugs, a nd a

multipoint connector a re s upplied .
Power Supply: 105 Lo 125 or 210 to 250 vo lts.; 50 to 60
cycles.
Power Input: 25 watts, a pproximately.
Mounting: Standard 19-inch relay rack .
Dimensions: P a nel, (length) 19 x (height) 8% inches;
beruud panel, (length) 17 U x (height) 8 Y2 x (depth)
11 % inches .
Net Weight: 40 pounds.
Code Word

T ype

614-C
PATENT NOTICE.

1

Selective AmpliFier ... .. . , . ... .. ... . . . .. . . . 1

OICKY

Price

5275.00

See Note I, page v.

Schematic circllit diagram of the TYI>E
6l4--C Selec tive Amplifier . Power s upply
is not shown. A voltage from a I-kc
source is applied to the termina ls a t t he
left . Harmonics are generated in the firs t
amplifier, selected jn the seco nd, regenerative, amplifier, and the selected ha rmo nic
is amplified by the output amp lifi er.

,::t~f~L:
t1 SC~~ ~OT

t-f1- t-,
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TYPE 620-A HETERODYNE FREQUENCY METER AND CALIBRATOR
USES: Although designed primarily for measuring high and ultra-high frequencies, this instrument can also be used to measure frequencies
down to a few hundred kilocycles, provided the
signal being measured is sufficiently strong.
As a general-purpose instrument in the communication laboratory, it is invaluable. For
communication companies it provides an excellent means of rapidly measuring the frequencies
of a large number of transmitters (either local
or remote) in addition to its use in calibrating
and servicing receiving equipment. Receiver
manufacturers will find it useful in checking
the ranges of receivers and oscillators. It is suitable for monitoring the frequencies of radio
transmitters where the allowable frequency
tolerance is 0.02% or greater.
DESCRIPTION: The schematic diagram shows
the essential elements of the instrument: (1)
a heterodyne frequency meter, (2) a crystal
calibrator, and (3) a detector and audio
amplifier.
The heterodyne frequency meter is direct
reading, which is an important operating convenience, particularly when using harmonics.
The fundamental frequency range is 10 to 20
Mc. This range is divided into 10 steps of 1 Mc
each, and the desired step is selected by means
of a coil switch. The main tuning condenser
covers a range of 1 Mc for each coil, the dial
being engraved to read hundredths of megacycles directly. An auxiliary dial, which drives
the main dial through a reduction gear train,
carries a scale that subdivides the main scale
divisions, the smallest division being 0.001 Mc
or 1 kc. The frequency of the heterodyne frequency meter is given by the sum of the coil

164

switch and condenser dial readings, subject to
any scale correction as determined by the
crystal calibrating points.
For checking the calibration of the heterodyne
frequency meter, a piezo-electric calibrator,
employing a one-megacycle low-temperaturecoefficient quartz plate, is provided. Several
points on each coil range of the heterodyne
frequency meter may be checked.
The procedure in making measurements is
simple. When the unknown frequency is within
the fundamental range of the heterodyne, the
heterodyne frequency is set to zero beat with
the unknown, and the frequency is read directly
from the dial. When the unknown is above or
below the heterodyne fundamental range, the
dial reading must be multiplied or divided by
the harmonic number.
The fundamental frequency range being 10
to 20 Mc, measurements of high and ultra-high
frequencies are easily made. Because of the
direct-reading feature and the widespread frequency scale, no confusion as to harmonics is encountered in measuring ultra-high frequencies.
FEATURES: The TYPE 620-A Heterodyne
Frequency Meter and Calibrator is designed
for the greatest flexibility and for simplicity
of operation. It covers a wide range of frequencies and is capable of a high accuracy of
measurement.
The direct-reading frequency scale makes
rapid measurements possible. The oscillator
has been designed and constructed to give a
high degree of frequency stability. The variable
air condenser has ball bearings to insure smooth
operation without backlash. The inductors are
wound on isolantite forms to keep the losses

RADIO CO.
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and the temperature coefficient of inductance
as low as possible.
The same model can be used on either batteries or the built-in a-c power supply; this is
a considerable convenience when the same instrument is to be used both in the laboratory
and in the field.
SPECIFICAliONS
Frequency Range: The fundamental frequency range is
from 10 to 20 megacycles, in 10 ranges of 1 Mc each. By
harmonic methods frequencies between 300 kc and 300 Mc
are easily measured.
Frequencies up to about 300 Mc can be measured by
seLting a barmonic of the heterodyne frequency meter to
zero beat with the unknown. In general, the beat is obtained in the detector , but for the very highest frequencies
it is advisable to use an auxiliary receiver. For frequencies
below 10 Mc and down to about 300 kc, harmonics of
adequate strength for measurement can be generated in
the detector tube provided a sufficiently strong signal
is applied to the instrument. For weak signals, a local
oscillator as a harmonic-generating means is necessary.
Calibration: The condenser dials are graduated to read
decimal fractions of megacycles direcLly, the smallest division corresponding to 0.001 Mc (1000 cycles).
Calibrator: A 1-Mc piezo-electric oscillaLor, employing
a low-temperature coefficient quartz plate, is provided
for checking the calibration of the frequency meter. Harmonics of 1 Mc fall at tbe upper and lower limits of the
dial, giving a bracketing check on each coil range of the
heterodyne frequency meter. Harmonics of the heterodyne
also produce beats with harmonics of the calibrator, giving
checking points at multiples of Y:;, 73, 7<1:, and Ys Mc, etc.,
over the dial range. Since these points occur at the same
dial readings for each range, checking is made very simple
and convenient.
Accuracy: The over-aU accuracy of measurement is 0.01 %
or better when the frequency meter is checked in terms of
the crystal calibrator and the resulting correction applied
to the dial reading.
Vacuum Tubes: The following tubes are used and are
supplied with the instrument:
1- 954-type
1-84-type
3- 955-type
Power Supply: Eitber 105 to 125 or 210 to 250 volts, 50
to 60 cycles, or 6 and 180 volts dc. A switch on the panel
selects the type of power supply desired. The a-c operated
power supply is built in. Batteries are not supplied with
either the relay-rack or portable model.
Type
Description
620-AR
620-AM
PATENT NOTICE.

Relay-Rack Model . .... ...... . .
Portable Model. . . . ....... .
See Notes 1, 12, 20, page v.

I

Closeup view of the tuning dial, showing details of
the scale.
Power Input: 15 watts; from U5-volt, 60-cycle supp ly.
Mounting: The instrument is supp lied either for relay-rack
mounting (TYPE 620-AR) or in a portable aluminum
cabinet (TYPE 620-AM).
Accessories Supplied: One-megacycle quartz plate, sevenfoot line connector cord, two TYPE 274-M Plugs, spare
pilot lamps and fuses. With the relay-rack model (TYPE
620-AR) two multipoint connectors are furnished, while a
battery plug and cable and a multipoint connector are
furnished with the portable model (TYPE 620-AM).
Accessories Required: Head t.elephones, which can be connected either at the panel or at the rear of the instrument.
Dimensions: TYPE 620-AR, panel, (length) 19 x (height)
8 % inches; behind panel , (length) 17 ~ x (heigh t) 8 % x
(depth) U % inches; TYPE 620-AM,20 Y2 x 14 Y2 x 10 inches,
over-all.
Net Weight: TYPE 620-AR, 32 % pounds; TYPE 620-AM,
47% pounds.
Price
Code Word
DAISY

DALLY

$490.00
555.00
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TYPE 25-A FREQUENCY MONITOR* FOR
ST ANDARD BROADCAST STATIONS
DESCRIPTION: This monitor consists of TYPE
47S-C Frequency Monitor, TYPE 681-B Frequency-Deviation Meter, and TYPE 376-L
Quartz Plate. Both monitor and deviation
meter are mounted on relay-rack panels. The
frequency monitor unit contains a highly stable
crystal oscillator, buffer amplifiers for both
crystal and transmitter, and a detector and
audio amplifier for producing beats. The deviation meter unit operates on the amplified beat
frequency from the monitor unit and indicates
frequency deviations on a direct-reading meter.

USES: This visual-type frequency monitor
indicates directly the deviations of radio
broadcasting transmitters from their assigned
frequencies. It is approved by the Federal
Communications Commission (Approval No.
1461) for use by standard broadcast stations
in the United States.
*A booklet giving a more detailed description of this monitor will
be sent upon request.

FEA TURES: An outstanding feature of this
monitor is the stability of the crystal frequency.
The crystal holder is a dustproof precision
mechallical unit, so designed that a minimum
of restraint is placed on the vibration of the
crystal, yet the crystal is held in its normal
operating position at all times. The oscillator
circuit is of the latest design, developed in the
General Radio laboratories. The frequency variation caused by circuit and tube parameters
is much less than that encountered in other
circuits.
Means are provided for indicating the amplitudes of the crystal and transmitter voltages
impressed on the detector and for adjusting
them to the optimum operating values. This
prevents erroneous indications caused by overloading the detector. In addition, an automatic
volume control is provided on the deviation
meter so that changes in transmitter input
voltage will not affect the deviation indication.

nlock diagram of the TYPE 25-A Frequency Moni tor. The frequency of the crystal oscillator is offset from that
of the assigned cbannel by 1000 cycles. When the beat between the crystal osci llator and the transmitter is exactly
1000 cycles, the frequency deviation meter reads zero. Deviations in the transmitter frequency produce deviations
from 1000 cycles in the beat frequency. whiGh are indicated as cycles above or below the assigned frequency , i. e.,
the indicator reads directly the transmitter frequency deviation.
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Satisfactory operation is obtained over an input
voltage range of about 16 to l.
The deviation indicator is a large, open-scale
meter, which can be read to better than onchalf cycle. Provision is also made for connccLiII g
an additional (remote) indicator.
All interconnecting cables and a transrnill(,1"
coupling cable are furnished. Removable drcss
panels are used on the instruments in ordrr lo
simplify the furnishing of special finish es. ] II
addition to the standard General Radio black
crackle finish, the standard grays and flat black
used by transmitter manufacturers can be had
at a price increase of $10.00. For the same
price, plain aluminum dress panels can be flll'nished the customer for finishing in any color
desired, after which they can be relurned to
us for engraving and installation on l he
instruments.

SPECIFICAliONS
Frequency Range: ±30 cycles.
Accuracy: When received , ±10 parts in one million ; nn
a djustment is provided to bring the reading into agreement
with monitoring station measurements.
Vacuum Tubes: The following tubes are required and arc
s uppli ed with the instrument:
1- 6J7-G
2-6F8-G
2- 6AC7
1- 6V6-GT
1- 6R7-G
2- 6H6-G
1-SV4-G
I - VR-IOS-30
Stability: ±5 pa rts in one million .
Coupling to Transmitter: The monitor must be coupled to
the transmi tler a t a poin t where the ca rrier is unmodulaled.
Only a small degree of capacitive coupling is required. A
shielded coupling wire is provided in the connecting cable
supplied with the monit.or .
Accessories Supplied: Quartz plate, co nnec ting cables.
pilot lights, and fuses (with spares).

Vi~w

of th e ,kviation indiCA tor. sh ow in g the open,
cagy- to-read scale.

Power Supply: 105 to 12 5 Or :no to 250 volts. 50 to 60
cy d ps.
Power Input: 175 wutts with heat on.
Mounting: Standard 19-inch relay-ra ck panels fini s hed ill
hlack crackle lacquer. For other finishes , see below.
Other Finishes: The standard General R a dio black crackle
finish. the standard grays and flat hlack used by transmitter manufacturers can be had a t a price increase of
$10.00. For the same price, plain a luminum dress pane ls
ca n be furnished the customer for finishin g in any color
d esired, a fter which they can be re turned to us for engraving and ins ta llation on the instruments.
Dimensions: Panel, (length) 19 x (height) 2411 inc hes;
behind pa nel, (length) 17 ~ x (height) 2 ~ ~ x (" ppth)
11 %" inches.
Net Weight: 98 pounds.

T'ype

Descriplion

Code Word

Price

25-A

l Broadcast Frequency Monitor ......... ...... 1

DEvon

$560.00

PATENT NOTICE.

See Notes 1, 7. 12, 19, 20, page v.

Prices for the individu a l co mponents of TVPE 25-A Frequency 11'10niLor arc as follows:
Type
Code Word
475-C

681-B
376-L

Frequency Monitor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . '1
Frequency Deviation Meler . . . . . . . . . .
...
1 Quartz Plate ......................... .. .

Price

$330.00
145.00
85.00

MOGUL
MASON

NEVE R

1.5 Me

V

V r- ........ r- V

5

V

10

15

C':::: i'-'

20

l-

V

"

25

30

~

i"""

40

DAYS

H ecol'd of the frequency of a s tock TypF. 475-C FI'~qu ency MoniLor opera Ling a t J .5 Me. No le Lhatlhe
devialion docs noL exceed ±l cycle per milli o n for the 40-day pe ri od .
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TYPE 775-A FREQUENCY-LIMIT MONITOR
USES: The frequency-limit monitor is suitable
for monitoring any radio-telephone transmitter
between 1600 kc and 45 Mc. Included in this
range are high-frequency broadcast, international broadcast, television, frequencymodulation*, police, and aviation services. It
satisfies the requirements of the Federal Communications Commission for broadcast stations
above 1500 kc (Rule 981) and for police transmitters (Rule 206).
In addition to the station frequency, the frequencies of police mobile and portable broadcast transmitters can be checked with this
instrument if an auxiliary device for measuring
the frequency of the audible beat is available.
DESCRIPTION: This monitor provides a visual
warning signal which operates whenever the
frequency deviation of the transmitter exceeds
a definite tolerance limit which has been set on
a dial. Two warning lamps are used, one lighting when the frequency is high, the other when
it is low.

This monitor operates on the beat frequency
between the transmitter and a local crystal
oscillator. The block diagram shows the essential elements of the system. The frequency
of the crystal is normally offset from the assigned
transmitter frequency by 6.5 kc. The audiofrequency beat (6.5 kC±L\f) is applied to a
frequency-discriminating circuit, which, III
turn, operates the lamps.
The frequency tolerance at which the lamps
light is adjustable by means of a dial on the
panel. This dial is calibrated in cycles per
second frequency deviation. The standard
calibration is from 500 to 3000 cycles per second.
An alternate calibration is available covering
frequency deviations between 100 and 1000
cycles. For this range the crystal is offset by
2.3 kc.
Four crystals can be mounted in the temperature-controlled chamber. They can be used
for multi-channel monitoring by the limit
method or by the audible-beat method outlined in the accompanying diagram.

*During periods when transmitter is u nmodulated.

TRANSMITTER

f:l:t.f

HIGH
MONITORING
OSCILLATOR
AND
DETECTOR

f-6.5 KC
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LOW

Functional block diagram showing
the operation of the frequencylimit monitor. For the limit-dial
calibration of 500 to 3000 cycles,
the frequency of the moni toring
oscillator differs from that of the
transmitter by 6.5 kc as shown.
For the 100- to 1000-cycle limit
range, this frequency difference is
made 2.3 kc.

RADIO CO.
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FEATURES: The limit method of monitoring,
using warning lamps, is particularly convenient
when operating personnel must be kept at a
minimum and spare time is at a premium. A
glance at the panel, even from a distance, tells
whether or not the transmitter frequency is
within the desired tolerance. The price of the
limit monitor is considerably lower than that
of older types, placing it within the reach of
stations operating in a limited class of service,
where the total investment in plant cannot
justify the purchase of more expensive types
of monitors.

The four crystal positions make it possible to
monitor four different frequencies. For instance,
a local transmitter can be monitored by the
limit method with one crystal, and distant or
mobile transmitters by the audible-beat method
with one or more of the remaining crystals.
Since both warning lamps are extinguished
when the transmitter is within its frequency
tolerance, some test for correct operation is
desirable. This is provided in the form of a
push-button which lights both lamps when all
circuits are in proper operating condition.

SPECIFICA TlONS
Frequency Range: 1600 kc to 45 Me.
Accuracy of Monitoring Frequency: The absolute accuracy is 0.003% when using TYPE 376-M Quartz Plate.
Stability of Monitoring Frequency: The frequency stability
is 0.001 % over long periods of time.
Temperature and Humidity Effects: Over the ranges
normally encountered in transmitter or control rooms (65 0
Fahrenheit to 95 0 Fahrenheit; 0 to 95% relative humidity)
the operation is substantially independent of temperature
and humidity conditions.
Quartz Plate: TYPE 376-M Quartz Plates are to be used
with this instrument and must be ordered separately.
Accuracy of Frequency Discriminating Network: When
operated at proper input voltage, the warning lamps will
light at frequencies which are within ±200 cycles ±IO%
of the LIMIT dial reading, for the 3000-cycle range and
±50 cycles ±20% of the LIMIT dial reading for the 1000cycle range.
Coupling to Transmitter: The frequency-limit monitor must
be coupled to the transmitter at a point where the carrier
is unmodulated in order to avoid false flashin g of the
warning lamps on modulation peaks. When continuous
monitoring is not necessary, satisfactory results can be
obtained by coupling the monitor directly to the transmitter output and using the monitor only under stand-by
conditions.
A one- or two-turn coil , coupled loosely to one of the
Type
775-A

376-M
PATENT NOTICE.

transmitter tuned circuits, will ordinarily provide sufficient
voltage to operate the monitor. Fifteen feet of shielded
cable are supplied with the instrument to connect this
low-impedance magnetic pickup to the monitor.
Tubes: Supplied with instrument:
I-type
I-type
I - type
I-type
2-type
I-type
I - type

Pentagrid Converter
Pentode
Duplex-Diode Triode
Dual Triode
Gas Triodes
Rectifier
Electron-Eye

Mounting: Standard 19-illch relay-rack mounting.
Crystals: One TYPE 376-M Quartz Plate is required for each
channel to be monitored.
Accessories Supplied: A seven-foot line connector cord,
an r-f input cable, and spare pilot lamps and fuses.
Power Supply: 105 to 125 or 210 to 250 volts, 40 to 60
cycles.
Power Input: Approximately 72 walts with heater ON and
45 watts with heater OFF. with ll5-volt line.
Dimensions: Panel, (width) 19 inches x (height) 7 inches
x (depth behind panel) 9 ~ inches, over-all.
Net Weight: 29% pounds.

Description

I

6A8
6J7
6R7
6N7
885
6X5
6E5

Code Word

(Including Tubes, But Less Quartz Plate). .
Quartz Plate (for Use with Type 775-A) .. '....

I

Price
$240.00
50.00 each

nOUGH
LABOn

See Notes I, 12, 20, page v.

Block diagram showing how the
monitor can be used to check the
frequencies of distant or mobile
stations. For this method of monitoring, the frequency of the monitoring crystal is the same as that
of the transmitter. A calibrated
audio-frequency oscillator can be
used to measure the beat frequency.

rft"f

LISTEN HERE FOR
jRBY,--T_RA_NS_M_IT_TE_R_S_--.

LISTEN HERE · FOR
COUPLING

.---_ _ _ _
RE_M_OT...,E TR\SMITTERS

TYPE 775-A I-_----"'''''f=''----'----; RECEIVER
"f

HOW TO ORDER
Order one crystal (quartz plate) for each channel to be monitored. For each crystal,
specify channel frequency, station frequency tolerance, class of service, and whether
crystal is to be used for monitoring by the warning lamp method or the zero-beat method.
We will supply the LIMIT dial calibration best suited to the specified class of service.
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TYPE 834-8 ELECTRONIC FREQUENCY METER
USES: Th e TYPE 834-B Electronic Frequency
Met er fills the need for a general-purpose audiofrequency meter with a pointer-type, dirf;cLreadin g indication. It is extremely useful in a
frequency-measuring system for rapidly determining beat frequencies. In the educational
field it can be used in classroom demonstrations
of audio-frequency phenomena. Its industrial
applications are numerous, including the tuning
of automobile horns; the measurement of the
speed of centrifuges, in conjunction with a
photocell or other pickup; and the detection of
changes of capacitance in process control by the
beat frequency method. Another use for tllis
instrument is in measurmg the mean frequency
of warble tones in acoustic measurements. Provision is made for obtaining a d-c voltage from
the indicator circuit to operate a TYPE 7l5-A
Direct-Current Amplifier (see page 12) and a
r ecorder, to give a continuous record of th e frequency indica Lion. An exLernal (remote) met er
can be operated directly from th e instrument.

DESCRIPTION: The essential elements of this
insLrument are an electronic counter and a d-c
indicator. The circuit is shown on the next
page. When an alternating voltage is applied
to the grids of the gas-discharge tubes, each
tube becomes alternately conducting and nonconducting. At each transition of the current
from one tube to the other, a current pulse is
sent through the indicator circuit. The meter
reading depends upon the number of such
pulses per second, i.e., upon the frequency.
FEA TURES: The immediate, direct-reading indication which the electronic frequency meter
provides is a considerable advantage in audiofrequency measurements. The full l;lccuracy
of the indicator (2% of full scale) is utilized,
and stability of calibration is assured by a
voltage-regulated plate supply and scalecorrection adjustments for each range. A sufficient number of full-scale values is provided to
give adequate precision at any point in th e
5000-cycle range.

SPECIFICATIONS
frec;uency Range: 0 to 5000 cycles in five ra nges. Full-sca le
valu es are 200 , 500 , 1000, 2000 , a nd 5000 cycles.
Accuracy: 2 % of full-scale readin g or bc t Ler.
Temperature and Humidity Effects: Over the ra nge of conditions usu ally encountered (65 0 Fahrenheit to 95 0 F a hrenheit ; 0 to 95% relative humidity) , the operation a nd accuracy ar e complet el y ind epend ent of tempera ture and
humidity conditions.
Stability: With the excep tion of a drift of a bout 1 % of full scale readin g in the firs t few minutes a fter st a rtin g. th ere
is no m at eri al cha nge in indica tion with time.
Input Impedance: 1 megohm , a pproxima tely.
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Input Voltage: 3 vol ts minimum ; the input voltage may he
increased to 100 volts with no cha nge in the frequency
indication. The input voltage ca n h e applied a t Lermina ls
on the p an el or at the rear of the ins trument.
Scale Adjustment: Independent adjus tment is provided o n
each ra nge. This adjus tment is made a t the fac tory, but
may be cha nged if correction is required in the field.
Tubes: Supplied with ins trument :
I - ty pe 83
I - type 6J 5-G
2- type 884
I - type 4 Al
I -ty pe 6ZY5-G
3- ty pe YIt-I05-30
Power Supply: 105 to 125 volts, 50 t o 60 cycles.

CO .

RADIO
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Power Input: 45 wa lls.
Accessories Suppl ied with Instru ment: Fuses a nd pil o t
la mps (with s pa res) , seven-foot lin e cOllnec Lo[" co rd , lllu lLipoint connec to r , a nd one TVPE 274-l-"1 P lug are s upplied .
Mounti ng: S La nd a rd 19-inch relay-rack m o un Ling.
filLed wi t h dus t cover.

ELECTRONIC

COUNTER

ni t

Additiona l Accessories Requi red : N one.
Dimensions: P an el, (widLh) 19 x (height) 8 %: x (de pth
behind p anel) 12 inches.
Net Weight: 37 pound s.

T y pe

834-B

1

Electronic Frequency Meter

PATE NT NOTICE.

See

otes 1,

2 ~,

I

Code
Word

Prier

M UCUS

I $250.00

page v.

TYPE 434-8 AUDIO-FREQUENCY METER
useful in measurin g the frequency of oscillators
used as power sources for audio-frequency
measurements. In t he measurement of radio
frequencies, it can be used to measure the
audio-beat frequency between an unknown
frequency and a standard-frequency harmonic
of 10 kc.
DESCRIPTION: Th e TYPE 434-B Aud ioFrequency Meter uses a bridge circuit and a
null method of indication. The circuit is that of
the Wien bridge, containing only resistances
and capacitances. Three ranges are provided,
each covering one decade, so that the total
range is 1000:1.
FEATURES: The use of this bridge circuit has
two definite advantages: (1) no magnetic pickUSES: This bridge-type frequency meter is a up is possible, and (2) the scale is made logageneral-purpose laboratory instnunent. It is rithmic by tapering the resistance elements.

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Range : 20 Lo 20 ,000 cycles in Lh ree ra nges b y
w cans o f a selec Lo r switch, 20 Lo :! OO cycles , 200 to 2000
cycles, 2000 to 20 ,000 cy cles.
Calibration: Each ins trume nt is indi vidua lly ca li bra ted in
term s of a p["im a ["y s la nd a rd of frequency.
Accuracy: Th e nu ll point is na rro w eno ugh so tha t , with
s uffi cien t supp ly v ollage 0 [" s ufTi ci(' nt a mplifi ca tion , on
the null de tec to r a nd with a fa irl y pu["e waveform , th e d ia l
m ay be set to 0.1 %. Th e ca libra ti o n o n the di a l m ay be
relied upon to withi n 0.5% a t a ll positions.
Drive: The 6-in ch di a l t urns thro ugh a n a ngle of 3 ~0 ° which
gives a sca le leng th of a bout 17 inches for each 10 to 1
frequency r a nge. The wh ole sca le leng th is over ,t fee t. T he
dia l has a slow-m o lio n drive.
Impedances: Input, 3 to 10 ki lohms ; o utput, 1 to 4 kilohms,
the sm a ller va lu es corres ponding to th e higher frequencies.
Input Voltage: no volts m ax im um .
Accessories: A n ull d e tector will 'be requi red to o perate
th e ins trument. Th is m ay be head telephones s uch as the
W es tern E lectric TVPE 1002-C or a n a mpli fier-me ter
combination such as a TYPE 814-A Amplifier a nd a TVPE
483-F Outpu t M et er o r a TV PE 72 6-A Vacuum-Tube
Voltmeter , used in conjun c tio n with T VPE 830 Fi ltl'r
Sec tions. E ven with bead tele pho nes a n ampli fi er a nd
fi lter sec tions m ay p rove usefu l. Two T VPE 2H-M Plugs
a re supplied .

Controls: F reque ncy d ia l, ra nge select or switch , resista nce
ba la nce kno b.
Mounting: Alum inum pa nel, X inch t hi ck , fini shed in
black crackle lacquer, mo unted in cop per-lined walnut
ca bin et.
Dimensions: ( Leng th) 12 x (width) 8 %: x (height) 8)4
inches, o ver-a ll.
Net Weight: 15 X po und s.
Code
Type
Word
Price

434-B 1 Audio-Frequency Meter ... 1 COLO R 1 $140.00
PATENT NOT ICE. See Notes 17, 18, page v.
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TYPE 815 PRECISION FORK

USES: TYPE 815 Precision Fork is designed for
such uses as timing in geophysical exploration,
rating clocks and watches, synchronizing facsimile transmission, and low-frequency standardization. It is also an excellent source for
accurately timing stroboscopic flashes.

DESCRIPTION: The fork is made of lowtemperature-coefficient stainless steel. It is
mounted at the heel on a metal panel which is
attached to the main base by means of rubber
shock absorbers to reduce energy dissipation
through the mounting.
One microphone button is mounted on each
tine near the heel of the fork, where the amplitude of vibration is low. This minimizes the
damping action which the presence of the
microphones exerts on the fork. At the end of
each tine, adjusting screws are provided. By
means of these, the loading on the tines is
equalized. This factor, too, is important in
reducing the decrement.
Separate microphone buttons are used for
the driving and output circuits. No output
fIlter or transformer is included, since different
uses may require different circuit arrangements.
The frequency stability is considerably
improved by the use of the condenser, C,
shown in the diagram below. This condenser
is supplied with the fork.
FEA TURES: TYPE 815 Precision Fork combines high accuracy and stability with simplicity of construction and operation. Because
of its small size and low-power requirements
the fork is easily portable.

SPECIFICA TIONS
Frequency: Three stock models, operating at 50, 60, and
100 cycles, respectively , are available.
Calibration: The fork will be exactly on frequency at some
temperature between 70 and 80 degrees Fahrenheit. The
measured value, with a driving voltage of 4 volts, at a ststed
temperature between 70 and 80 d egrees Fahrenbeit is
given on the calibration certificate to ±.001 %.
Temperature Coefficient: The temperature coefficient of
frequency is about .001 % per degree Fa hrenheit and is
negative . The actual measured value is given on the calibration cert.ificate.

circuit. The battery can be common to both circui ts.
Driving current is less than 50 milliamperes.
Accessories Supplied: A "phasing" condenser with plug· in
leads and a TYPE 274-M Plug.
Mounting: The fork assembly is mounted on a metal base.
Dimensions: 13 x 6 x 3 inches, over-a ll.
Weight: 10Ys pou nds.

Voltage Coefficient: The voltage coefficient of frequen cy
is about .005% per volt and is given for each fork on the
calibra tion cer tificate.
Waveform: Harmonics are about 30% of the output voltage
at all loads.
Output: It is recommended that a transformer be used
between the output circuit and the load. The internal
output impedance is about 50 ohms, and tbe maximum
output about 25 milliwatts when a 6-volt battery is used
in the output circui t.
Power Supply: A 4-volt battery is recommended as the
driving source and a 4 to 6-volt battery in the output
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Circllit diagram of TYPE 815 Precision Fork.

Type

Frequency

Code Word

Price

815-A
815-8
815-C

50 cycles
60 cycles
100 cycles

FAUNA
FATAL
FELON

$165.00
175.00
175.00

RADIO
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TYPE 816-A
VACUUM-TUBE

PRECISION FORK

USES: The TYPE 816-A Vacuum-Tube Precision
Fork is a primary standard of frequency. It can
be used for the same purposes as TYPE 815
Precision Fork (page 172), but its higher precision and stability make it adaptable to
considerably more accurate measurements and,
in addition, to timekeeping and chronographic
measurements.
DESCRIPTION: The complete instrument consists of a tuning fork similar to that used in
TYPE 815 Precision Fork, a temperature
control system, a vacuum-tube amplifier, and
a synchronous motor clock. The fork is made
of low-temperature-coefficient stainless steel. It
is mounted at the heel on a metal panel, which
is attached to the base of the temperaturecontrol box by means of four vertical helical
springs to reduce energy dissipation through
the mounting. The fork is driven electromagnetically, and the drive and pickup coils
are symmetrically placed with respect to the
tines in order to keep the decrement low and
give a Q of the order of 20,000.
A two-stage amplifier couples the pickup and

the driving coils. An a-v-c circuit is included,
and a fourth vacuum tube supplies output
power at the fork frequency. The general circuit
is shown in the accompanying schematic
diagram.
The temperature-controlled chamber in
which the fork is mounted is a metal box
enclosed in a balsa-wood case. Heaters are
provided for U5-volt, d-c or a-c operation.
The synchronous clock is designed to register
correct time when the fork is exactly on its
rated frequency. Comparison of the readings
of this clock with standard time signals as
transmitted by radio provides a means of
checking the frequency of the fork over 24-hour
periods of continuous operation.

FEATURES: High accuracy and a high degree
of frequency stability are important characteristics of this fork. Because provision is made for
using either of two types of power supply, the
fork can be operated under a wide variety of
conditions, in the field as well as in the laboratory.

SPECIFICA TIONS
Frequency: 50 cycles per second.
Calibration: The frequency is adjusted within 0.0005 %
of its raLed value and is m easured Lo 0.0001 % in our
sta ndardizing lahoratory.
Screws are provided in the ends of the tines of the fork
for adjusting the frequency. These a re accessible from the
outside of the Lemperature-control box. Minute changes
are accomplished by adjusting the a-v-c circuit while in
operation.
Stability: When the temperature-control system is opera led,
lhe freq uency is within one part in 100,000 (0 .001 %) of its

mea n valu e. thus liming to be tl er tban one second per day.
Without lemperature control, the freq uency will follow
(with a considerable lag) varia lions in ambient lem~era
lure. At ordinary room temperatures. the Lemperature

--,f--'f--- "-
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(Right) Plot of a 10-day freq uency record of TYPE
816-A Vacuum-Tube Precision Fork. The full line
s hows the observed frequency, the dotLed line the
frequencyafLer the barometer correction was applied.
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coe ffi cient of frequ ency is negative and is -22 pa r ts in 10 6
(0.0022 %) per degree Centigrade. Frequency cha nges with
supply voltage and atmospheric press ure are usually
negligible in comparison to the rated accuracy of the fork.
Power Supply: The am plifi er circuit and the heaters for
temperature control are arranged to operate on either of
two types of power s upply , selection being mad e by p lug
and jack terminal':

~
Eill.. "

h--'VIM-~,-

- ----------,--'-"

(1) a-c line, 100 to 1~0 volls, 60 cycles.
(2) doc line, 100 to 130 volls.
Power Input: For temperature contro l, 30 watls; for fork
and a mplifier, 45 watts.
Output: Peaked or sinusoidal, as sel ec ted by a switch .
When the synchronous clock is operated, maximum output
is 1 watt. 'Vhen clock is not used . maximuJll output is
2 watls. Output circuit is not grounded and is free from
any doc polarization. Various output imped ances betwee n
200 a nd 30,000 ohms a re provided .
Maximum peaked open-circuit output voltage is 350
vo lts.
Tubes: S upplied with ins trume nt:
2- type 6J7-G
I - type 6Q7-G
I - type 25L6
I - type 25Z6
I - type 139-949-A

816-A

I

Schematic circuit diag ram of the fork amp lifier und
output circuits . L, and L , arc th e pic kup and driv ing
coils .
Accessories Supplied: Spare fuses, 2 multipoint co nnectors, one line connec tor cord.
Mounting: Th e entire assembly is mounted on a standard
I9-inch relay-rack panel, which ca n be adapted for table
mountin g by the use of the wood en end fram es supp lied .
The instrument is rea dily portable in an operatin g con<lition if kept in approximately ils operating position.
Dimensions: Panel , 19 x 12 }4 in ches; depth , 12 Y2 in ches.
Net Weight: 4·9 Y2 pounds.

Vacuum-Tube Precision Fork ......... . . ..... 1

Code Word

Price

FERRY

$385.00

TYPE 419-A RECTIFIER-TYPE WAVEMETER
USES: The TYPE 419-A Rectifier-Type Wavemeter is intended for general use in experi-

mental work in the short-wave band between
1 and 15 meters.

DESCRIPTION: This wavemeter is a tunedcircuit instrument, using plug-in coils. The
resonance indicator is a thermionic rectifier
which can be used in conjunction with either
its microammeter or a pair of telephone receivers. Reaction methods can, of course, be
used as well.

SPECIFICA TlONS
Frequency Range: 300 Mc to 20 M c, or 1 me ter to 15
m eters, usin g four p lu g-in induc tors.
Calibration: Each inductor is inclividually ca librated in
terms of the General Bad io Company's primary sta nd a rd
of frequency and is s upplied with a n individua ll y mounted
ca libration curve.
Accuracy: ±1 % of the indica ted frequency.
Tube: The n ecessa ry type IG4-G tube is s upplied.
Power Supply: Filament current for the tube is taken from
a 1.5-volt, No.6 dry cell , mounting space for which is
conta in ed in the bOLtom of the ca bin et. A batte ry is
s upplied wiLh Lhe ins trument.
Mounting: Alum inum p anel fini s hed in black crackle
lacqu er , mounted on a polished walnut ca binet. The bottom
holds the fo ur inductors and their cha rls.
Accessories: One TYPE 274-M Plug is fumished.
Dimensions: Pan el (height) 10 }4 x (width) 7%'6 inches.
Case , (heig ht) 7 }4 in ches , over-a ll.
Net Weight: 7 ~ pounds with Lube but without batte r y.

Type
419-A
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Description
Rectifier-Type Wavemeter . ...... .

..... 1

Code Word

Price

CATER

$100.00
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TYPE 758-A WA VEMETER
USES: In the ultra-high-frequency range, 55 to
400 Mc, this wavemeter provides a convenient,
and accurate means of measuring the frequencies of oscillators.
DESCRIPTION: TYPE 758-A Wavemeter is a
tuned-circuit, absorption-type of instrument,
in which the capacitance and inducLance are
varied simultaneously. This permit a wide
range of frequency to be covered with a single
coil. The coil is connected permanently into
the circuit. The re onance indicator is an incandescent lamp.

FEA TURES: An outstanding feature of this
wavemeter is the wide range of frequency which
is covered without the bother of changing coils.
Although both coil and condenser are completely enclosed, the case is of transparent
material so that the circuit elements can be
seen at all times. This is a considerable aid in
coupling the wavemeter to an oscillating circuit. The dial is direct reading in frequency.
The lamp will glow on an oscillator of about
2 watts output. For low-power oscillators, the

reaction of the wavemeLer on the plale or grid
current can be used Lo indicate resonance.

SPECIFICA nONS
Range: 55 Mc Lo 400 Mc, direc t reading.
Accuracy: ±2%.
Temperature and Humidity: The accuracy of th is wavemeter is completely independent of temperature and
Type

758·A

I Wavemeter .

humidity effects over the ranges normally encountered.
Resonance Indicator: Incandescent lamp.
Dimensions: 5 x 5 x , ~ % inches, over-al l.
Net Weight: 1 pound, 12 ounces.
r:n"p lVnrd

Price

WITTY

$28.00
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TYPE 724-A PRECISION WA VEMETER
USES: The precision wavemeter mls a definite
need in the field of frequency measurement.
Its accuracy is sufficient for many measurements which require a fairly close knowledge
of the frequency but where more precise heterodyne methods are neither necessary nor convenient. Among these applications is the
preliminary lining up of radio transmitters
and checking the frequency span of oscillators.

DESCRIPTION: The TYPE 724-A Precision
Wavemeter is a tuned-circuit instrument, consisting of a condenser, a resonance indicator,
and a set of inductors.
The condenser is similar in constructional
details to TYPE 722. (See page 43.)

The coils are designed to have low losses and
a high degree of stability.

FEATURES: The straight-line-frequency condenser obviates the use of cumbersome calibration curves. The calibration data are in tabular
form, and specific frequencies are found by
interpolating between the points in the table.
The plug-in coil mounting allows the coil to be
rotated to obtain different degrees of coupling.
This is a considerable aid to convenience in
operation, making it unnecessary to hold the
wavemeter in awkward positions to couple it
to oscillator tuned circuits.
The resonance indicator is a rectifier-type
vacuum-tube voltmeter, which is not damaged
by severe overloads.

SPECIFICA TlONS
Frequency Range: 16 kilocycles to 50 megacycles.
Accuracy: ±0.25% between 50 kc and 50 Mc ; ±1.0% between 16 kc and 50 kc.

176

Calibration: The calibration is supplied in the form of a
table of calibrated points. Linear interpolation between
these points is used to obtain settings for other frequencies .
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Condensers: Precision worm-drive type similar to TYPE 722.
The condenser setting is indicated on the dial and drum
and is controlled from the front of the panel. There are
7500 divisions for the entire 270-degree angular rotation
of the condenser rotor. The precision of setting is better
than one part in 25,000. The plates are shaped to give an
approximately linear variation in frequency with scale
setting.
Inductors: Coils are wound on isolantite forms and enclosed
in molded bakelite cases. Seven coils are used to cover a
frequency range between 16 kilocycles and 50 megacycles.
Resonance Indicator: A vacuum-tube voltmeter is used to

indicate resonance. This is coupled to the tuned circuit
through a capacitive voltage divider.
Vacuum Tube: One type IG4-G tube is required and is
furnished with the instrument.
Power Supply: One type 4FA 1 Y2-volt battery is supplied.
Mounting: A wooden storage case, fitted with lock and
carrying handle, is furnished. This has compartments for
holding the condenser, inductors, and calibration charts.
Dimensions: Carrying case, 17Ys x 13 x 12 Y2 inches.
over-all .
Net Weight: With carrying case, 35 ~ pounds; without
carrying case , 20 pounds.

Type

724-A

I Precision Wavemeter . .

Code Word

Price

WOMAN

$190.00

1

I

TYPE 566-A WA VEMETER
USES: TYPE 566-A Wavemeter is a wide-range,
general-purpose, absorption-type instrument
intended for rapid frequency checks in the
laboratory or the field. Of moderate accuracy,
it replaces the TYPE 358 and the TYPE 574,
formerly listed in our catalog.
DESCRIPTION: The wavemeter consists of an
air condenser similar in construction to the
TYPE 568, a set of five plug-in inductors, and
an incandescent lamp, which is used to indicate
resonance. The condenser is mounted in a
walnut cabinet. A friction-type slow-motion
drive is provided on the condenser, and the dial
carries three scales, which are calibrated directly in frequency.
FEATURES: Compactness and low price are
important features of this wavemeter. The
plug-in terminals are so arranged that the inductor can be moved in one plane to vary the
coupling to th~urce under measurement. A
rack is providea un the side of the cabinet for
storing the coils that are not in use.
SPECIFICA nONS
16 Me; a nd ±3 %, 16 Lo 150 Me.

Frequency Range: 0.5 to 150 Me (600 to 2 meters) using
t he five plug-in inductors furnished with the instrument.
The condenser dial is direct reading in f,·eq uency. The precision with which the dial can be read is 2% or better.

Dimensions: 4, % x 5 Ys x 5 % inches, over-all .

Accuracy: The accuracy of dial indication is ±2%, 0.5 to

Net Weight: 3 pounds .
Gooe Word

Type

566-A

Accessories Supplied: Two spa re indicator lamps.

I Wavemeter . .

Prirp.

$45.00

In addition to the absorption-type wavemeters described on this and adjacent pages,
the General Radio Company manufactures heterodyne frequency meters with which
frequency comparisons can be made by a zero-beat method. These are described on
pages 156 and 164.
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TYPE 376 QUARTZ PLATES
These low - temperature - coefficient quartz
plates are intended solely for use in General
Radio frequency monitors. They are not sold for
the direct frequency control of radio transmitters.

The quartz plate is held securely so that
changes in orientation or mechanical jars will

not shift the frequency. The method of mounting allows the plate to vibrate freely but restricts random motion or appreciable changes
in position. The holder is intended for use with
the base in a horizontal position.

SPECIFICAliONS
Frequency Range: Plates can be made for any fundamental
frequency in the range between 450 kc and 4000 kc.
Accuracy of Adjustment: Within one cycle per second or
0.0001 % of tbe frequency ordered, whichever is larger.

Certified Accuracy: When operated in General Radio frequency monitors, under conditions specified in the calibration certificate, the accuracy of TYPE 376-L Quartz
Plate is guaranteed to be within 0.001 % (10 parts per
million) of the frequency ordered for a period of one year,
and the frequency of TYPE 376-M is guaranteed to 0.003 %
for a similar period .
Type

Temperature Coefficient: The temperature coefficient of
frequency is less than 3 parts per million per degree Cent.igrade between 20 0 and 70° Centigrade (68 0 and 158 0 F.).
Mounting: The crystal holder consists of an isolantite base
carrying an aluminum cap with a means for adjusting.
locking, and sealing the air gap. It is practically dust proof
and is fitted with plugs for use in General Radio piezoelectric oscillator8.
Dimensions: Base, (length) 2 % x (width) 2 x (height) 1 Y2
inches, over-all .
Net Weight: 10 ounces.

Description

376-L
376-M
PATENT NOTICE.

For Use with Type 25-A Frequency Monitor ...... .
For Use with Type 775-A Frequency-Limit Monitor .

.. ..I
...

Code Word

Price

NEVE1l.

$85.00
50.00

LABon

See Note 12. page v.

TYPE 676 QUARTZ BARS
TYPE 676-A Quartz Bar is intended for use in
CLASS C-21-HLD Primary Frequency Standard
and CLASS C-IO-H Secondary Frequency
Standard. It will operate at correct frequency
only in TYPE 690-C and TYPE 675-N PiezoElectric Oscillators. TYPE 676-B Quartz Bar
is intended for use only in the TYPE 675-N
Piezo-Electric Oscillator. Two condensers and
an inductor, which form a part of the oscillating
circuit, are mounted on the same base as the bar.

The mounting has been designed to have a
minimum of effect on the frequency of the bar.
Electrodes are deposited directly on the quartz,
thus eliminating the effect of air gaps. Baffies
are provided to eliminate the effects of highfrequency sound energy radiated from the ends
of the bar. The bar is zero-angle cut. The
temperature coefficient is less than 2 parts per
million per degree Centigrade.

Type

F'requency

Code Word

Price

676-A
676-8

50 kc
100 kc

prF.ZO ' lUSHY

$145.00
145.00

PATENT NOTICE.

MOCHA

Sec NoLes 8. 12. page v.

(Left) TYPE 676-A Quartz Bar; (cen ler) TYPE 376-L Quartz Platc: (righ t) TYPE 376-L with cover rcmowd
.
show ing method of mounting crysta l.
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TYPES 704 AND 706 PRECISION DIALS

Il alr-size view or Lhe TY!'E 706-D and
TYPE 704-C Precision Dia ls. The TYPE
5 19-A Dial Le ns (described on the following page) is a lso s hown.

These are high-grade precISion dials, with
scales inclividually engraved on an automatic
self-indexing engraving machine in fme, radial,
and accurately located lines. The dial scale and
the slow-motion drive knob rotate in the same
direction.
The accuracy of the engraving and the
precision of setting obtainable justify the use
of a TYPE 519-A Dial Lens (see next page).
Backlash has been eliminated in tbe construction of these long-scale dials by setting
the scale permanently and securely on the
main shaft which thus has its angular position
accurately indicated. The tension of the friction drive is adj ustable to suit tlle load and the
preference of the operator, and the position of
the friction drive shaft may be adjusted by
means of an eccentric bushing to compensate
for any errors in the centering of the main shaft
in the center hole.
These dials are secured to their shafts through
•

4-INCH DIAMETER PRECISION DIALS
Dial

•

the use of two setscrews separated by 120 0
and are supplied bored to receive a % -inch
shaft. For use with a YJ:-inch shaft, a split
collar bushing is provided which securely grips
the shaft througbout one inch of its length,
averting all possibility of slipping.
Settings of these dials can consistently be
duplicated to one-fifth of a division, allowing
an accuracy of resetting, for the TYPE 706-D
Precision Dial, of better than 0.05 %. Parallax
is eliminated through the use of an indicator
which always remains flush ,vith the surface of
the dial, and which at the same time absorbs
any slight eccentricities of the main shaft
through the flexibility of its mounting arm.
The dial indicator and knob (TYPE 637-P)
are supplied, as are complete instructions for
mounting. Only one hole in the panel, in addition to that for the main shaft, is required for
mounting; this hole can be accurately located
with the drilling template furnished.

Type

Arc

Division.,>

FriclionDrive Ratio

Net
Weight

704-C
704-0

180·
270·

200
300

[ ,6
1,6

9 oz.
9 oz.

FrictionDrive Ratio

Net
Weight

1,8
1,8

15 oz.
15 oz.

Gode
Word

Price

$6.00
6.00

6-INCH DIAMETER PRECISION DIALS
Dial
1~vpe

706-C
706-0

180

Arc

180·
270·

Divisions

300
450

Gode
Word

Price

$6.50
6.50
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TYPE 520-A DIAL LOCK
An y Genera l Hadio dia l may be firm ly clum ped in ull y
IlOSition b y Ill cull!~ of the T"PE 520·A Dia l Lock Wllic h
hold s the ed ge of the di nl in a vise-like grip. withou t
exerting (lpprcciublc force o n the shurt 0 11 wllieh t.he diu l
is mo unted . The lock docs no t ulter the dia l sc Uiug nml
may be unclumpcd by loosening the knurled kno b when
i t is dct!.ired to c hange di,,1 to

U lIew

se tting.

Dimensions: ( Leng th) 2 1: (wid th ) I x (heig ht) 1}1 inches.
over-a ll. H eigh t abo ve pallel, I inch .
Mounting: T wo No. 28 holes . % inch upurt., II rc rC<luired
fo r mo unting.

Net Weight: I J.i
T y pe

O UIlCCS .

C()(lr W ord

P r ice

520.A

$0.75
View o f Tn ..; 520-A Dia l Lock ins ln lle<1 011
precisio n diu l.

(t

TYPE 519-A DIAL LENS
( Illus trated

0 11

This COIl S ilS ls of U slIla ll lens with !HI odjusttlble hol(h;r
to m oun t on u punet , over the diul imii culor. It m akes
possible increuscd precisioll o f reading o f the TYPES 704
and 706 PrecisiOIl Dials. for whic h itls p.."lr ticulori y desig ned .
When not in usc the a rm ca n be swung out of the wily ond
the le ns pushed ugo ills t Lhe pa nel to minim ize Hpuce re·
q uirement8. Whc n in use t he lens is held i ll pro per l)()8ition
b y u d etent d evice.

prcced iug

I'~agc)

Dimensio ns: ( I-Ieight ubove IJanel) 2 x (wid lh ) I H x (le ng th
or rad ius) 2 % inches.
Focll i le ng t h . I Y.( iuche!:!.
Mounting: One ~inc h ho le re<juired fo r nlo ulltillg.
Net Weight: 2 o unces.
Ty pe
Code Word
Price

519-A

$1.75

DIAL PLATES
These dial p lu tcs have p hoto·etched Hcoles wiLh raised
nickel-sil ver g ruduutions on n fl a t blnck background .
Eueh ean be a lluc hed to the punel with the sa me screws
which hold the rheostat- potentiometer or conde nser with
which the dial pl a te is used.

TYPE 522.A
A 2H-inc h dia meter plute for use with n T\'PE 63i-A
Kllo b ulld U TYPE 30 1-A Rheos tat-Po te ntio me ler. J\'\ urked
with 20 di vi!:!io ns a round 254 °.
Ty pe

N et Weight

522.A

H oz,

TYPE 318·8

Codf' Word

Prirt!

$0.35

TYPE 318
Thiil is a 3-illch diulIlctcr p late with provision for s tand ·
urd 3-hole m ounting. The TYPE 3 IB- B, marked wilh 50
di vis io lls uroulld 298°. is suit•• hle for usc with rheos ta t ·
l.IOtentiom elers s uch liS TYI' ES 214. 3iL. 3 14, 4 i l. a nd 333.
'I he TYPE 318-C is m urked with 50 divisions around L80 0
for usc with condell!ICf"S hoving LI~O o ro latiou , s uch as
THES 368 a nd 568. A I %-inch knob, either pointer or
sk irt , ID tly be used .
T ype

Ne l H'eiqhi

318·8
318·(

%, 01..

TYPE 318-(

~.l

CQ(/e Word

Price

$0.35
.35

o z,

TYPE 522-A
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FRICTION·DRIVE A ND DIRECT·DRIVE DI ALS
These dials have nickcl·sil ver scales .....ilh
photo-etched characters and sca le divisions.
The knobs are TYPE 637 of the appropriate
size. They arc available in two shaft sizes and
iu four diameters. All are a vai lable with or
wiLhou!. fri ction drive, except the 2-inch size
(TYI'E ( 0 1), which is sold on ly as a direct-dri ve
d ial. T he meta1 dial plate is ins watcd from the
s ha ft in all models except the smallest (TVPE
70] ) on wh ich the dial plate is swcdgcd to the

metal insert which holds the shaft.
The di rcct-drive dials TYP ES 7 10, 712, and
717 arc the same as T YPES 702, 705, and 703,
respectively, except t hat they do 11 0 1.. have the
fri ction-drivc mechanism. This mechanism con-

sists of a th in d isc gripped and driven by two
small discs aUnched to the driving s hafL.
The photographs are approxima tely half size.
The indicator s hown is supplied with the dial,
as is a mounting template, and the vernier
dri ve knob (for t he fri ction-dri ve dials).
N aturall y the photo-etched scale dh'isions
of t hese dia ls arc not as accurately dete rmi ned
as those of the TYPES 706 and 70-~ Precision
Dials. They are, ne\'ertheless. completel y sa tisfactory for a pplica tions where extreme precision is not re~wircd
The position of the friction dri\·c ill the
photographs is chosen to illus t rate clearl y the
sca les and the conslruction. The lIonnal position is 45" to lhe right of that s how lI .

FRIOION·DRI VE DIA LS
• 4-INCH DIAMETER - TYPE 10l FRICTION·DRIVE DIALSOiul

Shaft
Tn~

f)iamdn

10l-A
70l· 8
70l·K
70l·l
10l·F
70l·G

Ij, in.
thin.
t,4 in.
%; in .

180·
270·
360'
l60·
180·
270·

~ ::

" rietioll-lJrire
Ralio

N t!
IVfi,h/

1:5
1:5

80z.

100
'OOt
,00t
'OOt
100
'OOt

80.

I ::;

80z.
8m

1:5
1:5
1:5

80z.

8 o~ .

Cod.

Worn
U .SO
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

• ll.4.INCH DIAMETER - TYPE 105 fRICTlON·DRIVE DIALSIj, in
180·
70S·A
I:<l
% ;,.
180·
100
70S·F
1:4
I
• 2 3h·INCH DIAMETER - TYPE 702 FRICTION.DRIVE DIALS702_A
702·8
702-F
702·G

1.4 In.

I

180·
270·
180·
270·

r

in .

100
100
100
100

1:3.3
1:3.3
1:3.3
1:3.3

50.

50z.

-1 m.
4M
4 0'
-t OI

U.2S
2.25

S1 .7S
1.75
1.15
1.75

DIREO.DRIVE DIALS
• 4·INCH DIAMETER -

~~ t~

717·K
717-l
717_F
717·G

I

TYPE 117 DIRECT-DRIVE DIALS

~ :~:

~;g:

1.4 in
~ ;. n.

360·
l60·
180·
270·

In.

~ggt

Soz.
Soz.
50.
50.
Soz.

12.00
' .00
' .00
' .00
' .00
' .00

3

o~ .

suo

3

O~ .

:)0]\

200t
200t
100
200t

• l l.4.INCH DIAMETER - TYPE 712 DIRECT·DRIVE OrALS

j~~:~

~ :~.

~:g:

~gg

j ..

1.50

• 23.4.INCH DIAMETER - TYPE 710 DIRECT·DRIVE DIALS
180·
270·
180·
270·

100
100
100
100

S1 .50
1.50
1.50
1.50

...
':.1

• 2·INCH DIAMETER - TYPE 701 DIRECT·DRIVE DIALS
701·A
701 · K
"I'AT t::NT

I

1.4 in
t.4 in .

N OTI C F~

I

Q

180
360"

100
100

!!

O~

: oz.

51.25
1.25

SM Note I ,. I"''''''.

tN" ",""""'1 010 IOO...-iu,halr.. li.·i.ion poiLLu'"d i""ted.
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TYPE 339 SWITCH

Although this is prim aril y a double-throw
sw itch, both the movable and the fixed blades
can be bcnl lo ach ieve a wide variety of switching arrangements. For instancc, they cun be
bent. to make cont act. in t he center (normall y
OFF) position, or indi vidual blades can be
bent. b y different. amounts so t hat. contacts arc
made and broken in a definite sequence. Similarl y, the dura tion of cont act. can be adj usted .

The TYPE 339 Switch is a low-ca pacitancc.
high-<Iuality, rOlary-action switch tha t is useful
in low-power circuits.
A worm and shall actuate the nickcJ--siJ vcr
blades, a nd a deten t. spri ng loonles the switch
positions in a positi ve manner. Actual con tact
bclw('cn blades is made on sil ver-plated contaCt.
buttons. The fra me and worm shaft are of
black bakelile.

SPECIFICATIONS
In ll,l. tion: r. lohh.:d b"kclitc.
Volt.9~ a nd Cllrr~nt R,ting: T he ;"$Ull1lio" wi ll with~t(l"d
250 volts. The " m:l;rnu m curren t is 2 a mpe res in II nouinductive circuit. The swi tch ill designed for u!IC in lowt)()"·cr,vllcllum-tu\)ccin::uils.
Dimension1: Panel b)lnce required. I U ~ 2 ~ inehel!; depth
bel,inrl pnnd. T v/'v. 339-A . 2).i inchC1l: T"/'E 339-B. LJi
inehC1l.

Te/min,l l: Tinned IIOldcringh'rmiuIl18ure"n integrnl ,)ur l
of lhc8wi te h blr.dt"'.
Mounting: SiugLc-holc type.
up to U ine h thick.

~i nchdiameter.

\ViII fit I",,,elli

Net Weight.: TYp!'. 339-A, -1M ou nocs. Tv.,!'. :\39-0. 3}:(

I',iu

339-A
339-B

4-Pole, Double_lll1ow .
i-Pole, Double_Throw .

12.50

' .00

DECADE SWITCHES
Decade switches of the type used in General Hadio decade-resistance ami decade
condenser boxes arc also available for sale. The TYP E 5IO-P3, an I I-posilion rotary
switch used in decade-resistance un its, is lisled on page 25. The TYPE 380- P3 Switch,
listed on page 55, is an ll-posiLioll rotary switch, designed to give a complete decade
of capacilance values by means of parallel com bina tions of 4 indi vidual condensers .
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TYPE 637 FLUTED KNOBS
These molded bakelite knobs are used on
nearly all General Hadia a pparatus. They
were chosen from among dozens of preli minary
dcsigns as the ones bes t suile<1 to the re<lu ircmcots of measuring ins truments. The smooth
fluted knurling afTortls a positive, cramp-free
grip for the most dcljcate adj ustments .
The whiLe poi nters arc made or non-conducting material, and they can be easil y pried ofT
when knobs alone nrc required. Each knob is
provided with two setscrews to insure pennaIIcnee of scLting.

Bdu..- nre $hu ..·., the

~" " .iu"$ sixes o f T\' I'I~
11 ,~y nrc lis l ed in

Knu b in lh.: ".d r . in whid ,

637
t he

p rktl I"hl t!.

1 Va·I NCH DIAMETER - WITH POINTER
ShaJI

VIII'/

TY/~

f)iumdu

637·A
637-8

1 1/4 in. 1
% in.

NII!t Wcight:

(I'

" /lckUllt

I)rir~

(MIt lVOM'
NtJ l'M'O IlANT
Nl/I'LNOll OOY

1

50. 35
.35

1

In

52.35
2.35

~{ ou,,(:e

l o/a.INCH DIAMETER - WITH POINTER
T.v~

637-G
637-H

Shuff
Diumdu

1 71 In. 1
.,. in.

Unit

(;O(/~

Puck,,!),!
lOr If)

'>"tv;

lYon!

NUIIL.NO llCUr-."
NUlH .NO IIU ... T

1

$0.35
.3 5

1

$2.50
2.50

Net Wei,ht: I L{ ou u~

1 %.INCH DIAMETER - WITH 2-INCH SKIRT
S/mll
Type

6 37-J
637-K

U",'/

nilllll,/er

Oxie Word

/'''fk''!Je
lOr If)

I'r,re

1 1A i n . 1 sunl~"OIlJ IM 1 $0.45 1 $3 .50
% in .

.45

NUIILNO II KOI'

3.50

NeIWel,ht:l }4 ounllt.'lI

2%.INCH DIAMETER - WITH POINTER
Un it
I'r' u

SIt,,!/
T.vpe

637·P
637-0

/) illllldu

1 114 in. 1
% in .

Oxifl Word

1

$0.50
Nun l~.... o n QUO
.50
NeIWel,ht:30u noee
NUII I.NO BI"G

/' lJdtllf#!

or J{)

1

$" .00
4.00

2%-INCH DIAMETER - WITH 3·INCH SKIRT
Sltall
T.vpe

637-R
637-S

nil"n,/cr

1 114 in. 1

Un il
Code Want

1'lJckllll"
of J{)

" flU

1

$0.60
% In . NUII LN0 8SU ~'
.60
NeIWei,ht: 3.\oiount-et
NUIU.NOBII" .\!

1

$5.00
5.00

T VPI!.63i Knob8lire $how" PllproxiUllltelyo.,e_holf "elm. 1
8ize inlhc llhotogmpllllnt lhe rig ht .

THE OU A NTm' DISCOUNTS MENTIONED ON
ALSO A.Pf'LY TO OUANTlTlES OF PAOCAGES.
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TYPE 774 COAXIAL TERMINALS
At high and ultra-high frequencies, the
interconncction of the various elements ill a
measuring system is best. accomplished by
means of coaxial lines. T o obtain maximum
bcucfit from coaxial lincs, however, proper terminaJ equipment is necessary, and for convenience plug-and-j ack unils nre desirable.
T YPE 77'~ Coaxial Terminals are concentric
plug-and-jack uni ts intended for use with
coaxial lines. They are used in a n umber of
General Badia instruments, among them lhc

TYPE 821-A l \Vin-T, the TYPI~ 916.A RadioFrequency Bridge, and the TYPE 804-B U-H-F
Signal Generator.
i n order La reduce im pedancc mis match with
a ny li ne having a differcnt characteristic illl-

pcdancc, T YPE 774 Coaxial Term inals have
been made with shorl. internal conductors and
with low capacitallcc. In order to provide as
continuolls an external shield as possi ble, Ings
have been provided for four connections to I he
outer shell from the cable sheath at poin ts un iforml y distributed around the circum ferencc.
The solid dielectric is polystyr ene, which bas
both a low dielectric constant and a Jaw power
factor.
A plug unit and a jack unit are available for
mounting on panels, and a similar pair of units
for terminating coaxiaJ cables. The plug connector and the jack connector make it possible
to j oin two cables having identical terminations,
that is, two plu gs or two jacks.

SPECIFICA nONS
C.Plc;itanC;CI::~·or m6n YIl I)plication~

lhecllpilcilanceorlhese
uni ts is the fn ctor 10 be considered io determining thei r
~ uiwbi l ity. T he CIlprlciw Dce for eoch TYPE 774 Un it is
given in th e detlCriPlion on tile next l)Oge. In a dditiou 10
the toto l ca pacitance thc re is given. (or Illan y oni ll!. 11
figure ca ll ed " in!lerl;on ca pacitll nce," which is thc CIl I)[1(:;'
larlce a dded to A circuit when that particular uni t i~

Cabl.: The ca ble cons islli of II IIta ndnrd be r)·lli ... m ~llper
co nductor. IICpa raled from 11 braided tirmed~Il IJer s hidd
by Anhydrex A ius nilitio n. wilh a n over-a ll coveri ng of
abrBsio n-resisto n t rubber. The no minal charac te ris tic iUlJJetlAncc ill 7:! o hms ± IO%: the nomi nul ca paci tance is
26",,,,r per root; [t nd the IJO wc r f" c lor is 2% or les.~ ot IOO()
cyclC8.

~~Ut'f!e:~:;I~:~;~r~~ 1:7,:~, ~h~~u~I:~:~I~ ~~~~~':~o~j~l~t

Dimenlionl:

Mlleri.l l:

Net Weight: See d ClloC:rilltiolls on next

iJl~u I A l ;on

Metallic
i~

part.

Off:

o r Ilicl.: el-Illated

braSIl;

All dra winp

a re upproxirnolely

~ ~"Ie

11Ilg<! .

,,()I )·. t Y~ lle.

PATCH CORDS
T he T YP E 774-11 Pulelr Cord. t!onsist of" 3-fooL ~c tion
o f ooncc n lr iC-/l hieltlcd ca ble (see Ipecificotiou8 "Ln"e)
ter minAted in Tl'I'E n ·\ Coax;ul Cable T ermi nals
T he Tn'!'; n ..- HI haiti TV" E 7N-l\! Ca ble JIlck lit one
e nd nnd II T n'R 7N- E Ca ble Plug at the oth er. The T .... E
774- Jl 2 has n T,..'~; n'I- l\! Cable Jack 01. ench e nd

186

N~I
1'YI~

774-R1
114-Ri

De.uiplioll

I Patch Card I
Pale" Cord

OM'"

W eight

5 O~.
507..

IVON/

I ..

CCI!ll$OIII ·...

"CCI"A'«;m",T

1 $04.00

4.00
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TYPE 774·E CABLE PLUG

TYPE 774·M CABLE JACK

This is u 1)lug con nec tor uni t for usc wilh concentric
shielded cllblcs (51'6 inch or less in diameter). The connection
o f the inner co nduc tor is mud e by mealls of u T YPE 2 7 '~
Plug. while the oute r sleeve fits snugly oround the s plit
sleeves of the j ack tc rlllinuis o r connectors. Four sold ering
luJ:,'S nrc I)rov idc d fo r cOllllcc ling 1.0 the s hield o f II concentric cu bi c. as is a lug fol' the inner conduc tor.

T his is the j ack un it for connecting tl concentric cu bic
to a Tn'''; 77iJ.-G )lunel Plug. Simi lar in cons tr uc tion to the
cable 1)lug. tl recessed stud la kes the T" PE 274 Plug . whill'
u s pli tsleeve fi ts into tile o uter s leeve o f the plug tcrm ilwls.

Total Capacitance : 2.3 }lpf.
Insertion Capacitance: 1.4 J.lpf.
Net Weight: l }i 01..

Code Word:
Price: $1.50

Total Capacitance: 2.S/l/lf.
Insertio n Capacitance: I. i J..!J..!f.
Net Weight: 1M 01..
Code Word: II.CCJ::gSO~l lJ D
Price: $1.50

ACCf;SSO En;

TYPE 774·G PANEL PLUG

TYPE 774·P PANEL JACK
A me tal s tud, su pported b y a polyst yre ne s trip. is
lI10unled conceill-ricu ll y with the outer shell. and is recessed
to receive t he TVP E ii4 P lug of the p lug connecto r units.
The ouler conduc tor is a s plit sleeve whieh grounds to the
P~lIlei on which the jack is mounted. I n conjunction with
Ihe sleeve of a cable plu g o r con nector uni t it ver y clfeclively s hield s the hi gh lead connection.

T his unit consis ts o f a THE 2H Plug mou n ted axiall y
in the center of a brass shell. The plug is support.ed on II
1)()lyst yrene ins ulating strip which serv es to isol3 te it from
Lllc outer conduc tor. The 3ssembl y requires a M-incl!
mount.ing bole 3nd 11l3Y be mounted on an y pa lleilhic kness
up to M inch. The e ntire plug (lssclllbl y is fini slled wit.h :.1
nickel plate. A tinlled soldering I.ermillnl is provided for
the centro I plug. while the ouler conduc tor gro und s to the
me tal punel.

Total Capacitance : 2-" /lJ..!f.
Insertion Capacitance: J .3 J..!J..!f.
Net Weight: J M 01..
Code Word: II.CCfo;;. g OCOI)
Price: $1.00

Total Capacitance: 2.S ppf.
Inse rtion Capacitance: 1. i J..!J..!f.
Net Weight: 1M 01..
Code Word: II.CCESSOPOD
Price: $1.00

CONCENTRIC CONNECTORS
T o o btuin maxi mum flexibility with t.he cable and panel
lermina ls described above. it is d esirable to have adapters
n",.iluble to connect between two terminuls of the su me
kind. Thc TYPE 7H-F P lug Con nector and Typg 774-N
Jack Connector lire t.wo-way unils designed for Illis pur-

I)()SC. The p lug connector hus H plug termina l (It either eluJ
a nd ma y thus be used to connec t jack-terminated c3 b le
to 0 ponel jock, or to connec t two cu bic ju cks toge ther.
In n similar lIl(lnner t he jnc k connec tor m akes possible
connectio n of two plu g-type terlllillnls .

,I

TYPE 174·F PLUG CONNECTOR

TYPE 774·N JACK CONNECTOR
Total Capacitance: iJ..2 /l/lf.
Insertion Capacitance: 2.0 J..!J..!f.
Net Weight: 101..
Code Word: ACC ESS O NU T
Price: $1.00

To tal Capacitance: 3.6/lJ..!f.
Insertion Capacitance: 1.3 /l/lf.
Net Weight: 1 01..
Code Word: ACCEssm 'l(;
Price: $1.00

TYPE 774-X INSERTION UNIT

TYPE 774·YB TERMINAL UNIT

Th is unit is designed for hous ing (h,rnmy HnlelllHlS.
impedance-matching network s. ntt.en u[. t.ol"S. a mi simi lur
circui ts. It consists esse nli~JlI y of a hollow cy lindricu l
al uminum casting with a plug connec to r nt one e nd lind u
jock connector tit the o ther. Onc sid e is pm·tiall y cut away
10 permil the con nec t.ion of circuit cleme nts betwecn the
two terminals. A nickel-silver namcplat.e covers Ihis
opening. completing t.he s hielding of the high I)()telliioi
teflllin 3ls.
Tota l Capacitance: 6.0 J..!/lf.
Insertion Capacitance: 4.9/l/lf.

This unit provides a shielded housing for terminuling
resis tors, at thc sa llie lillie m aking the o utput of a coaxiul
system 3v(li lahlc a t a I)nir o f U -illch s paced binding pos ls.
As shown ill the accompanyillg s kctch. it consis ts of a
<-'OlIxia l jack. a pnir of T YPE I:IS-V Binding Posls. illlri a
IIH) t(l1 Iiousing.
To ta l Capacitance: 5 .1 J..!/lf.
Insertion Capacitance: 4.0 ~/l f.
T ype

7H·YB

Nel IVeif/11f

I

4 o,..

Code Word

Price

$3.50

ALL

DRAWINGS
ARE % SIZE
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TYPE 138 STANDARD PARTS
The TYPE 138 parts have been designed primarily for use in General Radio instrum ents.
Hundreds of Lhousands of these ru gged, high qualit y parts have been in service for years. Below
are listed several of t he most useful items, which have been made available La manufac turers
and experim enters for use in t he assembl y of laboratory and experimen tal eq uipment.

Type 138-B Switch Contact
A = Y;f inc h
C= No. 10 d rill
B= Y.6 illc h
1) = % inc h lIlax
Code lVor(l: CONTACTANT
Ullil Price
SO.10
P(l ck(lye of '10
.50
P(lckuyc oj '100
3.50

SWITCH CONTACTS AND STOPS
The T YPE 13B Sw itch Contacts arc llIade of eadmium plated bronze. Contact surfaces .. re unfi nis hed so that assemblies of contacts ca n be ground fla t aflcr ins ta ll .. lion. T ,' ....:s
13B-B .. nd 139-C have threaded s hafts for f.. s te ning 10 the
panel amI IHi ve knu rled s hou lders wh ich preven t rolation
of the con tact head. T he s witch stop is o f nickel-pIli ted
brass

Type 138-C Switch Contact
A = }(s inch
C= No. 10 dri ll
B= hs inc h
t)= 0 illc h max.
Gode 1V0r(/; CONTACTBUC

Unil. Price.

SO.10

.

P(lck(J.{Jc of 10

.50

Puckaye of -100

3.50

Type 138-0 Switch Stop
A = .!4 inchhc.l . C= 6 - 32
13= !{s inch
D = Ys inch max
Code \ I'ord;

S T i\NPA llII U I .

SO.1 0

Unil Price
P(lcka(J(' oj "/0
Package oj '100

Binding Posts
% inch
B = 1!16 inch min .
G= 10 - 32
D = U6 inch mux. for -V
%" inch max. for -YO
Type 138-V
Gode U'ord: STANI>AnANT
Unit Price
P{lckuye oj 10 .
P(lcka(Je oj 100

SO.25

1.35
12 .00

Type 138-VD
Gode Word: STAN I>AIW UN
Unit Price. .
Packa(Je oJ "1O .
Packuge of 100

SO.25
1.50
13.50

Type 138-X Binding Po.t
c= 10 - 32
;\ = M inch
B=

1!16

inch min

D = U6 inch

Gode Word: S T AN I'A IIIlOY
Unit Price .
Package oj 10 .
Packugc of 100

TYPE 138-UL BINDING POST ASSEMBLY
The T y .. ,.: 138-UL B ind ing Pos t Assembl y is a low-loss.
low-capacitance bus hing-type bindins post. The use of
tbese insula ted b inding posts reduces the ca pacitance be·
twee n the insula ted lead and the m etal panel to a very low
value.
The T YP E: 138-UL consists of a brass binding post (with
top) a nd two hollow conical ins ulators, molded of poly.
styrene. It is d esigned for moun ti ng 0 11 panels from !16 inch
to .!4 inch thic k through a I~-i n eh hole. W it h this moull ting
hole the spacing between panel and s tud exceeds .!4 inch,
ins uring a very lo w ca pacitancc; at the sa me tillie t he power
factor is extremel y low, since t he onl y sol.id d ielec tric is
low-loss polystyrene. The d-c lea kage resistance of the polys t yrene is greater tha n 100 lDegumegohms, a nd the e lTect
o f surfaCe leakage has hee n minimized by using a s lepped
conical insu lator, which increases t he length of t he lea kuge
pa t h.
The s ha nk is threaded to luke a knurled top, is slo lled to
ta ke a connector lead , and is d rilled to receive the TYI'E
274 Plug.
Two TYPE 13B-UL lDay be mounted wit h %"-inch s pacing
to take the T YPE 274·1\1 Double Plug. Al t hou gh not primaril y intend ed for high voltage usc, these binding posts
Ullly snfely be used at volt...'\ges lip to 5000 volts.

SO .25
1.75
15.00

Type 138-UL Binding Po.t
Assembly
Code Word: S TANI>A IIULE
Unit Price .
Puckuge oj 10

188

T YI>t:s 138-V a nd 138·X arc illustrated below. The T v ..".;
138-VO is iden tical with t hc TYPE: 138-V, eXC(' llt that t he
s tud is Jonger. The lower end of the studs is ti uned for
solderi ng a nd mo un ting IIU ts arc rurnis hed.

.50
3.50

Type. 138-V and 138-VD
A=

BINDING POSTS
T he TYI>E 138 Bind ing Posts are made o f nickel-plated
hrass. Connection ca n be made to t hese posts in a n umbe r
of dilTerellt ways. The base is drilled to ta ke phone ti ps or
wi re ends directl y. while the to p is drilled to receive t he
T " I' E 27'~ Plugs. In add ition, s pade termilllJ ls ca n be firml y
seeu.red betwccn the base and the top. As a result o f t llis
Iype of design t hese posts ure very usefu l for ex perimenta l
se tups where conncctions Ufe frequently changed.

SO.50
4.00

AU parts listed on these two pages are
shown in the illustrations approximately
one-half actual size.
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TYPE 274 PLUGS AND JACKS
The '!'Y I'E 27,1, parts have become almost indispensable in laboratories everywhere as a simple
and flexible means of interconnect.ing equipment in temporary or semi-permanent setups. In
addition to bei ng used on all General Rad io inst ruments, t hey arc used by many 0\ her man ufacturers of laboratory equipment.

JACKS
T he basic jack unit. is the TYt>E 274-J which
is made of nickel-plated b rass. All TYPE 274-J
Jacks afC furnished with ti nllcd terminals and
outs. TYPES 274-U and 274-D P lugs a nd all

double plugs are recessed in the top, thus
making jacks for other plugs.

Type 274-P Plug
A- 7.( inchmnx

C = 6 - 3:!
inch m,a.
1) _ % ind,
IVord: /lTANI'A"CAT
$0.12
Un'IPr'u . .

8-

~

Cod~

PtJckag~aJ

10

PackalJ~oJ

100 .

SINGLE PLUGS
The TYPE 274-P, the basic unit, consists of
a threaded nickel-plated brass stud which is
filled wi t h a bcrylli um-copper spring. A nut

and tenninal are furn ished. TYl'E 274-X is
similar to TYPE 274.-P, except. t he stud is not.
threaded but. has a tubuJar r ivet. top. TYPE
274-U has a larger threaded stuel which is
recessed to take a TYPE 274 P lug. 'I'YI>E 274.-D
is sim ilar to TYI'E 274-U b ut. has an insula ting
bakelite sleeve and a t humbscrew.
All plugs will carry a ma.'Cimum current of
15 amperes on a resistive load.

DOUBLE PLUG
The TYPE 274-1\1 Double Plug consists of
two plugs set. % inch between centers in a
molded polyst.yrene form. The Lop is recessed,
formi ng a double jack, so that. !l lese units can
be stacked in paraUel. The plugs are drilled to
take cord tips, or wire leads, small setscrews
being provided for fastening.
T he use of polystyrene as the molding
material insures high leakage resistance and
low dielectric losses. T he capaci tance bet.ween
pins is about 1.1 IApf at a power factor of less
than 0.1% . The direct-currenL leakage resistance is greater than lOS megohms.

SHORT·ClRCUIT PLUG
The TYPE 274-SB Short-Circu it P lug coosist.s of two TYPE 2i4-U P lugs and a nickelplated brass bar.
TYPE 274 Ph1h'S and J acks are s hipped unassembled.
THE QUANTITY DISCOUNTS MENTIO NED O N PAGE I.
ALSO APPLY TO QU A NTITIES Of PACkAGE S.

.9.

.
·

6 .25

59A O/ M
56.25 / M

1()(}()-f999
2()()(}-19,999

Type 274-J Jad e
A '"

% inch hex. 8 - U inch "'a~
C= ]4- 28

Code
Vn'l

lVard,/lTANP .. "T(II'

Pr'c~

Packa9~

$0.10
.55
·
3.50
33.25/ M
31.S0 / M

•.

oj fO .

Pac/w.geoJ 100 .
Woo- I.?.'I.?
2000- 19,999

Typ~ 274-X Plug
A = O.135inchdiorn. C=;{&i"ch
B - J{einch
Cod~

1) = h in ch

Word:

UnilPri~

8TANP .. U1"Ir">

.

$0.10

.

.6.

PatkageaJ 10 .
Package oJ 100 .
f()()()- I.?9.?
2{)()Q-f9,!}.?9

·

4 .2 5

40 A O/ M
38.25 / M

Typ~ 274-U Plug
1 ~ _ 28

.4 = H inch hex. nut

C ...

B = U inch max.

I) - '~i"th

VIl'1 Pr't~. .
Pnckage oJ 10 .
P(Jckage oj 100 .

Ty p~

$0. 15
1.00
8.00

274-D Insul a t~d Plug

A =- ~ inch
Qx(e

Ward:

lJ ""~ i"ch
STAN,' .. n.;>".;

Unil Pr'~~.

.

$0.25

Package of 10 .

2.25

Typ~ 274. M Do ubl ~ Plug
A= l ~ inche8

11 = Il ~16i"chL'''

Codell'ord:ST .. "" .. "

$0.50
3.50

Vni/Priu. .
Package a.fIO

Typ~ 274.58 Short-Circuit

Plug
Code lI'ord: 8T"NI'''-I'1.1I'
Unil l'riu .

$0 .65
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PANEL TERMINAL INSULATORS
The tenninal insulators are designed
for mounting a pair oC TYPE 138-VD
Binding Posts on a metal panel so
Ihat both terminals are insulated from
the panel. They are avai lable both in
black bakelite and in low-loss yellow
bakelite.
A= I Mi nchCli
c= ~ inch diilllJ.
B= li' inch
1) = 7'8 inch to ;<, inch
Bakelife Malerial

274-Y

274-Z

I

Bhlck
Yellow (Iow-IOI*I)

I

Ne l Weiglt/

Price
Package of 10 Pair!

Pair

COilt Word

sus

SO.20
.30

M oz. per I)uir
Ii oz. per l)(Iir

2.10

JACK BASE
The TVPE 2U-RJ Jack Base is a bakelite
base with two pairs of binding posts connected
to two pairs of jacks. Each pair is % inch on
centers and the jacks are spaced to take tile
TVPE 493 Thermocouples or TYPE 492 Oxide
Rectifier.
A s: 3~inchCl:l
B = l }":l incllc~
c= ~6inch
Net Weight: 2!!4'oz.
7:y()f'

Code Word

Pricf'

274-RJ

S1.00

TYPE 274-ND SHIELDED PLUG
This assembly consists of a pair of TYPE 274
Plugs mounted at standard ;i-inch spacing on
a yellow bakelite support. A black fmish drawnalum inum shield fits over the plugs and is connected to 1he ground terminal. The assembly
is designed to plug into a nd over a pair of Typ!!:
138-VD B illding I)05ts, mounted 0 11 a metal
panel by means of the Ty])!!: 27·1.-¥ 0 1' -Z Insulators. The aluminum cap fits snugly against

the metal panel, completely shielding the connection.
Type

274-ND

Net Weight

I

2 oz.

Code \Yord

I

8TAPI.UGOOG

Price

I

$1.50

TYPE 274-NE SHIELDED CONNECTOR
The TYPE 274-NE Shielded Connector consists oC a pair oC TVPE 274-ND Shielded Plugs
with a 3-foot length of shielded concentric
cable. The cable bas a characteristic impedance
of about 40 ohms and the total capacitance of
tbe assembly is of the order 01 160
This connector is useful in high-frequency
work and in measurements where the utmost
precautions in regard to shielding must be
observed.

""C.

Type

274-NE

Net Weiglli

I

5~ oz.

Code Word

I

STAI'I.U M;n

Price

I

$4.00

TYPE 274-NC SHIELDED CONNECTOR
This assem bly is similar to the TYPE 274-NE
except that the plugs are the standard TVPE
274-M Double Plug. It is useful in applications
where the shielding requirements are not sufficiently severe Lo justify the use of the TYPE
274-NE but where wlshielded leads cannot
safely be used.
Type

27+NC

190

I

Net Weight

Code Word

2~ oz.

81'AN I'ARZOO

Price

I

$1.50
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TYPE 674 JUMBO PLUGS AND JACKS
USES, These are rugged, heavy·duly parts
designed for use in circuits carrying relatively
large currents. They make safe and cOllvenient
connectors for currents of 35 amperes or less.
The TYPES 674-P and 67<1-·J are very useful
as Lhe plug and jack elements for plug-in units,
such as oscillator coils.
DESCRIPTION, Excepl for size, lhese parts
are very similar in design to the TYPE 274

Plugs and Jacks. Nickel-plated brass is lIsed
in the construction except for the plug springs,
which are made of speciall y tempel'cd phosphor
bronze.
The TYPE 674·C has a solder·fi ll ed shank for
sweating in 7;t'-inch tubing, while the TYPE
674-D has an insulated shank and a solderi ng
lug. The TYPES 674·P and 674·J are supplied
with nuls and tinned sold eri ng terminals.

Type 674·P Jumbo Plug
c=

A = %' inch
B= %; inch
Code

SO.30

1.75

Type 674·C Jumbo Plug
Code lVQrd:

A=

~~

B=

~i

$0.25

Unit Price

1.50

Package of 10

~-

$0.50
4.00

~

Type 674·J Jumbo Jack
A = %' inch

B= ~ inch tnux.
C= Y:; - 20

C()(/e It'ord:

STANPA II ",' E

•

$0.30
1.65

Unil Price
Package oj 10

THE QUANTITY DISCOUNTS MENTIONED ON PAGE
APPLY TO QUANTITIES OF PACKAGES.

jv

A --

:)1

STANPAI'ARK

Unit Price.
Packageo/10.

inch

STANPAIlCOX

,

inch

Code Word:

~VQrd : STANI'A RAI't;

Unit Price.
Package oj 10 .

A= M inch

Type 674·0 Insulated
Jumbo Plug

~-32

D = 1;{6 inches

A

•

il

ALSO

c

TYPE 119 RADIO· FREQUENCY CHOKE
USES, TYPE 119 Choke is useful nol only as
a radio-frequency choke in vacuum-lube circuits, but also as an inductance element in
fLiters and luned circuits.
DESCRIPTION, The winding is lhe so-called
helical type, composed of a large number of

thin, spiral-wound pies.

TYPE

119-B uses a

dust-type core. The coil is mounted in a molded
bakelite housing which is effectively sealed
against moisture penetration.

FEATURES: There is only one significant point
of resonance, all minor resonances being practically eliminated by the method of winding
and assembling. The shu nt capacitance is low,
so that the choke can be used at frequencies as
high as 40 megacycles. The use of an iron-dust
core in TYPE 119-B makes possible a highinductance unit with very little increase in
capacitance and resistance. The capacitance
and conduc tan ce of this choke as a fun ction of
frequency are show n 011 page 71.
At the left is u view of t.he T,

SPECIFICATIONS

ut the right

0.

I''';

119 Choke (md

sketch o f tliC bU$<> dimcl1l:1iol1s.

Accuracy of Inductance: ±20%.
Dimension$: (Height) 2 inches; for base dimensions, !lee
sketch.
Net Weight: TYPE 119-A, 2M oz.; TWE 119-8, 3 oz.
D-C
Inductallce
Capacilaf!ct
Hesi.dam;p
TrIM

119·A
119·8

I

0.25 h
0.5 h

4~O

n

l50 !!

Gode Word

119·A
119-8

I

Radio-Frequency Choke ..
Radio~Frequency Choke .

Price

52.00
2.50
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REACTANCE CHART
Always use corresponding scales

10,000 n
UJ

V

Z

1000 n

<
l-

V

<
UJ

100 n

II:

10 n

.1 n
1e
1 Me
(300 m)

lOe
lOMe
(30 m)

100e
100 Me
(3 m)

1 ke
1000 Me
(30 em)

10 ke

100 kc

1000 ke

10,000 Me
(3 em)

100,000 Me
(.3 em)

1,000,000 Me
(.03 em)

10,000 kc

FREQUENCY
FIG. 1
The accompanying chart may be used to find:
calculations. Figure 2, which is a single decade of
(1) The reactance of a given inductance at a given Figure 1 enlarged approximately 7 times, is to be
used where the significant two or three figures are
frequency.
(2) The reactance of a given capacitance at a given to be determined.
frequency.
TO FIND REACTANCE
(3) The resonant frequency of a given inductance
Enter the charts vertically from the bottom
and capacitance.
(frequency) and along the lines slanting upward to
In order to facilitate the determination of magni- the left (capacitance) or to the right (inductance).
tude of the quantities involved to two or three Corresponding scales (upper or lower) must be used
significant figures the chart is divided into two parts. throughout. Proiect horizontally to the left from the
Figure 1 is the complete chart to be used for rough intersection and read reactance.
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REACTANCE

CHART

Always obtain approximate value from Figure 1 before using Figure 2

10

9

8
7

6
5
/'
V
UJ

rYl/' ""
VIA
)<1/ IA

4

U

rxIXI)'V

Z

«
I-

e<.12

D<:'~
"" f'
1)("!x"i)d2 I(

r-

VV

3

V

u

«

""

IA
./

UJ
~

2

X
V\
./' V'\ PS<' rx<x '0.
"X X rx
IX"
IX IV)'
k'Y ~
"'"
r-v: 'X X 'Xb6fY'lX

lY
1(\1'\
"" Ix' k'\ IX.
-,2<12<:: k"-

rx

~() ~q ~'O ~'\

~b

~'?

f\

CAPACITA N C E

.I:--- - - - - - - -.l.- - - - .- 2

t3

t4- - 5- - -- 6

7

-1.-

8

9 10

FREQUEN C Y

FIG. 2
TO FIND RESONANT FREQUENCY
Enter the slanting lines for the given inductance
and capacitance. Project downward from their intersection and read resonant frequency from the bottom
scale. Corresponding scales (upper or lower) must be
used throughout.
Example: The sample point indicated (Figure 1)
corresponds to a frequency of about 700 kc and an
inductance of 0.5 henry, or a capacitance of 0.1 J.LJ.Lf,
giving in either case a reactance of about 2,000,000
ohms. The resonant frequency of a circuit containing
these values of inductance and capacitance is, of
course, 700 kc, approximately.

)f These Two Cha rts

USE OF FIGURE 2
Figure 2 is used to obtain additional precision of
reading but does not place the decimal point which
must be located from a preliminary entry on Figure 1.
Since the chart necessarily requires two logarithmic
decades for inductance and capacitance for every
single decade of frequency and reactance, unless the
correct decade for Land C is chosen, the calculated
values of reactance and frequency will be in error
by a factor of 3.16.
Example: (Continued.) The reactance corresponding to 0.5 henry or 0.1 J.LJ.Lf is 2,230,000 ohms
at 712 kc, their resonant frequency.
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DECIBEL CONVERSION TABLES
It is convenient in measurements and
calculations on communications systems
to express the ratio between any two
amounts of electric or acoustic power in
units on a logarithmic scale. The decibel
(1/ 10th of the bel) on the briggsian or
base-l () scale and the neperon the napierian
or base-e scale are in almost universal use
for this purpose.
Since voltage and current are related
to power by impedance, both the decibel
and the neper can be used to express
voltage and current ratios, if care is taken

to account for the impedances associated
with them. In a similar manner the corresponding acoustical quantities can be
compared.
Table I and Table II on the following
pages have been prepared to facilitate
making conversions in either direction
between the number of decibels and the
corresponding power, voltage, and current
ratios. Both tables can also be used for
nepers and the mile of standard cable
by applying the conversion factors from
the table on the opposite page.

Decibel - The number of decibels N db
corresponding to the ratio between two
amounts of power P I and P 2 is

N eper - The number of nepers

Ndb

=

10 loglo

PI

P2

Ndb

=

20 loglo

!..!.

12
If EI and E2 or II and 12 operate
unequal impedances,
EI
Ndb = 20 loglo + 10 loglo -Z2
E2
ZI

+ 10 loglo
and

Ndb =

N nep

(3)

(5)

where Zl and Z2 are the absolute magnitudes of the corresponding impedances
and kl and k2 are the values of power factor
for the impedances. Note that Table I and
Table II can be used to evaluate the impedance and power factor terms, since
both are similar to the expression for
power ratio, equation (1).
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.
ratios

EI
E2

or

current

. -II work Illg
·
.
h
I
ratIOs
III t e same or equa

12

impedances,
N nep

and
(4)

kl
k2

IS

(6)

For voltage

III

II
20 loglo 12

+ 10 loglo

PI

P2

(1)

When two voltages EI and E2 or two
currents I I and 12 operate in the same or
equal impedances,
EI
N db = 20 loglo (2)
E2
and

corresponding to a power ratio

N nep

N n ep

EI
E2
II
= log.
12

(7)

= log.

When EI and E2 or II and 12 operate in
unequal impedances,
EI 1
Z2 1
kl
N n6P = loge - + - loge - + - log. (8)
E2 2
ZI 2
k2
and

N

=
nep

!..!. +.!

log
•

12

2

log Z I
6 Z2

+.!
2

log kl
• k2

(9)

where ZI and Z2 and kl and k2 are as in
equations (4) and (5).
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CO.

RELA TIONS BETWEEN DECIBELS, NEPERS,

AND

CONVERSION

MILES OF STANDARD CABLE

By

Multiply
decibels .
decibels.
miles of standard cabl..
miles of standard cable
nepers ... .
nepers .

TABLES

To Find

.1151
1.056
.947
.109
8.686
9.175

nepers
miles of standard cable
decibels
nepers
decibels
miles of standard cable

TO FIND VALUES OUTSIDE THE RANGE OF CONVERSION TABLES
Values outside the range of either Table I or Table II on the following pages can
be readily found with the help of the following simple rules:
TABLE I: DECIBELS TO VOLTAGE AND POWER RATIOS

Number of decibels positive (+) :
Suhtract +20 decibels successively from
the given number of decibels until the
remainder falls within range of Table r.
To find the voltage ratio, multiply the
corresponding value from the right-hand
voltage-ratio column by 10 for each time
you subtracted 20 db. To find the power
ratio, multiply the corresponding value
from the right-hand power-ratio column
by 100 for each time you subtracted 20 db.
Example-Given: 49.2 db
49.2 db - 20 db - 20 db = 9.2 db
Voltage ratio: 9.2 db -+
2.884 X 10 X 10 = 288.4
Power ratio: 9.2 db -+
8.318 X 100 X 100 = 83180

Number of decibels negative (-) :
Add +20 decibels successively to the
given number of decibels until the sum
falls within the range of Table r. For the
voltage ratio, divide the value from the
left-hand voltage-ratio column by 10 for
each time you added 20 db. For the power
ratio, divide the value from the left-hand
power-ratio column by 100 for each time
you added 20 db.
Example-Given: -49.2 db
-49.2 db + 20 db + 20 db

=

-9.2 db

Voltage ratio: -9.2 db -+
.3467 X 1/ 10 X 1/ 10 = .003467
Power ratio: -9.2 db -+
.1202 X 1/ 100 X 1/ 100 = .00001202

TABLE II: VOLTAGE RATIOS TO DECIBELS

For ratios smaller than those in
table-Multiply the given ratio by 10
successively until the product can be
found in the table. From the number of
decibels thus found, subtract +20 decibels
for each time you multiplied by 10.

For ratios greater than those in
table - Divide the given ratio hy 10
successively until the remainder can be
found in the table. To the number of
decihels thus found, add + 20 db for each
time you divided by 10.

Example -Given: Voltage ratio

Example-Given: Voltage ratio

.0131 X 10 = .131 X 10 = 1.31

= 712
712 X 1/ 10 = 71.2 X 1/ 10 = 7.12

From Table II, 1.31

From Tahle II, 7.12

~.345

=

.0131

-+

db - 20 db - 20 db = -37.655 db

17.050 db

-+

+ 20 db + 20 db

=

57.050 db
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TABLE I
GIVEN: Decibels

TO FIND: Power and {Volta 9 e} Ratios
Curren t

TO ACCOUNT FOR THE SIGN OF THE DECIBEL
For positive (+) values of the decibel-Both
voltage and power ratios are greater than unity.
Use the two right-hand columns.

.. ..

Example-Given: ± 9.1 db.

Find:

For negative (-) values of the decibel- Both
voltage and power ratios are less than unity. Use
the two left-hand columns.

+9.1 db
-9. 1 db

-db+
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Voltage
Ratio

Power
Ratio

1.0000
.9886
.977!l
.9661
.9550

1.0000
.977!l
.9550
.9333
.9120

.9441
.9333
.9226
.91 20
.9016

Power
Ratio
8.128
0.1230

Voltage
Ratio
!l.851
0.3508

.. ..
-db+

Voltage
Ratio

Power
Ratio

Voltage
Ratio

Power
Ratio

db

Voltage
Ratio

Power
Ratio

.1
.!l
.3
.4

1.000
LOU
1.023
1.035
1.047

1.000
1.0!l3
1.047
1.07!l
1.096

.5623
.5559
.5495
.5433
.5370

.3162
.3090
.3020
.2951
.2884

5.0
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4

1.778
1.799
1.820
1.841
1.862

3.162
3.236
3.311
3.388
3.467

.8913
.8710
.85 11
.8318
.H128

.5
.6
.7
.8
.9

1.059
1.072
1.084
1.096
1.109

1.122
1.148
1.175
1.!l02
1.230

.5309
.5248
.5188
.5129
.5070

.2818
.2754
.2692
.2630
.2570

5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9

1.884
1.905
1.928
1.950
1.972

3.548
3.631
3.715
3.802
3.890

.8913
.8810
.8710
.8610
.8511

.7943
.7762
.7586
.7413
.7244

1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

1.122
1.135
1.148
1.161
1.175

1.259
1.288
1.318
1.349
1.380

.5012
.4955
.4898
.4842
.4786

.2512
.2455
.2399
.2344
.2291

6.0
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

1.995
!l.018
2.042
2.065
2.089

3.981
4.074
4.169
4.266
4.365

.8414
.8318
.8222
.8128
.8035

.7079
.6918
.6761
.6607
.6457

1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9

1.189
1.202
1.216
1.230
1.245

1.413
1.445
1.479
1.514
1.549

.4732
.4677
.4624
.4571
.4519

.2239
.2188
.2138
.2089
.2042

6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9

2.113
2.138
2.163
2.188
!l.213

4.467
4.571
4.677
4.786
4.898

.7943
.7852
.7762
.7674
.7586

.6310
.6166
.6026
.5888
.5754

2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

1.259
1.274
1.288
1.303
1.318

1.585
1.622
1.660
1.698
1.738

.4467
.4416
.4365
.4315
.4266

.1995
.1950
.1905
.1862
.1820

7.0
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4

2.239
2.265
2.291
2.317
2.344

5.012
5.129
5.248
5.370
5.495

.7499
.7413
.7328
.7244
.7161

.5623
.5495
.5370
.5248
.5U9

2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9

1.334
Ul49
1.365
1.380
1.396

1.778
1.820
1.862
1.905
1.950

.4217
.4169
.4121
.4074
.4027

.1778
.1738
.1698
.1660
.1622

7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8
7.9

2.371
2.399
2.427
2.455
2.483

5.623
5.754
5.888
6.026
6.166

.7079
.6998
.6918
.6839
.6761

.5012
.4898
.4786
.4677
.4571

3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

1.413
1.429
1.445
1.462
1.479

1.995
2.042
2.089
2.138
2.188

.3981
.3936
.3890
.3846
.3802

.1585
.1549
.1514
.1479
.1445

8.0
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4

2.512
!l.541
2.570
2.600
2.630

6.310
6.457
6.607
6.761
6.918

.6683
.6607
.6531
.6457
.6383

.4467
.4365
.4266
.4169
.4074

3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9

1.496
1.514
1.531
1.549
1.567

2.239
2.291
2.344
2.399
2.455

.3758
.3715
.3673
.3631
.3589

.1413
.1380
.1349
.1318
.1288

8.5
8.6
8.7
8.8
8.9

2.661
2.692
!l.723
2.754
2.786

7.079
7.244
7.418
7.586
7.76!l

.6310
.6237
.6166
.6095
.6026

.3981
.3890
.3802
.3715
.3631

4.0
4.1
4.!l
4.3
4.4

1.585
1.603
1.622
1.641
1.660

2.512
2.570
2.630
2.692
!l.754

.3548
.3508
.3467
.3428
.3388

.1259
.1230
.1202
.1175
.1148

9.0
9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4

2.818
2.851
2.884
2.917
2.951

7.943
8.128
8.318
8.511
8.710

.5957
.5888
.5821
.5754
.5689

.3548
.3467
.3388
.3311
.8!l86

4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9

1.679
1.698
1.718
1.788
1.758

2.818
!l.884
2.951
8.020
3.090

.3350
.3311
.8273
.8236
.3199

.1122
.1096
.1072
.1047
.1023

9.5
9.6
9.7
9.8
9.9

2.985
3.020
8.055
8.090
8.1!l6

8.918
9.UO
9.888
9.550
9.77!l

db
0

RADIO

CO.

DB

TO

.....

POWER

TABLE I

AND

Power
Ratio

db

RATIOS

..

(continued)

...

-db+

Voltage
Ratio

VOLTAGE

-db+

Voltage
Ratio

Power
Ratio

Voltage
Ratio

Power
Ratio

Voltage
Ratio

Power
Ratio

16.0
16.1
16.2
16.3
16.4

6.310
6.383
6.457
6.531
6.607

39.81
40.74
41.69
42.66
43.65

db

---

.3162
.3126
.3090
.3055
.3020

.1000
.09772
.09550
.09333
.09120

10.0
10.1
10.2
10.3
10.4

3.162
3.199
3.236
3.273
3.311

10.000
10.23
10.47
10.72
10.96

.1585
.1567
.1549
.1531
.1514

.02512
.02455
.02399
.02344
.02291

.2985
.2951
.2917
.2884
.2851

.08913
.08710
.08511
.08318
.08128

10.5
10.6
10.7
10.8
10.9

3.350
3.388
3.428
3.467
3.508

11.22
11.48
11.75
12.02
12.30

.1496
.1479
.1462
.1445
.1429

.02239
.02188
.02138
.02089
.02042

16.5
16.6
16.7
16.8
16.9

6.683
6.761
6.839
6.918
6.998

44.67
45.71
46.77
47.86
48.98

.2818
.2786
.2754
.2723
.2692

.07943
.07762
.07586
.07413
.07244

11.0
11.1
11.2
11.3
11.4

3.548
3.589
3.631
3.673
3.715

12.59
12.88
13.18
13.49
13.80

.1413
.1396
.1380
.1365
.1349

.01995
.01950
.01905
.01862
.01820

17.0
17.1
17.2
17.3
17.4

7.079
7.161
7.244
7.328
7.413

50.12
51.29
52.48
53.70
54.95

.2661
.2630
.2600
.2570
.2541

.07079
.06918
.06761
.06607
.06457

11.5
11.6
11.7
11.8
11.9

3.758
3.802
3.846
3.890
3.936

14.13
14.45
14.79
15.14
15.49

.1334
.1318
.1303
.!'l88
.1274

.01778
.01738
.01698
.01660
.01622

17.5
17.6
17.7
17.8
17.9

7.499
7.586
7.674
7.762
7.852

56.23
57.54
58.88
60.26
61.66

.2512
.2483
.2455
.2427
.2399

.06310
.06166
.06026
.05888
.05754

12.0
12.1
12.2
12.3
12.4

3.981
4.027
4.074
4.121
4.169

15.85
16.22
16.60
16.98
17.38

.1259
.1245
.1230
.1216
.1202

.01585
.01549
.01514
.01479
.01445

18.0
18.1
18.2
18.3
18.4

7.943
8.035
8.128
8.222
8.318

63.10
64.57
66.07
67.61
69.18

.2371
.2344
.2317
.2291
.2265

.05623
.05495
.05370
.05248
.05129

!'l.5
12.6
!'l.7
12.8
12.9

4.217
4.266
4.315
4.365
4.416

17.78
18.20
18.62
19.05
19.50

.1189
.1175
.1161
.1148
.1135

.01413
.01380
.01349
.01318
.01288

18.5
18.6
18.7
18.8
18.9

8.414
8.511
8.610
8.710
8.811

70.79
72.44
74.13
75.86
77.62

.2239
.2213
.2188
.2163
.2138

.05012
.04898
.04786
.04677
.04571

13.0
13.1
13.2
13.3
13.4

4.467
4.519
4.571
4.624
4.677

19.95
20.42
20.89
21.38
21.88

.1122
.1109
.1096
.1084
.1072

.01259
.0!'l30
.01202
.01175
.01148

19.0
19.1
19.2
19.3
19.4

8.913
9.016
9.120
9.226
9.333

79.43
81.28
83.18
85.11
87.10

.2113
.2089
.2065
.2042
.2018

.04467
.04365
.04266
.04169
.04074

13.5
13.6
13.7
13.8
13.9

4.732
4.786
4.842
4.898
4.955

22.39
22.91
23.44
23.99
24.55

.1059
.1047
.1035
.1023
.1012

.01122
.01096
.01072
.01047
.01023

19.5
19.6
19.7
19.8
19.9

9.441
9.550
9.661
9.772
9.886

89.13
91.20
93.33
95.50
97.72

.1995
.1972
.1950
.1928
. 1905

.03981
.03890
.03802
.03715
.03631

14.0
14.1
14.2
14.3
14.4

5.012
5.070
5.129
.U88
5.248

25.12
25.70
26.30
26.92
27.54

.1000

.01000

.1884
.1862
.1841
.1820
.1799

.03548
.03467
.03388
.03311
.03236

14.5
14.6
14.7
14.8
14.9

5.309
5.370
5.433
5.495
5.559

28.18
28.84
29.51
30.20
30.90

Voltage
Ratio

Power
Ratio

db

.1778
.1758
.1738
.1718
.1698

.03162
.03090
.03020
.02951
.02884

15.0
15.1
15.2
15.3
15.4

5.623
5.689
5.754
5.821
5.888

31.62
32.36
33.11
33.88
34.67

3.162 X I0-1
lO-1
3.162XIO-2
lO-2

10-1
10-2
lO-3
lO-4

10
20
30
40

.1679
.1660
.1641
.1622
.1603

.02818
.02754
.02692
.02630
.02570

15.5
15.6
15.7
15.8
15.9

5.957
6.026
6.095
6.166
6.237

35.48
36.31
37.15
38.02
38.90

3.162XIO-3
lO-3
3.162XIO-4
lO-4
3.162XIO-5

lO-5
lO-6
lO-7
lO-8
lO-9
10- 10

.....
20.0

10.000

100.00

-db+

10-5

Voltage
Ratio

Power
Ratio

3.162
10
3.162XIO
10 2

10
10 2
lOS
104

50
60
70
80
90

3.162XI02
10 3
3.162XI03
104
3.162XI04

105
106
10 7
108
109

100

10 5

10 10

To find decibel values outside the range of this table. see page 195
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TABLE II
GIVEN: {Voltage} Ratio
Current

TO FIND: Decibels

POWER RATIOS
To find the number of decibels
corresponding to a given power
ratio-Assume the given power ratio
to be a voltage ratio and find the
corresponding number of decibels from
the table. The desired result is exactly

Voltage
Ratio

198

.00

.01

.02

.08

one-half of the number of decibels thus
found.
Example- Given: a power ratio of 8.41.
Find: 8.41 in the table :
8.41-+10.655 db X
.04

.05

.06

72 =

5.8!l8 db

.07

.08

.09

1.0
1.1
1.!l
1.3
1.4

.000

.086

.172

.257

.341

.424

.506

.588

.668

.749

.8!l8
1.584
!l.!l79
2.923

.906
1.656
!l.345
2.984

.984
1.7!l7
!l.411
8.046

1.06!l
1.798
!l.477
3.107

1.138
1.868
!l.54!l
3.167

1.!l14
1.988
!l.607
3.227

1.!l89
!l.007
!l.671
8.287

1.364
!l.076
!l.784
3.346

1.488
!l.144
2.798
3.405

1.511
!l.!ll!l
2.860
3.464

1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9

8.5!l!l
4.082
4.609
5.105
5.575

8.580
4.187
4.660
5.154
5.6!l1

3.687
4.190
4.711
5.201
5.666

8.694
4.!l44
4.761
5.249
5.711

3.750
4.297
4.811
5.296
5.756

3.807
4.350
4.861
5.343
5.801

8.862
4.40!l
4.910
5.890
5.845

3.918
4.454
4.959
5.437
5.889

8.973
4.506
5.008
5.483
5.933

4.028
4.558
5.057
5.5!l9
5.977

2.0

6.021

6.064

6.107

6.150

6.193

6.235

6.277

6.319

6.361

6.403

2.1
2.2
2.8
2.4

6.444
6.848
7.235
7.604

6.486
6.888
7.272
7.640

6.527
6.927
7.310
7.676

6.568
6.966
7.347
7.712

6.608
7.008
7.384
7.748

6.649
7.044
7.421
7.783

6.689
7.082
7.458
7.819

6.729
7.121
7.495
7.854

6.769
7.159
7.582
7.889

6.809
7.197
7.568
7.924

2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9

7.959
8.299
8.6!l7
8.943
9.248

7.993
8.338
8.659
8.974
9.278

8.028
8.866
8.691
9.005
9.808

8.062
8.399
8.723
9.036
9.337

8.097
8.482
8.755
9.066
9.367

8.181
8.465
8.787
9.097
9.396

8.165
8.498
8.818
9.127
9.426

8.199
8.580
8.850
9.158
9.455

8.232
8.568
8.881
9.188
9.484

8.266
8.595
8.9l!l
9.218
9.518

3.0

9.542

9.571

9.600

9.629

9.657

9.686

9.714

9.743

9.771

9.799

8.1
8.2
8.8
8.4

9.827
10.108
10.370
10.680

9.855
10.130
10.897
10.655

9.888
10.157
10.423
10.681

9.911
10.184
10.449
10.706

9.939
10.211
10.475
10.781

9.966
10.288
10.501
10.756

9.994
10.264
10.527
10.782

10.021
10.291
10.558
10.807

10.049
10.817
10.578
10.832

10.076
10.844
10.604
10.857

8.5
8.6
3.7
8.8
3.9

10.881
11.126
1l.864
1l.596
11.8!l1

10.906
11.150
1l.887
1l.618
11.844

10.931
1l.174
11.411
1l.641
1l.866

10.955
11.198
11.484
11.664
11.888

10.980
1l.222
1l.457
11.687
11.910

11.005
11.246
11.481
1l.709
11.982

11.029
1l.270
11.504
11.782
11.954

11.053
1l.293
1l.527
1l.754
1l.976

11.078
11.817
1l.550
1l.777
1l.998

11.102
11.841
1l.573
1l.799
12.019

4.0

12.041

12.063

12.085

12.106

12.128

12.149

12.171

12.192

12.213

12.234

4.1
4.2
4.8
4.4

12.256
12.465
12.669
12.869

12.277
12.486
12.690
12.889

12.298
12.506
12.710
12.908

12.819
12.527
12.780
12.928

12.840
12.547
12.750
12.948

12.861
12.568
12.770
12.967

12.882
12.588
12.790
12.987

12.408
12.609
12.810
18.006

12.424
12.6!l9
12.829
18.026

12.444
12.649
12.849
18.045

4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9

13.064
18.255
18.442
13.625
18.804

18.084
18.274
18.460
13.643
18.8!l2

18.103
13.293
18.479
13.661
18.889

18.122
13.312
13.497
18.679
18.857

18.141
18.830
13.516
13.697
18.875

18.160
18.849
13.584
18.715
13.89!l

13.179
18.868
18.552
13.783
18.910

18.198
18.886
18.570
18.751
18.927

18.217
13.405
13.589
13.768
18.945

18.236
13.4!l8
18.607
18.786
18.962

5.0

13.979

13.997

14.014

14.031

14.049

14.066

14.083

14.100

14.117

14.134

5.1
5.!l
5.3
5.4

14.151
14.820
14.486
14.648

14.168
14.887
14.50!l
14.664

14.185
14.358
14.518
14.680

14.20!l
14.870
14.535
14.696

14.219
14.887
14.551
14.712

14.286
14.408
14.567
14.728

14.258
14.420
14.588
14.744

14.270
14.486
14.599
14.760

14.287
14.458
14.616
14.776

14.808
14.469
14.63!l
14.791

5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9

14.807
14.964
15.117
15.269
15.417

14.828
14.979
15.138
15.!l84
15.48!l

14.839
14.995
15.148
15.298
15.446

14.855
15.010
15.168
15.818
15.461

14.870
15.026
15.178
15.8!l8
15.476

14.886
15.041
15.193
15.843
15.490

14.902
15.056
15.208
15.858
15.505

14.917
15.072
15.2!l4
15.878
15.519

14.988
15.087
15.289
15.888
15.584

14.948
15.102
15.254
15.40!l
15.549

RADIO

CO.

VOLTAGE

TABLE II

RATIOS

TO

DB

(continued)

Voltage
Ratio

.00

.01

.O~

.03

.04

.05

.06

.07

.08

.09

6.0

15.563

15.577

15.592

15.606

15.621

15.635

15.649

15.664

15.678

15.692

6.1

15.707
15.848
15.987

15.7~1

15.735
15.876
16.014
16.151

15.749
15.890

15.763
15.904

15.79~

16.0~8

16 .04~

15.959
16.096

15.834
15.973
16.110

16.178

16.~05

15.806
15.945
16.083
16.!l18

15.8~0

16.164

15.778
15.918
16.055
16.191

16.~3!l

16.~45

6.~

6.3
6.4

15.86~

15.931
16.069

16.1~4

16.001
16.137

6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9

16.!l58
16.391
16.5!l1
16.650
16.777

16.404
16.534
16.663
16.790

16.!l85
16.417
16.547
16.676
16.80!l

16.!l98
16.430
16.560
16.688
16.815

16.3l!t
16.443
16.573
16.701
16.8!l7

16.456
16.586
16.714
16.840

16.338
16.469
16.599
16.7!l6
16.85!l

16.351
16.483
16.6l!t
16.739
16.865

16.365
16.496
16.6!l5
16.75!l
16.877

16.378
16.509
16.637
16.764
16.890

7.0

16.902

16.914

16.927

16.939

16.951

16.964

16.976

16.988

17.001

17.013

7.1

17.0!l5
17.147
17.!l66
17.385

17.037
17.159
17.!l78
17.396

17.050
17.171
17.!l90
17.408

17.06!l
17.183
17.4!l0

17.074
17.195
17.314
17.431

17.086
17.!l07
17.3!l6
17.443

17.098
17.!l19
17.338
17.455

17.110
17.!l31
17.349
17.466

17.1!l!l
17.!l43
17.361
17.478

17.135
17.!l55
17.373
17.490

7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8
7.9

17.501
17.616
17.730

17.5!l4
17.639
17.75!l
17.864
17.975

17.536
17.650
17.764
17.875
17.985

17.547
17.66!l
17.775
17.886
17.996

17.559
17.673
17.786
17.897
18.007

17.570
17.685
17.797
17.908
18.018

17.58~

17.696
17.808
17.919
18.0!l9

17.593
17.707
17.8!l0
17.931
18.040

17.605
17.719
17.831

17.953

17.513
17.6!l8
17.741
17.853
17.964

8.0

18.062

18.073

18.083

18.094

18.105

18.116

18.127

18.137

18.148

18.159

8.1
8.!l
8.3
8.4

18.170
18.!l76
lS.38!l
18.486

lS.lS0
lS.!lS7
18.39!l
lS.496

18.191
18.!l97
18.40!l
18.506

lS.!lO!l
lS.308
18.413
18.517

lS.!ll!t
lS.319
18.4!l3
18.5!l7

lS.!l!l3
lS.3!l9
18.434
18.537

18.!l34
18.340
18.444
18.547

18.!l44
18.350
lS.455
18.558

18.!l55
18.361
18.465
18.568

lS.!l66
lS.371
18.475
18.578

8.5
8.6
8.7
8.8
8.9

18.588
18.690
18.790
18.890
18.988

lS.599
lS.700
lS.S00
lS.900
lS.99S

lS.609
18.710
18.810
lS.909
19.007

18.619
18.7!l0
18.8!l0
18.919
19.017

18.6!l9
18.730
18.830
19.0!l7

18.639
18.740
18.840
18.939
19.036

18.649
18.750
18.850
18.949
19.046

18.660
18.760
18.S60
18.958
19.056

18.670
18.770
18.870
18.96S
19.066

18.6S0
18.780
18.880
18.978
19.075

9.0

19.085

19.094

19.104

19.114

19.123

19.133

19.143

19.152

19.162

19.171

9.1
9.!l
9.3
9.4

19.181
19.!l76
19.370
19.463

19.190
19.!l85
19.379
19.47!l

19.!l00
19.!l95
19.38S
19.481

19.!l09
19.304
19.398
19.490

19.!l19
19.313
19.407
19.499

19.!l!l8
19.3!l3
19.416
19.509

19.!l3S
19.33!l
19.4!l6
19.518

19.!l47
19.34!l
19.435
19.5!l7

19.!l57
19.351
19.444
19.536

19.!l66
19.360
19.453
19.545

9.5
9.6
9.7
9.8
9.9

19.554
19.645
19.735

19.58!l
19.673
19.76!l
19.851
19.939

19.591
19.68!l
19.771
19.860
19.948

19.600
19.691
19.780
19.869
19.956

19.609
19.700
19.789
19.878
19.965

19.618
19.709
19.798
19.8S6
19.974

19.6!l7
19.718
19.807
19.895
19.983

19.636

7.~

7.3
7.4

Voltage
Ratio

17.84~

16.~7~

19.8~5

19.564
19.654
19.744
19.833

19.913

10.9~1

19.573
19.664
19.753
19.84!l
19.930

17.30~

18.9~9

16.3~5

17.94~

18.051

19.7~6

19.816
19.904
19.991

0

1

!l

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

20.000

20.828

21.584

22.279

22.923

23.522

24.082

24.609

25.105

!l0
30
40

!l6.0!l1
!l9.54!l
3!l.041

25.575

!l6.444
!l9.8!l7
3!l.!l56

!l6.S48
30.103
3!l.465

!l7.!l35
30.370
3!l.669

!l7.604
30.630
3!l.869

!l7.959
30.881
33.064

!l8.!l99
31.l!t6
33.!l55

!lS.6!l7
31.364
33.44!l

!l8.943
31.596
33.6!l5

!l9.!l48
31.8!l1
33.804

50
60
70
80
90

33.979
35.563
36.90!l
38.06!l
39.085

34.151
35.707
37 .0!l5
38.170
39.181

34.3!l0
35.848
37.147
38.!l76
39.!l76

34.486
35.987
37.!l66
38.38!l
39.370

34.648
36.l!t4
37.385
38.486
39.463

34.807
36.!l58
37.501
38.588
39.554

34.964
36.391
37.616
3S.690
39.645

35.117

35 .!l69
36.650
37.84!l
38.890
39.8!l5

35.417
36.777
37.953
3S.9S8
39.913

100

40.000

-

-

-

-

-

-

36.5~1

37.730
38.790
39.735

-

-

-

--

To find ratios outside the range of this table, see page 195
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INDEX BY TYPE NUMBER
Type

•

25-A
50
50
50-PI
100
100
106
107
119
138
138
200
200
214-A
219
249
274-RJ
274
274
274
301-A
314-A
318
333-A
339
368
371
376
380
418
419-A
433-A
434-B
449-A
471-A
475-C
483-F
487-A
492-A
500
505
509
510
519-A
520-A
522-A
530
533-A

100

Name

Broadcast Frequency Monitor
Variac.
Ganged Variacs
Choke.
Variac .
Ganged Variacs
Standard Inductance .
Variable Inductor .
Radio-Frequency Choke.
Binding Posts .
Switch Contacts and Stops
Variacs.
Ganged Variacs
Rheostat-Potentiometer.
Decade Condenser
Attenuation Box
Mounting Base
Panel Terminal Insulators
Plugs and Jacks
Shielded Plugs and Cables
Rheostat-Potentiometer .
Rheostat-Potentiometers .
Dial Plates
Rheostat-Potentiometer.
Switch.
Variable Air Condenser .
Rheostat-Potentiometer.
Quartz Plate .
Decade-Condenser Unit .
Dummy Antenna .
Wavemeter
Potentiometer.
Audio-Frequency Meter.
Adjustable Attenuator
Rheostat-Potentiometer .
Frequency Monitor .
Output Meter.
Megohmmeter (a-c operated)
Oxide Rectifier
Resistor
Condenser
Standard Condenser .
Decade-Resistance Unit.
Dial Lens.
Dial Lock.
Dial Plate .
Band-Pass Filter.
Rheostat-Potentiometer .

Page

166
18,19
19,20
20
18, 19
19,20
58
56
191
188
188
18
19,20
38
53
31
190
190
189
190
39
39
181
38
184
49
38
178
54
100
174
39
171
32
39
166
138
137
142
33
51
50
24
181
181
181
130
38

Type .

539
544-B
546-B
549
561-D
566-A
568
572-B
578
583-A
588-AM
602
605-B
608-A
612
614-C
616-D
617-C
619-E
620-A
621
631-B
637
648-A
650-A
651-AE
654-A
663
667-A
668
669
670
672-A
673-A
674
675
676-A
681-B
690-C
691-C
692-B
693-B
694-C
695-B
696-C
698-A

Name

Variable Air Condenser
Megohm Bridge
Microvolter
Contactor.
Vacuum-Tube Bridge
Wavemeter
Variable Air Condenser
Microphone Hummer
Shielded Transformer .
Output-Power Meter .
Direct-Current Meter
Decade-Resistance Box
Standard-Signal Generator
Oscillator .
Coupling Panel
Selective Amplifier
Heterodyne Frequency Meter
Interpolation Oscillator .
Heterodyne Detector.
Heterodyne Frequency Meter and
Calibrator
Power Stroboscope
Strobotac .
Fluted Knobs.
Strobolux .
Impedance Bridge
Oscillograph Recorder
Decade Voltage Divider .
Resistor
Inductance Bridge
Compensated Decade-Resistance
Unit .
Compensated Slide-Wire Resistor
Compensated Decade Resistor
Power Supply .
Power Supply .
Plugs and Jacks
Piezo-Electric Oscillator .
Quartz Bar
Frequency-Deviation Meter
Piezo-Electric Oscillator.
Temperature-Control Box
Multivibrators
Syncronometer
Control Panel .
Battery Charging Panel .
A-C Power Supply
Duplex Multivibrator

Page

48
84
141
5
82
177
47
114
87
139
142
22
98
108
161
163
156
158
162
164
6
2
185
11

74
126
30
34
80
27
29
26
115
116
191
152
178
166
148
148
155
149
149
149
149
155

INDEX BY TYPE NUMBER (continued)
Type

699-A
700-A
700-Pl
701
702
703
704
705
706
707-A
707-P
710
712
713-B
7l4-A
715-A
716-B
717
722
723
723-Pl
724-A
726-A
726-Pl
727-A
729-A
731-B
732-B
732-Pl

Name

Comparison Oscilloscope.
160
Wide-Range Beat-Frequency Oscillator .
106
Voltage Divider, .
107
Direct-Drive Dial.
183
Friction-Drive Dial
183
Friction-Drive Dial
183
Precision Dial.
180
Friction-Drive Dial
183
Precision Dial.
180
Cathode-Ray Null Detector.
86
Tuning and Phasing Units
87
183
Direct-Drive Dial.
Direct-Drive Dial.
183
102
Beat-Frequency Oscillator
Amplifier
91
12
Direct-Current Amplifier
68
Capacitance Bridge
183
Direct-Drive Dials
43-45
Precision Condenser
112
Vacuum-Tube Fork
Power Supply.
113
Precision Wavemeter.
176
132
Vacuum-Tube Voltmeter
Multiplier .
134
Vacuum-Tube Voltmeter
134
136
Megohmmeter .
120
Modulation Monitor .
122
Distortion and Noise Meter.
123
Range Extension Filter .

736-A
740-B
740-BG
755-A
757-A
757-Pl
758-A
759-B
759-P21
759-P35
759-P36
759-P50
760-A
761-A
769-A
774
775-A
783-A
804-B
805-A
814-A
814-P
815
816-A
821-A
830
834-B
913-A
916-A

Page

Name

Page ' Type

Wave Analyzer
Capacitance Test Bridge.
Capacitance Test Bridge.
Condenser.
U-H-F Oscillator .
A-C Power Supply
Wavemeter
Sound-Level Meter
Extension Cable and Tripod
Vibration Pickup .
Control Box
Power Supply .
Sound Analyzer
Vibration Meter
Square-Wave Generator.
Coaxial Connectors (Terminals)
Frequency-Limit Monitor
Output-Power Meter.
U-H-F Signal Generator
Standard-Signal Generator
Amplifier
Tuned Circuits
Precision Fork
Vacuum-Tube Fork
Twin-T Impedance-Measuring Circuit .
Wave Filters .
Electronic Frequency Meter .
Beat-Frequency Oscillator
Radio-Frequency Bridge .

118
76
78
46
110
III
175
7
8
9
9
9
10
14
124
186
168
140
96
94
89
90
172
173
70
128
170
104
72

INDEX BY TITLE
Page
Adjustable attenuator
. .
31, 32
Adjustable transformer (Variac) .
16-20
Air condensers. . .
. . . . . 43-49
Alternating-current meter
132, 134, 138, 139, 140
Amplifier .
. ] 2, 86-92, 163
bridge . .
86-92
direct-curren t .
12
oscillograph
91
selective .
163
Analyzer, sound
10
noise .
10
wave . .
118
. 100
Antenna, dummy
Attenuation box .
31, 32
Attenuator, adjustable
31, 32

Audio-frequency meter
oscillator .
Band-pass filter
Bars, quartz
Base, jack . . . .
Beat-frequency oscillator.
wide-range
. . .
Binding posts and assemblies
Bridges. . .
Bridge accessories .
Bridge, capacitance
capacitance test
frequency . .
high-resistance

Page
. .
170,171
102-109,112- 114

128, 130
· 178
. . . 190
102, 104, 106
· 106
.
188
. 60-85

68, 70, 72, 74, 76, ~~

76, 78
· 171
· 84
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Bridge, impedance .
inductance.
megohm . .
power-factor .
radio-frequency
resistance .
Schering . .
vacuum-tube. . . .
Broadcast frequency monitor .
Cable, concentric .
jack. . . . .
microphone extension
plug
.
shielded . . .
Calihrator, piezo-electric
Capacitance bridge. .
Capacitance test bridge
Capacitors . . . . .
Cathode-ray null detector .
Choke, radio-frequency
Coaxial connectors . .
Comparison oscilloscope. . .
Compensated decade-resistance unit
decade resistor
.
slide-wire resistor .
Concentric shielded cable .
Condenser, air dielectric
decade .
fixed . . .
high-frequency
mica dielectric.
paper dielectric
precision .
standard . .
Contactor, stroboscope
hand . .
Contacts, switch . .
Copper-oxide rectifier .
voltmeter .
Cord, patch . .
Coupling panel .
Decade condenser .
-condenser unit
-resistance box
-resistance unit .
.
-resistance unit, compensated
voltage divider . .
Detector, cathode-ray null
heterodyne.
Dial, direct-drive
friction -drive
lens .
lock . .
plates .
precision . .
Direct-current amplifier
meter. . . . .
Distortion and noise meter
Dummy antenna .
Electronic frequency meter
Filter, band-pass .
high-pass .
low-pass . .
range extension
tuned circuit
wave

202

· 74
74,80
·

.

.

84

68, 74, 76, 78
70,72
74,84

68
82
166
186
186
8

· 186
186, 190
· . . 164
68, 74, 76, 78
76,78
41-55
86
191
186
160
27
26
29
186
43- 49
· 53
· . 50,51
45,46,47,49
50, 51, 53, 54
. 53,54
. 43-45
43--45, 50
5
5

188
142
· 138
186,190
161
53
54
22
24
· 27
30, 107
· 86
· 162
· 183
180,183
181
181
181
180
12
142
122
100
170
128, 130
128
· 128
· 123
· 90
128, 130

Page

172, 173
112,173
· 166

Fork, precision . . . .
vacuum-tube driven .
Frequency-deviation meter .
Frequency-measuring equipment

150,153,156, 164, 175,176,177
170, 171
. 168
. 170
156, 164
. 166
148, 152
180, 183

Frequency meter, audiolimit monitor . .
meter, electronic .
meter, heterodyne
monitor, broadcast
standard . .
Friction-drive dial .

Galvanometer, direct-current .
Generator, standard-signal
square-wave .

· 142
94-100
· 124

Hand contactor .
Harmonic analyzer
Heterodyne detector
frequency meter
High-speed recorder
Hummer, microphone .

·

5

10, 118
· 162
156,164
127
114

Impedance bridge . . . . . .
74
Impedance-measuring network, Twin-T
· 70
Inductance bridge .
74,80
standard .
. . 58
Inductors . . .
. 56, 58,191
Inductor, variable .
56
2- 20
Industrial instruments .
Insertion unit, coaxial .
· 186
Insulated plugs . . . .
189
Insulators, panel terminal .
· 190
150, 153
Interpolation equipment .
oscillator . . . .
158
Inverse feedback oscillator
108
Jack base . . .
connector, coaxial
Jacks and plugs
Jumbo jacks
plugs

190
. . . . . 186
. 186, 189, 190, 191
191
191

Knob, fluted

185

Lens, dial
Lock, dial .
.
Losses in air condensers

181
181
42

Megohm bridge
meter .
Meters . . . . . . . . . .
Meter, alternating-current 132, 134, 138,
audio-frequency .
battery-operated .
direct-current. .
distortion and noise
electronic frequency
frequency deviation .
heterodyne frequency
megohm .
modulation
noise
output .
output-power .
oxide-rectifier .
sound-level
vibration . .
Microphone hummer . .
Microvolter, audio-frequency

.84

136, 137
132-142
139, 140
170,171
134,136
142
· 122
· 170
· 166
156, 164
136,137
· 120
·
7
· 138
139, 140
142
7

14
114
141

INDEX BY TITLE (Continued)
Modulation monitor . . .
Monitor, broadcast frequency
frequency-limit
Mounting base .
Multivibrators .
..
Mutual inductance standard .
Network, attenuation .
Noise meter. . .
.
Null detector, cathode-ray

Page
120
166
168
190
155
56
31,32
7
86

Oscillators . .
. . .
102-114
Oscillator, audio .
102-109, 112-114, 158
beat-frequency
. 102, 104, 106, 158
electro-mechanical
. 112-114, 172, 173
interpolation . .
. 158
inverse feedback .
. . . 108
piezo-electric . .
148, 152, 164
radio-frequency . . . . 94-99, 106, 110
resistance-capacitance-tuned . . . . 108
tuning-fork-driven .
. 112, 113, 172, 173
ultra-high-frequency .
110
Oscillograph amplifier .
91
recorder . . .
126
Oscilloscope, comparison
160
Output meter .
. 138
power meter
139, 140
Oxide rectifier .
142
Panel jack, coaxial.
plug, coaxial . .
terminal insulators
Parts and accessories .
Patch cord. . .
Pickup, vibration. .
Piezo-electric oscillator
Plate, dial .
quartz . . .
Plug connector, coaxial
Plugs and jacks.
Potentiometers . .
Power meter, output
stroboscope
supply . . .
Precision condenser
dial .
fork .
wavemeter.
..
Primary frequency standard .
Quartz bar .
plate

186
186
· 190
180-191
186,190
. . .
9
148, 152, 164
· 181
· 178
. . . 186
186, 189, 191
36-39
139, 140
. .
6
115, 116, 148
43-45, 50
· 180
172,173
176
148
178
178

Radio-frequency bridge
70, 72
choke. .
. . . . 191
oscillator . . .
94-99, 106, 110
Range-extension filters
· 123
Ratio-arm box .
· 81
Rectifier, oxide . .
· 142
174,176
Rectifier-type wavemeter.
Resistance box, decade
· 22
bridge . . . . . .
74,84
27
unit, compensated decade
unit, decade . . . . . .
· 24
Resistance-capacitanee-tuned oscillator .
· 108
22-39
Resistors. . . . . . . . . .
26
Resistor, compensated decade
compensated slide-wire
· 29
33,34
fixed . . .
high-frequency
34

Rheostat potentiometer

.

Schering bridge. . . .
Secondary frequency standard
Selective amplifier .
Shielded conductors
plug and cable.
transformer .
.
Signal generator, standard . .
Slide-wire resistor, compensated .
Sound analyzer . .
Sound-level meter . .
Square-wave generator
Standard condenser
inductance. .
mutual inductance
primary frequency .
secondary frequency .
-signal generators .
Strobolux .
Stroboscope .
recorder
Strobotac .
Strobotron . . . .
Switch contacts and stops
Switches. . . . . .
Synchronous-motor contactor
Syncronometer .

Page
36-39
68
152
· 163
186, 190
186, 190
· 87
94-100
29
10
7
. . 124
43-45,50
58
56
148
· 152
94-100
4
2--6

127
2
3
188
184
5
148

Temperature-control box .
148
Terminal insulators, panel
190
Terminal unit, coaxial. .
187
Test bridge, capacitance .
76, 78
Thermometers .
. 159
Thermostats . . . . . .
. 159
Transformer, adjustable (Variac)
16-20
bridge .
87
shielded
87
Tripod . . .
.
8
Tuning fork, precision . .
172 , 173
vacuum-tube driven .
..
112, 173
Tuning-fork oscillators
. . . 112, 113, 172, 173
Twin-T impedance-measuring network .
70
U-H-F condenser .
oscillator . .
signal generator
wavemeter.
Vacuum-tube bridge
driven fork .
voltmeter . . .
Variable air condenser .
inductor
Variac . .
Variometer . .
Vibration meter
pickup. . . .
Voltage divider, decade .
Voltmeter, oxide-rectifier .
vacuum-tube .

46
110
96
175
· 82
112, 173
132, 134
43-49
· 56
16-20
56
14
·
9
30, 107
· 138
132, 134

10,118, 122
Waveform-measuring instruments
Wave analyzer . . . . . .
. 10, 118
filter . . .
.....
128, 130
Wavemeters (see also Frequency meter, heterodyne)
174-177
precision . . . .
176
ultra-high-frequency . . . .
. 175
Wide-range beat-frequency oscillator
. 106
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